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PREFACE
This final report describes the two-part all-electric aircraft study conducted by Douglas Aircraft
Company for NASA-Lewis Research Center (NASA-LeRC), in Cleveland, Ohio, under contract
No. NAS3-25965, Task Order 1 with Amendment 1. The report provides a statement of objectives,
gives the structure for the study as defined by the task flow breakdown, lists the assumptions made
to initiate the study, describes the approach adopted to guide the study, and provides the program
scope and schedule.
The Douglas program manager for this contract is James G. McComb. The NASA Technical
Representative for Task Order No. 1 was David Renz and the Contracting Officer was A1 Spence,
both of NASA-Lewis Research Center.
This work was accomplished by personnel of the Douglas Advanced Aircraft Systems department
with support from the Cost and Performance Analysis groups.
The organization chart for the departments of Douglas Aircraft Company that conducted this study
is presented in the accompanying figure. The participants are listed below, with their areas of effort.
Aircraft Systems Engineering Staff Members:
L. J. Feiner, Project Resource Manager, Secondary Power Systems
W. E. Murray, Technical Project Manager, Secondary Power Systems•
W. S. Boronow, Environmental Control Systems
L. S. McBee, Landing Gear, Steering and Brakes
D. W. Bender, Propulsion Engines and APU Technology
R. D. Dangaran, Reliability, Safety and Maintenance
T. G. Dinh, Actuators and Electromechanical Systems
R. R. Flores, Electrical, Load Analysis and Weight Analysis
C. E. Mitchell, Fiber-optic Technology
J. J. Kim, Environmental Control Systems
T. Mukutmoni, EMI, EMC, HIRF, and HERF Analysis
J. R. Todd, Flight Control Systems
K. R. Williams, Mechanical and Hydraulic Systems
J. A. Zich, Crew Systems, Control Panels and Displays
D. H. Blyther, Management Assistance
Cost and Performance Analysis Staff:
G. Bell, Manufacturing Cost Analysis
G. R. Boggs, Manufacturing Cost Analysis
D. P. Kosmal, Marketing Cost Analysis
J. M. Leavens, System Supportability, Reliability and Maintenance
M. F. Masters, Engineering Cost Analysis
R. W. Schmid, Aircraft Performance
F. Simmons, Reliability and Maintenance Analysis
C. J. Turner, Advanced Aircraft Design and Performance Analysis
R. I. Weinstein, Reliability and Maintenance Analysis
w
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SECTION 1
SUMMARY
This report presents a study of advanced electrical power systems for transport aircraft based upon
an all-electric design concept. It differs from present systems in the following respects:
1. Eliminates distributed hydraulic secondary power systems, for which the energy is obtained
by main-engine gearbox-driven hydraulic pumps.
2. Eliminates distributed pneumatic secondary power systems, for which the energy is derived
from high-temperature (400 ° to 475°F) and high-pressure air (33.5 to 100 psia) obtained by
"bleed" from the compressor stages of the main aircraft engines.
3. Features expansion and redesign of the electrical secondary power system to supply electrical
power to the loads conventionally supplied by either hydraulic or pneumatic secondary power.
The initial study was based upon an advanced 20-kHz electrical power transmission and distribu-
tion system, using a system architecture supplied by NASA-Lewis Research Center (NASA-LeRC)
for a two-engine (twin-jet) air transport, with many advanced power conversion concepts. After the
midterm technical review, NASA-LeRC requested Douglas Aircraft Company to retain the initial
study results and refocus the study to pursue a more conventional all-electric air transport design
with 400-Hz secondary electrical power transmission and distribution. Subsequent work was based
upon a trijet MD-11 air transport, which was selected by Douglas in order to provide credible
certified baseline system designs and to establish a firm data base for the comparative cost/benefit
analyses.
The conclusions of the study are, in brief:
1. The 20-kHz conceptual design analyses produced a significant list of expected benefits, which
suggests that further study of either a complete 20-kHz system or of selected sections and cir-
cuits would be desirable and cost-effective.
2. The all-electric trijet cost/benefit study, although carried out in a very conservative and nonop-
timized fashion, revealed that there will be very valuable benefits: a weight reduction of 2,304
pounds from hardware redesign plus a 2.1-percent fuel reduction with aircraft resizing, to a
total weight reduction of 11,000 pounds.
3. Cost reductions for a fleet of 800 aircraft in a 15-year production program are estimated as
follows: RDT&E cost reduction of $76.71 million; $2.74 million saved per aircraft in produc-
tion; $9.84 million saved in nonrecurring expenses; $120,000 per aircraft saved in product
support expenses; and $300,000 saved each year in operating and maintaining each aircraft.
Together, these represent a present value of $1.914 billion or a future value of $10.496 billion.

SECTION 2
INTRODUCTION
This report covers the evaluations conducted for NASA-LeRC: (1) 20-kHz electrical power distri-
bution technology and the related conversion and control technologies applied to transport aircraft
with all-electric secondary power (with no distributed hydraulic or pneumatic power, and without
engine bleed air extraction), and (2) all-electric secondary power with a conventional distribution
system, in response to the redirection and objectives contained in Amendment 1 to NAS3-25965.
The initial 20-kHz study is presented in Section 3 and the Redirected All-Electric Aircraft Study
in Section 4. The conclusions are in Section 5 and the recommendations for future work are in Sec-
tion 6.
2.1 OBJECTIVES
The objective of the original contract was to provide a realistic assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of a 20-kHz electrical power distribution system when fully integrated into a twin-
engine transport aircraft. The 20-kHz system conceptual design was previously developed by
NASA-LeRC and its subcontractors.
For the amended contract, the overall purpose was to provide an objective cost/benefit evaluation
of an all-electric secondary power system when fully integrated into an advanced transport aircraft.
The all-electric system conceptual design was to be defined by Douglas Aircraft Company. Both
concepts involved redesign of a commercial transport study model from hybrid secondary power
(electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic) to a single form (electrical power) and a similar set of aircraft
design criteria and guidelines to establish certifiable standards of quality for the electrical system
designs.
2.2 TASK FLOW BREAKDOWN
The task flow breakdown for the original contract is shown in Figure 1. When the contract redirec-
tion was received on April 1, 1991, Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Task 1, Detailed Plan; Task
2, Subcontractor Selections; Task'3, Criteria and Guidelines Selection; and Task 4.1.1, Aircraft
Model Definition, were essentially completed. Task 4.1.2, All-Electric Load Definitions; Task
4.1.3, Power-by-Wire and Fly-by-Wire Concept Definitions; Task 4.1.4, Distributed Power Sys-
tem Definition; and Task 4.1.5, Electrical and Electronic Control Systems Definitions, were par-
tially completed. These efforts were largely applicable to the amended (redirected) contract and
required only review or reinterpretation for use in the final contract effort. The task flow breakdown
for the redirected program is shown in Figure 2.
2.3 STUDY ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions made for the original 20-kHz twin-jet study are shown in Table 1, while the
assumptions made for the redirected trijet study are shown in Table 2. Many of these assumptions
are common to both the twin-jet and the trijet study models.
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TABLE1
STUDYASSUMPTIONSFORTHEORIGINALCONTRACT
ITEM COMMENT
ARCHITECTURE
MISSION AND AIRFRAME
CERTIFICATION
SOURCES AND LOADS
SECONDARY POWER
FLIGHT CONTROLS
DISTRIBUTED POWER
AIR-CONDITIONING
POWER CONTROL
LINKAGE WITH PAST NASA-LeRC 2(_kHz PROGRAMS
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT WITH CREDIBLE/PRACTICAL/COST-EFFECTIVE
APPLICATION
STANDARD COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT DESIGN CRITERIA TO ASSURE
VIABLE AND CERTIFIABLE SYSTEMS
LOADS AND 20-kHz POWER MANAGEMENT AND DISTRIBUTION ARE
MUTUALLY TRANSPARENT
MAXIMUM USE OF 2(_kHz AND RELATED TECHNOLOGY TO ELIMINATE
DISTRIBUTED HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS
MAXIMUM USE OF FLY-BY-WIRE ADVANCED CONCEPTS ENHANCED BY
ELIMINATION OF CENTRAL HYDRAULIC POWER
DISTRIBUTED POWER CENTER DESIGN ENHANCES RELIABILITY WITH
DUAL BUS ARCHITECTURE
VAPOR CYCLE AIR-CONDITIONING IMPROVES ENGINE EFFICIENCY BY
ELIMINATING BLEED-AIR PNEUMATIC POWER
DIGITAL RPC IS APPROPRIATE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR PBW, FBW,
AND DISTRIBUTED POWER CENTERS
TABLE 2
STUDY ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE REDIRECTED CONTRACT
ITEM COMM ENT
AIRCRAFT MODEL
AIRCRAFT MISSION
ARCHITECTURE
CERTIFICATION
DESIGN CRIT/GUIDELINES
SOURCES AND LOADS
SECONDARY POWER
FLIGHT CONTROLS
DISTRIBUTED POWER
AIR-CONDITIONING
POWER CONTROL
DOUGLAS SELECTED MD-11 COMMERCIAL TRIJET TRANSPORT
3,000 N MI WITH FULL PASSENGER LOAD (323), STD COND
DERIVATIVE OF EXISTING MD-11 SECONDARY POWER SYSTEM
ASSURANCE BY EXTENSION OF MD-11 DESIGN STANDARDS
DERIVED. IN INITIAL PHASE OF THIS CONTRACT
ADD SOURCES/LOADS FOR ALL-ELECTRIC SECONDARY POWER
ELIMINATE ENGINE BLEED AIR, CENTRAL HYDRAULICS, AND PNEUMATIC
POWER DISTRIBUTION
MAXIMUM USE OF FLY-BY-WIRE ADVANCED CONCEPTS ENHANCED BY
ELIMINATION OF CENTRAL HYDRAULIC POWER
PARTIALLY DISTRIBUTED POWER CENTER DESIGN TO ENHANCE
RELIABILITY
VAPOR CYCLE AIR-CONDITIONING IMPROVES ENGINE EFFICIENCY BY
ELIMINATING BLEED-AIR PNEUMATIC POWER
DIGITAL RPC IS APPROPRIATE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR PBW, FBW,
AND DISTRIBUTED POWER CENTERS
2.4 APPROACH
2.4.1 Initial 20-kHz Study Approach
The approach followed for the initial study was to establish a twin-jet aircraft model for the study
and then provide descriptions to define the evaluation criteria (Table 3), derived from the Statement
of Work. The program drivers of the study were next determined. These were:
1. Make maximum use of electrical energy.
2. Use real transport aircraft system data for credibility.
3. Use traceable design data.
4. Assure certifiable and reliable system design.
5. Do not allow electrical energy transmission to adversely affect aircraft loads and operations.
Criteria and guidelines were then developed to measure the quality of the design effort. It should
be noted that criteria are a mandatory statement ("shall be" or"must be"), while guidelines are advi-
sory ("should be" or"may be"). The design was to be derived from MD- 11 aircraft design technical
specification (Reference 1). The initial list of 634 items was reduced to 156 by screening, peer
review, specialists' review, and transfer of 175 design-specific items to a preliminary design
requirements specification. The reviews were based on relevance to the 20-kHz all-electric design.
The data base was then organized as shown in Table 4.
TABLE 3
EVALUATION CRITERIA
ITEM COMM ENT
CE FITIFIABILITY
SATISFIES LOAD REQUIREMENTS
DISPATCH RELIABILITY
ADEQUATE REDUNDANCY
EASE OF MAINTENANCE
IMPACT ON OTHER AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
COMPLIANCE WITH FAA REGULATION/CRITERIA/GUIDELINES
PMAD ARCHITECTURE AND SIZING FOR POWER FLOW
REQUIREMENTS
SATISFIES AIRLINE OPERATION NEEDS
SATISFIES FO/FO/FS CRITERIA
REDUCES AIRLINE OPERATIONAL COST
HAS NO UNFAVORABLE OPERATIONAL MODES
EFFECT ON MFG COSTS
EASE OF INSTALLATION
SAFETY
COST
OPERATION IN AUTOMATIC MODES
PE RFORMANCE
CONTROLLABILITY
ELECTROMECHANICAL CHARACTER
MINIMIZES AIRCRAFT INITIAL COST
MINIMIZES INITIAL MFG AND AIRLINE MAINTENANCE COST
DOMINANT DESIGN CRITERION
ACQUISITION OWNERSHIP, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE
ACCEPTABLE FOR 2-PERSON FLIGHT DECK
EFFICIENCY, REGULATION
INTRODUCES NO UNUSUAL OR MARGINAL CONTROL MODES
WEIGHT, FAULT TOLERANCE, INTEGRITY
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Next, an objective process was developed for applying the criteria and guidelines. "Iqae focal areas
were identified for objective evaluations of strength and weakness of the 20-kHz design concepts
(Table 5), and locations determined for the sources and major loads. Using the 440-volt, single-
phase, 20-kHz system architecture provided by NASA-LeRC, this architecture was expanded as
necessary for the selected twin-jet aircraft model and design architectures were defined for the elec-
trical power processing required to accomplish the following advanced design concepts: resonant
power conversion, bidirectional power conversion/control, pulse density modulation for motor and
frequency control, electrical efigine-starting, and 1-phase transmission and phase-control for volt-
age regulation.
TABLE 4
STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS DATA BASE
SUBJECT NO. CRITERIA/GUIDEUNES
INSTALLATION
PERFORMANCE
REDUNDANCY
PHOTECTION
CREW INTERFACE
MAINTENANCE
RELIABI LITY
EMERGENCY PROVISIONS
CERTIFIABILITY
FAULT-TOLERANCE
OTHER SYS IMPACT
LOGISTICS
LOADS
OWNERSHIP COST
VALIDATION
COST, MANUFACTURER
37
17
17
14
13
10
8
7
6
6
6
5
4
3
2
1
TABLE 5
STRENGTH AND WEAKNESS ASSESSMENT
ITEM COMMENT
DISTRIBUTION
ENGINE START
MOTORS
FAILURE PROTECTION
SYSTEM RECONFIGURATION
GENERATION AND CONTROL
VOLTAGE REGULATION
LOAD SHEDDING
DISTRIBUTION DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
POWER FLOW AND SEQUENCING USED FOR ENGINE-STARTING
MOTOR LOAD CONTROL
PRIMARY PROTECTION USING LOAD CONTROLLERS
USE OF POWER INTERRUPT FOR SECONDARY FAILURE
PROTECTION AND SYSTEM RECONFIGURATION
METHOD OF PRIMARY GENERATION AND CONTROL
METHOD OF VOLTAGE REGULATION ON MAIN DISTRIBUTION BUS
METHOD OF LOAD SHEDDING
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2.4.2 All-Electric Power System Study Approach
The approach taken for the redirected study was: (1) prepare a revised detailed study plan;
(2) review the initial subcontractor support list; (3) review and confirm the criteria and guidelines
list; (4) establish an objective process for applying the criteria and guidelines to evaluate the quality
of the all-electric design; (5) establish an aircraft model for the revised study;• (6) develop a baseline
design using a well-established, firm data base; (7) determine locations for the electrical power
sources, electrical power centers, and major loads in the new study model; (8) develop an integrated
electrical system architecture for the all-electric aircraft; (9) redesign the modules which now use
hydraulic or pneumatic power in order to use electrical power with equal or greater reliability; (10)
determine the weights and weight changes for the new designs; (11) resize the aircraft to take ad-
vantage of reduced weight and fuel; (12) determine the electrical loading imposed by the new loads;
(13) develop the new cost and performance values for the all-electric aircraft design and the resized
all-electric aircraft; (14) identify the benefits which will accrue to the all-electric design relative
to the conventional hybrid secondary power system design; and (!5) develop the cost/benefit analy-
ses and values relative to the aircraft manufacturer and the airline operator.
2.5 PROGRAM SCOPE AND SCHEDULE
The program scope and schedule are summarized in Figure 3. The detailed schedules and tasks are
shown in Appendix A.
The original contract was dated October 9, 1990, with work to commence on October 29 and to be
completed by July 1, 1991.
The scope of work was changed by Amendment No. 1, dated March 20, 1991, with the revised work
to start on April 1, 1991. This was to be completed by October 1, 1991. The scope of work was
changed to provide new designs, analyses, and data needed by NASA to evaluate the cost and bene-
fits of an all-electric aircraft. These data were to be based upon conventional three-phase 400-Hz
electrical power distribution rather than single-phase 20-kHz electrical power distribution. In addi-
tion, the effort was to be based upon a"hard" data base derived from a Douglas state-of-the-art certi-
fied aircraft.
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FIGURE 3. STUDY MILESTONES
SECTION 3
INITIAL 20 kHz STUDY
This section describes the work performed; the designs, data, and evaluations; the conclusions, and
the expected benefits of a preliminary study of an advanced twin-jet air transport with 20-kHz elec-
trical power distribution and many advanced-technology concepts.
3.1 SUBCONTRACTOR SELECTION
Industry support was considered essential in creating a viable all-electric 20-kHz aircraft study
model. Aerospace companies and academic institutions associated with electrical power systems
and, especially, 20-kHz technology were contacted. Power system specialists were identified by
reviewing the roster and personally contacting other power system specialists. Fifty-nine individu-
als were contacted and asked to provide data and commentary in exchange for sharing the 20-kHz
study results. After eliminating multiple points of contact within the same company and those
unable to support the study, the list was reduced to 18 individuals who agreed to apply their exper-
tise to the study. Table 6 shows those who were willing to participate in the study. The original mail-
ing list and the letter requesting participation in the 20-kHz study are provided in Appendix B.
3.2 CRITERIA AND GUIDELINES SELECTION
The design criteria and guidelines were derived from the MD- 11 aircraft design technical specifica-
tion (Reference 1), supplemented by items provided by the study technical staff. The initial list
included 634 items arranged by subject and topic, which were placed in a comprehensive data base.
These items were screened to eliminate duplications, redundancies, and data that had insufficient
relevance or value to the 20-kHz study. Design-specific items were then removed from the remain-
ing 331 items and these were placed in a preliminary design requirements specification. The screen-
ing was performed by specialists within Douglas, and then reviewed by the unfunded subcontrac-
tors who responded to the Douglas request letter. The remaining list consisted of 156 items,
organized by 16 subjects. This final list and the design requirements specification are presented in
Appendix C. The list was selected for relevance to the 20-kHz technology, but after the design-
specific items were removed, the remaining items were found to be virtually unaffected by the
selected type of electrical system, and then could be used for the redirected program with conven-
tional 400-Hz electrical power distribution.
3.3 SYSTEM EVALUATION APPROACH
The method established for system and design evaluation was outlined in the Statement of Work
for this program, which is included in Appendix C. This evaluation was an item-by-item assessment
based upon how well the system design would meet the criterion or the design guideline. A numeri-
,,....._
cal grading would be given by each evaluator and the results would be accumulated into a compos-
ite score. The evaluators were to be the study staff members, peer group specialists, outside support
subcontractors, and FAA-Designated Engineering Representatives (DERs). Later, by NASA
request, a list of airline engineering managers was solicited. The review process was further refined,
as shown in Appendix C. Since this evaluation had not been performed by the time of contract redi-
rection, it was postponed for application to the all-electric design study.
3.4 BASELINE AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
The baseline aircraft used for this study was a 192-passenger twin jet. The features of the baseline
model are shown in Figure 4. The twin-jet aircraft has two aisles with two-class seating, five-abreast
TABLE 6
VOLUNTARY SUPPORTING COMPANIES
COMPANY DIVISION CITY AND STATE
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT LABSAMP INC.
ANALYTICAL ENGG CORP.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
INVERTACON CORP
LEACH CORP.
LUCAS AEROSPACE
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS (MDEC)
PARKER HANNIFIN AEROSPACE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
TRW, INC.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
SlMMONDS PRECISION PRODUCTS
AEROSPACE DIVISION
POWER REX ASSOC.
LEACH POWER MANAGEMENT
POWER EQUIPMENT CORP.
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS CO.
PARKER BERTEA AEROSPACE
CONTROL PRODUCTS DIV.
SPACE/TECH PWR SYS INTEG
ELECTRICAL ENGG DEPT
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
PHOENIX, AZ
N. OLMSTEAD, OH
BINGHAMTON, NY
TEMPE, AZ
BUENA PARK, CA
AURORA, OH
ST. CHARLES, MO
IRVINE, CA
ATTLEBORO, MA
REDONDO BEACH, CA
MADISON, Wl
LIMA, OH
GOLETA, CA
SUNDSTRAND CORP.
BF. GOODRICH
KILOVAC CORP.
RAYCHEM CORP.
EATON CORP. OF FLORIDA
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP
FORMERLY SlMMONDS PRECISION
AEROSPACE & COMM CTRL
ROCKFORD, IL
VISTA, CA
SANTA BARBARA, CA
NEWPORT BEACH, CA
SARASOTA, FL
NAME TITLE
E. R. KREINBERG
DR. A. GORDAN
R. VAN NOCKER
E. R. WRIGHT, JR
F. TOFIGH
F. HEUSER
E. J. SCHULZE
SR. DEV ENGR
SR. ENGR
SR SYSTEM ENGR
GEN MGR
PROJECT MGR
PRODUCT MGR
LEAD ENGR ELECTRONICS
G. NELSON
J. M. McCORMICK
K. DECKER
T. LIPO
T. J. VALLO
A. WILLIAMS
G. SMITH
R JOHNSON
R. T. WAUGANAN
B. ERICKSON
D. M. BEAUCHAINE
REGIONAL MGR
PRODUCT SPECIALIST
STAFF ENGINEER
PROFESSOR
PRODUCT APP MGR
SR. PRODUCT MKTG MGR
MGR
MKTG MGR
in first class and seven-abreast in coach. The maximum takeoff gross weight (MTOGW) is 180,000
pounds. The aircraft systems and their functions are presented in Table 7. The particular twin-jet
configuration was mandated by NASA in order to maintain baseline commonality with previous
all-electric aircraft studies (Reference 2).
Aircraft size, engine thrust, payload, and performance for the baseline aircraft model were devel-
oped by Douglas for the new commercial MD-XX program.
ENGINE
PERFORMANCE
SIZE
PAYLOAD/FUEL
TYPE - STSP43-2A
THRUST - 23,200 LB
RANGE - 3,000 N MI
TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH -7,100 FT
LANDING SPEED - 126 KNOTS
WING AREA - 1,400 FT2
WING SPAN/FUSELAGE LENGTH/DIAMETER - 130/152/16 FT
MTOGW- 180,000 LB FUEL CAPACITY- 63,800 LB
MLW- 162,000 LB PASSENGER PAYLOAD- 38,400 LB
MZFW- 153,000 LB PASSENGERS - 192
OEW- 104,400 LB CARGO VOLUME- 1,680 FT3
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FIGURE 4. BASELINE TWIN-JET FEATURES
TABLE 7
AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
PRIMARY
TYPE FUNCTION
SECONDARY POWER
FLIGHT CONTROL
ENVIRONMENTAL
LANDING GEAR
ENGINE SUBSYSTEMS
ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, PNEUMATIC
FLY-BY-WIRE/LIGHT SURFACE CONTROL
AIR PRESSURE/CONDITION, LIGHTING, DE-/ANTI-ICING
EXTEND/RETRACT, STEERING, BRAKING
ENGINE START, FUEL MANAGEMENT, PROPULSION CONTROL
TYPE
CREW SYSTEMS
RADIATING SYSTEMS
SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
FIBER-OPTICS/PHOTONICS
SECONDARY
FUNCTION
DISPLAY AND CONTROL
EMI/EMC, HIGH-ENERGY RADIATION FIELD
RELIABILITY, SAFETY, COST, PRODUCTION/MANUFACTURING,
INSTALLATION
OPTICAL SENSORS, CONVERSION, AND DATA LINKS
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3.5 ELECTRICAL POWER SOURCES AND MAJOR LOAD LOCATIONS
Initially, the all-electric aircraft study focused on establishing conceptual 20-kHz electrical designs
for secondary power functions currently provided by hydraulic fluids, pneumatic (air) cycles, or
mechanical subsystems. The major electric power sources and the flight control, environmental
control, and landing gear electrical load locations are shown in Figure 5 for the twin-jet baseline.
The electrical power system uses four 150-kva generators, two on each engine, with each generator
sending power to separate dedicated power centers near the wing root. Each power center contains
a power converter and the necessary switching and protection components for managing the gener-
ators and for connecting the generators to the dual 20-kHz distribution buses. Each center also dis-
tributes power to equipment in the wing and center fuselage areas. Four additional centers, two in
the nose area and two in the empennage area, distribute power to equipment in the forward and aft
fuselage areas. The eight load centers are networked together by the 440-volt, single-phase, 20-kHz
power distribution and tie buses. Bus fault isolators and relays in the power centers enable any
equipment to receive power from any generator, yet provide a highly fault-tolerant power distribu-
tion system.
The major electrical components for converting the hydraulic and pneumatic powered functions
to electrically powered functions are also shown in Figure 5. The two vapor cycle units and four
electric heaters are slightly aft of the nose area. The cabin air recirculation fans are shown along
the left side of the aircraft. The landing gear is configured to operate using conventional hydraulic
FLT CTRL ACTUATION
8 AILERONS
8 ELEVATORS
2 RUDDERS
14 SPOILERS
1 HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
2 FLAPS/SLATS
ELECTRICAL POWER
4 GENERATORS
, POWEROENTERS
8ORMOREtOADCENTERS
2PR,MARYBUSES
BUSFAOLT,SOLATORS
::!... ... ......................... ..........................
1A 1B _ : 1C
LANDING GEAR ENVIRONMENTAL
3 MAIN GEAR 2 VAPOR CYCLE UNITS
1 NOSE GEAR 4 HEATERS
1 STEERING 3 RECIRCULATION FANS
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FIGURE 5. BASELINE TWIN-JET EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS
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components powered by five electrically driven hydraulic pumps, three in the main gear area and
two in the nose gear area. Flight control surface actuation is accomplished with a combination of
electrically powered servo pump actuators (ESPAs), electromechanical actuators (EMAs), and
electrohydraulic actuators (EHA). Eighteen ESPAs, two per aileron, two per elevator, and one per
rudder, are used for primary flight control. Fourteen EMAs are used for spoiler control. One dual
EHA is used for horizontal stabilizer control and two EHAs are used to drive torque tubes for
extending and retracting the flaps and slats.
The aircraft secondary power system configuration described in this section represents the extent
of definition reached for an all-electric 20-kHz twin jet at the time of NASA's contract redirection.
Some of the system changes made during the cost/benefit study should also be incorporated into
future 20-kHz twin-jet studies. For example, the torque tubes for Slat and flap actuation were
deleted and individual actuators were used to power each slat and flap surface independently. These
refinements, as well as others yet to be fully defined, should be incorporated into future all-electric
studies.
3.6 20-kHz ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The electrical power system architecture for the 20-kHz system study, provided by NASA-LeRC,
is shown in Figure 6. Douglas modified this architecture to provide solid-state bus controllers (BCs)
and bus interrupters (BIs), as shown in Figure 7. Because current switching and interruption
requirements are very high (up to 400 amperes at 440 volts, single-phase, 20 kHz) and total main
bus isolation is very desirable, the BIs and BCs may be designed as hybrid switches with remote
control. This concept uses electromagnetic power relays in parallel and in series with solid-state
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remote power controllers (RPCs) in a time-integrated, sequenced mode of operation. The RPC
would carry high current for a very short time, just long enough for the paralleled power relay to
close on energizing the circuit or to open on de-energizing the circuit, both operations with only
about a 1.2-volt drop across the contacts. Although the series power relay is not required for this
dynamic BC operation, it would serve to totally isolate the circuit from RPC leakage voltage and
current. Both the power relays do not need to be rated for full-circuit current interruption, but only
for full current-carrying capacity; yet, as a backup interruption mode, the series unit (BI) might be
fully rated for bus interruption current capacity.
The bidirectional converters shown in Figures 6 and 7 use the 20-kHz configuration originated by
NASA-LeRC in prior study programs (Reference 2) in which a Mapham design of resonant conver-
ter supplies the load circuit in a voltage-fed mode across the series resonant capacitor. The output•
of the generators would be "wild frequency" in a 2-to-1 range, perhaps up to 1,800 Hz. The fre-
quency was not selected during this study, but it would be based upon a balance between minimum
weight, maximum efficiency (considering windage, friction, magnetization, and other electrical
losses), mechanical winding stability, and maximum beating life projections. The bidirectional
converter would be supplied by moderately high voltage direct current (perhaps 270 vdc) derived
from in-line full-wave rectifiers. This type of converter with high-frequency rectification results
in electromagnetic compatibility issues, as described in Appendix D.
The bidirectional converter design permits full four-quadrant electrical phase-controlled operation.
Power can flow to the generators from the main transmission system, thereby supplying the power
at controlled frequency and proportional voltage to the generators to operate them as
variable-speed, high-torque motors for engine-starting. Several converter architectures are possi-
ble to provide the bidirectional power control function, with phase, frequency, voltage, and
power-directional control. Concepts for the preliminary design assessment are discussed further
in Section 3.7. In-depth study was postponed by NASA-LeRC for budgetary reasons. There is no
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technical obstacle to this concept, and NASA has previously funded major studies on the subject.
Similarly, the pulse density modulation (PDM) approach to providing variable-frequency and pro-
portional variable-voltage power from a 20-kHz single-phase transmission bus is well defined and
well understood from prior studies funded by NASA-LeRC. These techniques would be used for
the 400-Hz loads where the high-frequency to 400-Hz synthesizer is labeled in Figure 6 as
HF-400HZ SYNTH.
The bidirectional converter and charge controller (BDCC) modules shown in Figures 6 and 7 would
rectify 20-kHz power to direct current after transformation to the proper voltage for battery charg-
ing. It would also produce 20-kHz power by series resonance from the batteries for emergency
power to the computers and/or special ac emergency loads. The BDCCs would also provide con-
trolled normal power to the computers and to the left and right dc buses. The bus control and power
management modules are quadruply redundant. These would use digital data buses to the BCs and
BIs for control and to sense their operational status.
3.7 ELECTRICAL POWER PROCESSING CONCEPTS
The advanced design concepts listed in Section 2.4.1 are implemented in the proposed conceptual
20-kHz designs. The key 20-kHz components are shown in Figure 8. The form of the electrical
power is shown for each modular interface to present a clear picture of the power-processing func-
tions performed. In the normal operating mode, the generator provides three-phase power at engine
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idle speed at a frequency up to 1,200 Hz, as shown, or perhaps up to 1,800 Hz. The voltage is sug-
gested to be 230/400 volts at the converter input and 240/416 volts at the alternator (generator) ter-
minals in order to reduce generator feeder weight to the conveners, which may be located in the
wing root area or the wheel well area, with access to fuel and ram air for cooling. Each phase is next
separately rectified, then converted to a single-phase, 20-kHz, 440-volt wave in the bidirectional
solid-state resonant power conveners. The relative time-phase angles of these three 20-kHz waves
are 120 electrical degrees apart. One phase is then reversed in a three-phase to single-phase trans-
former and the three phases are added vectorially to form single-phase, 440-volt, 20-kHz output
for the transmission buses. The output voltage can be regulated by changing the switching phase
control of the solid-state switches in the bidirectional solid-state power convener module.
Two power transmission feeder cables are shown in Figure 8, with a bus tie power relay to connect
the 440-volt, single-phase, 20-kHz output of the convener to the feeders for transmission of electri-
cal power to the power distribution centers. A preliminary technical investigation of the character-
istics of 20-kHz distribution cables was performed by Bilinear Technologies, Inc. (BTI) under sub-
contract. The study results are in the final report on Agreement for Services AS-25529-C, prepared
by Dr. Ken James of Bilinear Technologies, Inc. This report is presented in Appendix E. The study
covered two major areas of research: an analysis of the change from 400-Hz to 20-kHz power distri-
bution, and an initial effort to model and synthesize a power converter to change from direct current
to 20 kHz.
Some conclusions of the transmission line study are given in the following text. Others are provided
in Appendix E.
1. An electromagnetic shield is very effective and must be provided to reduce electromagnetic
interference (EMI) and to improve the operating characteristics of the transmission line. Even
if it is very thin and lightweight, it can be very effective. A braided metal shield is recom-
mended to provide greater physical flexibility and ease of installation.
2. Fuselage current return is not an acceptable design for high-frequency transmission energy,
and a more controlled and confined path is required to reduce EMI, to reduce line impedance,
and to improve electrical performance. A two-wire shielded design is preferred as a basis for
the transmission line model. A coaxial design or a stack of braided strap conductors has been
recommended in past studies. These are actually physical variants of the shielded two-wire
design, which was retained for its ease of modeling and analysis.
3. Three-phase transmission was considered impractical at 20 kHz, although it can be generated
by electronic converters. This is largely because phase load balance and identical characteris-
tics would be very difficult to achieve over a significant power transmission distance, and the
residual current in the neutral or ground conductor could become excessive. ----
4. A shield around the twin wire conductors reduces the characteristic impedance, Zc or Zo, and
increases the surge impedance loading, or power which can be propagated in the transmission
line.
5. The power which can be transmitted is equal to the vector line voltage squared, then divided
by the vector characteristic impedance. However, not all the power accepted by the line will
appear at the load or receiving end of the line because shunt capacitance will allow power to
be shunted to the return wire, the shield, or both.
6. Making the wire conductor radius larger reduces both series resistance and Ze, as shown in
Appendix E, while making the shield inner diameter larger increases Z¢ because the shunt
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Jcapacitance is reduced. The latter is a mixed benefit because it also reduces the maximum
power capability. Separating the wires in the shield has very little effect on the value of Zc.
The shield consistently lowers the values of Zc below those for unshielded transmission.lines.
It is recommended that shielding be used for any two-wire configuration, but of sufficient inside
diameter so as to avoid increasing the shunt capacitance and thus causing shunt current to flow
which does not provide power to the electrical loads. Thin strip conductors are preferable to round
conductors because of their lower inductance and resistance characteristics.
The bus isolators are shown in Figure 8 in a typical connection to two types of loads, environmental
control and flight control, through bus controllers. The individual loads and the branch circuits
which supply them are controlled and protected by remote power controllers (RPCs). These RPCs
are under control of the load management computer by means of dual digital and status indication
circuits. Thisconceptual design will later be used to permit full-time active load management and
load leveling techniques to minimize the peak power loading in accordance with the generator
power available at any given time. Four typical load types are shown: (1) a three-phase converter
to derive three-phase PDM-synthesized frequency and proportional voltage for motors or for
three-phase transformers to supply lower-voltage, lower-frequency three-phase loads or load
buses, (2) a single-phase converter to derive single-phase, full-wave, PDM-synthesized frequency
and proportional voltage for single-phase power at variable or reduced frequency (e.g., 400-Hz
single-phase), (3) resistive 20-kHz heaters or other resistance loads, and (4) a lightweight trans-
former to convert voltage for 20-kHz, single-phase, low-voltage loads such as lighting loads.
Figure 9 shows the bidirectional converter in block diagram form. The same power processing
channel is used as in Figure 8, but control modules have been added. A central processing unit
(CPU) provides operational control functions. Random-access memory (RAM) and read-only
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memory (ROM) modules are included, with control reference data for both the generator and the
converter. The output voltage is sensed and compared with the stored voltage reference in the volt-
age regulator module. The resulting error signal is used to modulate the solid-state switch controller
to vary the time-phase signals to switches in the three channel converters. When added vectorially
in the three-to-one phase converter, the total output voltage can be varied from zero to three times
the phase voltage (220 volts), giving a range from zero to 660 volts at 20 kHz, single-phase, with
a normal line voltage of 440 volts, single-phase, two-wire circuit. Shielding and filtering are pro-
vided as determined necessary for EMI control to protect other aircraft systems.
The voltage input to the ac-dc converter set is sensed and compared with the reference voltage in
the generator voltage regulator. The error signal produced drives the generator excitation I/O to
control the excitation to the generator/starter, which then determines the generator output voltage.
The CPU also controls the generator/starter power relay to energize or de-energize the channel con-
verters. In addition, a channel differential protection system loop will operate to trip the generator/
starter power relay in the event of a fault in the channel feeder.
3.8 POWER-BY-WIRE/FLY-BY-LIGHT FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
The conceptual system architecture is shown in Figure 10 for the two-channel configuration for a
future power-by-wire/fly-by-light flight control system. Two starter/generators are driven by each
engine to provide one power system channel. The two channels can be cross-tied to provide for
LOADS POWER FLT CONTROL
1 ELECT GEN
2 POWER CTR
3 SLATS
4 SPOILERS
5 AILERONS
6 FLAPS
7 ELEVATORS
8 STABILIZER
9 RUDDER
10 NOSE GEAR
11 MAIN GEAR
12 ECS
&_.,,.__¢
,__¢
_ IZEE_ ----a- ___.__+ _ L .... _____ ..... J
,
I I
I
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E
I
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I
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FIGURE 10. FUTURE TWIN-JET POWER-BY-WIRE/FLY-BY-LIGHT SYSTEMS
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either backup or parallel operating modes. As shown in the figure, the loads are supplied in a manner
that provides the most redundant control modes and minimizes the loss of function and performance
from interruption of one channel. This concept provides an electrical equivalent of the existing
hydraulically powered flight control systems.
Further information developed on fly-by-light and fly-by-wire systems during the all-electric trijet
study is presented in Section 4.5.2.
Preliminary conceptual designs for modular avionics and power control racks and their locations
are shown in Figures 11 and 12, with modules for flight control surface actuators. Table 8 lists the
number of actuators and flight surface segments, the functions of the surface segments, and the
flight phases during which the segments are active. Figure 13 shows 32 modules: each is 2 inches
wide, for a total width of 64 inches, and each is 7.64 inches high and 12.52 inches deep.
20-kHz POWER
CONTROL LOAD
CENTERS
1A
r_
2A 2B
AVIONICS
RACKS
NOTES: 1. FLIGHT CONTROL PROCESSING IS
PRESENTLY ASSUMED TO RESIDE IN THE
MODULAR AVIONICS RACKS
D m
MODULAR
2. THE MODULAR AVIONICS RACKS AND 20-kHz
POWER CONTROL RACKS ARE SHOWN SEPARATELY
FOR DIFFERENTIATION OF FUNCTIONS AND
REDUNDANCY, NOT NECESSARILY PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION
LRC017-8
FIGURE 11.20-kHz MODULAR AVIONICS AND POWER CONTROL RACKS
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INBOARD SPOILERS
OUTBOARD
FLAPS
RUDDER _
HORIZONTAL
FLAP POWER
DRIVE UNIT
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER JJ
POWER DRIVE UNI'I'
ELEVATORS
AIRCRAFT CONTROL AND AVIONICS
20-kHz POWER CONTROL LOAD CENTER,'
O ACTUATION
FIGURE 12.20-kHz CONTROL AND POWER ACTUATION LOCATIONS
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3.9 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS
The environmental systems include the cabin pressurization, ventilation, cooling, and heating sys-
tems. These are major systems that are presently supplied by pneumatic power derived from the
engine bleed air taps. The pneumatic system is also the normal energy source for the de-icing/
anti-icing systems, the leading edges of the wings, the horizontal stabilizers, and the engine nacelle
inlet ducts.
The all-electric aircraft design uses electrical power for all of these systems except for engine inlet-
anti-icing which, due to its proximity to the engine heat source and its small energy demand, would
be powered by a limited amount of engine bleed air. In the General Electric engine, the thrust revers-
ers are also operated by bleed air, and this design would be retained for the same reasons. In addi-
tion, the reversers are used infrequently and only after landing.
i_I • •
The baseline design for the 20-kHz study aircraft was the MD-XX twin transport now in advanced
design. A design assessment was made of the MD-XX air-conditioning and pressurization systems.
A summary of these redesigned systems, a conceptual system schematic, and estimates of the air-
flow requirements for these systems are shown in Figure 14.
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TABLE 8
ACTUATION FOR MAJOR FLIGHT PHASES
t_
CONTROL/SURFACES
PRIMARY
AILERONS
LOW-SPEED (OUTBOARD)
ALL-SPEED (INBOARD)
ELEVATORS
RUDDER
SPOILERS
OUTBOARD
INBOARD
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
SECONDARY
FLAPS(TORQUETUBEDRIVE)
SLATS (TORQUE TUBE DRIVE)
NOSEWHEEL STEERING
LANDING GEAR
NOSE
MAIN
NO. ACTUATORS
TOTAL
4
8
3
14
8
6
1 MOTOR
4 MOTORS
2 MOTORS
2 MOTORS
1 SET
4 SETS
1 SET
3 SETS
NO. SEGMENTS
2
4
1
14
8
6
1
16
12
m
n
FUNCTION
ROLL, WLA
ROLL, WLA
ROLL
ROLL, WLA
PITCH, WLA
YAW, YAW DAMPER
ROLL, WLA, SPEEDBRAKE
ROLL, WLA, SPEEDBRAKE
SPEEDBRAKE, GROUND
PITCH TRIM, PITCH
HIGH LIFT
HIGH LIFT
HIGH LIFT
GROUND STEERING
LANDING GEAR UP AND DOWN
NoSE GEAR UP AND DOWN
NOSE GEAR UP AND DOWN
MAJOR
FLIGHT
PHASES*
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
TAKEOFF, CLIMB, LANDING, G(_AROUND,
DESCENT APPROACH
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
ALL (EXCEPT TAXI)
TAKEOFF, CLIMB, LANDING, GO-AROUND,
APPROACH
TAKEOFF, CLIMB, LANDING, GO-AROUND,
APPROACH
TAKEOFF, CLIMB, LANDING, GC_AROUND,
APPROACH
TAXI, TAKEOFF
TAKEOFF, LANDING, GO-AROUND
TAKEOFF, LANDING, GO-AROUND
TAKEOFF, LANDING, GO-AROUND
*MAJOR FLIGHT PHASES: TAXI, TAKEOFF, GO-AROUND, CLIMB, CRUISE, DESCENT, APPROACH, AND LANDING
FLIGHTCONTROLFLIGHTAND
SPECIAL DATABUS PROPULSION
AIRCRAFT TERMINALS CONTROLS
INTERFACES 1 AND 2 (INCLUDING
AND AP AND AL)
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DATA BUS
TERMINAL
2
AIRCRAFT _
SYSTEMS
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DATA BUS EXTRA
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3 FORFUTURE
t'--
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2
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FIGURE 13. TWIN-JET MODULAR AVIONICS RACK CONCEPT
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FIGURE 14. TWIN-JET AIR-CONDITIONING CONCEPT
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The preliminary environmental control system design for an all-electric twin jet based on the
MD-XX model produced the following features:
• Engine shaft-driven compressor (C)
-- Variable-inlet guide vanes (VIGV)
-- Variable diffuser
-- Variable speed
• Cabin air recirculation (50 percent of total)
-- Two 4-kw fans for normal operation
-- One 4-kw fan for warmup
• Four zone heaters for warmup and trim
• Heaters for cargo compartments
• Two vapor cycle units
• Electro-impulse de-icing systems
Major new elements are: compressors driven by eachengine shaft gearbox, with adaptable operat-
ing features; vapor-cycle air-conditioning units instead of the conventional high-pressure,
high-temperature air cycle units; and electro-impulse de-icing (EIDI) systems. EIDI systems are
still in the developmental stage and alternative methods were later adopted, as described in Section
4.5.3. The conceptual designs for 20-kHz power systems are illustrated in Figures 14 through 17.
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FIGURE 15. ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
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FIGURE 15. ADVANCED ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM CONCEPTS
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FIGURE 17. TYPICAL ELECTRO-IMPULSE DE-ICING COIL INSTALLATION
3.10 OTHER SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES
3.10.1 Electromagnetic Compatibility
Use of 20-kI-Iz energy for main power transmission systems and converters to derive a variety of
other frequency/speed profiles for motors suggests strongly that a new spectrum of frequencies,
harmonics, and bandwidths may be encountered. Provisions to deal with these should be made at
the outset and pursued concurrently with the system design and development.
In developing a viable 20-kHz power processing concept, it must be ensured that the hardware
based on the concept has the potential for compliance with applicable industry specifications per-
taining to aircraft electromagnetic environments (EME). The specifications in common use.g-or air-
craft EME compliance are presented in Appendix D.
Generally speaking, the "unconventional elements" of the 20-kHz power distribution conceptual
design are: conversion equipment, both source- and receiver-end equipment, and a transmission/
distribution network. There are basically two EME Considerations against which these unconven-
tional elements must be evaluated:
1. Self-generated electromagnetic emissions: The emissions from the new elements might be at
a much higher level than the conventional ones and thus might have an impact upon industry
practices for shielding, filtering, grounding, and bonding of airborne equipment.
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. Electromagnetic susceptibility: The newly introduced equipment for the distribution systems
must be immune to the "accepted" electromagnetic environments encountered by aircraft.
These environments can have external or internal origins. The external origins are in high-
intensity radiated fields, and lightning-induced effects, including those due to multiple stroke
(MS) and multiple burst (MB), while the internal environments arise from normal or abnormal
system transients, such as switching or current/voltage spikes due to equipment malfunction
or energy dissipation.
A number of documents pertaining to aircraft EME provide guidelines, specifications, and stan-
dards for evaluating airborne systems and equipment with respect to their airworthiness and certifi-
ability. The documents used by the aircraft industry to define limits and test requirements are
included in Appendix D.
3.10.2 Crew System Technology
The objectives of a crew system technology study for the 20-kHz twin-jet all-electric air transport
were determined and an approach defined. The objectives and approach proved equally applicable
to the redirected study, which was completed.
The objectives were: (1) ensure compatibility with human capabilities and limitations; (2) ensure
optimal allocation of functions between humans and equipment; (3) ensure an efficient arrange-
ment of crew station, equipment, controls, and displays; (4) maximize personnel safety and mini-
mize the potential for human error; and (5) minimize personnel skills and training requirements.
The approach taken Was to develop human engineering guidelines and criteria, first reviewing the
general standards for human engineering and then selecting the appropriate guidelines and criteria
for the specific design. The technical design efforts were then reviewed and inputs provided to the
technical analyses (e.g., for flight controls or electrical systems as necessary). The crew system
design concepts and interfaces were modified after assessing the impact of the crew on cockpit lay-
out, system control panel layouts, and system summary CRT display formats.
3.10.3 Reliability, Maintainability, and Safety
Reliability, maintainability, and safety must be addressed early in the design of any electrical power•
system. It is of particular concem when dealing with new design concepts and hardware. Reliability
is designed into the architecture, hardware, and operation of the system. Maintainability must be
designed into the installations, the hardware integration, the sensors, and the status and operating
condition displays to enhance an airline's ability to maintain the systems. Safety is closely related
to the inherent reliability of all system elements, but is also closely related to the automatic prot_ec-
tion system design, the philosophy adopted to select the displayed parameters, the manual and auto-
matic operation schemes, and the computer software and control algorithms. Some features of an
acceptable reliability design are described below:
Dispatch Reliability -- The percentage of takeoffs that are not delayed 15 minutes or more due to
equipment or system failures, an item of great concern to airline operators. This is partially control-
lable by designing for high system reliability and for simple, modular replacements of line-replace-
able units (LRUs).
The fully functional and partially functional operating capabilities and characteristics are estab-
lished by redundancy studies. This is part of the overall reliability study.
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The MTBF is a major quantitative and measurable element for determining first, the reliability of
the LRU, then the individual system or subsystem, and finally, the overall electrical power system
reliability.
Reliability trade studies are conducted to establish the quality of the electrical power system and
its parts in terms of a statistical probability of survival. Data are used from past programs on the
basis of similarity of form, fit, and function. Then, any significant stress factors due to operation,
application, or environment are applied to modify the data for the specific program.
Maintainability is very broad and involves the following consideration.s.
1. Ease of maintenance as affected by the maintenance built-in test (BIT) functions provided, the
operational parameters, accessibility, tools, skills, product support facilities, spares inventory
and logistics, to name a few significant factors.
2. For the airline operator, the time required for repair or replacement is a very important cost
factor.
3. The mean time between unscheduled removals (MTBUR) is also a very important cost factor
and is related directly to the MTBF, but it also includes removals that are later determined to
have been unwarranted, perhaps due to inadequate or incorrect BIT indications or to unsatis-
factory levels of skills and training.
4. Maintainability trade studies, although tedious and time-consuming, can save a great deal of
cost by anticipating problems and guiding the redesign of marginal system elements.
Safety is a mandatory requirement for aircraft certification and is the dominant factor in all aircraft
and system designs. The FAA establishes the certification requirements in the Federal Aviation
Requirements (FARs), Chapter 25, Part 25.1309. The requirements are succinctly stated as follows:
"Occurrence of any failure condition which would prevent the continued safe flight and landing
of the airplane is [shall be] extremely improbable .... Occurrence of any other failure condition
which would reduce thecapability of the airplane or the ability of the crew to cope with adverse
operating conditions is [shall be] improbable."
Advisory Circular 25.1309-1, defines "extremely improbable" as equal to or less than one event
in 1 billion flight hours (10E-09), and improbable as equal to or less than one event in 100,000 flight
hours (10E-05).
The evaluation of safety and related quality issues must be accompanied by a functional hazard
analysis (FHA), and this must be followed by a failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA)_
The system diagnosis and testability assessment should provide an in-depth view of the total system
in terms of the following factors: ease of maintenance, fault detection, fault isolation, aircraft condi-
tion monitoring, and a cost-effective, user-friendly means of aircraft maintenance.
3.10.4 Propulsion Systems and Auxiliary Power System
The propulsion systems generally include the engines and engine accessories and the fuel manage-
ment systems. This study also included the auxiliary power unit (APU) and the air-driven generator
(ADG) which is used to generate emergency power for extended flight periods in lieu of the
time-limited battery power source. The propulsion elements are the generator, engine starter,
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groundpower,enginecontrolsandfull-authoritydigital electroniccontrols(FADEC), engine
instruments,engineignition,fuel quantityindication,fuelmanagementsystem,fuelpumpingsys-
tem,fire detectionsystem,enginethrustreversers,andtheADG emergencypowersystem.
The20-kHzAll-ElectricAirplanefeaturesageneratordrivewith directgearingto theengineand
with higherthanconventionalspeeds,generatorswith higherpowerratingsandwithoutconstant-
speeddrive (CSD),hydraulicpumps,andair-drivenengine-starters.
Thegeneratorswill serveasmotorsfor startingthemainengines,using20-kHzaircraftpower.The
engine'crankingrequirementsmustbeestablishedin termsof torqueversusenginespeed.
TheAPUis notrequiredfor dispatchof anairplane.However,its benefitshavebeenacceptedby
all airlinesfor all Douglasairtransportstodate,eventhoughitscostis significant.Thereasonsfor
thehigh levelof acceptanceincludethefollowing:
Theaircraftcanbeindependentoftheairportgroundpowerfacilitiesandthereforedoesnotrequire
anadvancegateassignment.
Theaircraftcan"hold" indefinitelyon therampbeforemovingto anavailablegate.
The APU canbeusedasa full-time backupor emergencypowersourceif its designallows
high-altitudeoperation.Thebatteryusedto startanAPU thenprovidespowerto crank-startan
inoperativeengine,with "windmilling" assistancein flight, therebyenhancingflight safetyduring
extraordinaryengineincidentsin flight.
Theaircraftcanbepushedbacktoclearagate,thenbeheldindefinitelyfor groundservice,check-
outs,ormaintenancebeforedeparture,whileprovidingairheating,cooling,andventilation,electri-
calpower,andlightingfor all groundcockpitandcabinservices.
In flight, thenumberof acceptableconditionsfor asplitpowerconfigurationfor"dual land"in Cat
IIIb weatherconditionsis greatlyincreased(e.g.,from4 to 12in a trijet aircraftconfiguration).
Flightoperationsaregreatlyenhancedafteranengineshutdown,especiallyafteranallowabledis-
patchwithonegeneratorinoperative.
Any studyof thereliability requiredforextendedtwin-engineoperationsoverwatermustconsider
thenumberof electricalpowergeneratorsrequiredfor dispatchof theaircraft.The20kHztwin-jet
modelwouldhaveatotalof fourengine-drivengenerators,notincludingtheAPU.Dispatchwith
anyof thesegeneratorsinoperativewouldbeacceptableforoverlandflights,butwouldbequestion-
ablefor overwaterflightsof moderaterange(1.5to2hours).Thestudymustconsidertheinherent
safetyfactors,theserviceswhichmightreasonablybecurtailedordiscontinued,whethertheflight
is in daylightor nighttime,andtheweatherconditionsatthedestinationandalternateairports.
Theability toair-startanengineinflight isverysignificantfor theoperationalsafetyof anyaircraft.
For a twin jet, it is evenmoreimportantbecausextendedflight with oneinoperativeengineis
alwaysundesirable.Two enginesof a trijet give greaterinherentsafety.The investigationof
in-flight restartsmustaddressthegreaterdifficulty ofcrank-startingthenewhigh-bypassengines,
thelevelof"windmilling" assistancein levelflight or inaglidemode,theamountof poweravail-
ablefromtheotherengine'sgenerators,theamountof poweravailablefrom theAPU,theaircraft
powerdemandswithandwithoutload-shedding,andthepoweravailablefromthebatteryto start
theAPU,if necessary.Thesemattersareevenmorecriticalif bothenginesareinoperativeandpru-
dentmanagementrequiresrestorationof propulsionpowerbyall availablemeans.Load-shedding
in thiseventisvirtuallymandatoryonthebasisofpriorities,with flight controlandcomputerpower
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asminimumloads.Theemergencyloadanalysiswill providethenecessaryminimafor bothalter-
natingcurrentandbatterydcpowerloading.
3.11 EXPECTED 20-kHz POWER SYSTEM BENEFITS
The expected benefits of the initial 20-kHz system are presented in Table 9. A detailed analysis was
not made to quantify these benefits because of the redirection of this contract. In general, the higher
frequency makes electrical components and magnetic structures smaller and lighter in weight.
Using the pulse density modulation concept, it also encourages the application of variable-speed/
variable-frequency to motors in very flexible control and operating modes. In addition, the resonant
converter concept is more efficient than other phase-controlled converter designs, and the circuit
implementations encourage the use of bidirectional power and reversed power flow for electric
engine-starting.
TABLE 9
EXPECTED 20-kHz POWER BENEFITS
TECHNOLOGY PROPERTIES
LIGHTWEIGHT MAGNETICS
ADAPTABLE POWER CONTROL/CONVERSION
CONTROLLED ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
SYNTHESIZED POWER
SMALLER TRANSFORMERS
SMALLER CAPACITIVE/INDUCTIVE ELEMENTS
SMALLER MOTORS/GENERATORS
BIDIRECTIONAL POWER FOR STARTING
CONVERTED POWER QUALITY AS REQUIRED
LIGHTWEIGHT ISOLATORS
LIGHTWEIGHT RECONFIGURATION SWITCHES
SYNCHRONIZED SWITCHING
CONSTANT V/F RATIO
CONTROLLED ENGINE START
CONTROLLED ECS DRIVE MOTOR
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SECTION 4
REDIRECTED ALL-ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT STUDY
(Contract Revision 1.1)
This section covers the work done and the results of the redirected program, which uses conven-
tional 400-Hz electrical power distribution and defines an all-electric secondary power system,
with no distributed hydraulic or pneumatic secondary power. Much of the effort expended and
results obtained during the original contract were useful for the redirected contract. The advanced
design concepts and technologies retained in the redirected contract include: the design criteria and
guidelines; electrical power for engine starting using the main generators', bidirectional power con-
verters; Mapham series resonant power converters operating at 20 kHz, with load power taken from
the resonance capacitors; and PDM modules to synthesize 400-Hz electrical power for distribution
and other variable frequencies for motors.
The headings of the following sections include the corresponding Work Breakdown Structure num-
bers to aid in correlating the work performed with the redirected contract Statement of Work.
4.1 BASELINE TRIJET DESIGN (WBS 4.1)
The baseline trijet configuration used for this study was a 323-passenger trijet. Douglas and
NASA-LeRC agreed to use this as a baseline aircraft because of Douglas' ready access to detailed
product data and because it could be easily reconfigured from a conventionally powered to an
all-electric derivative aircraft.
Baseline trijet weights, engine thrust, payload, and performance provided a sound reference for the
cost/benefit comparisons of alternative all-electric configurations. The features of the baseline
model are shown in Figure 18. The aircraft has two aisles with two-class seating, 34 in first class
and 289 in coach. The maximum takeoff gross weight is 602,500 pounds.
ENGINE TYPE - CF6-80-C2
THRUST - 61,500 LB
PERFORMANCE
SIZE
PAYLOAD/FUEL
PASSENGER & BAG RANGE - 6,600 N MI
TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH - 10,550 FT
LANDING SPEED - 139 KNOTS
WING AREA - 3,648 F1_
WING SPAN/FUSELAGE LENGTH/DIA- 170/201/20 FT
MTOGW - 602,500 LB
MLW - 430,000 LB
MZFW - 400,000 LB
OEW - 278,400 LB
FUEL CAPACITY - 259,000 LB
SPACE-LIMITED PAYLOAD- 102,835 LB
PASSENGERS - 323 (MIXED: 34,289)
CARGO VOLUME - 4,954 FT 3
LRC017-20
FIGURE 18. BASELINE TRIJET FEATURES
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4.2 BASELINE AIRCRAFT/SYSTEM DESIGNS (WBS 4.1.1)
Information for the baseline aircraft and system designs was obtained from Reference 3, which is
generally known as the MD-11 Lamm Schematics Book. It is of particular value because it allows
very specific hardware identifications for both removals and electrical replacements. Extracts will
be shown later to illustrate its use. The electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and bleed air
systems are presented in the document. The baseline trijet air transport data came from Reference
4, which describes every component of the MD- 11 to an accuracy of 0.01 pound and provides the
exact location of each of these components within the aircraft.
4.2.1 Baseline Secondary Power Systems
The secondary power systems for the baseline aircraft are described in Table 10.
A key objective of this study was to develop new configurations to replace hydraulic, mechanical,
and pneumatic systems with electrical equivalents. Table 11 provides a matrix overview of baseline
power capacities of the hydraulic, pneumatic, and electrical systems for the reference trijet air trans-
port. The total aircraft secondary power capability of nearly 1.6 megawatts includes a conversion
of hydraulic and pneumatic power capabilities to electrical units.
4.2.1.1 Baseline Trijet Hydraulic Power -- The baseline trijet hydraulic system, from which
we derived an alternative electrically powered equivalent design, is functionally shown in Fig-
ure 19. Three separate 3,000-psi hydraulic systems operate continuously in parallel to supply
hydraulic power for flight controls, the landing gear, steering, and braking. Each of the three
systems is powered by a set of two 35-gpm variable-displacement pumps attached to and driven
by an aircraft engine. Each system is independent of the other, so that the loss of one will not affect
the others. Two reversible motor pumps are provided in case both engine pumps are lost in any one
system or an engine is shut down. With this motor pump configuration, it is possible to pressurize
System 1 and 2 from System 3 or to power System 3 from System 1 or 2. Auxiliary hydraulic power
is available from two electrically driven pumps rated at 8 gpm each. These pumps are normally used
to supply hydraulic power to System 3 for ground maintenance. In an emergency, an air-driven gen-
erator would be used to drive one of the auxiliary motor pumps.
TABLE 10
BASELINE SECONDARY POWER SYSTEMS
TYPE FUNCTION
HYDRAULICS
MECHANICAL
PNEUMATIC
ELECTRIC
PROVIDES "MUSCLE" POWER FOR ALL FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACES, LANDING GEAR
DEPLOYMENT/RETRACTION, BRAKING SYSTEMS, WITH MODULATED POWER FOR
ANTI-SKID BRAKING
MANUALLY OPERATED CABLE "BACKUP" SYSTEM PROVIDES MECHANICAL POWER
FOR CONTROL AND OPERATION OF MAIN HYDRAULIC VALVES TO MOVE THE FLIGHT
CONTROL SURFACES
MAIN ENGINE BLEED AIR PROVIDES PNEUMATIC ENERGY FOR AIR CYCLE
AIR-CONDITIONING AND PRESSURIZATION, HOT AIR FOR ANTI-ICING AND DE-ICING,
ANr5 MAIN-ENGINE STARTING
MAIN ENGINE-GENERATORS (IDG), APU, ADG, AND BATTERY SOURCES PROVIDE
ELECTRIC POWER FOR SYSTEM CONTROLS, SENSORS, DISPLAYS, LIGHTING, AND
COMPUTER POWER FOR AUTOMATIC OPERATION OF ALL SYSTEMS AND POWER FOR
WINDSHIELD ANTI-FOG/ANTI-ICING/DE-ICING, AVIONICS AND NAVIGATION,
COMMUNICATIONS, AND ENGINE CONTROLS
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TABLE 11
BASELINE SECONDARY POWER SOURCES
ONE ENGINE
ELECTRICAL
HYDRAULIC
PNEUMATIC
ONE ENGINE TOTAL
THREE ENGINES TOTAL
APU
ELECTRICAL
HYDRAULIC
PNEUMATIC
TOTAL
ADG
ELECTRICAL
HYDRAULIC
PNEUMATIC
TOTAL
BATrERY
ELECTRICAL
HYDRAULIC
PNEUMATIC
TOTAL
TOTAL AIRCRAFT
TRIJET CAPACITY
P2 P1
CAPACITY PSI PSI
120,000 VA
70 GPM 3,000.0 0.0
2,227 CFM 10.9 1.4
90,000 VA
0 GPM 3,000.0 0.0
2,227 CFM 10.9 1.4
20,000 VA
8 GPM 3,000.0 0.0
0 CFM 10.9 1.4
1,400 VA
0 GPM 3,000.0 0.0
0 CFM 10.9 1.4
HP WATTS
161 120,000
123 91,400
277 207,014
561 418,415
1,683 1,255,244
121 90,000
0 0
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FIGURE 19, BASELINE HYDRAULIC ACTUATION POWER
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4.2.1.2 Baseline Trijet Pneumatic Power The pneumatic power supplied by the baseline tri-
jet system is shown in Figure 20. The air for the pneumatic support system is obtained by bleeding
compressed air from each of the trijet engines. The bleed air from each engine is pressure- and tem-
perature-controlled and is distributed for ice protection, air-conditioning, thrust reversers, and car-
go heat. Each manifold is isolated to limit the consequences in the event a pneumatic duct bursts.
Opening the isolation valve provides engine-starting capability by pressurized air from another
engine, from a ground "air cart," or from the onboard APU.
4.2.1.3 Baseline Trijet Electrical Power The baseline trijet electrical power system architec-
ture is shown by the simplified functional schematic as the boxed part of Figure 21. The ac generat-
ing system for the baseline trijet aircraft consists of three 110/120 kva, 3-phase, 400-Hz,
120/208-volt integrated-drive generators (IDGs), one on each engine, and one auxiliary power gen-
erator rated in flight at 90 kva, 3 phase, 400 Hz, 120/208 volts, mounted on an APU engine at the
rear of the aircraft. Two external (ground) power sources, each rated at 90 kva minimum, are needed
for main and galley power. Emergency ac power is supplied by a battery-powered static inverter
rated at 2.4 kva, 1 phase, 400 Hz, 115 volts and an air-driven generator rated at 20/25 kva, 3 phase,
400 Hz, 115/208 volts. The power distribution system is designed so that each generator is con-
nected by a power relay to its assigned bus, with auxiliary contacts as required for control and sens-
ing signals. Each generator is connected to the ac tie bus through an assigned bus-tie relay to provide
either parallel or isolated operation.
The APU power distribution subsystem is connected by auxiliary power relays at each main ac bus.
The present APU cannot provide sustained parallel operation with the main generators or with main
external (ground) power. Ground service power is available from ac generator bus 2, from the APU,
or from main external power (EP). The left and right emergency buses are powered by generators
1 and 3, the APU, external power, the single-phase static inverter, or the ADG. Distribution of
ENG
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FIGURE 20. BASELINE BLEED AIR REQUIREMENTS
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power is automatically controlled by the electrical power control unit (EPCU not shown) in con-
junction with the generator control unit for each IDG and the APU generator control unit. In case
of a failure of the automatic control system or to permit manual override control, an overhead elec-
trical system control panel in the flight compartment (Figure 22) will provide the necessary control
devices and indications.
EXISTING BASELINEELECTRICALPOWERSYSTEM
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The primary direct current electrical power system consists of four transformer-rectifier (TR) units
that convert 115-vac 3-phase 400-Hz power to a nominal 28-vdc 75-ampere output. The TR units
supply power to their respective buses and can operate in parallel as common supply sources
through the dc tie bus. Battery power consists of two series-connected 14-volt nickel-cadmium bat-
teries, each rated at 50 ampere-hours. The batteries supply power to either a relay-controUed battery
bus or a bus tied directly to the batteries. The batteries supply dc power if the TR units are not in
operation. They also supply power for single-phase static inverter operation, for an emergency ac
bus, and for starting the auxiliary power unit. The battery charger converts 3-phase 115/200-vac
400-Hz input into a controlled dc output to keep the batteries fully charged. The battery charger
operates whenever ac power is available on the ac generator ground service bus or the right emer-
gency ac bus.
4.2.2 Baseline Flight Control System
The flight control system for the baseline trijet aircraft is a conventional type. It uses distributed
hydraulic secondary power for the "muscle" power to operate the very large flight control surfaces
and hard-wired electrical control for the hydraulic valves and valve control modulators, monitors,
and LVDTs. It has mechanical cables and associated devices with mechanical "load feel" as manu-
ally powered backup control links to the hydraulic valves. The dual-redundant flight control com-
puters provide autopilot control to the hydraulic valves. The flight control system is further
described in Section 4.5.2 for the all-electric aircraft.
4.2.3 Baseline Environmental System
The environmental system for the baseline aircraft utilizes bleed air from three engines distributed
through pneumatic manifolds to drive three air-cycle air-conditioning packs for controlling pres-
sure and temperature inside the fuselage. The system includes four recirculation fans that improve
system efficiency by achieving a uniform mix of cabin air with the standard proportion of fresh air.
The system is designed so that two of the three air-conditioning packs have adequate capacity to
maintain pressurization and passenger comfort without operational restrictions. The air-condition-
ing and pressurization air •supply distribution is shown in Figure 23 and the cabin conditioned air
distribution is shown in Figure 24. The baseline system is designed to maintain a pressure altitude
of 8,000 feet or lower, using 50 percent new and 50 percent recirculated air. The system will main-
tain cabin temperature at 70°F on a 103°F day on the ground and throughout the flight envelope.
4.2.4 Baseline Ice Protection Systems
The baseline trijet utilizes a thermal-pneumatic anti-icing system, which is composed of four sub-
systems: engine cowl, two wings, and tail. The hot air for cowl de-icing is obtained through a dedi-
cated cowl anti-icing shutoff valve on each engine. The ducting for this function is contained in the
engine pod. The wing and tail anti-icing subsystems utilize hot bleed air from the pneumatic system,
and each is controlled by an anti-ice shutoff valve. Hot air at temperatures up to 400°F is blown
against the leading-edge surfaces using "piccolo tubes" or double skins to prevent the formation
of ice. The design airflow rates for anti-icing are 1.5 lb/sec for each wing and 1.0 lb/sec for the tail.
The flight deck control/annunciation and the system controllers for the wings and tail anti-icing
shutoff valves are shown in Figures 25 and 26. The engine cowl de-icing is not shown because the
existing configuration is retained for the all-electric trijet design.
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4.2.5 Baseline Propulsion and APU Systems
The general requirements and provisions for propulsion engine technology and the justification for
an APU are provided in Section 3.10.4.
The baseline trijet airplane has a pneumatic air-driven starter on each engine. It has neither the gen-
erators nor the frequency converters which could provide the bidirectional power necessary for
engine-starting with electrical power. The APU includes a 90/110-kva generator and a compressor
capable of providing 320 to 340 lb/min of pneumatic power for either engine-starting or environ-
mental control through the air cycle air-conditioning packs. The cooling mode is estimated to take
117 kva of pneumatic power for the air-conditioning packs and 45 kva for air circulating fans on
a hot day. It also provides electrical power for 96 kw of space heaters and 45 kva of fan power for
the environmental heating system, in addition to electrical power for all other aircraft systems on
the ground when the main engines are not operating.
The all-electric airplane will be designed for significantly different methods of extraction of energy
from the main engines, as described in Section 4.5.5.
4.2.6 Other Baseline Aircraft Systems
The baseline trijet airplane was certified for airline service after satisfying the electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) criteria described in Section 3.10.1. These requirements are not affected by
the type of electrical power distribution and are therefore equally applicable to an airplane based
upon 400-Hz or 20-kHz electrical power distribution.
The crew systems design criteria and philosophy which were applied during the baseline trijet trans-
port design are described in Section 3.10.2. These are also not affected by the form of electrical
power distribution and are therefore equally applicable to an airplane based upon 400-Hz or 20-kHz
electrical power distribution. The cockpit overhead panel affords either manual or automatic con-
trol and system status indications for the crew. This panel and the all-electric design are shown in
Section 4.5.6.
The certification was accomplished under the stringent criteria and requirements for reliability,
maintainability, and safety described in Section 3.10.3. These are general requirements which are
independent of the specific type of electrical power distribution. Therefore, they are equally appli-
cable to the baseline or all-electric trijet air transport designs.
4.2.7 Baseline Weight Analysis
The "empty" weights for the baseline trijet are shown in Figure 27. These weights are derived from
a computer report generated by the trijet Weights Analysis group (Reference 4). The report assigns
an alpha code function to each system and to each major aircraft component, using letters A through
W. The system or component is then subdivided alphabetically by its detailed parts, from which
specific weight values are derived. An example of the weight list is provided in Appendix F.
4.3 BASELINE ELECTRICAL LOAD ANALYSIS (WBS 4.1.2)
The baseline electrical load profile shown in Figure 28 was derived from a Douglas computer pro-
gram.ELOAD (Reference 5). This source tabulates the electrical power consumption of each sys-
tem and produces the total kva loading for various phases of aircraft operation, using periods of
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FIGURE 28. ALTERNATING CURRENT BASELINE AIRCRAFT LOAD ANALYSIS
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5 seconds, 2 to 5 minutes, and 15 to 30 minutes. The loads in these analyses are based on a night
flight with 65 percent of the reading lights on, with a full fuel load, and with the galleys operating.
The analyses assume a nonstop flight with the aircraft on the ground only long enough to load and
unload passengers. Sample data applicable to this study are provided in Appendix G.
4.4 BASELINE COST ANALYSIS (WBS 4.1.3)
The cost analysis for this study utilized three alternative configurations to demonstrate the effects
of an all-electric design. These were a baseline trijet, a trijet with all-electric secondary power, and
an all-electric trijet with resized engines and wings. Parametric computer models were used to
quantify costs for these configurations. The cost data comparison for the three-configuration study
is presented in Section 4.7.
A top-level cost comparison was made with various Douglas cost models in these major categories:
development and test cost, flyaway unit cost, product support cost, and operations and maintenance
cost.
The cost analysis process involves breaking down major cost categories into lower level cost ele-
ments that facilitate compilation of cost data and then recombining them to arrive at high-level cost
categories. The cost analysis process used for the baseline and later for the all-electric aircraft con-
figurations is described in the following sections.
4.4.1 Cost Elements
Four high-level cost categories (development and test, flyaway, product support, and operations
and maintenance) were divided into 10 cost elements to facilitate gathering and managing costing
information.
The following 10 elements were cost-quantified in order to run the Douglas parametric cost analysis
models:
Aircraft weights by system technology and hardware location
Gross takeoff weight
Specific fuel consumption
System failure rates
System maintenance hours per flight hour
System material cost per flight hour
Fuel price per gallon
Crew cost per trip
Navigation and landing fees per trip
Aircraft utilization hours per year
Some elements are a function of product design, development, and manufacturing, while others de-
pend primarily on airline operating factors.
The first three cost items are closely related to the aircraft's physical design characteristics while
the second three are related to the aircraft functional design and the airline's maintenance practices.
The last four items include labor costs, fuel costs, and transportation facilities fees.
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4.4.2 Cost Analysis Ground Rules and Assumptions
The parametric cost estimates for the baseline trijet were prepared according to the following
ground rules and assumptions that were also applied to the all-electric and resized aircraft
configurations:
1. The cost analyses are based upon a baseline trijet weight of 268,000 pounds, as defined in the
weight report (Reference 4), which represents an FAA-certifiable configuration.
2. The costs of development and production for the alternative trijet study configurations are esti-
mated using four production lots, 200 aircraft each, for a total of 800 aircraft in a span of 15
years.
3. All costs are expressed in 1990 calendar year dollars.
4. Douglas Aircraft is to design, develop, and produce all structures and system provisions in
McDonnell Douglas facilities, except for nacelles, which are to be purchased as part of the
engine package.
5. Costs are based upon reasonable and continuous production and delivery schedules. The cost
impact of compressed or stretched schedules has not been considered.
6. Costs for airborne systt:ms and equipment are included in the flyaway costs; buyer-furnished
interior and galley systems are also included.
7. The estimates are success-oriented in that cost-estimating relationships are based upon sam-
ples of successful programs. No allowance is included for growth or engineering changes. The
estimates assume that a single aircraft configuration for each alternative is developed, with
provision for GE, P&W, and RR engines. The aflcraft is designed in an environment where
requirements are stable and well understood.
8. Production improvement due to a learning curve is progressively incorporated into the cost
model for each of the four production lots.
9. Ground testing includes static tests on elements of the airframe, fatigue tests on full-scale wing
and fuselage, an iron bird test for flight-control laws and software, and 2,500 hours of
wind-tunnel testing.
10. Flight test time of 2,010 hours includes development and FAA certification tests.
11. Power plants are procured from engine manufacturers and include nacelles and thrust revers-
ers as well as the bare power plant. Douglas now furnishes the engine-mounted accessories
such as integrated drive generators and hydraulic pumps; however, it should be noted that the
hydraulic pumps will be eliminated for the all-electric configuration.
12. The estimate forspecific fuel consumption improvement includes the effect ofremo lv'_g the
bleed air required for pressurization, ventilation, and anti-icing. The net shaft horsepower
change for removing hydraulic pumps and adding generators is also included.
13. Fuel, crew, maintenance, navigation, and landing costs represent the market conditions used
in the Douglas Marketing department pricing model on August 1, 1991.
14. No aircraft sales price was used in the operating cost analysis because sales pricing is confiden-
tial and only changes in operating cost are needed for the cost/benefit analysis.
Values for failure rates, maintenance hours per flight hour, and maintenance material cost per
flight hour represent theperformance of a mature trijet program.
15.
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The aircraft utilization rate applied in the pricing model represents the nominal performance values
which airlines are currently experiencing.
These assumptions and ground rules, when applied to the baseline aircraft configuration, provide
the data point-of-reference for comparing the changes required for the all-electric and resized
all-electric configurations.
The baseline aircraft costs in Table 12 are provided here for reference only. They are discussed in
Section 4.7.
TABLE 12
BASELINE TRIJET COSTS
OPERATING COST - DOLLARS/TRIP
1990 ESTIMATES- 3,000 N MI
DEVELOPMENT/PRODUCTION/SUPPORT
COSTS IN 1990 MILUONS OF DOLLARS
SEATS
PASSENGERS
REVENUE CARGO (LB)
STUDY PAYLOAD (LB)
STUDY PRICE ($ M)
MTOW (LB)
FUEL CAPACITY (LB)
OEW (LB)
BLOCK TIME (HR)
UTILIZATION (BLOCK HR/YR)
TRIP COSTS (S/TRIP)
FLIGHT CREW
CABIN CREW
MAINTENANCE
NAVIGATION
LANDING FEE
FUEL 0.60 S/GAL
TOTAL CASH COST (S/TRIP)
(S/SEAT)
323
323
0
67,830
0
602,500
258,966
278,400
6.775
4,234
5,056
6,674
8,608
1,227
2,350
8,211
32,126
99.46
RDT&E
ENGINEERING 1,199
TEST & DEVELOPMENT 671
INITIAL TOOLING 818
SUPPLIER NONRECURRING 907
FSD ILS 58
PROJECT MANAGEME NT 118
TOTAL RDT&E 3,771
PRODUCTION
TOTAL (800 AIRCRAFT) 68,662
UNIT AVERAGE 86
PRODUCT SUPPORT
NONRECURRING 309
RECURRING 2,972
TOTAL PRODUCT SUPPORT 3,281
4.5 ALL-ELECTRIC TRIJET DESIGN (WBS 4.2.1)
The all-electric trijet design affected all the systems shown in Figure 29. Bleed air and hydraulic
power, in the form of distributed systems, were removed in entirety. Only local derivatives were
retained which could operate the function directly and/or with electrical energy as the power source.
Among these derivatives were the hydraulic rams, the LVDTs, and the FCC interface servos and
modulators.
The removal of bleed air pneumatic power required electrical power designs for the environmental
system, engine starting, and ice protection. The removal of hydraulic power required new electrical
power designs for the landing gear and the seven flight control functions shown in Figure 29: the
spoiler, aileron, slat, flap, rudder, elevator, and horizontal stabilizer.
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FIGURE 29. SYSTEMS IMPACTED
Key features of the conceptual design approach include: (1) eliminating distributed hydraulic and
pneumatic systems; (2) minimizing the impact on other systems; (3) eliminating mechanical con-
trois; (4) retaining 400-Hz power distribution; (5) maintaining power source equivalency; and (6)
using available or soon to be available technology. This approach is conservative and credible. The
operational characteristics of the existing trijet were retained to minimize impacts on or between
systems. Mechanical controls were removed and their redundancy functions were replaced by
quad-redundant primary flight control computers, with servo feedback signals to provide normal
pilot "feel." Power source equivalency was retained by a one-for-one substitution of an electrical
servo pump actuator, an electromechanical actuator, or an integrated actuator package (IAP) to
replace the conventional hydraulically powered actuator. To retain a minimum-risk design, only
components and technologies that are now available and can be certified in the near term were
selected for the system redesigns.
4.5.1 All-Electric Secondary Power Systems .---
The secondary power system defined for the all-electric trijet aircraft was redesigned from the base-
line wijet to be an electrical power system capable of providing all the functions now provided by
the hydraulic and pneumatic systems. It retained intact the electrical power system for the baseline
trijet to continue service to the unchanged baseline electrical circuits and loads. This was a very
pragmatic decision, based upon several factors:
1. The study resources would not support redesign of the existing electrical system.
2. The degree of MD-11 power design, qualification, and certification made it extremely
unlikely that any further weight reduction could be realized.
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3. Theelectricalpowercenterandthecentralaccessorycompartmentarephysicallyunableto
accommodateanymoreequipment.
4. Maintainabilitywouldbeseriouslyimpairedif physicalintegrationof newequipmentwith
theexistingMD-11shouldbeattemptedin thecentralaccessorycompartmentin frontof the
wing.
Keydesignfeaturesof theredesignedsecondarypowersystemsarebrieflydescribedin Table13.
Themajorloadswhichwill bepoweredbyelectricalsecondarypowerin theall-electricaldesign
areshownin Figure30.This figurealsoshowsthelocationsof existingtfijet powersources,the
newall-electricpowersources,thenewdistributedpowerandloadcenters,andthemainpower
feedersfrom thesourcesto thepowercenters.
4.5.1.1 All-Electric Power SystemArchitecture -- The architecturechosenfor the trijet
all-electricpowersystemis shownin Figure31.Theexistingtrijet architectureis shownin the
boxedareawhilethearchitecturefor thenewloadsis shownin theremainingarea.A similarform
wasselectedto maintaincommonalitywith theproven,FAA-certifiedbaselinedesign.Thethree
new starter-generatorsarecross-tiedby a tie bus,similarto threeexistingIDG sets.Eachnew
starter-generatorsuppliespowerto ageneratorbus,whichsuppliesa subbusfor eachof thenew
secondarypowersystemloadgroups flight control,landinggear,andenvironmentalloads.A
dualcross-tiebusbetweenthegeneratortie-busesprovidesall loadbusesaccessto all generators.
An enhancedall-electricsystemarchitectureis presentedin Figure31.Thelandinggearloads,
environmentalsystemloads,all of theflight controlsystemloads,theprimaryflight controlcom-
TABLE 13
ALL-ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT SECO NDARY POWER SYSTEMS
SYSTEM DIFFERENCES FROM BASEUNE
HYDRAULICS
PNEUMATIC
ELECTRIC
CENTRAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM, PLUMBING/PIPING AND FLUIDS ARE ELIMINATED
NO ENGINE-DRIVEN PUMPS ARE PROVIDED
LOCAL DEDICATED HYDRAULIC LINKS ARE PROVIDED IN ACTUATOR ASSEMBLIES
BETWEEN MOTOR PUMP AND MECHANICAL OPERATORS
CENTRAL PNEUMATIC SYSTEM AND DISTRIBUTION DUCTS ARE ELIMINATED
NO BLEED AIR IS EXTRACTED FROM THE MAIN ENGINE OR THE APU
ALL ELECTRIC SERVICES NOW PROVIDED ON THE BASELINE REMAIN INTACT
REVERSED POWER FLOW IS PROVIDED BY THE BIDIRECTIONAL POWER
CONVERTERS FOR ENGINE-STARTING
APU IS STARTED WITH MAIN BATTERY POWER
VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY CONTROL ARE PROVIDED BY PULSE DENSITY
MODULATION (PDM) FOR STARTER-GENERATORS AND MOTORS
VAPOR-CYCLE AIR-CONDITIONING PACKS ARE ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN
ANTI-ICING AND DE-ICING ARE PROVIDED BY A HYBRID SYSTEM OF
ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES (TBD) AND ELECTRICAL HEATING FOR LIMITED
AREAS (e.g., WINDSHIELDS)
MANUALLY OPERATED SERVO LINKS ARE PROVIDED AS "BACKUP" FLIGHT
CONTROLLERS IN PLACE OF THE CONTROL COMPUTERS IN THE AUTOPILOT
SYSTEMS. THESE OPERATE MAIN HYDRAULIC VALVES, AND ALSO PROVIDE
SIMULATED LOAD "FEEL" TO THE CONTROL COLUMNS AND PEDALS
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FUGHT CONTROL ACTUATION
• 4AILERONS(ESPA)
• 4 ELEVATORS (ESPA)
• 2 RUDDERS (ESPA)
• 10 SPOILERS (EMA)
• 2 HORIZONTAL(EMA)
• 8 FLAPS(EMA)
• 18 SLATS (EMA)
ELECTRICAL POWER
• 6 GENERATORS (3 VSCF, 3 IDG)
• 2 POWER CENTERS
• 4 OR MORE LOAD CENTERS
• 3 PRIMARY BUSES
• REMOTE POWER CONTROLLERS
LANDING GEAR
• 2 MAIN GEAR (lAP)
• 2 NOSE GEAR/STEERING (lAP)
ENVIRONMENTAL
• 3 VAPOR CYCLE UNITS
• 4 HEATERS
• 3 RECIRCULATION FANS
• 3 PRESSURIZATION UNITS
• ELECTRIC DE-ICE BLANKETS
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FIGURE 30. ALL-ELECTRIC SYSTEM FEATURES
puters (PFCCs), and the quad-redundant advanced-design ARINC-629 digital data buses are
shown in the figure. The electrical source buses for the loads are assigned for proper redundancy
in flight control. The bus number assignments match the hydraulic system bus number assignments
in the reference trijet transport, thereby retaining the same potential for reliability.
4.5.1.2 All-Electric Power System Architecture -- The advanced design concepts that• are
accommodated by the new all-electric secondary power system designs include resonant power
conversion, bidirectional power conversion and control, pulse density modulation for motor and
frequency control, electrical engine-starting, and three-phase transmission and frequency control
for voltage regulation.
The all-electric model is the same as the 20-kHz design except that it uses three-phase power trans-
mission and frequency control for voltage regulation, while the 20-kHz design used single-phase
power transmission and phase control for voltage regulation. This design difference is illustrated
by the key components in Figure 32 and by the bidirectional converter design shown in Figure 33
(compare with Figures 8 and 9).
4.5.1.3 All-Electric Power System Architecture-- The new system architectures for the rede-
signed systems are shown in summary form in Figure 34. The electrical power schematic features
six generators. Three are existing 120-kva IDGs and three are 180-kva starter-generators, all with
a tie bus to accommodate parallel operation. A cross-tie bus permits parallel operation or power-
sharing between all buses and generators. A bidirectional converter (BDC) permits power to flow
to the load buses or it supports engine-starting with controlled voltage and frequency from the gen-
erator buses to the generators.
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EXISTING BASELINE ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
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FIGURE 31. ALL-ELECTRIC OVERALL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The environmental system power supply shown in Figure 34 has three 39-kw vapor-cycle air-
conditioning packs (V), one from each of the new main generator buses in the new EPC-2 aft of
the aircraft wing box. It also shows three 125-kw compressor motors (P) supplied by the three new
electrical power buses. Six fans are shown, three to distribute conditioned air and three to provide
outside air while on the ground. Four heaters of 16 kw each are provided, one each in the flight deck,
forward cabin, mid-cabin, and aft cabin zones. The design is based on 50-percent recirculated and
50 percent new air.
The left spoiler power and control system is also shown in Figure 34. The right side is a mirror
image. It provides 6.3 kw of power to drive each electromechanical actuator which can be used
because of the low bandwidth and infrequent operation. The bus assignments allow no more than
two OUt of five spoilers on each side to be inoperative upon the loss of any electrical power bus,
The ice protection and slat actuation power design in the figure shows eight slat elements and one
drooped leading edge (DLE) slat on the left side, with a mirror image design on the right. Each slat
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is driven by a 2-kw motor in the EMA design. During de-icing, each power supply circuit is
relay-transferred to a blanket heater, 10 kw for each slat and 5 kw for each DLE. Each of the three
main feeders on each wing is transferred to an alternate bus upon loss of its normal feeder power.
Each tail leading edge (two horizontal stabilizers and one rudder) is de-iced by a 10-kw blanket
heater. All blanket heaters are temperature-monitored, and temperature gradients are controlled by
power densities from 1 to 15 w/in. 3, with an average of 4.63 w/in. 2.
The flap power and control schematic in Figure 34 shows two 1.5-kw EMA drives for each of the
two flaps on the left side, with two identical flap drives on the fight wing. Either motor can drive
each flap, and relay transfer will occur if the normal electrical power source is inoperative.
The landing gear power system schematic in the figure shows a 15-kw integral actuator package
(IAP) powered from two electrical main buses for the main landing gear. These pressurize local
hydraulic reservoirs, which have sufficient capacity for retracting and deploying the landing gear,
and for supplying antiskid braking power for all main and center landing gears. Two of the electrical
buses provide 5.4 kw each to the two nose wheel IAPs for retraction, deployment, and steering by
local hydraulic power.
The aileron, rudder, and elevator power and control schematic specifies higher bandwidth (up to
100 Hz) for rapid and responsive flight maneuvering and smooth flight control characteristics. Each
surface has a dual motor-driven electrical servo-pump actuator with two different electric power
buses for redundancy. One exception is the rudder power supply, which has a single 9.25-kw ESPA
for the upper rudder and a 7.08-kw ESPA for the lower rudder.
The horizontal stabilizer moves infrequently, in small angular position changes. Both sides are
coordinated through dual chain drives and jackscrews, with electromagnetic brakes on the jack-
screws. Either motor brake drive assembly can operate both stabilizer sides through the EMA drive
differential unit. Access is provided to redundant electrical power from any of the three electrical
buses shown in the figure, so the system will not be inoperative upon loss of a main electricalbus.
In general, the electrical power buses described in this section are also served by tie-buses so that
the probability of losing all electrical power to any bus is very low. The four primary flight control
computers and the dual-redundant flight control computers operating in the autopilot mode
together provide a high level of control redundancy.
4.5.2 All-Electric Fly-by-Wire Flight Control System
The flight control system defined for the all-electric trijet air transport utilizes three electrical power
channels derived from the three new starter-generator power buses. The systems are sumr_-'-arized
in Section 4.5.1. The conceptual fly-by-wire system power schematic and the signal (control) sche-
matic are shown in Figure 35. The dual reference guidance units, dual-dual or quad-redundant air
data computers, and triple-redundant inertial reference systems are shown to be digitally linked to
the quad-redundant primary flight control computers. The dual-redundant, mechanically parallel
cockpit control columns and pedals provide normal flight crew manual control inputs, while the
autopilot functions are generated in the dual-redundant FCCs.
The flight control system concept is illustrated in Figure 36. The upper diagram shows the flight
control system of the MD- 11, a conventional trijet. The dual control wheels and pedals (not shown)
• L
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provide direct mechanical cable forces to analog elements and hydraulic fluid flow valves for the
hydraulic rams that drive the control surfaces. In addition, dual force sensor analog signals (A and
B) provide a control wheel steering (CWS) mode in conjunction with the flight control computers
where the FCCs command the actuators and the mechanical control cables then move with the flight
control surfaces to provide "load feel" to the flight crew. The FCC is fed by the appropriate electri-
cal power source bus, as determined by the bus control unit. The FCC can operate in an autopilot
mode with manual trim signals from the cockpit. Figure 36 shows a combination of mechanical,
electrical, and hydraulic energy/power transfer media used in the conventional aircraft.
The all-electric schematic is illustrated in the lower half of Figure 36. The control wheels and pedals
(not shown), CWS, FCCs, and bus control unit function in the same manner as described above.
However, the control wheels and pedals operate through dual-dual redundant servo transmitters (T)
to activate control algorithms in the new quad-redundant primary flight control computers. These
computers also generate proportional "load feel" torques back to the servo transmitters to provide
the flight crew with familiar sensory feedbacks. The computers send the appropriate ARINC-629
data bus command signals to the dual-dual redundant actuator control (servo) electronics modules
in the flight control actuators. These receivers then control the ESPAs, EMAs, or lAPs to operate
the control surfaces with local hydraulic, electrical, or mechanical energy. The only medium of dis-
tributed energy/power for the all-electric wijet aircraft is electrical, while the local mechanical
actuator packages utilize the hydraulic, mechanical, or electrical media, generally in their present
forlTl. ..
The term ESPA, for electrical servo pump actuator, has been used to describe a high-bandwidth
(at least 100 Hz), responsive, controllable local converter of electrical power to deliver hydraulic
and mechanical forces. The ESPA shown in Figure 37 is a servo pump manufactured by Lucas
Aerospace, Inc. It is typical for this type of actuator. It contains a high-pressure hydraulic pump
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(3,000 psig or higher) driven by an electrical motor through a modulated swash plate. The swash
plate is tilted by its control to modulate the flow rate and direction of the pumped hydraulic fluid
to the cavities in the hydraulic ram-actuator. The electric motor runs at constant speed and direction,
thereby avoiding the wear and tear, time delay, motor-heating, and switch/control complexities of
a rapidly reversing electric motor drive used in such an application. This design is appropriate for
a modem flight control autopilot system, which needs high bandwidths to provide smooth flight
characteristics at all times; positive control during air turbulence, maneuvering, and landing opera-
tions; and active wing load alleviation. The LVDT senses the ram position for the electronic control
unit, which receives input position commands and coordinates controls with other actuators.
The study of all-electric flight control systems included trades of alternative designs for electrical
equivalences, or"duals," of the present tfijet controls and actuators. The driving parameter was the
weight, and the second design parameter was reliability. The results of the study are summarized
in Figures 38 and 39.
The elevators, located on the aft horizontal section of the tail, are major control surfaces. Each side
has an inboard and an outboard surface. The weight estimates for the all-electric versions are shown
in the fight column of Figure 38 for each of the options studied. The options are described by their
redundancy characteristics in the left column. Box 1 shows the present hydraulic system architec-
ture for which the "dual" is being studied.
The primary differences are shown to be in the independence of the motor pump channels and the
number of electrical feeders provided to serve those channels. In some instances, electrical transfer
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FIGURE 39. RUDDER AND HORIZONTAL STABILIZER ACTUATION POWER ALTERNATIVES
relays are used to give alternative electrical feeders or sources. Reliability assessments are shown
on a 1,000-hour operational basis. The more familiar 1-hour basis is a little more difficult to read
because it contains more 9s. For example, a 1,000-hour reliability of 0.9709 is equivalent to a
1-hour reliability of 0.9999709, yet both represent a mean time between failures (MTBF) of 33,862
hours. A sample calculation is shown in Appendix H.
The reliability value is not shown for the present hydraulic design, nor was it computed. It is not
significant and would require consideration of an entire distributed hydraulic channel, which could
fail as a whole if fittings or valves fail. By contrast, the electrical system is protected, paralleled,
and switchable at many points to obtain a higher inherent channel reliability. For these reasons,
all-electric reliability was only computed back to the three-channel electrical buses. These buses
are estimated to have a 1 million-hour MTBF (1-hour reliability of 0.999999 or 1,000-hour reliabil-
ity of 0.999) and their impact upon the flight control circuit reliability is trivial, assuming that the
electrical power supply to the bus is of equivalent reliability. The results shown in Figure 38 for
elevator actuation boxes 2 and 3 indicate only a 0.0069 difference in reliabilities (27,274 hours vs.
33,862 hours MTBF), yet the weight differences are 18 pounds for inboard and 12.2 pounds for
outboard actuation.
The four elevators in the all-electric, digitally controlled system each have two remote power con-
trollers (RPCs), and each elevator can be used independently for partial control authority. This
additional operational redundancy has an enormous effect upon the overall flight control system
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reliability.Forexample,a1,000-houreliabilityof 0.9640foreachelevatorproducesa 1,000-hour
systemreliability of 0.99999832or a 1-hourreliability of 0.99999999832(0.832x 10E-08)with
four surfaces.TheequivalentMTBF ismorethan500million hoursfor lossof powerto all four
elevatorsurfaces.
Thesamemethodof evaluationappliestoFigure39for rudderandhorizontalstabilizeractuation
power.Theexistingrudderandhorizontalstabilizerarchitecturesarein boxes1and4,wherethe
M representsthehydraulicmotorpresentlyusedto isolatetwodistributedhydraulicsystems.
An interestingweightestimateis shownin Figure39.Thehorizontalstabilizerspoweredwith
ESPAdualcircuitsareshowntobe80.6poundsheavierthantheexistingdesign.It waslaterrecog-
nizedthattheexistingdualmechanicalchaindrives,withscrewjacksandadifferentialtransmis-
sionandmechanicalholdingbrakes,couldbereplacedby EMAs oneachsidedriving thesame
mechanicalsystemwithelectricalmotorsandsimpleelectricalsolenoidbrakes.Theweightreduc-
tion wassignificant,resultingin nearlyequalweightsfor theexistingandall-electricdesigns.
A preliminarystudywasmadeof themeritsof fly-by-wireandfly-by-light optionswhichmaybe
appliedto eithertheconventionalor theall-electrictrijetair transports.Theresultsof thisstudyare
summarizedin AppendixI. Theprogramfundingwasnotsufficientfor afull studyof thissubject,
andthe programstatementof work indicatedthat the studytechnologieswould includeonly
fly-by-wireandfly-by-light systeminterfaces.Theweightconclusionsof thepreliminarystudyare
showninFigure40.Eachoptionisshownin termsof itscontributionto thetotalweightof aflight
controlsystembaseduponthenotedcombinationof technologies.Forexample,theexistingcon-
ventionaltrijet flight controlsystemweightis5,445pounds.Thedesigndefinedbythisall-electric
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study program has all-electric power-by-wire technology and existing ARINC-429 fly-by-wire
technology. The system weight is 3,408 pounds, which represents a system weight saving of 2,037
pounds or 37.4 percent. Figure 40 shows that a change in advanced ARINC-629 fly-by-wire tech-
nology would reduce the weight to 3,100 pounds and a change in the existing fly-by-light tech-
nology should reduce the weight to 3,000 pounds. Further weight reductions of 250 pounds were
estimated if the advanced fly-by-light technology is adopted. A general observation has also been
made that a 20-kHz power-by-wire system, either complete or selective in scope, would further
reduce the weight of any of the options.
4.5.3 All-Electric Environmental System
The all-electric environmental system was defined in conjunction with the AiResearch division of
Allied-Signal Aerospace Company. It was sized to meet the capacity of the baseline environmental
system, which accommodates 400 passengers. The features of the system are presented in the fol-
lowing text:
Three motor-driven compressors
Three vapor-cycle air-conditioning packs
Three cabin recirculation fans
Three ground-operated air intake fans
Electric heaters, distributed within the fuselage
50-percent fresh and 50-percent recirculated air supply
450 lb/min of air at 40°F for cooling
Fuel heat-sink for the heat exchangers
The all-electric aircraft environmental system is shown in Figure 41. Three motor-driven compres-
sors, each with a ram air intake, maintain pressure and provide the 50-percent fresh air supply dur-
ing flight. The vapor-cycle air-conditioning packs cool and dehumidify the fresh and recirculated
air supplied to the flight deck and cabin. The power consumption and weight for the three systems
are shown below:
Weight
Pressurization and cooling
Recirculation fans and heaters
(lb)
1,429
257
Total for 3 systems 1,686
Power (kw)
Compressors 375
Vapor-cycle units 117
Recirculation fans& heaters 186
Total for 3 systems 678
The weight and power estimates include the compressors, electric motors, valves, sensors, control-
lers, heat exchangers, and other minor components.
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The compressor for cabin pressurization is driven by a variable-speed electric motor/controller that
is modulated to meet the environmental system air supply demand. The ram-air precooler dimen-
sions are 20 by 22 by 6 inches, and it weighs 30 pounds. The vapor-cycle compressor is a high-speed
(up to 40,000 rpm) intega'ated motor/compressor assembly. The coolant temperature is 173°F at the
condenser and 35°F at the evaporator/water separator. The recirculation fans are conventional
three-phase 400-Hz 115/200-vac induction motors driving aluminum alloy blades inside a housing.
The fans operate at 7,800 rpm and provide a flow rate of 1,200 cfm at sea level with a pressure rise
of 14 inches of water.
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The system definition provided by AiResearch is sized as a replacement for the baseline trijet envi-
ronmental system. The use of fuel as a heat sink for the vapor-cycle condenser requires fuel lines
to be routed to the nose area of the trijet, where the air-conditioning compartments are located.
Installation of fuel lines forward of the wing area is undesirable for numerous reasons. Alternative
approaches for heat-sinking should be evaluated in future system optimization efforts.
The 678-kw peak power consumption estimate for the three environmental systems was used in the
electrical load analysis with little consideration given to power management. Cooling and heating
sequences need to be monitored and controlled to avoid energy waste. Methods for recovery of
energy from exhaust air need to be defined and evaluated. More effective load management and
refinement of the environmental system design are likely to reduce the system peak power demand
by 50 percent, which will bring the overall electrical load in line with the total electrical generator
capacity used in this study.
4.5.4 All-Electric Ice Protection Systems
A thermal electric ice-protection concept was developed based upon the anticipated system weight
and cost savings and upon the time and budget constraints for the study. The system chosen for the
cost/benefit study was selected without a detailed comparison of alternative methods, such as elec-
troimpulse (EIDI), chemical, thermal pneumatic, or pneumatic boots. It was believed that thermal
electric ice protection would allow time-sharing of power distribution cables with the leading edge
slat actuators.
It was recognized that the all-electric aircraft would have a de-icing system for removal of ice that
must be equivalent to the anti-icing system on the baseline trijet.
The thermal electric system design concept was based upon using independent integral thermal
electric blankets on the leading edge of each slat and on the leading edge of the vertical and horizon-
tal stabilizers. The engine nacelle ice protection was to remain the responsibility of the engine man-
ufacturer and was retained in its present thermal pneumatic configuration for this study.
The thermal electric system architecture for the left wing and half of the empennage is shown in
Figure 42. The concept is also shown in Figure 34.
The total power required for half the system is 115 kw. Each slat was allocated 10 kw except for
the smaller drooped leading edge over the wing pylon, which was 5 kw. Each of the tail surfaces
was allocated two thermal electric segments with 10 kw each. ---
The configuration of each 10-kw thermal electric surface is as follows:
Width -- 1.5 ft
Length -- 10 ft
Area 15 ft 2
2,160 in. 2
• Thickness 0.040 in.
Total power 10 kw
Heat density 4.63 w/in. 2, average
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The overall aircraft electrical ice-protection requirements are summarized below:
(kw)
Left wing 85 kw
Right wing 85 kw
Left horizontal stabilizer 20 kw
Right horizontal stabilizer 20 kw
Vertical stabilizer 20 kw
Total 230 kw
The ice-protection power required for the wing leading edge was substantially more than the power
needed for the extension and retraction of the slats. Accordingly, a decision was made to time-share
the feeder cables with the slat-actuation function. This approach would interrupt the ice-protection
power during slat actuation, which occurs for a maximum of 30 seconds only a few times per flight.
The shared feeder idea required a switching relay with an intelligent control module and power
source.
The primary flight control computer using redundant ARINC-629 data buses was designated as the
control source. A solid-state switching device with internal circuit protection for each slat heater
and actuator power feeder wire was located on thefront spar near the center slat track. Each center
slat track requires redesign to incorporate an EMA jackscrew and a telescoping electrical cable in
order to supply power to the thermal electric leading edge surface heater. The shared power feeder
cable uses a three-feeder configuration rather than a single feeder because a weight analysis showed
it to be lighter. A detailed design of the entire system was not within the scope of this study. How-
ever, weight impacts were estimated. The weight for each of the 10-kw thermal blankets was esti-
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mated at 12 pounds, giving a total of 276 pounds for all surfaces. Other weights for cabling and
components can be found in Appendix F.
A thermal electric ice protection system may appear to be heavy and to utilize more power than
other methods. However, as shown in Figure 42, it can be easily integrated with other electrically
powered functions. A more optimum overall design will be produced when alternative electrical
thermal de-icing configurations are evaluated concurrently with an electrical power management
system. After the conceptual design and the data analysis were completed, it was discovered that
there was no need for thermal electric de-icing of the vertical stabilizer. Elimination of this item
would save 20 kw and 24 pounds, and should be included in the refinement of the all-electric design.
4.5.5 All-Electric Propulsion and APU Systems
The general requirements and characteristics for an advanced propulsion power system and the jus-
tification for an APU are provided in Section 3.10.4 while the baseline trijet propulsion system and
APU are described briefly in Section 4.2.5. The all-electric airplane system design eliminates the
pneumatic engine air starters and provides bidirectional power from the main electrical system
power buses through the main electrical power converters to the new starter/generators. This power
is controlled to chive the new starter/generators as synchronized induction motors. The frequency
of the power supplied to the starter/generator is synchronized to the speed of the engine, and the
voltage is made proportional to both frequency and engine speed. This design approach maintains
both the electrical current and the engine cranking torque at near their constant maximum sustain-
able values throughout the starting cycle.
The starting performance and profile derived for the General Electric CF6-80C2 engine are
described in the starter torque characteristics in Appendix J. The performance depends upon the
torque margin available at the peak point. This is where the sum of the drag torque and the accelerat-
ing torque is exceeded by the starter/generator motoring torque by the value of the margin selected
for the analysis. The margin provides extra torque for degraded performance during the operating
life of the engine and the generator, or added drag torque at very low temperatures, and it will reduce
the starting time under any given set of conditions. For example, as shown in Appendix J, the starter/
generator needs to be only 160.4 kva if the margin is zero (lowest power limit); and it would need
to be 191.5-kva for a torque margin of 70 ft-lb. However, the generator size selected to meet the
aircraft electrical power demands is 180 kva continuous, giving an available torque margin of
45 ft-lb. It has been calculated that a 70 ft-lb margin at peak torque demand would provide a 35-sec-
ond starting time on a standard 59°F day, with a longer period at low temperatures. This perform-
ance estimate includes the drag torque from a cold (-40°F) 120-kva Sundstrand IDGS driven by
the power gearbox of the engine being started, but running with no connected electrical load. The
overload rating of the generator (225 kva for 5 minutes) would give much greater torque margins
for engine starting.
The specific fuel consumption (SFC) for the engine is an important weight, performance, and eco-
nomic parameter for the airplane. An analysis showed that elimination of all the bleed air would
reduce the baseline SFC by 1.26 percent.*
*The actual baseline trijet SFC value is proprietary.
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Table 14 shows the effects of removing the two hydraulic pumps and adding the fully loaded
180-kva starter/generator. With this load, the overall reduction in the baseline SFC is 0.67 percent.
TABLE 14
SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION CHANGES
NO BLEED BASELINE SFC SAVINGS
SHAFT HORSEPOWER PENALTY
HYDRAULIC PUMP REMOVAL
180-KVA GEN/STARTER ADDITION
NET HORSEPOWER CHANGE
SFC PENALTY PER 100 HORSEPOWER
NET SHAFT HORSEPOWER SFC PENALTY
SHAFT HORSEPOWER SFC PENALTY
-123
+241
+118
+0.50%
+0.59%
-1.26%
+0.59%
NET CHANGE IN SFC -0.67%
4.5.6 Other All-Electric Aircraft Systems
4.5.6.1 Other All-Electric Aircraft Systems The landing gear and braking systems operate
for very short periods, but they have high energy and power demands. The present local hydraulic
systems were determined to be most cost-effective for support of one cycle per flight. Electric
motor pumps will be used to pressurize the existing hydraulic reservoirs and to maintain normal
pressure during gear retraction, deployment, and antiskid braking operation. This concept is
described as an integrated actuator package design. The antiskid braking operation requires a sig-
nificant average electrical power demand. The present hydraulic reservoir will be retained to store
energy from the electrical motor-driven hydraulic pump in order to eliminate high peak power
demands.
4.5.6.2 Other All-Electric Aircraft Systems -- The electromagnetic environment consider-
ations for aircraft design will be essentially the same for the baseline and the all-electric design of
aircraft; these are similar to issues discussed in Section 3.10.1. However, as more electrical services
are provided in the all-electric design and more critical systems use the common electrical utility,
the possibilities for EMI are increased and the consequences of uncontrolled EMI become more
significant. The use of high-frequency conversion and more electronic energy processing does not,
of itself, yield greater problems, but possible interactions and corrective action for EMI are of
greater concern. ----
However, the shielding and RF suppression requirements for the self-generated electromagnetic-
emission from conversion equipment for 400-Hz power distribution are expected to be less
demanding than they would be for 20-kHz power distribution (see Section 3.10.1).
Further, the present systems and functions that are based on nonelectrical actuation mechanisms
(e.g., hydraulic, mechanical, or pneumatic) are not included in the EME certification. If these are
modified to be either partially or fully electrical-based designs, they would have to be designed and
tested for compliance with industry EME standards (see Appendix D).
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4.5.6.3 Crew SystemTechnology-- Thecrewsystemdesignapproachwasderivedfrom the
preliminaryassessmentsdecribedinSection4.10.2.Thesewereconductedtoensurethatall design
changesincorporategoodhumanengineeringpractices.A generalguidelinefollowedby alldisci-
plinesbecauseof studyprogramtimeandcostconstraintswasto limit designchangesto those
requiredby anall-electricaircraft.
Followingthisguideline,wheresystemdesignchangesdidnotaffecttheaircrew,nochangeswere
madein theirinterfaces.Forexample,afly-by-wire flight controlsystemdid notrequirechanges
in thecockpitlayout;therefore,nonewereundertaken.Moreover,wheredesignchangesrequired
modificationof aircrewinterfaces,majoreffortsweremadetoretainviablefeaturesfromtheorigi-
nal panelsandto incorporatetheminto thenewpanels.For example,theeliminationof bleedair
requiredextensiveredesignof theairpanel,butthetemperaturecontrolsontheoriginalpanelneed-
ednochange.
This strategywaspursuedduringredesignof theelectricalpanel.Mostof theoriginalpanelwas
retained,but theeliminationof thehydraulicpanelrequiredthattheelectricalpanelbeexpanded
to incorporatefunctionsformerlyperformedby thehydraulicsystem.During theredesign,every
effort wasmadeto keepthechangesconsistentwith thebaselinedesignphilosophyto ensurethat
anintegratedcrewstationwouldresult.
Figures43and44showthebaselinedesignandtheall-electricdesignviewsof theoverheadpanels
for thebaselineandmodifiedaircraftsystems tudiedduringthisconceptualdesigneffort.
Theapproachto systemoperationis thesameason theoriginalbaselineu'ijet.Thesesystemsare
fully automatedandrequirenopilot interventionduringnormal,abnormal,oremergencyopera-
tions.In caseofmalfunctions,correctionsaremadeautomatically.However,thesystemscanbe
placedin amanualoperationmodeandoperatedirectlybytheaircrewshouldtheneedarise.The
statusof thesesystemsis providedto theaircrewonthefrontinstrumentpaneldisplayunits,thus
relievingthemof anyneedto directlymonitortheoverheadpanel.Thesefeaturesgreatlyreduce
aircrewworkloadandallowedthebaselinedesignersto eliminatetheflight engineer'sposition,
whilepermittingthetwo pilotsto concentrateon flying theaircraft.
4.5.7 Weight Analysis
The weight values and the weight comparisons were the most critical data of the study. The cost
and performance analyses were conducted with algorithms that used weight as their principal inde-
pendent variable. Accordingly, major efforts of this study were devoted to careful redesigns_ that
would produce accurate absolute and comparative weights.
4.5.7.1 Weight Analysis Approach-- The approach adopted for the all-electric weight analyses
was as follows:
1. Determine from the new all-electric system designs which areas of the baseline aircraft would
be affected in terms of aircraft weight.
2. Analyze each affected baseline system using the MD- 11 Lamm schematic (Reference 3) for
replacement of mechanical, hydraulic, and pneumatic systems by electrical system
technologies.
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3. Evaluate each system for weight impact, using the baseline weight data base as described in
Section 5.2.7. Then, add, delete, and revise the individual component weight figures.
4. Create a new data base for the changes only, then document it on a personal computer spread-
sheet (see Appendix F).
The incremental weight change from the baseline for each system is shown in Table 15. The total
weight changes for the entire aircraft are shown in Figure 45. The total weight reduction of 2,304
pounds is composed of weight reductions in surface controls and power systems, and weight
increases in the landing gear, air-conditioning, and ice protection systems. The weight differences
derived from this analysis were used as drivers for other parametric studies such as performance,
reliability, and costs.
4.5.7.2 Main Electrical Power Hardware Weights -- Major weight elements for the electrical
power system include the new generators, converters, control modules (GCUs and the EPCU/
BCU), and the main feeders from the generators to the new electrical power center (EPC-2) located
immediately aft of the wing box. The existing trijet EPC (EPC-1) is located immediately forward
of the wing box, in the center accessory compartment. The weight estimates were based upon
extrapolations from advanced VSCF weight data and on scaling rules derived from reports in the
transactions of the IEEE Power Electronics Society, in the Power Conversion Intelligent Motion
(PCIM) technical magazines, in the proceedings of the Power Electronics Specialists Conferences,
and in related textbooks and research reports.
TABLE 15
SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSIS
EXISTING
ITEM CODE (LB)
DA* = MAIN LANDING GEAR
DB* = NOSE LANDING GER
EE* = MISC NEW EQUIPMENT
EF* = AILERON
EH*= ELEVATOR
EJ" = RUDDER
EL* = FLAPS
EN ° = SPOILERS
EP* -- HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
ET* = GENERAL PLUMBING-SURFACE CONTROL
EV* = SLATS
LA* = AC POWER SYSTEM
LH ° = HYD POWER SYSTEM
LP ° = PNEUMATIC POWER SYSTEM
RN ° = COOLING AIR SYSTEM
SA ° = WING ICE PROTECTION
SB* = TAIL ICE PROTECTION
0
63
0
584
816
378
575
639
692
81
1,700
5,534
2,277
1,932
1,263
183
111
ALL-EL
(LB)
130
75
34
382
719
322
274
433
597
0
667
8,276
0
37
2,110
243
141
TOTAL 16,826 14,440
CHANGE
(LB)
130
12
34
-202
-96
-56
-301
-206
-95
--81
-1,033
2,824
-2,277
-1,896
847
60
31
-2,3O4
"THIS SUMMARY REPRESENTS ONLY NEW OR'CHANGED WEIGHTS AND SHOULD
NOT BE MISTAKEN AS TOTAL WEIGHT FOR EACH CATEGORY
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A = WING
B = TAIL
C = BODY
D = LANDING GEARS & BRAKING
E = SURFACE CONTROLS
F = NACELLE & PYLON
H = ENGINE ACCESSORIES
J = FUEL SYSTEM
K = INSTRUMENTS & WASTE
L = POWER SYSTEMS
N = ELECT LIGHTING SYSTEM
P = COMMUNICATION & AVIONICS
Q = FURNISHINGS
R = AIR-CONDITIONING
S = ICE PROTECTION
V = AUXILIARY GEAR
W = WIRE ACCESSORIES
TOTAL
NOTE:
-2,037
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The length of the main feeders was scaled from the actual trijet configuration. The conductor size
was selected from several paralleling options where single conductors per phase had inadequate
current capacity, or ampacity. The voltage drop criterion of 5 volts per phase between the generator
terminals and the point of regulation located in EPC-2 was used to verify that the ampacity was the
limiting parameter rather than the line voltage drop. Copper conductors were used in the engine
nacelle, through the pylons, and to wing leading-edge connector blocks for paralleled aluminum
conductor connections. The feeder segment lengths are listed in Table 16 and the feeder routing
is shown in Figure 46. Selection data are shown in Table 17 for single, dual, and triple connd_ductor
feeders in parallel per phase. The feeder alternatives are listed in Table 18. The consolidated main
power system weight estimates are shown in the table for channel capacities of 120 kva, 150 kva,
and 180 kva.
If additional power is later required, it is suggested that two 120-kva starter/generators be installed
on the two unused hydraulic pump pads rather than one 180-kva starter/generator on each engine.
This would provide 240 kva per engine of new power rather than 180 kva. It would increase the
generator redundancy and system reliability, with nine generators total, and it would increase the
main engine-starting torque and power, with two generators per engine. The total electrical power
derived from the aircraft engines would be increased from 900 kva in the present design to
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TABLE 16
FEEDER LENGTHS
LENGTH
(FEET) TYPE
11.0 AN
15.0 AN
31.7 AL
1.0 AN
11.0 AN
15.0 AN
20.0 AL
23.0 . AL
1.0 AN
11.0 AN
13.0 AN
126.7 AL
1.0 AN
11.0 AN
13.0 AN
91.7 AL
1.0 AN
EXIST
FROM TO OR NEW
WING ENGINE GEN
WING FIREWALL
P.F. CONN.
EPC-1
WING ENGINE GEN
WING FIREWALL
P.F. (WING L/E)
WING TIE
EPC-2
TAIL ENG GEN
TAIL FIREWALL
P.E CONN
EPC-1
TAIL ENG GEN
TAIL FIREWALL
P.E CONN
EPC-2
WING FIREWALL
PARALLEL FEEDER CONN.
EPC-1
GEN RELAY
WING FIREWALL
P.F. CONN. (WING WE)
WING TIE
EPC-2
STARTER/GEN RELAY
TAIL FIREWALL
PARALLEL FEEDER CONN.
EPC-1
GEN RELAY
TAIL FIREWALL
PARALLEL FEEDER CONN.
EPC-2
STARTER/GEN RELAY
EXIST
EXIST
EXIST
EXIST
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
EXIST
EXIST
EXIST
EXIST
NEW
NEW
NEW
I NEW
NOTE: L/E IS THE LEADING EDGE OF THE WING; TIE IS THE TRAILING EDGE OF
THE WING; AND P.F. IS THE PARALLEL FEEDER SECTION WITH TWO OR
MORE CONDUCTORS IN PARALLEL PER PHASE TO CARRY THE HIGHER
FEEDER CURRENTS.
1,080 kva, and the weight for the main power system (see Table 19) would increase by
427.5 pounds from 1,447.7 to 1,875.2 pounds.
The •generators, converters, and related hardware weights were extrapolated from data on con-
ventional Douglas trijets, accumulated proposals, and briefings for dc-link converters with
switching-mode inverters rated 90 kva. The generators are assumed to be of conventional design
and synchronous, but driven as variable-speed, variable-frequency, proportional-voltage induction
motors for engine-starting, with the control logic provided to the converters. Conventional VSCF
converters are estimated to be 1.9 lb/kva per channel, of which 0.7 lb/kva is in the generator
operated at a nominal 1,000-Hz frequency and 1.2 lb/kva are in the converter/filter/transformer
assembly. The GCU weight for 90 kva is 12.8 pounds per channel; the EPCU/BCU weight for
90 kva is 13.8 pounds per channel. Power relays are sized for 120 kva (346 amperes per phase at
115/200 volts). These are to be used at 90 kva (260 amperes per phase), but the actual weight will
depend upon the number and type of auxiliary contacts provided. .----
4.6 ALL-ELECTRIC LOAD ANALYSIS (WBS 4.2.2)
The same approach was followed for the all-electric load analysis as for the baseline analysis. The
steps taken were: (1) use baseline load analysis program; (2) identify added loads; (3) estimate effi-
ciency and power factors; (4) establish functional criticality and assign to buses; (5) estimate load
duty cycles; and (6) accumulate loads. The analysis was generated and documented using a per-
sonal computer spreadsheet which is included in Appendix G. Because the new electrical power
system would be added to the baseline power system, it was determined that the new all-electric
loads should be analyzed using the same criteria applied for the baseline load analysis.
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BACKBONE FEEDERS
1. EPC-2 TO NOSE DISTRIBUTION CENTER:
100 FT, 3 SETS OF 3-PHASE CIRCUITS; EACH
CIRCUIT WITH 3 AL-4/0 CONDUCTORS
2. EPC-2 TO TAIL DISTRIBUTION CENTER:
80 FT, 3 SETS OF 3-PHASE CIRCUITS; EACH
CIRCUIT WITH 3 AL-4/0 CONDUCTORS
NOSE
DISTRIBUTION
CENTER
BACKBONE
'RS 1
MAIN FEEDERS
SEGMENT LENGTH STATUS
(FEET)
A 16.0 IB 15.0
C 20.0 N W
D 23.0E 1.0
F 11.0 EXISTINGG 5.
H 31.7 /
J 1.0 NLK 11.0L 13.0
M 91.7
N 1.0
P 11.0
Q 13.0
R. 126.7 /
S 1.0
J S
J
EPC-1
A
B
B
A
TAIL / "_
/ i
EPC-2 L / .
MG - c K /
BACKBONE N \
FEEDERS 2 _ _ .
FIGURE 46. MAIN POWER FEEDER PLAN
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TABLE 17
FEEDER SELECTION DATA
FEEDER
CONDUCTOR
TYPE
AND
SIZE
AN-l/0
AN-2J0
AN-3/0
AN-4/0
AL-1/0
AL-2/0
AL-3/0
AL-4/0
CIRCUIT
WEIGHT
FACTOR
(LB/KVAJ1,000 FT)
22.14
23.95
26.96
29.76
11.73
12.23
13.42
13.87
CIRCUIT
LENGTH
LIMIT
(FT)
133.9
129.3
121.4
110.9
148.4
133.9
144.9
131.1
POWER LIMIT
SINGLE! DUAL TRIPLE
(KVA) (KVA) (KVA)
51.75 103.50 155.25
60.38 120.76 181.14
69.00 138.00 207.00
77.63 155.26 232.89
42.44 84.88 127.32
50.03 100.06 150.09
55.89 111.78 167.67
65.55 131.10 196.65
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CHANNEL
POWER
(KVA)
120
150
180
TABLE 18
FEEDER SELECTION ALTERNATIVES
FEEDER
OPTIONS
3 x AL-1/0
2 x AL-4/0
2 x AN-2/0
3 x AL-2/0
3 xAN-1/0
3 x AL-4/0
FEEDER WEIGHT
(3-WIRE)
(LB/1,000 FT)
502
592
1,050
6O9
1,245
888
(LB/10O FT)
50.2
59.2
105.0
60.9
124.5
88.8
TABLE 19
NEW MAIN ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM WEIGHT ANALYSIS
SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
CHANNEL RATING
CHANNEL CURRENT
STARTER/GEN (0.7 LB/KVA)
BIDIRECT CONVERTER
RESONANT WITH FILTERS
(400/oCONVENTIONAL AT
0.48 LB/KVA)
PDM SYNTHESIZER (TO 400
Hz; 25% CONVENTIONAL AT
O.3O LB/KVA)
CHANNEL SUBTOTAL
THREE CHANNELS (SUBTOTAL)
POWER FEEDERS
ST/GEN CHANNEL 1
(50 FT x 3-WIRE)*
ST/GEN CHANNEL 2
(116 FT x 3-WIRE) °
ST/GEN CHANNEL 3
(50 FT x 3-WIRE)*
THREE CHANNEL FEEDERS
(SUBTOTAL)
TOTAL MAIN POWER
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
120 KVA
348 AMP
84 LB
57.6
36,0
177.6 LB
532.8
102.2 LB
(3 x AL-1/0)
200.4
(3 x AL-1/0)
102.2
(3 x AL-1/0)
404.8 LB**
937.6 LB
150 KVA
435 AMP
105 LB
72.0
45.0
222.0 LB
666.0
118.2 LB
(3 x AL-2/0)
237.6
(3 x AL-2/0)
118.2
(3 x AL-2/0)
474.0 LB
1,140.0 LB
180 KVA
522 AMP
126 LB
86.4
54.0
266.4 LB
799.2
157.9 LB
3 x AL-4/0)
332.7
(3 x AL-4/0)
157.9
(3xAL-4/0)
648.5 LB
1,447.7 LB
• INCLUDES 11.0 FTOF 4-WIRE WITH GROUND FROM GENERATOR TO FIREWALL AND COPPER CABLE
SEGMENTS (NOT LISTED).
"•THE ALTERNATIVE (2 x AL-4/0} WOULD WEIGH 400 LB, BUT WOULD BE MUCH HARDER TO INSTALL.
For this analysis, the following assumptions and methods were utilized:
• The flight profile is based on a night flight with 65 percent of the reading lights on, a full load
of fuel, and the galleys operating.
7O
OF POOR QUaLiTY
i i:ill
The flight is nonstop and the aircraft will be on the ground only longcnough to load and unload
passengers.
Where multiple power sources are required, such as in the case of standby power for flight
controls, only the actual power requirement is listed.
The operation time for each load was derived from actual data where available, existing opera-
tion times for components related to the converted system, and subjective evaluations by cog-
nizant personnel. Notes are included in Appendix G to further define the operation times.
Hydraulic, pneumatic, and environmental loads were converted to equivalent electrical loads.
Where new electrically driven equipment was required (e.g., flight control computers), data
from similar existing equipment were used.
Efficiencies and power factors were estimated based on existing technologies available at this
time.
Each load was evaluated for functional criticality and was determined to be an essential, nonessen-
tial, or monitored load. Essential loads are required to maintain controlled flight; nonessential loads
may be disconnected under conditions of limited power but can be recovered; and monitored loads
are automatically disconnected during limited power availability, but can also be recovered.
Three analyses were made for each operating condition; a 5-second, a 2- or 5-minute, and a 15- or
30-minute interval.
The operating conditions were defined as follows:
Loading -- The condition between securing the aircraft and preparing to start the engine. Typical
loading operations consist of hoisting, fueling, lighting, radio communications, heating, and cook-
ing. Power is supplied by the APU, the batteries, or external (ground) power.
Start -- The condition from preparation for engine starting to initiation of aircraft taxiing.
Taxi -- The condition from the aircraft's first movement on the ground to the start of the takeoff
run.
Takeoff and Climb-- The condition commencing with the takeoffrun and ending with the aircraft
leveled-off and set (trimmed) for cruise.
Cruise Cold Day -- The condition in which the aircraft is in level flight and the ice protection and
heating equipment are operating. ""
Cruise Hot Day -- The condition in which the aircraft is in level flight and the ice protection and
heating equipment are not operating.
Descent and Landing -- The condition in which the aircraft reduces altitude, enters the base leg
of an airport approach, lands, taxis, and is secured with engines shut down.
Emergency -- Any period of the flight in which the required normal sources of power are inopera-
tive. During this time, the essential loads required for safety of flight are powered by the emergency
power system.
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Ground Service-- Perforrpance of maintenance, service, and cleaning operations. During this con-
dition, only the ground service buses are powered.
The new all-electric loads were identified in the areas of flight control, landing gear, and environ-
mental and ice protection. Each load was given a detailed analysis, as shown in Appendix G.
The loads were accumulated and categorized by the equipment name and a modified reference
designator.
Horsepower ratings were included in the analysis primarily for hydraulic, mechanical, and pneu-
matic requirements. These horsepower ratings allow for conversion to electrical requirements
using the mathematical formulas shown in Appendix G. To remain consistent throughout the analy-
sis, horsepower ratings are included for nonhydraulic, nonmechanical, and nonpneumatic devices
such as flight computers or relays.
Figure 47 shows the connected load totals derived for horsepower, kilowatts, and kilovoltamperes
for the newly established all-electric loads. The higher load requirements in the area of environmen-
tal and ice protection are readily apparent. As shown in Appendix G, the connected load "on-times"
were applied to the relevant operating conditions using intervals of 5 seconds, 2 or minutes, and
15 or 30 minutes. For the operation times that were determined to be less than the interval of the
specific column heading, a percentage of operation time is given. For continuous load, the applied
time is 100 percent of the time interval. Figure 48 shows the total averaged loading for the new
DA* = MAIN LANDING GEAR
DB* = NOSE LANDING GEAR
EE* = MISC NEW EQUIPMENT
EF* = AILERON
EH ° = ELEVATOR
EJ° = R.UDDER
EL* = FLAPS
EN* = SPOILERS
EP° = HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
EV° = SLATS
RN* = COOLING AIR SYSTEM
SA ° = WING ICE PROTECTION
SB° = TAIL ICE PROTECTION
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FIGURE 47. ADDED ALL-ELECTRIC ALTERNATING CURRENT LOADS BY SYSTEM
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FIGURE 48. LOAD ANALYSIS FOR ADDED ALL-ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
all-electric ac loads, for each operating condition and time interval. The bar graph was derived from
the section of the load analysis with column headings LD 1-5S through GS3-15M. The kva rating
for each connected load was used to compute the average load for each condition and interval. Each
connected load was subjected to the following formula to obtain its average load power value:
Average kva = (total kva per load x operating time) divided by the appropriate
time interval
The averaged loads in each of the time-interval columns were then totaled to give the values shown
above each bar in Figure 48. The graph shows that the peak conditions occur during all phases of
flight. This is due to simultaneous operation of landing gear, flight control, and environmental
equipment. To minimize these peak requirements, power management should be considered in
future analysis of the all-electric loads. Engine starting power is not included in Figure 48 (seeSec-
tion 4.5.5 and Appendix J).
4.7 ALL-ELECTRIC COST ANALYSIS (WBS 4.2.3)
The all-electric trijet cost analysis used the same methodology and computer models as described
for the baseline in Section 4.4. The methodology can be summarized as follows:
Determine the all-electric design weight and SFC changes
Run the all-electric and resized performance computer models
Analyze new all-electric system reliability and maintainability characteristics
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Runtheall-electricandresizedairlineoperating cost model
Run the engineering/manufacturing/logistics cost model
Compare the baseline, all-electric, and resized costs
The following analyses were conducted to quantify the cost/benefits for an all-electric aircraft:
weights, electrical load, aircraft performance, reliability, aircraft maintainability, engineering,
manufacturing, integrated logistics support (ILS), and market analyses.
The following section presents the results of each analysis, except for the weight analysis (Sections
4.2.7 and 4.5.7) and electrical load analysis (Sections 4.3 and 4.6).
4.7.1 Aircraft Performance Analysis
The performance data for the baseline trijet configuration were modified to reflect the 2,304-pound
system weight saving and the 0.67-percent SFC improvement defined in Sections 4.5.5 and 4.5.7.
The all-electric configuration was resized using the scaling methodology of the Douglas Advanced
Aircraft Design group to synthesize a new configuration. The new configuration has smaller wings
and a smaller engine, which produces the lower thrust requirement. The new wing and engine were
both lighter, but the aircraft mission parameters were unchanged. The results of this analysis are
shown in Table 20.
Passenger capacity, payload, thrust, wing area, and range parameters were initially held constant
for the all-electric configuration to ensure that the resulting cost/benefits would contain only the
impacts of the all-electric design changes. When the operating empty weight was reduced by the
system weight savings, the performance analysis showed that the aircraft could use a slightly slower
approach speed and a shorter takeoff field length and. that the fuel consumption would be reduced
by 1.2 percent.
For the resized configuration, the approach speed and takeoff field length were kept the same as
for the baseline, while the wing size and the engine thrust were scaled downward to match the
TABLE 20
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE DATA
ENGINE
MTOGW (LB)
OEW (LB)
PASSENGERS
PAYLOAD (LB)
THRUST/ENGINE (LB)
WING AREA (F'I "2)
RANGE (N MI)
APPROACH SPEED (keas)
T.O. FIELD LENGTH (FT)
BLOCK FUEL (LB)
BASELINE
GE
602,500
278,400
323
67,830
61,500
3,648
6,600
139
10,550
91,692
ALL-ELECTRIC
GE
596,500
276,100
323
67,830
61,500
3,648
6,600
138
10,200
90,588
RESIZED
GE
591,500
273,000
323
67,830
60,225
3,589
6,600
139
10,550
89,750
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reduced lift requirements. The resized all-electric configuration then resulted in a reduction in max-
imum takeoff gross weight of 11,000 pounds and a 2.12 percent reduction in total fuel consumption.
This information is shown in Figure 49. The benfit ratio is 4.77 pounds of total weight reduction
for each pound of hardware weight eliminated.
Engines designed for no bleed-air or very little bleed-air requirements are expected to show addi-
tional SFC improvement.
MTOGW (Ib)
OEW (Ib)
PASSENGERS
PAYLOAD (Ib)
THRUST/ENGINE (Ib)
WING AREA (ft2)
RANGE (n mi)
APPROACH SPEED (keas)
T/O FIELD LENGTH (It)
BLOCK FUEL (Ib)
BLOCK TIME (hr)
SFC CHANGE (%)
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FIGURE 49. RESIZED ALL-ELECTRIC PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS
4.7.2 Reliability Analysis
The reliability analyses were essentially the same for the all-electric and the resized configurations
because there were no system changes made when going from the all-electric to the resized aircraft.
Reliability data were established for each of the aircraft systems affected by the change in an
all-electric airplane. Methodology accepted by the Air Transport Association (ATA) was used to
quantify the expected failure rate per flight hour according to major ATA system chapter numbers.
The weight/component change listings (Appendix F) and the new all-electric system block dia-
grams served as the basis for estimating the failure rates of the all-electric configuration. The result-
ing failure rates per flight hour and mean time between failures are shown in Table 21. As expected,
the hydraulic system showed significant improvement because it was virtually eliminated, while
the electrical power system was degraded by adding more hardware and a second electrical power
center.
Reliability of the ice-protection system was degraded due to the greater complexity of the tff_rmal
electric de-icing configuration than the present pneumatic anti-icing system. However, the net
improvement for those systems affected by the change to all-electric was a reduction in failure rate
per flight hour of 15.9 percent. Figure 50 shows the changes from the baseline to the all-electric
aircraft in failure rates per flight hour for each system. The ATA system failure rate changes were
used as input to the maintainability analysis.
4.7.3 Aircraft Maintainability Analysis
An aircraft maintainability analysis was conducted to quantify input parameters for the operating
cost model. Maintenance man-hours per flight hour and material cost per flight hour were quanti-
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TABLE 21
FAILURE RATES FOR BASELINE AND ALL-ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
ATA CHAPTER
21 AIR-CONDITIONING
22 AUTOFLIGHT
24 ELECTRICAL POWER
27 FLIGHT CONTROLS
29 HYDRAULIC POWER
30 ICE AND RAIN PROTECTION
36 PNEUMATIC
38 MISC (WATER/WASTE)
49 APU
BASELINE
TRIJET
(FAILURES/
FLT HR)
0.0061
0.0030
0.0031
0.0033
0.0023
0.0015
0.0027
0.0090
0.0028
ALL-
ELECTRIC
(FAILURES/
FLT HR)
0.0057
0.0025
0.0040
0.0028
0.0000
0.0019
0.0003
0.0089
0.0023
TOTAL 0.0337 0.0284 15.9
MTFB = MEAN VALUE OF FLIGHT HOURS BETWEEN FAILURES
TRIJET
IMPROVEMENT MTBF
(%) (HR)
5.8 163.93
17,3 333.33
-30.0 322.58
16.3 303.03
100.0 434.78
-22.9 666.67
88.1 370.37
0.6 111.11
17.1 357.14
29.67
ALL-
ELECTRIC MTBF
MTBF CHANGE
(HR) (HR)
175.44 -11.5
400.00 -66.7
250.00 72.6
357.14 -54.1
0.00 434.8
526.32 140.4
3,333.33 -2,963.0
112.36 -1.2
434.78 -77.6
35.21 -5.5
ATA
CHAPTE____R
21 AIR-CONDITIONING
22 AUTOFLIGHT
24 ELECTRICAL POWER
27 FLIGHT CONTROLS
29 HYDRAULIC POWER
30 ICE & RAIN PROTECTION
36 PNEUMATIC
38 MISC WATER/WASTE
49 APU
TOTAL IMPROVEMENT
5.8%
w
-- _ 17.3%
_- 300/ofili::iiiiiii::i::iii:,i::i::iii::i:=iii::iii::iii;:i::i'
16,3%
B
-- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::100%
-.-22.9%
i
_ i:::i_iiiiiii_iiii_;_i_i!:_ii_i_i!::!i!ii!_ii;i_iii_i_:_ii:i:;i;i;iiiiiiii;i::iiiiiiiiiii;iiiiii!i;ii_ii;iiiiiiiiiiii;i_88.1%
-- _ 0.6%
I
17.1%
I
n
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fled pursuant to each major ATA system chapter. Table 22 shows both labor and material mainte-
nance changes per flight hour for the categories in each ATA system chapter. The overall systems
impacted by this study showed a 21.9 percent labor reduction and a 15.6 percent material cost
reduction for maintenance for each flight hour.
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TABLE 22
DIRECT MAINTENANCE FOR BASELINE AND ALL-ELECTRIC SYSTEMS
,_j
BASELINE ALL-ELECTRIC
L1 L2 M1 M2 L1 M2
CHAPTER MH/FH MH/FLT MATL/FH MATIJFLT MH/FH MATIJFLT($) ($) ($)ATA
21 AIR-CONDITIONING
22 AUTOFLIGHT
24 ELECTRICAL POWER
27 FLIGHT CONTROLS
29 HYDRAULIC POWER
30 ICE AND RAIN PROTECTION
32 LANDING GEAR
36 PNEUMATIC
38 WATEWWASTE
49 AUXILIARY POWER
57 WINGS
0.1729
0.1246
0.1132
0.1043
0.0854
0.0484
0.0021
0.1606
0.0480
0.0000
0.0000
TOTAL 0.8595
0.0091
0.0191
0.0005
0.2581
0.1254
0.0000
0.8122
0.0000
0.1707
0.6039
0.4504
2.4494
3.6763
0.6800
3.9742
5.6265
4.6382
1.1853
0.2520
1.3795
4.2329
0.0000
0.0000
25.6449
0.0049
0.0_8
0.0046
1.4028
1.1107
0.0000
149.7112
0.0000
2.8372
36.6554
15.7809
207:5375
0.1625
0.1184
0.1868 •
0.0980
0.0000
' 0.0537
0.0021
0.0032
0.0466
0.0000
0.0000
0.6713
L2 M1
MH/FLT MATL/FH($)
0.0086 3,4557
0.0181 0.5460
0.0008 6.5574
0.2426 5.2889
0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 1,3157
0.8244 0.2558
0.0000 0.0276
0.1657 4.1059
0.5828 0.0000
0.4414 0.0000
2.2844 21.6530
0.0046
0.0283
0.0076
1.3186
0.0000
0.0000
151.9569
0.0000
2.7521
35.3725
15.4653
206.9059
NOTE: FH = FLIGHT HOURS, MH = MAN-HOURS, FLT = FLIGHT; L1, L2 ARE LABOR HOURS; M1, M2 ARE MATERIAL COSTS.
4.7.4 Engineering Analysis
The engineering, manufacturing, and integrated logistics support cost entities were derived using
a Douglas parametric cost-estimating model. The guidelines and assumptions used for this model
are described in Section 4.4.2. The estimating model output report showing work complexity fac-
tors, cost weighting factors, and labor rates is Douglas proprietary and will not be provided as part
of this report. However, cost summaries for the baseline, all-electric, and resized aircraft can be
found in Appendix K.
For the purpose of this study, engineering cost includes the product design and certification effort.
In the cost model, these were identified as research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E);
these are virtually all the costs experienced through certification, excluding production costs. The
RDT&E cost is subdivided into the following elements: engineering, test and evaluation, initial
tooling, supplier nonrecurring, full-scale development, and project management.
The values of each RDT&E cost element for the baseline, all-electric, and resized aircraft are shown
in Table 23. Analysis showed that the design and certification cost for a new trijet can be reduced
by 2 percent if the all-electric secondary power systems defined in this report are incorporated.
TABLE 23
ALL-ELECTRIC TRIJET PRODUCT COST COMPARISON
$ MILLION - 1990
BASE ALL-ELECTRIC RESIZED
RDT&E
ENGINEERING 1,199 1,124 1,116
TEST & DEVELOPMENT 671 654 651
INITIAL TOOLING 818 823 816
SUPPLIER NONRECURRING 907 956 942
FSD ILS 58 55 55
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 118 115 114
TOTAL RDT&E 3,771 3,728 3,694
PRODUCTION
TOTAL (800 AIRCRAFT) 68,662 67,031 66,475
UNIT AVERAGE 86 84 83
PRODUCT SUPPORT
NONRECURRING 309 302 299
RECURRING 2,972 2,902 2,878
TOTAL PRODUCT SUPPORT 3,281 3,203 3,177
4.7.5 Manufacturing Analysis
The manufacturing unit costs were established for four production lots of 200 aircraft each and then
averaged to give a single flyaway unit cost for each of the study configurations. The parametric cost
model provides cost subtotals for tooling, production, and project management. A breakdown of
these costs can be found in Appendix K. The average flyaway unit cost for each aircraft study con-
figuration is shown in Table 23. Analysis showed that the average aircraft unit cost can be reduced
by 3.2 percent if an all-electric secondary power system is utilized.
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4.7.6 Integrated Logistics Support Analysis
ILS costs are defined by three major entities in the parametric cost model: airframer nonrecurring;
airframer support investment, and airline support investment. Airframer nonrecurring cost covers
the RDT&E for those ground-support equipment, training equipment and services, and product
support activities which are peculiar to this airplane. Airframer support investment is the cost of
the airframer-furnished product support equipment, training, services, support activities, initial
spares inventory, field service, and maintenance site activation. Airline support investment is the
cost of airline-furnished product support for the same cost elements defined for the airframers. The
ILS costs for the aircraft study configurations are shown in Table 23. The savings potential is 5.2
percent for ILS if all-electric secondary power systems are utilized.
4.7.7 Market Analysis
Airline DOC comparisons for the baseline, all-electric, and resized aircraft were made with the
Douglas Marketing department's cost model. This model utilizes a methodology which is accepted
by the air transport industry to compare alternative aircraft configurations for various mission oper-
ating ranges and payloads. The alternative trijet operating costs for a 3,000-n-mi range, using 1990
dollars, are shown in Table 24. The number of passengers, payload, and fuel capacity are held as
constants for the analysis; whereas, the maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) and the OEW are
reduced by the 2,304-pound all-electric system weight savings and by the wing and engine weight
savings due to aircraft resizing. The aircraft block time (i.e., engine start to engine shutdown time)
and the aircraft utilization per year increased very slightly due to performance changes. The change
in utilization time has a very minor effect on crew trip costs. Navigation and landing fees are also
reduced only slightly. However, as indicated in Table 24, maintenance and fuel costs show the most
significant improvements for the resized all-electric aircraft. The 1.48-percent reduction in trip cost
equates to an annual savings of $298,125 in direct operating costs for each aircraft. Other airline
product support cost savings, as shown in Appendix K, are realized on aircraft-peculiar ground sup-
port equipment, training equipment and services, support data, initial spares, site activation, and
field service. These savings amount to $197 million, or 3.2 percent of the total airline support
investment for the 15-year, 800-aircraft program.
4.8 TECHNICAL BENEFITS (WBS 5.1)
The technical benefits of the all-electric air transport concept are generally related to the weight
reductions possible with the system redesigns for electrical power. Figure 51 illustrates this
weight-sensitivity. When weight is reduced, for whatever reason, the fuel required for a given mis-
sion or commercial route segment is reduced in an exponential manner by the loop shown t.o.the
upper left of Figure 50. Reduced fuel burn reduces fuel load, which in turn reduces weight. This
is reiterated through the loop shown in the figure for further weight reduction.
Other benefits are shown with the improved use of energy by load-sharing and attaining higher effi-
ciency of system components or their applications. These reduce the amount of energy to be dissi-
pated in heat exchangers or in the pressurized volume. Smaller heat exchangers or fans or ram air
coolers then reduce the aerodynamic drag, which, in turn, reduces the main engine effort and fuel
consumption and enters the exponential fuel equation. Better engine performance by improved
SFC or by reduced or eliminated engine bleed air also improves the fuel burn efficiency. The use
of six electrical power generators with cross-tie busing allows maximum opportunities for
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TABLE 24
ALL-ELECTRIC DIRECT OPERATING COST COMPARISON
BASE ALL-ELECTRIC RESIZED
SEATS 323 323 323
PASSENGERS 323 323 323
REVENUE CARGO (LB) 0 0 0
STUDY PAYLOAD (LB) 67,830 67,830 67,830
STUDY PRICE ($ M) 0 0 0
MTOW (LB) 602,500 596,500 591,500
FUEL CAPACITY (LB) 258,966 258,966 258,966
OEW (LB) 278,400 276,100 273,000
BLOCK TIME (HR) 6.775 6.776 6.779
UTILIZATION (BLOCK HR/YR) 4,234 4,235 4,237
TRIP COSTS (S/TRIP)
FLIGHT CREW 5,056 5,036
CABIN CREW 6,674 6,675
MAINTENANCE 8,608 8,386
NAVIGATION 1,227 1,221
LANDING FEE 2,350 2,326
FUEL $0.60/GAL 8,211 8,112
TOTAL CASH COST (S/TRIP) 32,126 31,.756
(S/SEAT) 99.46 98.32
(PERCENT) 0 -1.15
YEARLY SAVINGS ($) 231,250
NOTE: DOLLARS/3,000-N-MI TRIP, 1990 ESTIMATES
5,020
6,678
8,391
1,216
2,307
8,037
31,649
97.98
-1.48
298,125
load-sharing. Although a load-sharing study was outside the scope of the contract, such a study is
desirable along with other forms of design optimization recommended in Section 6.
The benefits identified during this study are given in Table 25. These benefits are self-explanatory
and cover a spectrum of technical and economic features-- cost, maintenance, operation, corrosive
fluids, material deterioration, high temperature and safety, engine performance, mechanical prob-
lems, flight control philosophy and designs, and electrical hardware utilization. Other benefits are
expected to surface during the recommended system optimization study.
4.9 COST IMPACTS (WBS 5.2) .--
The cost impacts that directly affect the operator have been quantified in this study. However, early
in the study, many other intangible costs affecting public and government interests were acknowl-
edged. Figure 52 shows the various global cost issues to consider in a change to all-electric second-
ary power systems. Those cost issues in the figure which are referenced to the public and govern-
ment are outside the scope of this study. However, the cost issues in the figure which are referenced
to the operator and manufacturer, although not directly correlated by parameter name with the study
results, are covered in the cost parameters quantified by this study. Tables 26 and 27 show that
nearly $10.5 billion can be accumulated throughout the 15-year program if all-electric technology
is applied to the entire fleet of 800 new trijets delivered at a constant rate of about one per week.
The recurring cost-avoidance for each new aircraft would be $2.85 million, while the nonrecurring
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cost-avoidance for development and test and product support would be $87 million. Airline
cost-avoidance would be $298,125 for each year the aircraft is in service. An additional $197 mil-
lion of cost-aVoidance, shown in Appendix K but not included in the capital accumulation (future
value) estimate of $10.5 billion, would be realized in the airline's product support investment.
The equivalent present value for launching a trijet program that uses all-electric secondary power
rather than conventional secondary power is nearly $2 billion. It is interesting to note that $6.9 bil-
lion, or about two-thirds of the savings, will be related to RDT&E and production, while $3.6 bil-
lion, or one-third of the savings, will be related to 15-year service and operation by the airline
operators. Moreover, the incremental change in the present value of the entire program for each
pound of hardware removed per aircraft is $830,700.
4.10 COST/BENEFIT FACTORS (WBS 5.3)
The very significant cost savings are discussed in Section 4.7. Many tangible and intangible bene-
fits are identified in Table 25. Although not quantified, they are clearly such as to enhance the
quality, safety, maintainability, operational factors, and performance of the aircraft; hence, they
will make such an all-electric aircraft more desirable for the airline operators. At the request of
NASA, as discussed in Section 6, Douglas has established an Airline Advisory Committee to
review and evaluate the all-electric airplane designs from this study. The present committee mem-
bers are also shown in Section 6. It is anticipated that the committee will make a thorough evalua-
tion of the airline operator' s views of the all-electric air transport concept and of the designs defined
by this study.
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TABLE 25
ALL-ELECTRIC STUDY BENEFITS
DESIGN CHANGE RESULT
REDUCED WEIGHT LESS FUEL CONSUMPTION/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
LOWER INITIAL OWNERSHIP COST
LOWER OPERATING/MAINTENANCE COST
USED SINGLE TYPE SEC PWR REDUCED MAINTENANCE INVENTORY
SIMPLIFIED CREW OPERATING PROCEDURES
SIMPLIFIED MAINTENANCE AND TRAINING
ELIMINATED HYDRAULICS EASIER MODULE (LRU)REPLACEMENT AND REPAIR
ELIMINATED DISTRIBUTED CORROSIVE FLUIDS
AVOIDS ON-AIRCRAFT SPILL AND CLEANUP PROBLEMS
ELIMINATES FLUID PURGING/REFILLING/CLEAN-UP PROCESSES
REDUCES ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
AVOIDS COMPONENT (SEALS, INSERTS, DUCTS) MATERIAL DETERIORATION
ELIMINATED PNEUMATICS ELIMINATES HIGH-TEMPERATURE (450°F) DUCTS
REMOVES THE NEED FOR BURST DUCT PROTECTION SYSTEM
ELIMINATED ENGINE BLEED IMPROVED ENGINE PERFORMANCE (SFC AND THRUST)
PERMITS REFINEMENT OF COMPRESSOR/CORE DESIGN FOR BETTER SFC
ELIMINATED MECHANICAL CABLES ELIMINATED MECHANICAL LOCKUP MODES
SIMPLIFIED RIGGING ADJUSTMENTS (ELECTRONIC)
USED FULL-AUTHORITY FBW SIMPLIFIED FLIGHT CONTROL ALGORITHMS
PROVIDED INDIVIDUAL SURFACE CONTROL AUTHORITY
IMPROVED EMERGENCY AND BACKUP CONTROL
ENHANCED AUTOMATIC PILOT OPERATION
USED ELECTRICAL ENGINE START ELIMINATES HOT DUCT AIR VALVES
UTILIZES ELECTRICAL POWER CABLES FOR DUAL FUNCTION
ALLOWS SINGLE FUNCTION FOR APU (ELECTRICAL POWER)
4.11 SYSTEM DESIGN EVALUATIONS
The system design evaluation process described in Appendix C was applied by the engineering staff
to the systems and designs presented in this report. The evaluations were based on subjective expe-
rience, and the results were within a reasonable range, •60 percent to 80 percent, with an overall aver-
age of 66.7 percent. The composite, averaged percentage scores for each evaluation category are
given in Figure 53. Recommendations for design improvements for the lower scores are provided
in Appendix C. •These can be considered in future optimization studies.
,'[
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FIGURE 52. GLOBAL COST ISSUES
TABLE 26
COST SUMMARY
DEVELOPMENT
AND TEST
FLYAWAY
UNIT COST
PRODUCT
SUPPORT (ILS)
IN-SERVICE
OPERATIONS/
RECURRING
85.83
3.72
BASE
NONRECURRING
3,770.73
308.98
ALL-ELECTRIC
RECURRING NONRECURRING
3,727.96
301.64
RECURRING
83.09
3.60
83.79
3.63
RESIZED
MAINTENANCE 0.23 0.30
NOTE: BECAUSE SOME BASELINE COSTS ARE PROPRIETARY, ONLY THE DIFFERENTIALS ARE SHOWN.
DOLLARS (1990) IN MILLIONS BASED ON 800 AIRCRAFT
NONRECURRING
3,694.02
299.14
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TABLE 27
COST IMPACT
PROGRAM LENGTH (YR)
AIRCRAFT PER YEAR
SAVINGS PER AIRCRAFT
NONRECURRING SAVINGS
RATE OF RETURN
FUTURE VALUE
PRODUCTION SERVICE
t5 15
53.3 53.3
2.85 0.30
86.55
12% 12%
6,909 3,587
TOTAL PRESENT VALUE $1,914 BILLION
TOTAL FUTURE VALUE $10.496 BILLION
CERTIFIABILITY
COST
CREW INTERFACE
EMERG PROVISION
FAULT TOLERANCE
INSTALLATION
LOADS
LOGISTICS
MAINTENANCE
OTHER IMPACTS
OWNERSHIP COST
PERFORMANCE
PROTECTION
REDUNDANCY
RELIABILITY
VALI DATION
NONAPPLICABLE ITEMS DELETED
r" -j63.3%
' -- 1 8o%
' "j 73.2%
_--] 60%
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SECTION 5
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions reached as the result of this study are briefly summarized as follows:
o The benefits listed in Table 9 should be verified by continuing the 20-kHz study for part or
all of the all-electric airplane systems. This work should be done for a trijet rather than for a
twin jet to permit a direct comparison with the results of this study. Figure 54 illustrates the
major milestones accomplished in this study. The shaded area of the figure shows the 20-kHz
milestones which were not accomplished. It indicates, in a box enclosed by solid lines, the pro-
posed continuation of the 20-kHz study subsequent to October 1991.
1990 1991
I
NOV DEC JAN MAR AUG OCT
I I I I I I
TASK ORDER
CONTRACT
MAY JUN JUL
I I 1
20-kHz STUDYCONTINUATION
INDUSTRY BASELINE PRELIMLINARY
LETTER DEFINITION COST/BENEFIT
DATA
STUDY CRITERIA ALL-ELECTRIC FINAL
KICKOFF AND DESIGN REPORT
GUIDELINES
STUDY REDIRECTION
,
3.
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FIGURE 54. STUDY MILESTONES
The benefits of the all-electric design concepts are not generally the result of major single cost
savings or weight savings. As this study progressed, it became apparent that rather small incre-
mental savings accrued to individual system redesigns for use of electrical secondary_power
in place of hydraulic or pneumatic secondary power. However, these accumulate to produce
a large value of 2,304 pounds, even after the weight of new electrical hardware is added.
Major technical advancements confirmed by this study are:
a. An all-electric airplane design without distributed hydraulic or pneumatic secondary
power or main-engine compressor bleed air is both feasible and economically desirable,
using present-day hardware and technologies.
b. The desirable properties and dynamics of hydraulic "muscle" are available in high-band-
width electrical servo pump actuators.
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The low bandwidths of electromechanical and electrohydraulic actuators need not be
used except for applications in which they operate infrequently or unidirectionally.
The concepts of high-frequency switched-mode electronic converters with bidirectional
power capabilities for main-engine starting and pulse density modulation for lower-
frequency synthesis are all feasible technical advancements. These should be defined
sufficiently for hardware development in a later study.
Other tasks are identified for future work in the following section.
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SECTION 6
RECOMMENDATIONS
In-depth analyses and optimization studies were beyond the scope of this study. It was designed
to provide realistic conceptual designs sufficient to permit a cost/benefit analysis. That analysis
showed significant savings in cost and fuel that wan'anted a recommendation for further work to
improve the designs by optimization and additional system study, syntheses, hardware develop-
ment, and testing.
Major studies are recommended for the following as future work packages:
• System optimization
• Load-sharing (time-lining)*
• Active load management*
• Computer automation (loads, automatic operation)*
• Multiplexed information/control systems, including BITE and artificial intelligence
• Double-voltage power transmission
• Windmilling engine power for emergency loads
• Environmental control power through dual main converters
• Electromagnetic braking
These are proposed to use the electrical energy from the generators more efficiently and to study
the identified system design improvements.
The Aeronautical Analysis Division of NASA-LeRC requested Douglas to form an advisory com-
mittee composed of commercial airlines' engineers, FAA specialists such as the Designated Engi-
neering Representatives at Douglas, and members of the NASA-LeRC and Douglas Study Team.
Members of the initial Advisory Committee are presented in Table 28.
*These could be investigated in a single work package.
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TABLE 28
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
AIRLINE ADVISORS
AMERICAN
FEDERAL EXPRESS
DELTA
UNITED
USAIR
FAA DER ADVISORS (DOUGLAS)
ELECTRICAL POWER
FLIGHT CONTROLS
AUTOPILOT
ENVIRONMENTAL
LANDING GEAR
ALL-ELECTRIC STUDY
NASA- PROJECT MANAGER
DOUGLAS -- SECONDARY POWER
DOUGLAS- ELECTRICAL POWER
NAME
JACK GRAEFF
MANAGER, ACFT PROGRAM & DEVL ENGG
LESLIE L. SPENGLER
MANAGER, ACFT DEVELOPMENT & OP ENGG
CHARLES BAUTZ
MANAGER, PERFORMANCE & ANALYSIS
EDWARD MARSEY
MANAGER, FLIGHT SAFETY
ROBERT E. MATSON
MANAGER, POWER PLANT ENGG
J. CREAGER
R. BILES
P. LIEN
C. WESTLUND
J. QUINN
E. PIPER
G. STOFFEL
C. WESTLUND
D. RENZ
L. FEINER
W. MURRAY
PHONE NUMBER
(918) 292-3742
(901) 369-3055
(404) 765-3280
(708) 952-4557
(412) 472-7085
(310) 593-9604
(310) 593-1374
(310) 593-7681
(310) 593-6531
(310) 593-8781
(310) 593-1029
(RETIRED)
(310) 593-653 1
(216) 433-5321
(310) 593-5040
(310) 593-8724
DER = DESIGNATED ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULES
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APPENDIX B
SUPPORTING SUBCONTRACTORS

/Douglas Aircraft Company
FORM LET/'ER --
SEE LIST OF ADDRESSEES
ATTACHED
_4CDONNELL DOLIGLA S
December 14, 1990
CI-AS-IX6-90-038-53
Douglas has recently been awarded a task order contract
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to
evaluate the application of a 20 kHz, 440V ac, single
phase, electrical power system for an advanced,
twin-engined transport aircraft. The objective of this
NASA initiative is to establish the viability of such a
system in a representative aircraft application.
Douglas is embarked upon a 9 month, 3 man level-of-effort
that will perform an analytical evaluation of a responsive
system design against a twin-engined aircraft
configuration, utilizing developed ground rules and
evaluation criteria. To facilitate this effort, it is
desired to obtain engineering input from informed industry
and related academic sources.
This letter is therefore sent to you to determine your
interest in providing technical commentary and data. It
will assist Douglas to define a system architecture and to
prepare a physical and functional representation of a
20kHz electrical power system for an advanced twin engined
transport aircraft. Although, initially, we are unable to
provide funding for such involvement, we believe a modest
investment by your R&D personnel would prove beneficial
both to you and to Douglas. It would provide us with your
informed input and give you insight into an airframe
manufacturer's future electrical power, distribution and
control concepts, and keep you informed of our progress in
this important area of technological advancement.
This opportunity is being offered to a number of
organizations or individuals active in this field and we
have attached a list of those solicited to participate.
The information obtained will be combined to form an
averaged data base for statistical purposes, while
maintaining the confidentiality of the individual inputs.
The final results of the study will, of course, be in the
public domain. However, current NASA policy allows
proprietary data to be held and controlled by the NASA
subcontractor, with only summary data being published in
the final report issued by NASA.
B-I
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
_ug_s Aircra_ Compa_
We enclose a program statement of work, with a schedule
showing the envisaged sub-tasks for this project. Also
attached is a draft of a form we propose to utilize for
acquisition of data for definition of the system
components.
We believe, by this award to Douglas, NASA has initiated
an exciting program with significant potential that may
lead to substantial support with a commensurate level of
funding from NASA and the USAF. An all-electric-aircraft
laboratory demonstration is a possible stepping stone
toward a 1996 go-ahead for a new twin engined transport
aircraft. We shall welcome your participation!
Please provide your response by January 22, 1991 to:
Douglas Aircraft Company,
L. Feiner M/C IX6 18-61,
3855 Lakewood Blvd,
Long Beach, CA. 90846.
If you should require any additional information or if
someone else in your organization should have received
this request, please do not hesitate to contact:
L. (Lou) Feiner (213) 593-5040 or
W. (Bill) Murray (213) 593-8724.
Soon after we are able to count you as a participant we
shall encourage you to visit Douglas here in Long Beach,
CA. to more fully discuss the program. We shall always
welcome your comments and suggestions on how this project
may be pursued in the most effective manner possible.
Sincerely,
_Z McDonnell
Business Unit Mgr
Aircraft Sys
W. Murray _ .
Principal Specialist Group Leader
Secondary Pwr Sys Secondary Pwr Sys
Attachments:
I) Requirements-Sample Form
2) Response-Sample Form
3) List of Invited Participants
Enclosures:
I) Statement of Work-20kHz Sec Pwr Sys
3855 Lakewood Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90846-0001 (2T3) 593-55T1 TELEX 67-4357
B-2
20 kHz SECONDARY POWER SYSTEM
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO. TWIN TRANSPORT APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT STUDY
COMPANY NAME: McDonnell Douglas
LOCATION: 3855 Lakewood Blvd LB, Ca.
PREPARED BY: L. Feiner
DIVISION: Douglas Aircraft
MAILCODE: Dept 1X6 MC 18-61
PHONE NO: 213 593-5040
PART NAME: Bus Isolator- AC DAC REF NO: B1-1
_)ESCRIPTION:
The bus isolator is a solid state overload protection device that limits the fault current that
can be drawn from the 20kHz, 440 vac, power feeder bus and physically opens the feeder circuit.
It also has a power management input that enables commanded open and closure from a central
processor via a time shared bi-directional data bus. The device contains current and voltage
limit sensing for the electrical load.
REC
THERMAL
HIGH TEMP: 85 deg C LOW
COOLING
qATURAL CONVECTION: from external case
FORCED AIR:
NONI
LIQUID:
PRESSURE
MAX ALTITUDE: 50,000 Ft
MECHANICAL
SHOCK: 3.5g VIBRATION:
PHYSICAL
LENGTH: 12 inches WIDTH: 3 inches max
HEIGHT: 8
PACKAGING
CLOSED VENTED:
CLOSED SEALED:
ARINC 600:
ARINC 650:
WEIGHT
RACK
RECTAN
STUD: for 8ga and larger
CIRCULAR: for control & lOga & up
ELECT POWER-INPI
C£ 0.5% of thruput power
PHASES: single
VOLTAGE: 440 vac
FREQUENCY: 20 kHz
ELECT POWER-OUTPUT
RATING:
PHASES:
part family, 5 to 50 amps
single
VOLTAGE: 440 vac
FREQUENCY: 20 kHz
RELIABlUTY
MTBF: 50,000 hr
B-3
SPS-1
20 kHz SECONDARY POWER SYSTEM
DOUGLASAIRCRAFT CO. TWIN TRANSPORT APPLICATIONDEVELOPMENTSTUDY
COMPANY NAME:
LOCATION:
PREPARED BY:
RESPONSE
DIVISION:
MAIL CODE:
PHONE NO:
PART NAME:
DESCRIPTION:
DAC REF NO:
PHYSICAL
LENGTH:
HEIGHT:
WEIGHT
LBS:
PRODUCT STATUS(CHECK AS
CONCEPTUAL
INITIAL DSGN
DEVELOPMENT
PROTOTYPE
PRODUCTION
RELATIVE COST (CHECK ONE)
COMPARED TO C
EQUAL
DOUBLE
TRIPLE
OTHER
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
LIVERY LEAD TIME:
1 YR
',YR
;YR
4 YR
5 YR
AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY:
SPS-2
B-4
Company Naae O_vlsion St No Street Nime City Stlte//IP PHONE-I Title Last Name First Nlae gilt Code
..................................................................................................................................................................................................
1 Aces Electric Corp Aerospace 5225 Riley Post Vly SEe 160 Silt Lake UT 84tt6 I01 5tG-00/5 gk[! ggr Droun Gary E.
1 kilted Signal Inc Bendix Electric Pomer Dim HIY 35 ' Eitontoun NJ 01124 201 301-/154 5r Nktl Rap Staff , Ssrpolus R.I.
3 Allied Sttnal Research Garrets Xtresearch 2515 N. I10th St torrance CA 10504 213 512-4409 Engrl Superv-motors guertz Kenneth
4 Xlllad-Slgnll inc Bendix EJIc Pmr Dim 118 StaLe HHY 35 Eatontovn NJ 01124 Engr Ngr Anderson Donald E.
5 ANP Inc Advd Des Labs 21120 N ttLh St Phoenix AZ 5502/ 602 242-)/30 Sr Des Enlr Krelnberg Earl R.
4 Analytical Engr !Corp 25111 Country Club Bird Ste21! N. Oiastaad OH 44010 2t5 T/9-0282 Sr Engr Gordln indy
I ivLach Corp Poser 4 LtghLin 0 3400 N. llllinoford Seattle HA 18103 205 634-2540 Engrg Supervisor Rector HIrk V.
6 Avtron Nfg Inc 10409 Beech Ave Cleveland OH 44105 210 641-6310 Pres FrIL! Death E,
g Eaton Corp Corporate R i 0 4201N 21Lh SL Hilvlukeo Vl 53216 414 44t-8512 Sr [ngr Rutchik HilLer I.
I0 Eider Corp HontLor 4 CLrl Dlv 16/00 13th V. PO 9ox 100 Lynnuood HA 18046 206 143-6821 Sales ggr 91ackbourn SLeven R. gS15
tl Figtle InLerniLionll gfg Hartman Elect gft I I/5 N. Dtlamnd SL mansfield OH 44102 41t 524-1411 Enlrs ggr 9oyce Jeffery V.
12 General Oynlatca Space Systeaa PO Boa 05110 Sin 0i00o CA 12138 81t 541-5312 Prom Chf Engr gtldice JaDeS V. gc248680
13 General ElecLric Co Aerospace Division PO Boa 5000 Binohamton gY 13102 501 110-2918 St S/aLe| Enlr Yen Hocker Richard gC 1069
14 Hirrts Corp Hirris Poser R 4 0 I River Rd PO Box 004 SchenacLidy NY 12301 518 3BI-6521 DiracLor Temple Or. Victor
15 HR Textron HR Division 25200 g. Rye Canyon Rd Valencia CA 11355 G05 253-54/I Shau Edvard D.
II ILC Oltl Oivics Corp 105 Dilbur Pier! Bohemia gY 11116 516 56)-5212 VP Eogrg Jaracki Herb
11 Induction General Corp GX InduaLrill Court )25) Old FrlnhsLoen Rd PitLsbur I PA 15231 Pres Patti Ntkund H.
16 Inland HeLoTs Co Inland Technology 501 First St flidford VA 24141 103 631-t045 ProducL manlier Hard Oevid
II invertlcon Carp Poser Rex klsoc 3115 $ Fairfield PO Box 21t20 Tempe AZ 05202 602 t0/-4850 Prei gright Jr Erniest R,
20 I11 Aerospace Ctrls Dis 1200 S. Flovar St Burbank CA 11502 018 153-2106 Oir Enlr Aldrich Allyn g.
21Kilovac Corp PO Box 4422 Santa Dlrbarm CA 13140 005 604-4560 VP Prod Doves Smith Philip L.
22 Leach Corp Leach Poser gleam|lent 6820 Oringlbhorpe ate E/Box 5032 Buena Pirk CA 10022 114 13t-0110 Program Hlnisnr lofigh Farohid
2) Leach Corp Relay Dis 0000 Orsn$ethorpe Ave Buts! Park CA 10520 114 131-0110 Director lryon Ritchte
24 LIlind Aerospace Electrical Sys PO Box 5000 Binghsmton NY 13102 601 110-2100 Director gktg/Prograt Jtnnings Grail H.
25 Lolled Ellctricity 410 East National Road Vandslil OH 453/I 512 018-5601 President Fihrin$tr Gerald
21 Lucia Aerospace Inc I1500 Orosdesy Ave Hiple Heights OH 44131 210 602-1000 Enorg ggr Plbich Frank
21Nirlthon Battery Co PNG PO Box 6232 Vice TX f6110 011 11t-0650 Nit Product Entr Ulrich Robert C.
26 gcOonnell Douglas Corp gcOonnmll Aircraft PO Box 516 St Louis HO 61Jl0 314 232-02)2 tier Elect Equip CurtiN Arid C. HC0341240
20 gcOonnell Douglas Corp Electronic Systems Co PO Box 420 St Charles HO 6)302 314 925-5148 Lead Engr Electronics Schulze Eric J. gcsoo 4244
)0 gcDonntll Oouglis Corp NDC Helicopter Co 5000 E. iicOovoli Rd Nasa AZ 05205 002 811-22/g filus Darrell 0.
31Nechlnicll Products [no 1624 River St PO Box f2g Jackson Ni 41204 511 162-0301 Pros g|tznn Lynn
)Z flPC Products 1425 g. Lieder SkokJe 14 i0011 312 513-0300 Sales Ngr Hoeskt Glenn
33 Pacific Scitntific Electro Kinetics Dis 402 E. Gutierroz SL PO Box 1500 Santa BarblrN CA 13102 005 113-2055 Dhlrgavl Brij
34 Parker gannlfin Aerospace Parker Bertha Aerospace 14300 Alton Pkny Irvinn CA 02/18 114 031-050| fl|liOnll H|nagar Nelson George
)5 Pltlsy Oynl|tcs Corp I10 Algonquin Pkvy Vhtppany gJ 01101 201 420-9610 Sir of Nick 4 Des Barbl ¥elentin
35 Purdum University School of Electrical Engrg V. LsffsyeLte. IN 41106 )ll 414-3461Proffnssor Hrsuse Paul
)1 Purdue University School of Electrical thor| g. Llffayotte IN 4/101 311 4t4-3401Proffesior Ilsynczok Oleg
10 Rsychll Corp Oefensm System 300 Constitution Or genie Park CA 94025 415 301-3311GovL Liaison fllr Cinibulk gaiter
31 Sllmonds Prtcision Prods lnc gorvich Oxford Rd gornich gY I3015 60| 335-51|3 VP Nkti BsrLIon John A.
40 Sundstrand Corp 4141 Harrison Ave Rockford [L 61125 Lynch Leo
41Sunditrand Corp Advance fochnology Group 4141 Harrison Ave PO Box 1002 Rockford IL 61101 015 304-2113 Engr Hgr |lec Res Htiseoger Lavrenct 140 E!
42 Sundltrlnd Corp . Electric Pounr Systems 4141 Harrison Ave Rockford [L 61125 015 22i-0411Syl gktg flgr Pierce Gary
43 Sunditrlnd Carp Advance lechnolofy Group 4141 Harrison Ave Rockford IL 0f125 815 )t4-/230 Director |iact Rsch Thollot Pierre OIpL 995-5
44 Texas instrumnts Inc Control Prod Oiv 34 Forest St Attleboro HA 02/02 500 010-3000 Elect Damn engr LeComte Norman HS 12 )2
45 TRY Inc Splceliech Pvr Sye lntag Bldg N2 2341 Hndondo Beach CA g0201 213 013-$200 Staff Enor hiss John J.
45 UnlversiLy of Visconsim 1513 University Art gldison lJ 53/08 100 212-5343 Professor Llurentz lob
41 University of Visconsin 1415 Johnson Or HidJ$on g[ 53/05 606 202-020f Professor Lipo |o|
4R Utah Re$ 4 Des Co PO Box i0 g. Jordln UT 64064 601 581-9385 VP Engrg ColeMn Laiand
49 V L Go(e 4 As$oclstes Elect_onici 414| E. hlutJful Lens " ' Phoenix A2 B5044 002 4)1-001/ Product Ocv Ngr Dukes RoherL D,
50 nesLarn Gasr Carp Corpo?ate Hkt t 11150 Sunrise Vslily Or Restart VA 2200i Corradi C.
51Nestlnghooaa Electric Corp Eiectrtcli Systems PO Box 16g LJml OH 45002 419 221-50/5 Fallom Entr Fox Oivld A.
57 HesttntHouse ElecLrl¢ Carp Aerospace Electrical Oiv PO Sex gag LtH OH 45802 410 221-6258 gtr Sys i Ads lech Kin ! Aiin E.
i _I
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CRITERIA AND GROUND RULES
FOR
EVALUATION OF 20-kHz TWIN TRANSPORT
FEBRUARY 27, 1991
This is the first draft of the ground rules and criteria for evaluation of 20-kHz power distribution
for a 200-passenger twin transport (Ref: NAS3-26965).
Keep in mind that the Douglas task is to implement the NASA-provided 20-kHz baseline system
concept in a 200-passenger transport and then identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 20-kHz
design approach.
Comments on the draft material are requested. Please provide your comments to W. Murray or
L. Feiner by the end of March 1991.
You are encouraged to comment on those items for which you feel you have knowledge or can give
an opinion that will contribute to the selection of evaluation criteria for a 20-kHz power distribution
system.
A data base has been established for managing individual criteria records according to a subject,
category, and other selected fields. The first few sheets in the attachment list the subjects, and pages
C-5 through C-29 contain the records. Please circle the appropriate relevance classification for
those records you choose and ignore all others unless you have comments or wish to add new
records. (See the footnote for a definition of the relevance number.)
C-1
SUBJECT
7754150
AII1317
ABNORMAL OPERATION
AIR CONDITION
AIR SOURCE RELIABILITY
AIRCRAFT MODEL
AUTOLAND
AUTOMATIC PROTECTIVE DEVICE
AUTOMATIC RESTART
AVIONICS COOLING
BACKUP CONTROL
BACKUP POWER
BACKUP REVERSION
BLEED AIR SYSTEM
BUILT-IN TEST
BUS, FEEDER AND BRANCH CKT ROUTE PLANNING
CABIN AIR TEMPERATURE RESPONSE RATE
CABIN PRESSURE CONTROL
CABIN PRESSURIZATION
CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROL
CARGO HEATING
CIRCUIT AMBIGUITY
CIRCUIT BREAKER AUTOMATIC RESET
CIRCUIT BREAKER RESET
CIRCUIT REDUNDANCY
COLD AIR
COMPONENT AVAILABILITY
COMPONENT INTERCHANGEABILITY
CONTROL COMPUTERS
CONTROL ELECTRICAL POWER
CONTROL ISOLATION
CONTROL POWER
CONTROL SOFTWARE
COOLING
CREW INFORMATION PROCESSING
CREW INTERFACE
CREW INTERVENTION
CREW STATION ARRANGEMENT
CREW WORKLOAD
DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN
DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM
DISPATCH LIMITS
DISPATCH RELIABILITY
DISPATCHABILITY
DISPLAY FAILURE
DISPLAYED INFORMATION
EFFICIENCY
EIDI
EIDI FAILURE IDENTIFICATION
ELECTRICAL LOAD ANALYSIS
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
EMC CONTROL
EMC SPECIFICATIONS
EMC TESTING
Recno CATEGORY
99 PERFORMANCE
i00 PERFORMANCE
28 FAULT TOLERANCE
71 LOADS
130 REDUNDANCY
34 INSTA_TION
147 RELIABILITY
116 PROTECTION
21 EMERG PROVISION
131 REDUNDANCY
22 EMERG PROVISION
132 REDUNDANCY
23 EMERG PROVISION
90 OTHER IMPACTS
80 MAINTENANCE
133 REDUNDANCY
I01 PERFORMANCE
102 PERFORMANCE
134 REDUNDANCY
24 EMERG PROVISION
103 PERFORMANCE
8 CREW INTERFACE
117 PROTECTION
118 PROTECTION
135 REDUNDANCY
104 PERFORMANCE
75 LOGISTICS
81 MAINTENANCE
148 RELIABILITY
105 PERFORMANCE
119 PROTECTION
136 REDUNDANCY
155 VALIDATION COMP
35 INSTALLATION
9 CREW INTERFACE
i0 CREW INTERFACE
ii CREW INTERFACE
12 CREW INTERFACE
13 CREW INTERFACE
36 INSTALLATION
37 INSTALLATION
137 REDUNDANCY
149 RELIABILITY
82 MAINTENANCE
14 CREW INTERFACE
15 CREW INTERFACE
106 PERFORMANCE _
83 MAINTENANCE
84 MAINTENANCE
72 LOADS
38 INSTALLATION
107 PERFORMANCE
39 INSTALLATION
40 INSTALLATION
156 VALIDATION COMP
C-2
EME/HIRF
EMI REDUCTION
ENGINE GENERATORS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMCONFIGURATION
ESSENTIAL LOAD PROTECTION
EXOTIC MATERIALS
FAIL OPERATIONAL/SAFE
FAILURE ANNUNCIATION
FAILURE PROBABILITY
FAULT PROTECTION
FAULT REPORTING
FAULT TOLERANCE
FAULT TOLERANCE
FIBER OPTIC COMPONENTS
FIBER OPTIC DATA RATES
FIBER OPTIC EMI IMMUNITY
FIBER OPTIC UTILIZATION
FIRE PROCEDURES
FLIGHT CRITICAL CIRCUIT CONTROLS
FLIGHT CRITICAL CIRCUIT PROTECTION
FLIGHT DECK CREW
FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM REDUNDANCY
GEN EQUIP SELECTION
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
GENERATOR CONTROL SWITCHES
GROUND SERVICE
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
GROUNDING FOR LIGHTNING PROTECTION
HIGH TEMPERATURE WIRING
ICE PROTECTION
ICE PROTECTION FAILURE
INDEPENDENT CABIN AIR SOURCES
INSTALLATION
INTERACTION SENSITIVITY
LOCAL DC SYSTEMS
MAIN ELECTRICAL POWER CONVERTERS
MAINTAINABILITY
MAINTENANCE HOUR/FLIGHT HOUR
MANUFACTURING COST
MATERIALS
MATERIALS
MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 18 ga
MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 20 ga
MOUNTING PAD
MTBUR/MTBF
OIL SYSTEM
OPEN WIRING
OPERATIONAL DEGRADATION
OWNERSHIP COST
PACKAGING
PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS
•PARTS STRESS LEVEL
PASSIVE CIRCUIT CHECKS
C-3
108 PERFORMANCE
41 INSTALLATION
42 INSTAIJ._TION
43 INSTALLATION
44 INSTALLATION
109 PERFORMANCE
120 PROTECTION
76 LOGISTICS
150 RELIABILITY
16 CREW INTERFACE
151 RELIABILITY
121 PROTECTION
85 MAINTENANCE
29 FAULT TOLERANCE
30 FAULT TOLERANCE
ii0 PERFORMANCE
122 PROTECTION
123 PROTECTION
iii PERFORMANCE
25 EMERG PROVISION
17 CREW INTERFACE
124 PROTECTION
18 CREW INTERFACE
138 REDUNDANCY
26 EMERG PROVISION
1 CERTIFICABILITY
19 CREW INTERFACE
91 OTHER IMPACTS
92 OTHER IMPACTS
45 INSTALLATION
46 INSTALLATION
93 OTHER IMPACTS
139 REDUNDANCY
27 EMERG PROVISION
47 INSTALLATION
94 OTHER IMPACTS
125 PROTECTION
48 INSTALLATION
86 MAINTENANCE
96 OWNERSHIP COST
7 COST
77 LOGISTICS
49 INSTALLATION
50 INSTALLATION
51 INSTALLATION
87 MAINTENANCE
97 OWNERSHIP COST
52 INSTALLATI'ON
53 INSTALLATION
140 REDUNDANCY
98 OWNERSHIP COST
54 INSTALLATION
55 INSTALLATION
2 CERTIFICABILITY
31 FAULT TOLERANCE
126 PROTECTION
PHASESEQUENCE PROTECTION
PHYSICAL INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS
POST FAILURE ICE PROTECTION
POWER CLASSIFICATION FOR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY ACTUATORS
PRIMARY CONTROL
PROTECTION AGAINST FLUIDS
PROTECTIVE AND CONTROL DEVICES
REDUNDANCY
REDUNDANCY - COMPONENTS
RELIABILITY
RESETTABLE CIRCUIT PORTECTIVE DEVICES
SECONDAYACTUATORS
SEGREGATED CRITICAL LOADS/EMERG BUSES
SINGLE FAULT VULNERABILITY
SMOKE REMOVAL
SOFTWARE ERRORS
SOURCE INDEPENDENCE
SPECIFICATIONS-INDUSTRIAL
SPECIFICATIONS-MILITARY
SPECIFICATIONS-REGULATORY
SPECIFICATION-MDC
SWITCHING TRANSIENTS
SYSTEM AND COMPONENT ADVERSE OPERATING
SYSTEM AUTOMATION
SYSTEM/ASSOCIATED COMPONENT RELIABILITY
TECHNOLOGY COMPLEXITY
THERMAL MANAGEMENT
TOLERANCE FOR DEGRADED POWER
TOXIC MATERIAL
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I. CERTIFICABILITY, GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The system shall conform with general requirements, including: no
significant technology risk; no system single failure mode;
accomplishment of a safety evaluation of design, performance,
hazards, failure modes/rates & system degradation.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
2. CERTIFICABILITY, PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS
The system shall be in conformance with certain particular
requirements, which include: the effects of residual ice on lift and
drag shall be accommodated.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
3. CERTIFICABILITY, SPECIFICATIONS-INDUSTRIAL
The system shall conform with all relevant requirements of
applicable industry specifications, including: ISO-7137, RTCA DO
160.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
4. CERTIFICABILITY, SPECIFICATIONS-MILITARY
The system shall conform with all relevant requirements of
applicable military specifications/standards, including: MIL-G-21480,
MIL-G-6099, MIL-STD-704.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
5. CERTIFICABILITY, SPECIFICATIONS-REGULATORY
The system must conform with regulatory requirements, including FAR
25/1309/1351/1353/1355/1359/1363, NPRM 89-31 (fuel as heat sink,
air/min/occupant-l.0 ibs gnd/0.61bs flt), and applicable CAA and JAA
regulations.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
6. CERTIFICABILITY, SPECIFICATION-MDC
The system shall comply with all relevant requirements of applicable
MDC specifications, including: DS II00C (APR 1988), WZZ7000,
WZZ7001, WZZ7002, WZZ7364, WZZ7442.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: l-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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7. COST, MANUFACTURING COST
Effects on cost of manufacturing, procurement, installation, design
and development, certification, maintenance and operation must be
assessed and minimized.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
8. CREW INTERFACE, CIRCUIT AMBIGUITY
The electrical system shall be designed to avoid ambiguities in
switching networks and/or sneak circuits while operating in any
system configuration.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
9. CREW INTERFACE, CREW INFORMATION PROCESSING
The design shall ensure compatibility with human information
processing capability, and shall minimize personnel skills and
training requirements, thus minimizing the potential for human
error.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
i0. CREW INTERFACE, CREW INTERFACE
The design shall allocate functions to personnel, and to equipment
interfaces to achieve optimal crew system performance.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Ii. CREW INTERFACE, CREW INTERVENTION
Manual intervention and override actions by the aircraft crew should
be facilitated.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5 .-
12. CREW INTERFACE, CREW STATION ARRANGEMENT
The design shall provide efficient arrangement of crew stations,
equipment, controls and displays to support normal and emergency
task performance.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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13. ' CREW INTERFACE, CREW WORKLOAD
The design shall be such that crew workload, accuracy, time
constraints, mental processing and communication requirements do not
exceed operator capabilities.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
14. CREW INTERFACE, DISPLAY FAILURE
Failure of a display or its circuit shall be immediately apparent to
the operator.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3.,4..5
15. CREW INTERFACE, DISPLAYED INFORMATION
The displayed information shall be sufficient for but limited to•
that required to make decisions and take actions that are within the
required limits and precision of the operator with no requirement
for transposing or computing.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
16. CREW INTERFACE, FAILURE ANNUNCIATION
Failures shall be clearly and unequivocably annunciated.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
17. CREW INTERFACE, FLIGHT CRITICAL CIRCUIT CONTROLS
All circuit protection control essential to flight shall be located
in the flight compartment within reach of either seated crew member.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
18. CREW INTERFACE, FLIGHT DECK CREW
The aircraft shall designed for operation by a flight deck crew of
two.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
19. CREW INTERFACE, GENERATOR CONTROL SWITCHES
Switches to control generator operation (On-Off-Reset) shall be
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-mar_inally, 5-non
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provided on the electrical power system panel.
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
20. CREWINTERFACE,SOFTWAREERRORS
Software errors/faults should be easily discernible by pre-flight
checks and by continuous in-flight self-check routines.
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
21. EMERGPROVISION,AUTOMATICRESTART
Fly-by-wire/light computers will provide automatic restart without
power recycling for any and all transient-induced failures up to 6
seconds.
CIRCLE0NE:..1..2..3..4..5
22. EMERGPROVISION,BACKUPCONTROL
A partial single-thread optical or electrical stick-to-surface
backup channel will be provided for "minimum safe control" in the
event of complete computer failure.
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
23. EMERGPROVISION,BACKUPREVERSION
Provisions will be made to preclude accidental reversion to backup
mode.
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
24. EMERGPROVISION,CABINTEMPERATURECONTROL
Maintain adequate (possibly degraded) cabin temperature control
after any probable failure(s).
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
25. EMERGPROVISION,FIRE PROCEDURES
Fire procedures should be direct and effective.
CIRCLE0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: l-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4,marginally, 5-non
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26. EMERG PROVISION, GEN EQUIP SELECTION
The generator equipment must provide the engine start function for
normal and emergency operation.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
27. EMERG PROVISION, INDEPENDENT CABIN AIR SOURCES
Provisions should be made for two completely independent air sources
for pressurization, ventilation and air conditioning.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
28. FAULT TOLERANCE, ABNORMAL OPERATION
Failures or abnormal operation of the air supply or air conditioning
systems that result in abnormalcabin pressures must be indicated
for corrective action or maintenance purposes.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
29. FAULT TOLERANCE, FAULT TOLERANCE
The installed systems should be highly fault tolerant.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
30. FAULT TOLERANCE, FAULT TOLERANCE
The control technique must assure that the EPS is fault-tolerant and
can operate in programmed modes even during degraded conditions.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
31. FAULT TOLERANCE, PARTS STRESS LEVEL
The stress level of the parts employed should be sufficiently low
(derated) as to afford longevity and high reliability.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
32. FAULT TOLERANCE, SINGLE FAULT VULNERABILITY
The system shall not be vulnerable to single fault failure.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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33. FAULT TOLERANCE, TOLERANCE FOR DEGRADED POWER
Versatility, reliability and tolerance for degraded power
operational modes shall be provided for flight-critical systems in
the all-electric airplane.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
34. INSTALLATION, AIRCRAFT MODEL
The most advanced aircraft available should be used as a model for
this study (MD_II, MD-90, MD-12 or advanced twin).
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
35. INSTALLATION, COOLING
Hardware shall be designed and installed for heat dissipation such
that temperature rise will not present a problem.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
36. INSTALLATION, DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN
The system architecture shall utilize a distributed equipment
philosophy that performs power conditioning and control signal
processing as close to the utilization equlpment as practical.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
37. INSTALLATION, DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM
A digital fly-by-wire system shall be considered for sensing, data
collection and control of flight control systems, in either
"hard-wire" or fibre-optic circuits.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
38. INSTALLATION, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The electrical system configuration will conform to the NASA
supplied baseline block diagram. Significant modifications to the
baseline must be approved by NASA.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
39. INSTALLATION, EMC CONTROL
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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Wire and cable installations shall be controlled for the purpose of
achieving maximum electromagnetic compatibility within the aircraft
environment.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
40. INSTALLATION, EMC SPECIFICATIONS
The design installations and materials shall comply with Aircraft
Wiring Installations Classification Specification WZZ7002 on each
aircraft.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
41. INSTALLATION, EMI REDUCTION
Ground circuits and bonding shall be designed to provide for the
reduction of electromagnetic interference.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
42. INSTALLATION, ENGINE GENERATORS
Two generators shall be installed on each engine.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
43. INSTALLATION, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
The elements of the system should be commensurate with the
environmental constraints of the aircraft, such as : The vibration
spectrum; The temperature spectrum; The electro-magnetic spectrum;
Shock loading, both Normal and Emergency.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
44. INSTALLATION, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
The elements of the system should be commensurate with the
environmental constraints of the aircraft, such as: Decompression
(thermal shock); Lightning; Humidity; Explosive atmosphere; Heat
soak.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
45. INSTALLATION, GROUNDING FOR LIGHTNING PROTECTION
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
C-If
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The generator and electrical power system installations shall be
grounded such that the effect of surges caused by lightning strikes
on the aircraft skin will be minimized.
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
46. • INSTALLATION, HIGH TEMPERATURE WIRING
Nonwicking wire (not more than 1 percent increase in weight) shall
be used in high temperature areas.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
47. INSTALLATION, INSTALLATION
Installation of components and wiring (other than power feeders)
must be compatible with other electrical equipment installations.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
48. INSTALLATION, MAIN ELECTRICAL POWER CONVERTERS
One bi-directional 20 kHz converter shall be provided for each main
generator to convert power from 400-1200 Hz (or higher) generator
frequency to 20 kHz power transmission frequency.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
49. INSTALLATION, MATERIALS
The use of dissimilar metals should be appropriately controlled to
avoid deterioration.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
50. INSTALLATION, MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 18 ga
No wire smaller than No. 18 gage shall be used in the demountable
power plant except No. 20 gauge wire may be used provided it is a
high-strength alloy conductor (PDI35).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
51. INSTALLATION, MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 20 ga
No wire smaller than No. 20 gage shall be used in areas where high
vibration or extreme environmetal conditions normally exits.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
52. INSTALLATION, OIL SYSTEM
A complete oil and filtration system shall be integral with the
generator drive and the converter, if these are of integral design.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
53. INSTALLATION, OPEN WIRING
Open wiring shall be routed to minimize the possibility of a broken
wire contacting control cables, actuating rods, oxygen lines, fluid
lines or tanks containing any fluids.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
54. INSTALLATION, PACKAGING
The system should lend itself to being readily: packaged, sealed,
and cooled.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
55. INSTALLATION, PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
Packaging techniques must be adapted for higher voltages and
frequencies than are currently used for solid-state control modules,
transformers, capacitors, motor, and lighting loads.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3.;4..5
56. INSTALLATION, PHYSICAL INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS
The elements of the system should be commensurate with the physical
constraints of the aircraft, such as: overhung moment; attitude;
direction of rotation; interconnection; mounting provisions.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
57. INSTALLATION, PRIMARY CONTROL
Digital data busses, optical, electrical, or both will be used
between control computers and actuators to minimize control system
weight and provide optimum reliability.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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58. INSTALLATION, PROTECTION AGAINST FLUIDS
Wiring, conduits, junction boxes, connectors and disconnects shall
be installed so as to avoid fluids and fluid drainage
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
59. INSTALLATION, SEGREGATED CRITICAL LOADS/EMERG BUSES
Elements which provide for critical loads or emergency buses shall
be segregated to avoid common damage/failure modes and to retain
their redundancy and system integrity.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
60. INSTALLATION, THERMAL MANAGEMENT
Thermal integration and thermal management are major requirements
for the all-electric 20 kHz power system to acccommodate high-power
semiconductor switches and converter electronics.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
61. INSTALLATION, WIRE AND BUS SIZE SELECTION
Wire and bus sizes shall be selected for the maximum operating
currents in accordance with the cited design specifications.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
62. INSTALLATION, WIRE BUNDLE INSTALLATION
Serrated clamps shall be used for installation of wire bundles in
the air conditioning pack compartments and in high vibration areas,
except for the propulsion system areas.
CIRCLE ONE:..1..2 3..4..5
63. INSTALLATION, WIRE BUNDLE INSTALLATION
Serrated clamps shall be used for installation of wire bundles in
the air conditioning pack compartments and in high vibration areas,
except for the propulsion system areas.•
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2,.3..4..5
64. INSTALLATION, WIRE HARNESSES
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
C-14
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Wiring shall be run in open harnesses, except where it is not
readily accessible, not adequately protected by the aircraft
components or where the use of open harnesses is impratical.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
65. INSTALLATION, WIRE INSULATION
A hard insulating material shall be used where wiring goes through
cutouts in the structure.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
66. INSTALLATION, WIRE MOISTURE PREVENTION
Wiring routed under the lavatories or galley areas shall be
protected from mositure damage.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
67. INSTALI2_TION, WIRE ROUTING
Wiring shall be routed in conduit, or heavy duty cable shall be
used, where subjected to foreign object damage.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
68. INSTALLATION, WIRE SIZE SELECTION
Wire sizes shall be determined from the maximum currrent-carrying
capacity of the wire except where the voltage drop criterion
limitation requires larger sizes for satisfactory operation.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
69. INSTALLATION, WIRING IN CONDUITS
All wiring routed in conduit shall be free of ties.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
70. INSTALLATION, WIRING INSTALLATION
Wires shall be installed in accordance with the applicable ARINC
characteristic, unless designated as future spares or specified
otherwise.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
71. LOADS, AIR CONDITION
Provide temperature control, ventilation and air for pressurization.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
iiiii
72. LOADS, ELECTRICAL LOAD ANALYSIS
The electrical load analysis shall conform to the format required
for FAA certification and shall identify loads that are candidates
for peak power load management.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
73. LOADS, POWER CLASSIFICATION FOR EQUIPMENT
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
74. LOADS, VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY REGULATION
The system voltage and frequency at the terminals of all essential
load equipment shall be maintained within the limits for which the
equipment is designed during any probable operatiing condition.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
75. LOGISTICS, COMPONENT AVAILABILITY
Aircraft-qualified components must be available for the highest
power operating conditions.
CIRCLE ONE:..1..2..3..4..5
76. LOGISTICS, EXOTIC MATERIALS
The materials employed should not be excessively exotic.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
77. LOGISTICS, MATERIALS
New and unique material/methods of shielding, clamping, terminating,
sleeving, etc. should be confined to power cables (feeders and
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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buses).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
78. LOGISTICS, TECHNOLOGY COMPLEXITY
The technology employed should not be excessively sophisticated or
complex.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
79. LOGISTICS, TOXIC MATERIAL
Toxic materials should not be employed.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
80. MAINTENANCE, BUILT-IN TEST
Built-in test facilities should be facilitated wherever pratical.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
81. MAINTENANCE, COMPONENT INTERCHANGEABILITY
The elements of the system should be readily interchangeable,
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
82. MAINTENANCE, DISPATCHABILITY
Extended availability should be provided for in the
fly-by-wire/light computer system to optimize dispatchability and
reduce maintenance.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
83. MAINTENANCE, EIDI
The EIDI system if adopted should use a standard module for wing and
cowl mounted equipment.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
84. MAINTENANCE, EIDI FAILURE IDENTIFICATION
Provide a means of indicating EIDI failure and isolate to an LRU.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
85. MAINTENANCE, FAULT REPORTING
The environmental control system should use central fault reporting.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
86. MAINTENANCE, MAINTAINABILITY
Accessibility to and difficulty for replacement of equipment and
component should be equivalent to other avionics equipment.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
87. MAINTENANCE, MOUNTING PAD
The starter/generator mounting provisions shall be compatible with
other engine/generator interface designs.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
88. MAINTENANCE, VAPOR CYCLE REFRIGERATION
The vapor cycle units should be modular for ease of maintenance.
CIRCLE ONE:..1..2..3..4..5
89. MAINTENANCE, VAPOR CYCLE SYSTEM PACKAGING
The vapor cycle system LRUs should be replaceable within 15 minutes
for ease of maintenance.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
90. OTHER IMPACTS, BLEED AIR SYSTEM
Alternative means must be devised to provide functions currently
porvided by the engine bleed air system.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
91. OTHER IMPACTS, GROUND SERVICE
Provide means of ground cart attachment for conditioned and
pneumatic air.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
92. OTHER IMPACTS, GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
The requirements for ground support equipment shall be kept to a
minimum.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
93. OTHER IMPACTS, ICE PROTECTION
Wing and engine inlet ice protection will be provided by
electro-impulse de-icing (EIDI) if possible which will be based
generally on NASA CR4175 dated September 1988.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
94. OTHER IMPACTS, INTERACTION SENSITIVITY
If any system interactions exist, these shall not degrade the
performance, safety, nor other essential criteria for the EPS.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
95. OTHER IMPACTS, WATER EXTRACTION
Provisions shall be made to extract water from the air to avoid
freezing in the evaporator of the vapor cycle system.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
96. OWNERSHIP COST, MAINTENANCE HOUR/FLIGHT HOUR
The maintenance hours per flight hour should be low.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
97. OWNERSHIP COST, MTBUR/MTBF
The MTBUR and MTBF should be high.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
98. OWNERSHIP COST, OWNERSHIP COST
Effect on cost of ownership for procurement, installation, design
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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and development, certification, maintenance and operation must be
assessed and should be relatively low.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
99. PERFORMANCE, 7754150
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
i00. PERFORMANCE, AII1317
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
I01. PERFORMANCE, CABIN AIR TEMPERATURE RESPONSE RATE
Provide cabin temperature pull-down and warm-up per the MD-II DTS.
CIRCLE ONE:..1. 2..3..4..5
102. PERFORMANCE, CABIN PRESSURE CONTROL
Maintain normal cabin pressure control operation during any normal
flight operation (including descent at flight idle power) after any
probable failure(s).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
103. PERFORMANCE, CARGO HEATING
Provide adequate heat to maintain 40 degrees F in cargo
compartment(s).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
104. PERFORMANCE, COLD AIR
Provide cold air (<70 degrees F) for "eyeballs" (300 fpm @ head
level)
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
105. PERFORMANCE, CONTROL ELECTRICAL POWER
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
C-20
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Low voltage clean electrical power will be provided to the
fly-by-wire/light computers and actuator electronics.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
106. PERFORMANCE, EFFICIENCY
The EPS shall provide full rated power with a minimum efficiency of
80% at 20 kHz source buses and 70% at loads (overall).
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
107. PERFORMANCE, ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
Conducted and radiated interference at 20 kHz and its" harmonics
must be compatible with equipment susceptibility standards specified
in WZZ7000.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
108. PERFORMANCE, EME/HIRF
All full or part time critical functions will be fully operational
in electromagnetic environments as specified in the latest revision
of RTCA DO-160C.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
109. PERFORMANCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The pneumatic and airconditioning systems will be designed to
conform to figure 33 of NASA TP-2463 dated May 1985.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Ii0. PERFORMANCE, FIBER OPTIC COMPONENTS
Fiber optic technology shall be applied to signal/data transmission
only, utilizing multimode fibers, and should not extend to optical
sensors --
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
iii. PERFORMANCE, FIBER OPTIC UTILIZATION
Fiber optics technology may be applied to flight control data bus
and/or power system management bus and miscellaneous control bus
application.
Relevance: l-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
C-21
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CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
112. PERFORMANCE, SMOKE REMOVAL
Conditioned air rate with one air conditioning pack inoperative
shall be adequate to clear smoke.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
113. PERFORMANCE, SWITCHING TRANSIENTS
System transients due to switching, fault clearing or other causes
shall not make essential loads inoperative and shall not cause a
smoke or fire hazard.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
114. PERFORMANCE, SYSTEM AUTOMATION
The all-electric design shall support a high level of system
automation and sophisticated electronics and provide spare capactity
to facilitate new function and system growth.
CIRCLE 0NE:..1..2..3..4..5
115. PERFORMANCE, TRIM AIR
Provide adequate trim heating toall cabin zones under all ambient
conditions and with severe mismatch of passenger loading.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
116. PROTECTION, AUTOMATIC PROTECTIVE DEVICE
Automatic protective devices must be used to minimize distress to
the electrical system and hazard to the airplane in the event of
wiring faults or serious malfunction of the system or connected
equipment.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
117. PROTECTION, CIRCUIT BREAKER AUTOMATIC RESET
Automatic reset circuit breakers may be used as integral protectors
for electrical equipment (such as thermal cut-outs) if there is
circuit protection to protect the cable to the equipment.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
118. PROTECTION, CIRCUIT BREAKER RESET
If the ability to reset a circuit breaker or replace a fuse is
essential to safety in flight, that circuit breaker or fuse must be
located and identified so that it can be readily reset or replaced
in flight.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
119. PROTECTION, CONTROL ISOLATION
Voltage and current isolation shall be provided for all flight
control system logic modules.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
120. PROTECTION, ESSENTIAL LOAD PROTECTION
Each circuit for essential loads must have individual circuit
protection. However, individual protection for each circuit in an
essential load system (such as each position light circuit in a
system) is not required.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
121. PROTECTION, FAULT PROTECTION
Generic, random and transient software and hardware fault protection
will be provided for the fly-by-wire/light computer system critical
functions.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
122. PROTECTION, FIBER OPTIC DATA RATES
Fiber optic technology may be used for all data rates, but are
preferred for data rates over 2 MHz.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
123. PROTECTION, FIBER OPTIC EMI IMMUNITY
Fiber optic installations should be used to enhance aircraft
immunity to EMI, HIRF and lightning.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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124. PROTECTION, FLIGHT CRITICAL CIRCUIT PROTECTION
Circuit division and protection shall be provided to prevent
interruption to circuits critically affecting the safety of flight,
and redundancy for flight safety shall not be compromised.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
125. PROTECTION, LOCAL DC SYSTEMS
Local 28V DC systems may be considered for use when supplied by 20
kHz sources with short distribution conductor lengths.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
126. PROTECTION, PASSIVE CIRCUIT CHECKS
A system of passive checks (tests) shall be provided to support
pre-flight checkout and post-flight maintenance operations.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
127. PROTECTION, PHASE SEQUENCE PROTECTION
Protection shall be provided for the generator AC output circuits to
avoided incorrect phase rotation/sequence.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
128. PROTECTION, PROTECTIVE AND CONTROL DEVICES
The protective & control devices must be designed to de-energize &
disconnect faulty sources & transmission equipment from their
associated buses with sufficient rapidity to protect from hazardous
over-voltage & other malfunctioning.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
129. PROTECTION, RESETTABLE CIRCUIT PORTECTIVE DEVICES
Each resettable circuit protective device must be designed so that,
when an overload or circuit fault exists, it will open the circuit
irrespective of the position of the operating control.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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130. REDUNDANCY, AIR SOURCE RELIABILITY
Two air sources must be operative for normal dispatch above 25,000
ft.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
131. REDUNDANCY, AVIONICS COOLING
The avionics cooling system must provide redundancy for dispatch,
adequate cooling for new electrical loads and shall not overheat
cargo (animal carrying) areas during this operating condition.
CIRCLE ONE: ..1..2..3..4..5
132. REDUNDANCY, BACKUP POWER
Digital data systems shall be provided with backup power from
dissimilar sources; i.e., batteries or RAT's in addition to the
multipule redundant engine driven generators.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
133. REDUNDANCY, BUS, FEEDER AND BRANCH CKT ROUTEPLANNING
The redundancy, separation, isolation of buses, power feeders and
load paths must provide circuit separation and isolation to avoid
common failure modes between redundant systems.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
134. REDUNDANCY, CABIN PRESSURIZATION
With one pack inoperative, provide sufficient air for maximum cabin
leakage plus repressurization at 300 fpm cabin rate of descent plus
excess for cabin pressure control.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
135. REDUNDANCY, CIRCUIT REDUNDANCY ._
Separate (redundant) distribution cirucits shall be used to supply
power to redundant load systems.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
136. REDUNDANCY, CONTROL POWER
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non •
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Digital data systems used for control and aircraft systems
management shall be powered by at least dual redundant sources
separate from all operating power circuits.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
137. REDUNDANCY, DISPATCH LIMITS
Dispatch shall be acceptable with one generator inoperative.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
138. REDUNDANCY, FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM REDUNDANCY
Digital fly-by-wire circuits must be, at least, dual redundant and
use multiplexing technology.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
139. REDUNDANCY, ICE PROTECTION FAILURE
Redundant air sources must be provided for trim air, avionics
cooling, cabin ventilation, and ice protection.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
140. REDUNDANCY, OPERATIONAL DEGRADATION
Operational degradation to final backup control will be provided for
compilation of fly-by-wire/light computer system critical functions.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
141. REDUNDANCY, POST FAILURE ICE PROTECTION
Provide complete ice protection after any probable failures
including protection for the wing, engine cowl, air inlets and air
data sensors.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
142. REDUNDANCY, PRIMARY ACTUATORS
Primary actuators, (Aileron, Spoilers, Elevators, and Rudder) should
be of common sizes to the extent possible, based on dual redundancy
on split ailerons, elevators, and rudder.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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143. REDUNDANCY, REDUNDANCY
The installed system must afford adequate redundancy to meet
reliability criteria.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
144. REDUNDANCY, REDUNDANCY - COMPONENTS
Alternate parts, redundant sources and redundant loads may be used
to satisfy critical load operational requirements.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
145. REDUNDANCY, SECONDAY ACTUATORS
Secondary actuators (Flaps and Slats) should be of common sizes to
the extent possible.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
146. REDUNDANCY, SOURCE INDEPENDENCE
Redundant sources, distribution, control and monitoring elements
shall be separated to the greatest extent possible to enhance
reliability and to avoid common failure modes.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
147. RELIABILITY, AUTOLAND
The Auto-land mode must be highly reliable.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
148. RELIABILITY, CONTROL COMPUTERS
Fly-by-wire/light control computer system shall meet the operatio_-al
requirement of 1 failure in one (i) failure in one (i) billion flt
hours with one LRU inop for dispatch (extremely improbable failure).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
149. RELIABILITY, DISPATCH RELIABILITY
Dispatch of the aircraft with inoperative electrical components
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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should be equivalent to the MD80 or any comperable twin-transport.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
150. RELIABILITY, FAIL OPERATIONAL/SAFE
The electrical circuits shall provide FO/FO/FS reliability
charateristics to all flight critical systems.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
151. RELIABILITY, FAILURE PROBABILITY
The electrical system supporting flight critical loads (Those which
determine aircraft safety of flight) shall, together with the
critical loads, provide a failure probability no greater than one
(I) in one (I) billion fight hours.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
152. RELIABILITY, RELIABILITY
No failure or malfunction of any power source shall create a hazard
or impair the ability of remaining sources to supply essential
loads.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
153. RELIABILITY, SYSTEM AND COMPONENT ADVERSE OPERATING
The occurrence of any other failure condition which would reduce the
capability of the airplane or the ability of the crew to cope with
adverse operating conditions shall be improbable.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
154. RELIABILITY, SYSTEM/ASSOCIATED COMPONENT RELIABILITY
The occurrence of any failure condition which would prevent the
continued safe flight and landing of the airplane shall be extremel_/
improbable.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
155. VALIDATION COMP, CONTROL SOFTWARE
All fly-by-wire/light and autoflight software will meet and be
tested to critical and essential standards as defined in the latest
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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revision of RTCADO-178A.
CIRCLE0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
156. VALIDATIONCOMP,EMCTESTING
The system shall be acceptable as determined by an EMCtesting
program in accordance with the (TBD) specifications.
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
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REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
FOR A
20-kHz ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM ON A TWIN TRANSPORT
FEBRUARY 27, 1991
This is the first draft of the 20-kHz electrical power system requirements specification for a
200-passenger twin transport (Ref: NAS3-26965).
Keep in mind that the Douglas task is to implement the NASA-provided 20-kHz baseline system
concept in a 200-passenger transport and then identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 20-kHz
design approach.
Comments on the draft material are requested. Please provide your comments to W. Murray or
L. Feiner by the end of March 1991.
You are encouraged to comment on those items for which you feel you have knowledge or can give
an opinion that will contribute to the definition of a 20-kHz power system.
A data base has been established for managing individual requirements records according to a sub-
ject, category, and other selected fields. The first few sheets in the attachment list the subjects, and
pages C35 through C62 contain the records. Please circle the appropriate relevance classification
for those records you choose and ignore all others unless you have comments or wish to add new
records. (See the footnote for a definition of the relevance number.)
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I. LOADS, 60 HZ POWER SUPPLIES
60 and 50 Hz power must be provided for aero medical equipment and
for passenger shavers. The aero medical 60 Hz power must be a good
quality sine wave. A square wave is adequate for shavers.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
2. FAULT TOLERANCE, ABNORMAL CONDITIONS
The system should be able to safely accommodate: Engine Speed
Variations; Short Circuits; Overspeed Conditions.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
3. CREW INTERFACE, AC TIE SWITCHES
AC tie switches shall be included on the electrical system control
panel to provide individual manual control of the bus tie relays
when the electrical system is in the manual mode.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
4. LOADS, AFT CABIN GALLEY
A maximum combined service load of TBD KVA shall be provided for the
aft cabin galley complex.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
5. INSTALLATION, AIRCRAFT EXTERNAL GROUNDING
A grounding lug (Appleton Electric P/N TGP9385 or equivalent) shall
be installed in the vacinity of each main gear.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
6. INSTALLATION, AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL GROUNDING
The aircraft structure may be the normal negative, common or neutral
for the load cirucits, except for the primary 20 kHz power
transmission system.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
7. CREW INTERFACE, ANNUNCIATION
Annunciation shall be provided on the electrical control panel to
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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indicate abnormalities.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
8. CREW INTERFACE, AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Remote monitoring and control shall be provided for management of
the electrical power system elements and loads by the automatic EPS
control system or by the crew.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
9. PROTECTION, AUTOMATIC LANDING DUAL-LAND
Intiation of automatic landing shall automatically open the
appropriate remote control circuit breakers to isolate the left DC
bus from the right battery bus.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
i0. PROTECTION, AUTOMATIC LANDING (DUAL LAND)
Initiation of automatic landing shall automatically unparallel the
main generator buses and the 20 kHz transmission lines.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
ii. PROTECTION, AUTOMATIC MODES
The automatic mode of operation shall take into account the phase of
flight and shall preclude any undesireable changes in the system
configuration.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
12. PROTECTION, AUTOMATIC/MANUAL CONTROL
The electrical system shall be controlled automatically with a
manual backup mode of operation.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
13. CREW INTERFACE, AUTOMATIC/MANUAL CONTROL SWITCH
A system master selection/control switch shall control whether the
electrical system is in the automatic or manual mode.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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14. EMERG PROVISION, AUXILARY POWER RELAYS
Two auxilary power relays, one to connect the RAT generator to each
20 kHz main bus, shall be installed.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
15. EMERG PROVISION, BACKUP ELECTRICAL POWER
Emergency electrical power will be provided to all flight control
electronics and actuation in the event of main power bus failures or
total engine failure.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
16. EMERG PROVISION, BATTERY BUS REGULATION
Battery bus regulation to 28 volt DC, nominal, is required during
battery charging (42 volts DC nominal)
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
17. EMERG PROVISION, BATTERY BUSES
A 28 volt DC battery bus shall be installed for each battery to
distribute the DC power at 28 volt DC nominal.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
18. EMERG PROVISION, BATTERY CAPACITY
When fully charged, each battery shall be capable of providing
electrical power for approximately 15 minutes for all loads
essential for safe operation of the aircraft.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..B..4..5
19. INSTALLATION, BATTERY CASE VENTILATION
In flight, battery case ventilation shall be by venturi action, and
on the ground, by a non-forced astmospheric vent through the flight
venturi system.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
20. EMERG PROVISION, BATTERY CHARGER
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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A current-limiting battery charger shall be incorporated in each
battery/DC bi-directional converter and it shall be protected by
inhibiting circuitry to insure proper operation and temperature.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
21. EMERG PROVISION, BATTERY DIRECT BUS
The battery shall supply power directly to the battery direct bus
which shall supply only those loads which can tolerate 42 volt
charging voltage.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
22. EMERG PROVISION, BATTERY DISCHARGE POWER
If the associated converter is not producing power, the battery
shall provide power to the Battery Bus.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
23. INSTALLATION, BATTERY DISCONNECTS
The battery electrical connectors shall be of the quick-disconnect
type.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
24. EMERG PROVISION, BATTERY EMERGENCY POWER
Emergency power shall be adapted to the 20 kHz/DC battery bus and
bi-directional battery charger design concept.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
25. INSTALLATION, BATTERY VENTILATION
Battery ventilation shall be provided to vent the batteries to
accommodate a specified maximum gassing rate.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
26. INSTALLATION, BATTERY VOLTAGE
Two ll-cell battery assemblies shall be connected in series to
provide a nominal 28 volt DC power source for each of the two main
batteries.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
27. REDUNDANCY, BUS TIE RELAYS
Bus tie relays shall be installed to connect each
generator/converter bus to each of the 20 kHz AC tie buses.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
28. INSTALLATION, CABIN UTILITY BUSES
Cabin utility power buses shall be installed to distribute power for
passenger lighting and other service equipment in the cabin(s).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
29. LOADS, CABIN UTILITY POWER
Cabin utility power buses shall receive 20 kHz, 440 volt AC, single
phase power from either the left or right 20 kHZ main or power
transmission buses.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
30. FAULT TOLERANCE, COMMON MODE IMPEDANCE
System design should provide minimum common mode impedances for
loads having power or currents which are of relatively large
magnitudes.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
31. CREW INTERFACE, CONTROL AND MONITORING SYS SELECTION
Electrical power system control, monitoring and display systems
shall be integrated with the flight deck control/display systems and
control shall rely on remotely controlled/programmable circuit
protection devices.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
32. PERFORMANCE, CONTROL POWER
Control power must be adequately and reliably provided.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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33. EMERG PROVISION, CONVERTER CHARGING POWER
The battery bus shall receive power from the bi-directional
converter with battery charge control.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
34. CREW INTERFACE, CREW DISCONNECT
Means shall be provided which are accessible in flight to
appropriate crew members for individual and collective disconnection
of the electrical power sources from the system.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
35. PERFORMANCE, DC BIAS
The system should not give rise to significant DC content.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
36. LOADS, DC TO AC CONVERSION
Power-limited 28V DC conversion to 20 kHz may be considered for
special purposes.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
37. INSTALLATION, DISTRIBUTED POWER CONTROL
Distributed system controls and distributed power centers should be
defined to obtain the greatest potential weight reduction and to
utilze the most advanced electronics.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
38. INSTALLATION, DISTRIBUTED POWER CONTROL
Distributed system controls and distributed power centers should be'-
defined to obtain the greatest potential weight reduction and to
utilze the most advanced electronics.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
39. PERFORMANCE, ELECTRICAL POWER - 20 kHz
Electrical power shall be provided, wherever possible, at 20 kHz,
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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440 volt, single phase to all loads and load buses.
CIRCLE ONE:..1..2. 3..4..5
40. PERFORMANCE, ELECTRICAL POWERR CHARACTERISTICS
The aircraft electrical circuits shall be capable of receiving
115/200 volt, 3 phase power at 400 Hz, 60 Hz, or 50 Hz through the
external power receptacle and external power relays.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
41. LOADS, ELECTRICAL POWER-400 Hz
Where low frequency (400 Hz) power is necessary, power converters
shall be installed to convert from 20 kHz to either 115/200 volt
three phase or 115 volt single phase power, for selected load
groups.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
42. LOADS, ELECTRICAL POWER-HVDC
Where high voltage direct current power is necessary, power
converters shall be installed to convert from 20 kHz to 270 volt DC
power.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
43. INSTALLATION, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONTROLLERS
Electrical system controllers shall be installed in the main power
control center.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
44. CREW INTERFACE, ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DISPLAY
All electrical system parameters which are required for system
monitoring shall be presented on the system display.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
45. EMERG PROVISION, EMERGENCY AC POWER
Two bi-directional converters shall be installed to provide 440 volt
20 Khz single phase emergency power, one each for the left and right
emergency 20 kHz AC bus when the normal power source and RAT
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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electrical power are not available.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
46. EMERG PROVISION, EMERGENCY BATTERY CHARGER
Each battery converter shall have a charge controller to charge the
associated main battery and to provide power to the uninterrupted
computer bus.
CIRCLE ONE: 1..2..3..4..5
47. EMERG PROVISION, EMERGENCY BUS POWER
The left AC emergency bus and the right AC emergency bus shall
normally receive power from either the left or the right 20 kHz
power transmission bus and these emergency busesare normally
supplied by different 20 kHz buses.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
48. EMERG PROVISION, EMERGENCY BUSES
A 115 VAC, 400 Hz, 1 phase left emergency bus and 3 phase right
emergency bus shall be installed for equipment which cannot accept
20 khz directly or for which individual converters (synthesizers)
would not be cost effective.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
49. EMERG PROVISION, EMERGENCY POWER
Reliable emergency power shall be provided during abnormal operating
conditions.
CIRCLE ONE: .1..2..3..4..5
50. CREW INTERFACE, EMERGENCY POWER SELECTION
Both automatic and manual selection shall be provided for emergenc_-
power system elements.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
51. EMERG PROVISION, EMERGENCY STATIC CONVERTER
TBD KVA static converters shall be installed to provide single phase
115 volt 400 Hz power to the left and right emergency 400 Hz AC
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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buses.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
52. PERFORMANCE, ENGINE STARTING POWER
The main bi-directional power converter shall enable aircraft engine
starting by runing the main generators as motors using any power
source(s) available to the 20 kHz main buses.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
53. CREW INTERFACE, EPS CONTROL PANEL
An electrical system control panel shall be installed in the flight
deck (cockpit).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
54. CREW INTERFACE, EPS CONTROL POWERDESIGN
The electrical system control switches and annunciator lights shall
be arranged to provide a schematic presentation of the electrical
systems.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
55. INSTALLATION, EPS CONTROL UNIT
An electrical power system control unit shall be installed in a
location TBD to control 20 khz and 28 volt DC bus ties and to
provide automatic control functions.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
56. PROTECTION, EPS FAULT PROTECTION
The aircraft electrical power system shall be protected against
shorts and grounds, open circuits, over and under voltage, frequency
and excitation for the generators, unbalanced currents and incorrect
phase sequence.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
57. PROTECTION, EPS OVERLOAD PROTECTION
Circuitry interlock protection shall prevent the connection of large
power loads to a single bus or generator, or combination of
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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generators, where such loads will seriously overload the bus,
generators, or system.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
58. PROTECTION, EPS PROTECTION
A fully coordinated electrical protection system shall be provided
to minimize loss of service and to reduce the potential for damage
to equipment and/or the aircraft.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
59. PROTECTION, EPS PROTECTION OPERATION
The protective equipment shall discriminate between faulted and
unfaulted components and shall isolate the faulted components from
the system without interrupting service from the remaining
components in so far as is practicable.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
60. INSTALLATION, EXTERNAL POWER
Means must be provided to ensure that no external power supply
having a reverse polarity or a reverse phase sequence can supply
power to the airplane's electrical system.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
61. PERFORMANCE, EXTERNAL POWER CONTROL
The electrical power control unit shall provide 28 volt DC battery
or rectified external power at pin F of the external power
receptacle.
CIRCLE 0NE:..1..2..3..4..5
62. PERFORMANCE, EXTERN; ....POWER CONVERSION
Conversion to 20 kHz shall be accomplished within the aircraft.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
63. PERFORMANCE, EXTERNAL POWER ENABLING CURRENT
The maximum DC current available from pin F for use in applying
external power to the aircraft shall be 0.5 ampere.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
64. PERFORMANCE, EXTERNAL POWER ENABLINGVOLTAGE
28 volt DC power must be applied to pin E (via the external power
plug) in order for the aircraft external power relay to close.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
65. CREW INTERFACE, EXTERNAL POWER PANEL
An externalpower panel shall be installed near the external power
receptacle.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
66. PERFORMANCE, EXTERNAL POWERPRIORITY
Whenever external power is available and selected, it shall have
priority to supply the 20 kHz tie buses.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
67. PROTECTION, EXTERNAL POWER PROTECTION
With power from the main external power source, the electrical
system shall be protected against over and under voltage/frequency,
shorts, grounds and incorrect phase sequence.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
68. PERFORMANCE, EXTERNAL POWER RELAY
An external power relay shall be installed to provide external power
the two right hand main 20 kHz power converters.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2.,3..4..5
69. CREW INTERFACE, EXTERNAL POWER STATUS DISPLAY
Main external power annunciator lights (AVAILABLE and ON) shall be
installed on the electrical system control panel, the external power
panel and the cabin service panel.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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70. CREW INTERFACE, EXTERNAL POWER SWITCH
The main external power switch shall be located on the electrical
system control panel to control the application of external power to
the external power bus and to the associated main 20 kHz power
converters.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
71. CREW INTERFACE, EXTERNAL POWER SWITCHES
Two external power switches shall be installed, one on the ground
panel and one on the cabin service panel, to control the application
of external power to the external power bus and the two right-hand
main 20 kHz power converters.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
72. CREW INTERFACE, EXTERNAL POWER UNAVAILABLE LIGHT
A Main External Power Not On annuciator light shall be installed on
the external power panel.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
73. WEIGHT, FLY-BY-WIRE/LIGHT
Fly-by-wire/light flight controls will be implemented to provide
optimum aircraft performance and to reduce system weight.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
74. LOADS, FORWARD CABIN GALLEY
A maximum combined service load of TBD KVA shall be provided for the
forward cabin galley complex.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
75. CREW INTERFACE, GALLEY BUS POWER RESET
Galley bus reset switches, one for each galley bus, shall be
installed on the electrical power system panel.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
76. PROTECTION, GALLEY DIFFERENTIAL PROTECTION
Relevance: l-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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Galley feeders shall be protected by differential protection
circuit.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
ii_
77. CREW INTERFACE, GALLEY EXTERNAL POWER ANNUNCIATION LIGHT
Galley External Power Available and Power On annuciator lights shall
be included on the electrical systems control panel and the ground
power panel.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
78. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY EXTERNAL POWER CONVERSION
Conversion of 115/200 volt, 3 phase, 400 Hz or 60 Hz or 50 Hz
external power to 20 kHz power shall be accomplished within the
aircraft.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
79. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY EXTERNAL POWER ENABLING CURRENT
The maximum DC current available from pin F for use in applying
galley external power to the aircraft shall be 0.5 ampere.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
80. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY EXTERNAL POWER ENABLING VOLTAGE
28 volt DC power must be applied to pin E (via the galley external
power plug) in order for the aircraft galley transfer relays to
close into the external power position.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
81. PROTECTION, GALLEY EXTERNAL POWER PROTECTION
With power from the external power source, the electrical system
shall be protected against over and under voltage/frequency, sho_s,
grounds and incorrect phase sequence.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
82. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY EXTERNAL POWER SWITCH
A galley external power switch shall be located on the electrical
system control panel to control the application of external power to
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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the 20 kHz galley power converters.
CIRCLEONE:..I..2..3..4..5
83. CREW INTERFACE, GALLEY EXTERNAL POWER UNAVAILABLE LIGHT
A Galley External Power Not On annuciator light shall be installed
on the ground power panel.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
84. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY EXTERNAL RECEPTACLE
A galley external power receptacle shall be installed aft of the
nose landing gear wheel well near the aircraft external power
receptacle.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
85. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY LOAD CONTROL
galley load control unit shall be installed for eachA galley.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
86. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY LOAD CONTROL UNITS
Galley load control units shall be installed to connect each of the
galley buses to either of the 20 kHz transmission lines and shall
provide a galley load shedding function.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
87. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY LOAD POWER
Wiring shall be installed for each galley load of TBD KVA of 440
volt, single phase 20 kHz power.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
88. PROTECTION, GALLEY LOAD POWER SHEDDING
When an overload on the electrical system exists, power for galley
service shall be automatically shut off.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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89. CREW INTERFACE, GALLEY LOAD RESTORATION
Restoration of power to the galley load shall require manual
operation.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
90. PROTECTION, GALLEY LOAD SHEDDING
Power shall be removed by the protective circuit from all galley
loads to eliminate overloads and such action shall be appropriately
indicated.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
91. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY MAXIMUM EXTERNAL POWER
Galley power to a maximum of TBD KVA shall be provided from the
external power source through the galley external power receptacle
while main external power is received through the main external
power receptacle.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
92. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY POWER
20 kHz 440 volt single phase heating power shall be provided for
galleys if technically feasible and the control power shall be 28 DC
derived from the same 20 kHz source bus.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
93. PERFORMANCE, GALLFy POWER CABLE RETENTION
A retension device shall be installed on the receptacle to protect
against inadvertent disconnection of the galley external power
cable.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
94. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY POWER CHARACTERISTICS
The AC galley loads shall be capable of receiving 440 volt, single
phase 20 kHz power.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
95. PERFORMANCE, GALT.FY POWER DISTRIBUTION
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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The galley power shall be distributed to meet the specified power
level requirements.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
96. PERFORMANCE, GALLEY TRANSFER SWITCHES
Galley transfer relays shall be installed to connect each of the
galley buses to the 20 kHz external power converter(s).
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
97. CREW INTERFACE, GENERATOR BUS FAULT RESET
Bus fault reset switches, one for each generator bus shall be
installed on the electrical power system panel.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
98. LOADS, GENERATOR BUS LOCATION/CONFIGURATION
No loads shall be connected directly to the generator output other
than the bi-directional converter.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
99. PERFORMANCE, GENERATOR BUSES
Four AC generator buses, one for each engine generator, shall be
installed as the main generator power source buses for 115/200 volt,
3 phase, 400-1200 Hz (or higher) variable frequency generator power.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
i00. INSTALLATION, GENERATOR CONNECTIONS
Each generator shall incorporate a means for quick attachment and
detachment.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
I01. INSTA_TION, GENERATOR CONTROL UNITS
Generator control units, one for each generator drive converter
channel, may be installed in the electrical power center.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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102. CREW INTERFACE, GENERATOR DISCONNECTS
Generator disconnect switches shall be included on the electrical
system control panel, one for each generator, and re-engagement of a
disconnect device shall be possible only on the ground with the
engines not operating.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
103. PERFORMANCE, GENERATOR EXCITATION
The generator excitation system shall be capable of excitation for
rated power over the full operating speed range.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
104. INSTALLATION, GENERATOR POWER RELAYS
Generator power relays, one for each generator/drive/converter
channel, may be installed to connect each generator to the
respective generator bus.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
105. PERFORMANCE, GENERATOR PRIORITY
Whenever a main AC generator/converter is capable of delivering
power, all 20 kHz main buses may be connected to that source.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
106. INSTALLATION, GENERATORS
Each generator drive assembly should include a TBD KVA, 3 phase,
240/416 volt or 120/208 volt 400-1200 Hz (or higher) brushless
generator as the primary source of electrical power for normal
operation of the aircraft.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
107. PERFORMANCE, GENERATORS
Power sources must function properly when independent and. when
connected in combination/parallel.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: l-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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108. PERFORMANCE, GROUND OPERATION
The aircraft electrical power system shall be capable of full ground
operation without power to the aircraft's main engine flight power
buses.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
i09. PERFORMANCE, GROUND POWER
Ground or external power shall be acceptable in the forms of 400 Hz,
50 Hz, 60 Hz, or 20 kHz, and shall be converted to 20 kHz power for
distribution within the airplane.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
ii0. OTHER IMPACTS, GROUND SERVICE BUS
With only the ground service bus energized, either or both right
hand bi-directional converters shall be powered to charge the
batteries and all 20 kHz buses may be powered subject to the ground
power limit.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
iii. PERFORMANCE, GROWTH CAPABILITY
Components and distribution systems must be capable of safely
accommodating moderate increase in bus loads.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
112. EMERG PROVISION, IMMEDIATE EMERGENCY POWER SOURCE
For immediate power to emergency flight-critical loads, one or more
battery sources shall be provided.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
113. CREW INTERFACE, INDICATION
There shall be means to indicate the generating system quantities
essential for safe operation of the system, such as the voltage and
current supplied by each generator.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non .
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114. LOADS, INSTRUMENT POWER BUSES
28 volt AC instrument power buses shall be installed on the flight
deck to distribute 28 volt AC power to instruments and related
loads.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
115. INSTALLATION, INSTRUMENT POWER TRANSFORMERS
28 volt AC instrument power transformers shall be installed to
provide 28 volt AC, single phase, 400 Hz power on the flight deck.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
I16. PROTECTION, INTERRUPT CAPABILITY
The system shall have adequate: Short circuit capability; Voltage
post fault voltage recovery; Fault interrupt capability.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
117. PERFORMANCE, ISOLATED TRANSMISSION BUSES
The buses may be operated in an isolated mode and loads may be
connected to either 20 kHz main power transmission bus.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
118. PROTECTION, ISOLATION FROM RAT/GROUND POWER
Means shall be provided to prevent continued paralleling of any main
engine-driven generator/converter with either the RAT driven
generator/converter or the external power converter.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
119. INSTALLATION, LOAD CONVERTER LOCATION
The 20 kHz load converter and synthesizers shall be located near-the
400 Hz, 270 volt DC, or 28 volt DC buses or the loads which they
serve.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
120. LOADS, LOAD POWER
Power shall be delivered to load centers, load groups and/or
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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individual loads in the form and voltage best suited to the load(s).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
121. PROTECTION, LOAD SHEDDING-AUTOMATIC
Automatic load shedding shall be provided as necessary to sustain
flight critical loads upon loss of system elements.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
122. PROTECTION, LOAD SHEDDING-MANUAL
Manual load shedding shall be provided to enhance power system
management and reconfiguration.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
123. LOADS, LOAD/POWER COMPATIBLITY
The supplied power should be commensurate with: Motor Loads; Lamp
Loads; Unbalanced Loads; Step Loads; Leading Power Factor Loads.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
124. LOADS, LOW FREQUENCY LOADS
Low frequency (400 Hz) power may be used for electrical/electronics
equipment, conversion to 270 volt DC actuator power and 28 volt AC
instrument power transformers.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
125. LOADS, LOW FREQUENCY POWER BUSES
Low frequency power to loads shall be minimized, and where possible,
such loads shall be grouped and supplied by load buses.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
126. PERFORMANCE, MAIN ALL-ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM
The main electrical power transmission system shall consist of a 20
kHz alternating current system.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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127. INSTALLATION, MAIN ELECTRICAL CONVERTER LOCATION
The main electrical power converters can be either separate or
integral with the generator/drive assembly.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
128. INSTALLATION, MAIN EXTERNAL POWER RECEPTACLE
A main external power receptacle shall be installed aft of the nose
landing gear wheel well just left of the aircraft center line.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
129. INSTALLATION, MAIN POWER CONVERTERS
Four main bi-directinal converters shall be installed, one for each
generator, to convert variable frequency power to 20 kHz, 440 volt,
single phase power.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
130. CREW INTERFACE, MASTER EPS CONTROL
System master switch is (Automatic/Manual Mode Switch, Battery
Switches and Emergency Power switch) shall be included on the
electrical system control panel.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
131. LOADS, MID CABIN GALLEY
A maximum combined service load of TBD KVA shall be provided for the
mid cabin galley complex.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
132. PERFORMANCE, NO BREAK POWER
As subsequent main generator/converters become capable of deliver_g
power, they shall automatically supply power to the associated 20
kHz bus without a power interruption occuring.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
133. LOADS, NON 20 kHz LOADS
28V DC and 400 Hz alternating current shall be provided for loads
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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and buses for which 20 kHz cannot practically be used.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
134. EMERG PROVISION, NORMAL BATTERY CHARGING
The battery chargers shall each charge the associated battery
whenever power is present on either 20 kHz transmission line, the
associated battery switch is ON and the associated emergency power
relay is not energized.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
135. PERFORMANCE, NORMAL POWER SOURCE
The secondary power requirements shall be supplied by the aircraft
engines during normal operation.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
136. PERFORMANCE, NO-BREAK POWER TRANSFER
The control system shall provide no-break power transfer between any
two sources of main 440 VAC, single phase 20 kHz power (i.e., main
converters, APU generator (if used), external power converters).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
137. INSTALLATION, OIL COOLING
A means shall be installed in each nacelle to cool the generator oil
while on the ground or in flight.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
138. INSTALLATION, PACKAGING
Equipment and components packaging, except for high power
connections, should conform to ARINC 600 or 650 packaging standards.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
139. PERFORMANCE, PARALLELING CONTROLS
Paralleling shall be controlled by an automatic control Circuit
through control of the bus tie relays and the generator/converter
relays.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-m0derately , 4-marginally, 5-non
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CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
140. PERFORMANCE, PARALLEL/ISOLATED OPERATION
The generator/converter system shall be designed so that all main
engine driven generator/converter channels can be operated either
isolated or paralleled.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
141. PERFORMANCE, POWER BUS SOURCE PRIORITY
Power sourcepriority to the generator/converter buses shall be:
main generators, first priority; AC tie bus, second priority. (RAT
generator/converter is for emergency power only).
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
142. INSTALLATION, POWER CABLE RETENTION
A retention device shall be installed on the receptacle to protect
against inadvertent disconnection of the main external power cable.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
143. INSTALLATION, POWER CENTERS-ELECTRICAL
Power distribution centers and panels shall be located so as to
facilitate the control, protection and economical distribution of
power to the loads.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
144. INSTALLATION, POWER CENTERS-PHYSICAL
Power centers and panels shall be located to benefit/accommodate
weight and balance, structural requirements and clear-volume
requirements of the airplane.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
145. PERFORMANCE, POWER QUALITY
Power quality shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-704 (400 Hz, 60/50
Hz AND 28 VDC) or AS4385 (20kHz) or other specified control
document(s).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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146. PERFORMANCE, POWER TRANSMISSION BUSES
Power to all aircraft loads is distributed by the two 20 kHz main
power transmission buses, which are normally operated in parallel.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
147. CREW INTERFACE, PREFLIGHT TESTING
Automatic and manual system tests shall be provided for the
electrical power system by the centralized fault display system
(CFDS).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
148. EMERG PROVISION, RAT BATTERY CHARGING
The RAT may be used to power the battery chargers to restore charge
to the battery.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
149. EMERG PROVISION, RAT CONTROL
A RAT power switch shall be included on the electrical system
control panel to provide control of the RAT generator and converter
electrical power onto the 20 kHz main generator buses.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
150. EMERG PROVISION, RAT DEPLOYMENT
A RAT release (deploy) handle shall be installed at the pedestal in
the cockpit.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
151. EMERG PROVISION, RAT GENERATOR
One TBD KVA, 3 phase, 120/208 volt or 240/416 volt, 400-1200 Hz
generator shall be installed on the ram air turbine (RAT).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
152. EMERG PROVISION, RAT GENERATOR CONTROL UNIT
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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A RAT generator control unit shall be installed in a location (TBD).
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
153. EMERG PROVISION, RAT POWER
When deployed, the RAT shall normally provide power through the RAT
converter and 20 kHz transmission bus B to the emergency buses and
to the flight control buses.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
154. CREW INTERFACE, RAT POWER ANNUNCIATION
RAT Power Available and RAT Power On annunciations shall be included
on the electrical system control panel.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
155. EMERG PROVISION, RAT POWER CONVERSION
A bi-directionalconverter shall be installed in a TBD location to
convert the RAT generator low-frequency power to 20 kHz power.
CIRCLE 0NE:,.1..2..3..4..5
156. EMERG PROVISION, RAT POWER RATING
The RAT channel(s) shall be sufficient to provide emergency power in
case of all-engine failure or for long duration loss of the main
electrical system.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
157. EMERG PROVISION, RAT POWER TRANSFER
A RAT switch shall be included on the electrical system control
panel to transfer RAT power from 20 Khz transmission bus B to 20 kHz
transmission bus A.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
158. INSTALLATION, RAT REGULATOR
A RAT regulator assembly shall be installed in a TBD location to
provide voltage regulation of the RAT generator.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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159. EMERG PROVISION, RAT STOWAGE
After the RAT has been deployed, stowage of the RAT can be
accomplished on the ground only.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
160. INSTALLATION, SCAVENGE OIL FILTER
The scavenge oil filter shall include a filter differential pressure
indicator.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
161. EMERG PROVISION, SHORT-TERM POWER SOURCE
Short-term operational power may be provided by a RAT or a
conbination of two or more of these dynamic power generators.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
162. CREW INTERFACE, SMOKE SWITCH
A smoke switch shall be included on the electrical panel, an
automated electrical smoke isolation procedure shall be provided and
inadvertant operation shall be precluded.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
163. INSTALLATION, SPLINE DRIVE LUBRICATION
The generator shall have a positively wet input spline drive using
engine oil.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
164. PERFORMANCE, SPLIT SYSTEM FOR DUAL-LAND
The EPS achitecture must provide for a "split" system to accommodate
Category III and Dual Land configurations.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
165. INSTALLATION, TERMINAL PROTECTION
An easily removable cover shall be provided to protect all terminal
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
C-60
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strips.
CIRCLE0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
166. PERFORMANCE, TIE BUS POWER PRIORITY
Power source priority to the 20 kHz tie bus shall be in the
following order, ground service (external power); main generator #4;
main generator #3; main generator #2: main generator #i.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
167. INSTALLATION, TRANSFORMER RECTIFIER (T/R)
DC power should be processed from the 20kHz distribution bus as near
to the utilization equipment as possible. The conversion will be
regulated and filtered only as required by the load.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
168. INSTALLATION, UTILITY BUS LOCATION
The utility buses may be single buses or may be duplicated in
several regions of the aircraft.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
169. PERFORMANCE, UTILITY BUS LOW FREQUENCY POWER
Each utility bus or segment thereof shall supply a transformer to
support a 115 volt, 60 Hz or 50 Hz, single phase converter and low
voltage bus.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
170. PERFORMANCE, UTILITY BUS POWER
Each utility bus shall supply power to either a 400 Hz conveter
(synthesizer) for a 400 Hz load bus or a 20 kHz transformer for a
low-voltage bus. ,-
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
171. PERFORMANCE, UTILITY BUSES
Left and right utility buses shall be powered by either the left or
right 20 kHz, 440 volt, single phase transmission lines.
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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172. INSTALLATION, UTILITY OUTLETS-400 Hz
115 volt, 400 Hz, single phase utility outlets, powered from the 20
kHz to 400 Hz converters, shall be provided in the flight
compartment, avionics compartment and passenger compartment.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
173. INSTALLATION, UTILITY OUTLETS-60 Hz
115 volt, 60 Hz, single phase utility outlets, powered from the 20
kHz to 60 Hz converters, shall be provided in the lavoratories.
CIRCLE ONE:..I..2..3..4..5
174. PERFORMANCE, UTILITY & BUS POWER
Low frequency utility buses shall be provided by conversion from the
20 kHz power system to 115 volt 400 Hz single phase or to 60 Hz
(domestic) or 50 Hz (foreign).
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
175. PERFORMANCE, WAVEFORM
The output power characteristics must be acceptable in regard to:
Voltage regulation and waveform (including T.H.C., Crest Factor, and
Deviation Factor), as specified in WZZ7364.
CIRCLE 0NE:..I..2..3..4..5
Relevance: 1-critical, 2-highly, 3-moderately, 4-marginally, 5-non
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DESIGN EVALUATION PROCESS
ALL-ELECTRIC TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT EVALUATION
PROCESS ORG: : : :::::: : :!
1. ENTER EVALUATORS ORGANIZATION, NAME AND DATE. NAME: .....:: : :: ::_: ::::: : :
2. REVIEW CRITERINGUlDELINE "Recno" IN LISTING. DATE: :: : ::::: :,: ::_:::
3. ENTER A "1" IN THE APPROPRIATE GRADING COLLUMN.
4. PROVIDE COMMENT IF NECESSARY.
5. SPREADSHEET EQUATIONS WILL SUM AND MULTIPLY TO GET TOTAL VOTES AND TOTAL SCORE.
6. INDIVIDUAL SPREADSHEETS WILL BE SUMMED TO GET A COMPOSITE SCORE.
NUMERICAL GRADE
1 POOR BARELY MEETS CRITERIA]GUIDELINE: BARELY ACCEPTABLE AND REDESIGN IS ADVISABLE.
2 FAIR MARGINALLY MEETS CRITERINGUIDEUNE; SHOULD HAVE OTHER SPECIFIC STRENGTHS
3 GOOD CLEARLY MEETS CRITEREA/GUIDELINE; THIS IS THE MINIMUM DESIGN GOAL.
4 EXCELLENT FULLY MEETS CRITERIMGUIDEDLINE IN EVERY RESPECT.
5 SUPERIOR EXCEEDS CRITERINGUIDELINE.
1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 0
2 PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS 0
3 SPECIFICATIONS-INDUSTRIAL 0
4 SPECIFICATIONS-MILITARY 0
5 SPECIFICATIONS-REGULATORY 0
6 SPECIFICATION-MDC I 0
7 MANUFACTURING COST
8 CIRCUIT AMBIGUITY 0
9 CREW INFORMATION PROCESSING 0
10 CREW INTERFACE 0
11 CREW INTERVENTION 0
12 CREW STATION ARRANGEMENT 0
13 CREW WORKLOAD 0
14 DISPLAY FAILURE 0
15 DISPLAYED INFORMATION 0
16 FAILURE ANNUNCIATION 0
17 FLIGHT CRITICAL CIRCUIT CONTROLS 0
18 FLIGHT DECK CREW 0
19 GENERATOR CONTROL SWITCHES 0
20 SOFTWARE ERRORS 0
EM ER El PFIOVlSION:.iiiiiiiiiiiill !!_!iii!i!ilii ii_:._i_i_:._: :._::;i_
21 AUTOMATIC RESTART 0
22 BACKUP CONTROL • 0
23 BACKUP REVERSION 0
24 CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROL 0
25 FIRE PROCEDURES 0
26 GEN EQUIP SELECTION 0
27 INDEPENDENT CABIN AIR SOURCES 0
FAULT TOLERANCE i_:ii_ii_iiiiiiii:_;;:i_.ii:.i :_i_!ii!ii:.:!ili!:i!i??::-i:-__ii
28 ABNORMAL OPERATION 0
29 FAULT TOLERANCE 0
t
30 FAULT TOLERANCE 0
31 PARTS STRESS LEVEL 0
32 SINGLE FAULT VULNERABILITY 0
33 TOLERANCE FOR DEGRADED PWR 0
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34 AIRCRAFT MODEL
35 COOLING
36 DETAILED SYSTEM DESIGN
DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM
38 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONFIG
39 EMC CONTROL
40 EMC SPECIFICATIONS
41 EMI REDUCTION
42 ENGINE GENERATORS
43 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
44 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
45 GND FOR LIGHTNING PROTECT'N
46 HIGH TEMPERATURE WIRING
47 INSTALLATION
43 MAIN ELECT PWR CONVERTERS
49 MATERIALS
50 MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 18 ga
51 MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 20 ga
52 OIL SYSTEM
53 OPEN WIRING
54 PACKAGING
55 PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
56 PHYSICAL INSTALLAT'N CONSTRAINTS
57 PRIMARY CONTROL
58 PROTECTION AGAINST FLUIDS
59 SEGREGATE CRIT LOADS/EMERG BUS
60 THERMAL MANAGEMENT
61 . WIRE AND BUS SIZE SELECTION
62 WIRE BUNDLE INSTALLATION
63 WIRE BUNDLE INSTALLATION
64 WIRE HARNESSES
65 WIRE INSULATION
66 WIRE MOISTURE PREVENTION
67 WIRE ROUTING
68 WIRE SIZE SELECTION
69 WIRING IN CONDUITS
70 WIRING INSTALLATION
71 AIR CONDITION
72 ELECTRICAL LOAD ANALYSIS
73 POWER CLASSIFICATION FOR EQUIP
74 VOLTAGE & FREQUENCY REGULATION
75 COMPONENT AVAILABILITY
76 EXOTIC MATERIALS
77 MATERIALS
78 TECHNOLOGY COMPLEXITY
79 TOXIC MATERIAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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80 BUILT-IN TEST
81 COMPONENT INTERCHANGEABILITY
82 DISPATCHABILITY
83 EIDI
84 EIDI FAILURE IDENTIFICATION
85 FAULT REPORTING
86 MAINTAINABILITY
87 MOUNTING PAD
88 VAPOR CYCLE REFRIGERATION
89 VAPOR CYCLE SYSTEM PACKAGING
90 BLEED AIR SYSTEM
91 GROUND SERVICE
92 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
93 ICE PROTECTION
94 INTERACTION SENSITIVITY
95 WATER EXTRACTION
96 MAINTENANCE HOUR/FLIGHT HOUR
97 MTBUR/MTBF
98 OWNERSHIP COST
,_ ,;'. ..... : : =================================================================================
99 7754150
100 Al11317
101 CABIN AIR TEMP RESPONSE RATE
102 CABIN PRESSURE CONTROL
103 CARGO HEATING
104 COLD AIR
105 CONTROL ELECTRICAL POWER
106 EFFICIENCY
107 EMI SUPPRESSION
108 EME/HIRF
109 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM CONFIG
110 FIBER OPTIC COMPONENTS
111 FIBER OPTIC UTILIZATION
112 SMOKE REMOVAL
113 SWITCHING TRANSIENTS
114 SYSTEM AUTOMATION
115 TRIM AIR
116 AUTOMATIC PROTECTIVE DEVICE
117 CIRCUIT BREAKER AUTOMATIC RESET
118 CIRCUIT BREAKER RESET
119 CONTROL ISOLATION
120 ESSENTIAL LOAD PROTECTION
121 FAULT PROTECTION
122 FIBER OPTIC DATA RATES
123 FIBER OPTIC EMI IMMUNITY
124 FLT CRITICAL CIRCUIT PROTECTION
125 LOCAL DC SYSTEMS
126 PASSIVE CIRCUIT CHECKS
127 PHASE SEQUENCE PROTECTION
128 PROTECTIVE AND CONTROL DEVICES
129 RESETTABLE CKT PORTECT DEVICES
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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REDUNDANG_i!iii!ii_ii_i_ii..".._iiiii:=ii_iii_!_ !iii i_i#!#_ii_i_iiii_ii_iii!i_:_:_!i;i::i:_iii_:_i;iiii_:iiii:_i_.........i I I I I
130 AIR SOURCE RELIABILITY 0
131 AVIONICS COOLING 0
132 BACKUP POWER 0
133 BUS, FEEDER & BRANCH CKT ROUTE 0
134 CABIN PRESSURIZATION 0
135 CIRCUIT REDUNDANCY 0
186 CONTROL POWER 0
137 DISPATCH LIMITS 0
138 FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM REDUNDANCY 0
139 ICE PROTECTION FAILURE 0
140 OPERATIONAL DEGRADATION 0
141 POST FAILURE ICE PROTECTION 0
142 PRIMARY ACTUATORS 0
143 REDUNDANCY 0
144 REDUNDANCY- COMPONENTS 0
145 SECONDAY ACTUATORS 0
146 SOURCE INDEPENDENCE 0
147 AUTOLAND 0
148 CONTROL COMPUTERS 0
149 DISPATCH RELIABILITY 0
150 FAIL OPERATIONAL/SAFE 0
151 FAILURE PROBABILITY 0
152 RELIABILITY 0
153 SYS & COMP'NT ADVERSE OPERATING 0
154 SYSIASSOCIATED COMP'NT RELIAB 0
155 CONTROL SOFTWARE 0
156 EMC TESTING 0
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Evaluation Example
INSTALLATION 37
PERFORMANCE 17
REDUNDANCY 17
CREW INTERFACE 13
MAINTENANCE • 10
RELIABILITY 8
EMERGENCY PROVISIONS 7
CERTIFICABIUTY
FAULT TOLERANCE
OTHER SYS IMPACT
LOGISTICS
LOADS
OWNERSHIP COST
VNJDATION
COST. MFGR
6
6
6
5
4
3
2
1
ReCl_
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
PROTECTION
AUTOMATIC PROTECTIVE
CIRCUIT BREAKER AUTO
CIRCUIT BREAKER RESE
CONTROL ISOLATION
ESSENTIAL LOAD PROTE
FAULT PROTECTION
RBER OPTIC DATA RAT
RBER OPTIC EMI IMMU
FLIGHT CRITICAL CIRC
LOCAL DC SYSTEMS
PASSIVE CIRCUIT CHEC
PHASE SEQUENCE PROTE
PROTEC11VE AND CONTR
RESETTABLE CIRCUIT P
Total Votes
Total Score
/
N/A Poor Fair Good Excel Super Total
1
1
5 0 0 4 5 0
0. 0 0 12 16, 0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
14
28
Commem
Not Enough Detail
20 KHz item
6Evaluation Criteria
Task 5.1 Technical Benefit Evaluation
• CERTIFICABlUTY COMPLIANCE WITH FAA REGULATION/CRITERIA/GUIDELINES
• SATISFIES LOAD RQMNTS PMAD ARCHITECTURE & SIZING FOR PWR FLOW REQMNTS
• DISPATCH REUABI UTY SATISFIES AIRUNE OPERATION NEEDS
• ADEQUATE REDUNDANCY SATISFIES FO/FO/FS CRITERIA
• EASE OF MAINTENANCE REDUCES AIRLINE OPERATIONAL COST
• IMPACT OTHER ACFT SYS HAS NO UNFAVORABLE OPERATIONAL MODES
• OPEFIATION IN AUTO MODES ACCEPTABLE FOR 2-PERSON FLIGHT DECK
• PERFORMANCE EFFICIENCY, REGULATION
• CONTROLLABIUI"Y INTRODUCES NO UNUSUAL OR MARGINAL CONTROL MODES
• ELECT/MECH CHARACTER WEIGHT, FAULT TOLERANCE, INTEGRITY
Task 5.2 Cost Impact Evaluation
• EFFECT MFG COSTS
• EASE OF INSTALLATION
• SAFETY
• COST
MINIMIZES AIRCRAFT INITIAL COST
MINIMIZES INITIAL MFG & AIRLINE MAINTENANCE COST
DOMINANT DESIGN CRITERION
ACQUISITION ,OWNERSHIP, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE
-.j
C_
Criteria and Guidelines
CRITERIA - MANDATORY STATEMENT ("SHALL BE" OR "MUST BE")
GUIDEUNES - ADVISORY STATEMENT ("SHOULD BE" OR "MAY BE')
DERIVED FROM MD-11 AIRCRAFT DESIGN TECHNICAL SPEC (DAC DTS 1100C)
INITIAL UST OF 634 ITEMS REDUCED TO 156 BY SCREENING, PEER REVIEW,
m m
SPECIAUSTS' REVIEW AND TRANSFER OF 175 DESIGN-SPECIFIC ITEMS
m
TO A PREUMINARY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
REVIEWS WERE BASED ON RELEVANCE TO THE 20 kHz
ALL-ELECTRIC DESIGN
• DATABASE WAS ORGANIZED BY 16 SUBJECTS:
INSTALLATION 37
PERFORMANCE 17
REDUNDANCY 17
PROTECTION 14
CREW INTERFACE 13
MAINTENANCE 10
RELIABILITY 8
EMERGENCY PROVISIONS 7
CERTIRCABIUTY 6
FAULT TOLERANCE 6
OTHER SYS IMPACT 6
LOGISTICS 5
LOADS 4
OWNERSHIP COST 3
VAUDATION 2
COST, MFGR 1
NUMBER OF VOTES IN EACH GRADE
TOTAL POSSIBLE VOTES = 468
N/A
POOR
FAIR
GOOD
EXCEL
SUPER
32
i6
1 75
1 143
i 21
t
IJ 191
I I I I I I I
50 100 150 200
NUMBER OF VOTES
COMPOSITE SCORE SUMMARY
I
150
LRC017-57
NONAPPUCABLEITEMS DELETED
CERTIFIABILITY
COST
CREW INTERFACE
EMERG PROVISION
FAULT TOLERANCE
INSTALLATION
LOADS
LOGISTICS
MAINTENANCE
OTHER IMPACTS
OWKERSHIP COST
PERFORMANCE
PROTECTION
REDUNDANCY
RELIABILITY
VALIDATION
1 63.3%
-J 80°1o
..... "_ 73.2%
J 60010
..... "J 62.2%
"} 66.6%
Mn
in1 n "1 72.7%
1 64.6%
innnr -I 63.6%
Inr J 62-5 OjO
" - ,., "1 800/0
...... I 65.6%
"J 69.1%n 3nl
_ _'" nn- , an J 65"2%
•] 69.6%
" II ....... ,,,_i _ _ 1 60010
I I t I I I I I
0% 2001o 4001o 60°1o 80°1o
POOR FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT
NOTE: OVERALL EVALUATION GRADE IS 66.7%
EVALUATION RESULTS
I I
1000/0
SUPERIOR
LRC017-57
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EVALUATION SUMMARY
TOTAL VOTES BY CRITERIA GROUP
ii',i!!ii!i',i',ii!iiiii ....
1 CERTIFICABILITY 0 0 5 5 8 0 18 90 90
2 COST 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 15 15
3 CREW INTERFACE 1 0 3 11 20 4 39 195 190
4 EMERG PROVISION 1 2 6 2 10 0 21 105 100
5 FAULT TOLERANCE 0 1 6 1 10 0 18 90 90
6 INSTALLATION 5 0 21 34 46 5 111 555 530
7 LOADS 1 0 1 3 6 1 12 60 55
8 LOGISTICS 2 0 5 1 6 1 15 75 65
9 MAINTENANCE 2 0 7 9 12 0 30 150 140
10 OTHER IMPACTS 2 2 4 3 4 3 18 90 80
11 OWNERSHIP COST 0 0 0 3 3 3 9 45 45
12 PERFORMANCE 8 0 3 25 15 0 51 255 215
13 PROTECTION 7 0 1 18 15 1 42 210 175
14 REDUNDANCY 1 1 9 18 20 2 51 255 250
15 RELIABILITY 1 0 3 6 14 0 24 120 115
16 VALIDATION 1 0 1 3 1 0 6 30 25
i732_i_ii_iiiiii',;Siiiii_i_i '_i_ii__,il, i;ii_i_i_:_i'_i_ili_iii_i_!iiii_iiiii_ ii'_iiiiiii_iii!ii_,ii ii_ii!_i_!_ii!_,iii iii_!_iiiii_ii!_iililii i!i_iii'_iiiiiiiiiiiii_i!
WEIGHTED SCORES BY CRITERIA GROUP
1 CERTIFICABILITY 0 0 10 15 32 0 57 90 90 63.30/_
2 COST 0 0 0 3 4 5 12 15 15 80.0o_
3 CREW INTERFACE 0 0 6 33 80 20 139 195 190 73.20/¢
4 EMERG PROVISION 0 2 12 6 40 0 60 105 100 60.0%
5 FAULT TOLERANCE 0 1 12 3 40 0 56 90 90. 62.20/¢
6 INSTALLATION "0 0 42 102 184 25 353 555 530 66.60/_
7 LOADS 0 0 2 9 24 5 40 60 55 72.70/_
8 LOGISTICS 0 0 10 3 24 5 42 75 65 64.6°_
9 MAINTENANCE 0 0 14 27 48 0 89 150 140 63.60/¢
10 OTHER IMPACTS 0 2 8 9 16 15 50 90 80 62.50/¢
11 OWNERSHIP COST 0 0 0 9 12 15 36 45 45 80.0°/_
12 PERFORMANCE 0 0 6 75 60 0 141 255 215 65.6oA
13 PROTECTION 0 0 2 54 60 5 121 210 175 69.1oA
14 REDUNDANCY 0 1 18 54 80 10 163 255 250 65.2oA
15 RELIABILITY 0 0 6 18 56 0 80 120 115 _69.6oA
16 VALIDATION 0 0 2 9 4 0 15 30 25 60.0oA
" • .... _ 'i_TOTAL 0 • 6 150 _ 429 :iii:_:i_ :!1051 ii_iii:.i_iii :_iiiiiiiiiiiiii:._i_3401:.i_i:.iiiiiiiiiii!iiiii_iiiii:_ii_!i_._.2180!_:.i_iiiiiii::_:_66.7o_
1. MAX POSSIBLE IS THE HIGHEST SCORE IF ALL VOTES ARE SUPERIOR.
2. MAX POSSIBLE WITHOUT N/A IS THE HIGHEST SCORE IF ALL VOTES ARE SUPERIOR
AFTER NOT APPLICABLE ARE REMOVED.
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ALL-ELECTRIC TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT EVALUATION
PROCESS ORG: COMPOSITE
1. ENTER EVALUATORS ORGANIZATION, NAME AND DATE. NAME: _,_::
2. REVIEW CRITERIA/GUIDELINE "Recno" IN LISTING. DATE: 11114191
3. "ENTER A "1" IN THE APPROPRIATE GRADING COLLUMN.
4. PROVIDE COMMENT IF NECESSARY.
5. SPREADSHEET EQUATIONS WILL SUM AND MULTIPLY TO GET TOTAL VOTES AND TOTAL SCORE.
6. INDIVIDUAL SPREADSHEETS WILL BE SUMMED TO GET A COMPOSITE SCORE.
NUMERICAL GRADE
1 POOR BARELY MEETS CRITERIA/GUIDELINE: BARELY ACCEPTABLE AND REDESIGN IS ADVISABLE.
2 FAIR MARGINALLY MEETS CRITERIA/GUIDELINE; SHOULD HAVE OTHER SPECIFIC STRENGTHS
3 GOOD CLEARLY MEETS CRITEREA/GUIDELINE; THIS IS THE MINIMUM DESIGN GOAL.
4
5 SUPERIOR EXCEEDS CRITERIA/GUIDELINE.
i /
EXCELLENT FULLY MEETS CRITERIA/GUIDEDLINE IN EVERY RESPECT.
1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 1 0 2
2 PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS 1 1 1
3 SPECIFICATIONS-INDUSTRIAL 2 1
4 SPECIFICATIONS-MILITARY 1 1 1
5 SPECIFICATIONS-REGULATORY 1 2
6 SPECIFICATION-MDC 1 1 1
7 MANUFACTURING COST
CREw_FACEi_iiiii!i_i_iii_i_i_i_i_i_i_iii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_iii_i_i_iii_i_iiiiii_iii_;_::_i_i_:_i!ii;:i:_ii_iiii::iii_
1 1 1 3
8 CIRCUIT AMBIGUITY 1 2 3
9 CREW INFORMATION PROCESSING 1 1 1 3
10 CREW INTERFACE 1 2 3
11 CREW INTERVENTION 1 2 3
12 CREW STATION ARRANGEMENT 1 2 3
13 CREW WORKLOAD 1 2 3
14 DISPLAY FAILURE 1 2 3
15 DISPLAYED INFORMATION 1 2 3
16 FAILURE ANNUNCIATION 1 1 1 3
17 FLIGHT CRITICAL CIRCUIT CONTROLS 1 1 1 3
18 FLIGHT DECK CREW 1 1 1 3
19 GENERATOR CONTROL SWITCHES 1 1 1 3
20 SOFTWARE ERRORS 1 1 1 3
EMERGPR_v_S_N_iiii!iiii_i_iiiii_iiii!i_iiiiiii_iii_;ii!_i!i_i_i_iii_!_iii;_ii_ii;_i:_ii_i_i_i_i_iiiii_iii_i_ii;iiiiiii_iiiiii_i_
21 AUTOMATIC RESTART
22 BACKUP CONTROL
23 BACKUP REVERSION
24 CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROL
25 FIRE PROCEDURES 1
26 GEN EQUIP SELECTION
27 INDEPENDENT CABIN AIR SOURCES
FAULT TOLERANCE :: : : I
2 1 3
1 1 1 3
1 1 1 3
1 2 3
1 1 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
28 ABNORMAL OPERATION 1 1 1
29 FAULT TOLERANCE 1 2
30 FAULT TOLERANCE 1 2
31 PARTS STRESS LEVEL 1 1 1
32 SINGLE FAULT VULNERABILITY 1 2
33 TOLERANCE FOR DEGRADED PWR 1 2
C-73
_._-_._r._._ _z • -•ii::S:::!:!.i:_:,:iii:_:•:i:..i... •::i;: :-•?;::i"::!:i::;!i_:_;Z.:.i.::_:i::-i:ii::i.:i:••: _:L_:_:!_::•;::"_:•
34 AIRCRAFT MODEL
35 COOLING
36 DE-rAILED SYSTEM DESIGN
37 DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM
38 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONFIG
39 EMC CONTROL
40 EMC SPECIFICATIONS
41 EMI REDUCTION
42 ENGINE GENERATORS
43 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
44 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS
45 GND FOR LIGHTNING PROTECT'N
46 HIGH TEMPERATURE WIRING
47 INSTALLATION
48 MAIN ELECT PWR CONVERTERS
49 MATERIALS
50 MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 18 ga
51 MINIMUM WIRE SIZE - 20 ga
52 OIL SYSTEM
53 OPEN WIRING
54 PACKAGING
55 PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
56 PHYSICAL INSTALLAT'N CONSTRAINTS
57 PRIMARY CONTROL
58 PROTECTION AGAINST FLUIDS
59 SEGREGATE CRIT LOADS/EMERG BUS
60 THERMAL MANAGEMENT
61 WIRE AND BUS SIZE SELECTION
62 WIRE BUNDLE INSTALLATION
63 WIRE BUNDLE INSTALLATION
54 WIRE HARNESSES
65 WIRE INSULATION
66 WIRE MOISTURE PREVENTION
67 WIRE ROUTING
68 WIRE SIZE SELECTION
69 WIRING IN CONDUITS
70 WIRING INSTALLATION
71 AIR CONDITION
72 ELECTRICAL LOAD ANALYSIS•
73 POWER CLASSIFICATION FOR EQUIP
74 VOLTAGE & FREQUENCY REGULATION
75 COMPONENT AVAILABILITY
76 EXOTIC MATERIALS
77 MATERIALS
78 TECHNOLOGY COMPLEXITY
79 TOXIC MATERIAL
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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L80 BUILT-IN TEST 2 1 3
81 COMPONENT INTERCHANGEABILITY 1 2 3
82 DISPATCHABILITY 1 1 1 3
83 EIDI 1 1 1 3
84 EIDI FAILURE IDENTIFICATION 1 1 1 3
85 FAULT REPORTING 2 1 3
86 MAINTAINABILITY 1 2 3
87 MOUNTING PAD 2 1 3
88 VAPOR CYCLE REFRIGERATION 1 2 3
89 VAPOR CYCLE SYSTEM PACKAGING 1 2 3
_THERiilMPACTS: iiiiiiiiiiii!ii!iiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::iii!!iiii!ii!i!ii liiiiiiiiiili::i!ili!
90 BLEED AIR SYSTEM
91 GROUND SERVICE 2
92 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
93 ICE PROTECTION
94 INTERACTION SENSITIVITY
95 WATER EXTRACTION
96 MAINTENANCE HOUR/FLIGHT HOUR
97 MTBUR/MTBF
98 OWNERSHIP COST
PERF_RM_NcE_i_i_ii_ii!i_iii!_i_i_!ii_i!i!ii_ii_iiiii!!i!!iiii!iii_iiii!iiiiiiiiiii_i_i1_i_iii_i_!iii_i_ii_!!!i;i!i!ii_!!!i!_!i!!;_!i_i_!i_i!_!_
99 7754150 1
100 Al11317 1
101 CABIN AIR TEMP RESPONSE RATE
102 CABIN PRESSURE CONTROL
103 CARGO HEATING
104 COLD AIR
105 CONTROL ELECTRICAL POWER
106 EFFICIENCY 1
107 EMI SUPPRESSION 1
108 EME/HIRF
109 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEM CONFIG 1
110 FIBER OPTIC COMPONENTS 1
111 FIBER OPTIC UTILIZATION 1
112 SMOKE REMOVAL
113 SWITCHING TRANSIENTS
114 SYSTEM AUTOMATION
115 TRIM AIR 1
1 1 1 3
1 3
1 2 3
2 1 3
1 2 3
1 1 1 3
1 1 1 3
1 1 1 3
1 1 1 3
1 1 3
1 1 3
3 3
3 3
1 2 3
3 3
1 2 3
1 1 3
1 1 3
1 1 1 3
1 1 3
1 1 3
1 1 3
2 1 3
1 2 3
2 1 3
2 3
PROTECTION i :: i:: i::ii ;_i :: _i1:4i:ii:_!ii_:!::!ii::i!_::iiii:ii ::i _!!i::_: : iii;ii:
116 AUTOMATIC PROTECTIVE DEVICE 1 2 3
117 CIRCUIT BREAKER AUTOMATIC RESET 3 3
118 CIRCUIT BREAKER RESET 1 1 1 3
119 CONTROL ISOLATION 1 2 3
120 ESSENTIAL LOAD PROTECTION 2 1 3
121 FAULT PROTECTION 1 2 3
122 FIBER OPTIC DATA RATES 1 1 1 3
123 FIBER OPTIC EMI IMMUNITY 1 1 1 3
124 FLT CRITICAL CIRCUIT PROTECTION 1 1 1 3
125 LOCAL DC SYSTEMS 2 1 3
126 PASSIVE CIRCUIT CHECKS 1 2 3
127 PHASE SEQUENCE PROTECTION 2 1 3
128 PROTECTIVE AND CONTROL DEVICES 1 2 3
129 RESETTABLE CKT PORTECT DEVICES 2 1 3
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130 AIR SOURCE RELIABILITY 1 1 1 3
131 AVIONICS COOLING 2 1 3
132 BACKUP POWER 1 1 1 3
133 BUS, FEEDER & BRANCH CKT ROUTE 1 1 1 3
134 CABIN PRESSURIZATION 2 1 3
135 CIRCUIT REDUNDANCY 1 1 1 3
136 CONTROL POWER 1 2 3
137 DISPATCH LIMITS 1 2 3
138 FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEM REDUNDANCY 1 2 3
139 ICE PROTECTION FAILURE 1 1 1 3
140 OPERATIONAL DEGRADATION 1 1 1 3
141 POST FAILURE ICE PROTECTION 1 2 3
142 PRIMARY ACTUATORS 1 2 3
143 REDUNDANCY 1 2 3
144 REDUNDANCY- COMPONENTS 1 2 3
145 SECONDAY ACTUATORS 1 2 3
146 SOURCE INDEPENDENCE 1 2 3
R_I_t3]U
147 AUTOLAND 1 2 3
=148 CONTROL COMPUTERS 2 1 3
149 DISPATCH RELIABILITY 1 1 1 3
150 FAIL OPERATIONAL/SAFE 1 2 3
151 FAILURE PROBABILITY 1 2 3
152 RELIABILITY 1 2 3
153 SYS & COMP'NT ADVERSE OPERATING 1 2 3
154 SYS/ASSOCIATED COMP'NT RELIAB 1 2 3
V_o_)O_. iii',:,i:,i)i:,i_,)i;;i)ii=,))ii:,))::_)i;:,)ii!i;',ii:,i)))));:,ii_,!)))':ii));))!i_,_,))',)....' ..)))))))))'_) i) ))!i)i_,ii_i_i
155 CONTROLSOFTWARE 1 1 1 3
156 EMCTESTING 1 2 3
_i_ii_i_i_!_ii_i!_ii_ii_iii_iiiiii.iiii!iiii!iiiiiiii_i!_i_ii_i!_i_iiiii_i_i_i_i_i_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiii_i.i.i__ i_..i iiii iiiiii_iiii_._i_i_iiiiiii_iiii_i_i_:ii_i!i_i_i!i_iiiii_i_iii_i_i_ii_ii_i!i_i_iii_iii!!_i_i!ii!!i_i!i!i!i!i!i_i!iiiii!i_i_i_iiii_iiiiiii_iii_iiii_iiiiiiii!_i
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DESIGN EVALUATION PROCESS
The lowest scores should be improved during future optimization studies. These are the "poor"
votes. The interpretation of a "poor" vote is given on Page C-73 as follows: "Barely meets criteria/
guideline: barely acceptable and redesign is advisable." The criteria which received one or more
"poor" votes and suggestions for future improvement are:
Group 4 -- Emergency Provisions; Criterion 22 -- Backup Control:
This criterion required an independent autopilot backup such as the mechanical cable system used
on the baseline trijet. The mechanical cables were removed for the all-electric design. Redundant
independent channels can be provided, selected flight control surfaces can be powered by the ADG
through the emergency power buses, and the emergency PFCC can be used to generate command
signals to these surfaces. Such a design would satisfy the criterion and Can be implemented with
the hardware shown for the all-electric aircraft.
Group 4 -- Emergency Provisions; Criterion 23 -- Backup Reversion:
This criterion required that the system prevent accidental reversion to the backup mode.
If the solution described above for meeting Criterion 22 is adopted, Criterion 23 would also be satis-
fied. The reversion to the backup mode could then occur only when the emergency system is acti-
vated and the ADG is deployed.
Group 5 -- Fault Tolerance; Criterion 28 -- Abnormal Operation:
This criterion requires that indication be provided of failures or abnormal operation of the air supply
or air-conditioning system which would result in abnormal cabin pressures; specifically to allow
corrective action or maintenance.
The existing BIT system would provide the data necessary for maintenance actions. The existing
central aural and warning system (CAWS) would provide visual alerts on the multifunction display
on the cockpit instrument panel and on the overhead panel in the event of abnormal cabin pressure.
These provisions should satisfy this criterion.
Group 10- Other Impacts; Criterion 93:
This criterion required that wing and engine inlet de-icing be provided by EIDI if possible accord-
ing to NASA CR-4175 issued September 1988.
This study took a conservative approach and did not assess EIDI as a lower risk option, preferring
to accept the weight and power penalties associated with electrical heater blankets for wing and tail
de-icing, and keeping the small integral engine bleed supply for local hot-air supply to the engine
cowls. Interpretation of the term "if possible" led to avoidance of the EIDI system concept entirely.
A vote of "not applicable" (N/A) appears to be appropriate, although one "good" vote was made
to indicate that a good alternative design was adopted in place of EIDI.
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Group 14 -- Redundancy, Criterion 141 -- Postfailure Ice Protection:
This criterion required complete ice protection for the wing, engine cowl, air inlets, and air data
sensors after any probable failures.
This requirement should be compared with the existing baseline design for pneumatic hot-air ice
protection. Equivalency was used as a conservative design driver. Multiple electrical sources are
available to power the electrical blanket heaters; this is equivalent to the multiple engine bleed-air
sources which are used to provide hot air to the piccolo tubes in the baseline design. Other than an
all-engine failure condition, which is not a probable failure, one or more electrical power sources
or hot-air sources would be available. Load-sharing with cabin air-conditioning and galley electri-
cal loads should allow electrical de-icing when it is essential, even with a one-engine shutdown or
a generator failure. Therefore, operational procedures should be followed to better satisfy this crite-
rion.
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APPENDIX D
ELECTROMAGNETIC
ENVIRONMENT (EME)-
AIRWORTHINESS DOCUMENTS

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT/AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS
1. Industry Regulations:
RTCA/DO-160C, Sec. 18, Audio Frequency Conducted Susceptibility
RTCA/DO-160C, Sec. 21, Emission of Radio Frequency Energy
RTCA/DO-160C, Sec. 19, Induced Signal Susceptibility
RTCA/DO-160C, Sec. 20, Radio Frequency Susceptibility (Radiated and Conducted)
RTCA/DO-160C, Sec. 22, Lightning Induced Transient Susceptibility (Interim Procedure)
RTCA/DO-160C, Sec. 17, Voltage Spike
2. FAA-Special Conditions for MD- 11:
Radio Frequency (RF) Energy Protection [FAR 21.16 25.1309, 25.1431]
Lightning Protection Requirements [FAR 21.16 25.581, .25.954, 25.1309(a), (c),
and (g)]
3. Military Specification:
MIL-B-5087B, Bonding, Electrical, and Lightining Protection for Aerospace Systems
4. Military Standards:
MIL-STD-454H, Corona Discharge
MIL-STD-461C CE07, Switching Spike
5. DAC Specifications:
WZZ 7000,
WZZ 7001,
WZZ 7002,
WZZ 7364,
BXU 7026,
Specification Electromagnetic Interference Control
Specification Bonding, Electrical
Specification Aircraft Wiring Installation Classification
Electrical Requirements for Aircraft Utilization Equipment
Requirements for Protection of Electrical and Electronics Equipment
from Lightning Induced Electrical Transients
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
With the well-proven capabilities of modern power electronics and the already-in-place
electrical sensor and computation networks, the replacement of hydraulic systems on
commercial aircraft has become feasible. Preliminary estimates made by Douglas of the
effect on aircraft fuel consumption for existing secondary power systems show that a
high-frequency AC (20 kHz) generation and distribution system based on bidirectional
resonant power converters would be significant enough to study detailed models.
The basic thrust of this report is to consider modelling this secondary power system so
that fault and loading analysis can be performed. In order to carry out this task,
two preliminary steps have been taken:
[1] "Provide analysis of the change from 400 Hz to 20 kHz power distribution"
[2] "Initialize modelling and synthesis of power converters, using a 20kHz conversion
frequency."
The results of the first task are: 1) The previous analysis of power distribution systems
operating at 400 Hz is not directly applicable at 20 kHz and 2) existing, closed form solutions
for "shielded two-wire" transmission lines appear to be the most reasonable design and
modelling approach for 20 kHz power transmission.
The second task, unlike the first, has not had any previous work performed on it. The
initial study of resonant power converters shows that design modelling of a secondary power
system formed from such devices is reasonable and challenging.
Conclusions drawn from the effort are that it is feasible to develop software for the converter,
cable, pulse density modulated driver and inductive motor load in a single personal computer
(PC) package. This allows design engineers interested in different aspects of the power
distribution system to quickly evaluate overall performance under a variety of fault or
loading conditions.
II. 20 KHZ DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The previous work performed on 400 Hz introduced the concept of modifying the impedance
of a transmission system due to the presence of a ground plane of irregular shape. This
analysis -- described below -- could have application to the shielding configuration of a more
radiative, higher frequency power transmission proposal. However, for simplicity, an
available, closed-form analysis for "shielded two-wire" line has been applied to the prolyl-em
to initiate modelling of the distribution system. The higher frequency of the 20 kHz dis-
tribution requires a nominal pi model to account for the enhanced shunt admittance.
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A. Use of 400 Hz Analysis For 20 KHz Power Distribution
The first task was to review previous techniques for analysis of aircraft power distribution
at 400 Hz. Conventional systems utilize unshielded, multiwire, three-phase cable con-
figurations, as shown in Figure 1E. These models prove inappropriate for frequencies
in the 20 kHz range because the location of the ground plane can no longer be simply
modeledby an infinite slab -- due to the enhanced radiation fields at those frequencies.
The cable for 20 KHz distribution will have to be shielded in a consistent manner rather
than to have random positioning with respect to the cableways in commercial aircraft.
Because the aircraft skin becomes far less effective as a return conductor at those fre-
quencies, a separate return wire must be added to the config._, ration. Also, single-phase
transmission of three-phase is impractical at high frequencms, so a shielded, two-wire
transmission line is being considered.
h h
t t
f2
Figure 1E: Conventional Power Distribution Geometries
The problem of a current-carrying filament above a ground plane of finite thickness and
finite conductivity can be resolved by solvingMaxwell's wave equation in all three regions,
then matchingboundary conditions at the two interfaces. This approach generates the
electric field above the ground plane, which in turn, must be integrated to produce the
total electric field; which is then divided by the current to yield the impedance. Typically,
the solution consists of two terms; the first term is the impedance of the filament as
though no ground plane were present; the second term is a correction to allow for presence
of the ground plane. The correction term is not in closed form, i.e., it is an infinite
summation of terms which will converge, but very slowly. Often, the summation is of
such a nature as to require a "mainframe" computer with "double precision" -- precluding
any immediate "trial and error" engineering design. The "receding image method" devised
by the author overcomes this difficulty and still yields valid, design results for the
problem. At 20kHz the technique is still valid.
1. Elementary Static Image Model
By following the exact approach as delineated above, one can surmise the approximate
location of a current-carrying filament image. This is accomplished by using the
exactly determined electric field for the region above the ground plane, and deter-
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mining the location of a current carrying filament ( with the samemagnitude but
oppositesense)which -- when coupledwith the original filament -- will produce the
samefield. This technique is commonto all electromagnetic imageproblems. The
results, however,are lessthan satisfactory dueto both the time dependentnature of
the problem and the non-infinite nature of the ground plane ( this is similar to the
problem of non-infinite conductivity).
2. Complex Image Model
By noting the physical inference of the receding image, modified from Maxwell's
equations, one can visualize an infinite train of straight wire images moving per-
pendicularly away from the ground plane -- one image is formed for each incremental
change in the current in the wire. This is shown in Figure 2E below.
stroign: wire corryng smusoidal current
> i(t)
Non-ideal grounc Diane
curren_
within the
train of
images
image wires,
receding with
veloc dy v
Figure 2E: Maxwell Receding Image Model
Because the current in
the wire is sinusoidal in
nature, the image cur-
rents are also varying
sinusoidally; although
the entire image struc-
ture can be considered a
steady-state sum of
phasors. The result is
an overall effective
image which is at a dis-
tance slightly greater
than the static image
distance and its current
have an additional
slight phase shift rela-
tive to the current in the
wire.
As was done for analysis of electromagnetic deicing (EIDI) studies fir DAC, the finite
thickness of the ground plane is accounted for by determining how much current is
converted to eddy currents in the sheet. This factor can be straightforwardly
determined from knowledge of the skin depth. _-
3. Complex Image Distance
After some manipulation of the steady-state set of the infinite number of receding
images, one can arrive at an "effective image", i.e. one image which has the charac-
teristic of the set. That effective image current is at a conventional image distance
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plus a distance on the order of a skin-depth and has been slightly phase shifted by
the same skin-depth factor. In the form of an equation, the "imaginary distance" (real
distance plus phase shift forming complex number) of the effective image from the
wire, D i, is given as:
5
D_= 2h_ + (1 + ])-- (1E)
Wt
where hi is the normal static image distance or twice the height of the wire above the
ground plane, 5is the skin- depth, and m is the correction factor for the finite character
of the ground plane. All dimensions are in centimeters.
4. Correction for Real Ground Plane
The finite character of the ground plane infers that the energy radiated by the wire
and converted into eddy currents in the ground plane is the energy from the wire
absorbed by the plane. This energy can be computed by integrating the attenuated
wave over the thickness of the ground plane, t. The result is, of course, a function of
the ground plane conductivity and operating frequency, as accounted for in the
skin-depth. The result for the correction factor, m_ as used in equation (1) is given
as"
m= l-exp 5 (2E)
These two simple equations, (1) and (2), can be coupled to yield viable engineering
design results as used in a discussion of three-phase transmission lines.
5. Current Crowding
For purposes of modeling, the wires of the three-phase transmission line were rep-
resented as current filaments at the wire center. Using geometric mean radii and
distances allowed computation of effective inductance of the finite wires using only
the filaments in the 1988 modelling. As the finite wire approaches the ground plane,
however, the filament representing the wire no longer simply resides at the center
of the wire but migrates toward the edge of the wire as do the actual currents in the
wire. This phenomenon is called "current crowding".
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Using a _tandard rational that the ground plane is at zero potential, Poisson's
equation i shows that the location of the curren-t filaments repres-enting both the wire
and its complex image are offset from the center by a distance, a, toward the ground
plane, where:
2r 2
a- h (3E)
and r is the radius of the wire and h is the height of the wire above the ground plane.
This correction is easily a_ded to the model. This correction is considered negligibleifl0h > 2r orr < (5h)l/z.
B. Two-Wire Transmission Lines
No s_ecific cable design has yet been defined for secondary power applications, so a simple
shielded pair has been considered. This geometry is straight-forward enough to yield a
closed form solution without application of the complex image analysis. The shallow
skin depth of a 20 kHz wave implies that a finite thickness of almost any conductive
structure may be considered infinite. These closed-form solutions for impedance and
other transmission line characteristics are direct enough in most cases; such as coaxial,
twin lead and parallel plate transmission lines. When shielded two-wire is used, however,
the forms become more complex and require some machine computation. The bulk of
the analysis utilizes the closed-form impedance of the shielded two-wire configuration.
Noting Figure 3E, the equations for chacteristic impedance _ for shielded, two-wire line
as a function of its geometry become:
Zo=[{ln 2p ,.q2 - 1-72(1-4q2)} (4E)
where
$ $
p=; and q=_
l_Z V _2v _2v _2v
ax 2 ay 2 az 2
2 The characteristic impedance is defined as the square root of the series impednace pe'-r
unit length of the divided by the shunt admittance per unit length of the line. Mathemat-
ically:
G÷/_oC
where R, L, G, and C are the resistance, inductance, conductance, and capacitance per unit
length of the line.
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Appendix I has MathCAD analyses which generates parametric plots of the cable
impedance as functions of the wire diameter, wire separation and inside diameter of the
shield. The MathCAD analysis also compares the characteristic impedance of a two-wire
line with and without the shielding to determine the effect of the complex image in the
shield.
D
K
Figure 3E: Shielded Two-Wire Configuration
C. Transmission Line Modelling
Due to the unconventionally high frequencies of power transmission proposed for sec-
ondary power distribution, the transmission line should be modelled as something other
than a short line. Normally, one uses a single series impedance equal to the serms
impedance of the line, and shunt admittance -- which is mostly capacitive -- is ignored.
For more precision, one should use a nominal pi representation of the line.
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converter
power
electronics
series impedance
(inductive)
T\/T
shunt admittance
(capacitive)
pulse density
modulated
driver electronics
The nominal pi model calls
for knowledge of series
impedance and shunt
admittance. These param-
eters have closed form
solutions similar to the
characteristic impedance.
The model is shown in Fig-
ure 4E.
Figure 4E: Nominal Pi Model of Transmission Line
For practical reasons, shielded two-wire is the selected form of distribution hardware for
aircraft secondary power in that commercial cable and connectors already exist with FAA
standards. Such cable needs to be further electrically modelled in the context of a 20
kHz power distribution model with bidirectional, full-wave resonant converters, as
addressed in the second task, and with inductive loads.
III. RESONANT POWER CONVERTERS
The second task was to build onto the model of the power distribution system by adding
converter electronics to the cable model. While a variety of circuit analysis software is
available, software which lends itself to "desktop" analysis was selected. MICROCAP offers
schematic capture, steady-state and transient analysis, and a variety of user-defined options.
The converter, cable, pulse-density modulated driver and inductive motor load can all be
modelled in a single circuit to allow quick evaluation of a particular configuration of the
distribution system. The first component of the system model to be evaluated was the DC
to AC inverter.
The primary technology used in the high frequency AC power distribution systems is res-
onant power conversion. Converters of this type have been built and tested for space
applications. Although the space applications used DC sources and different loads than an
aircraft, the basic technology has been tested.
In the basic concept of the resonant power converter, electronic switches are alternately
switched in such a manner as to present the series inductor/capacitor (LC) circuit with
square wave voltage. The LC circuitry, performing the function of a low-pass filter, allows
essentially only the fundamental (sinusoidal) current to flow in the series circuit. In this
configuration the load is placed across the capacitor and thus provides a low impedance
sinusoidal voltage source. Because the current in the inductor is sinusoidal, the switch can
be opened as the current passes through zero. Zero cross-over switchingyields an advantage
that cannot be overemphasized: the absence of energy loss during power switch turnoff is a
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major advantage of resonant power conversion. Not only will silicon-controlled rectifier
(SCR) switches self-commutate, but also there is no frequency-proportional converter power
loss at turnoff. As a result, power devices may be safely and efficiently operated at power
and frequency levels unobtainable by other conversion techniques (e.g. pulse-width modu-
lation or phase-control modulation).
Lower frequency waveforms can be synthesized from this high frequency carrier as required
to satisfyload requirements. In a similar circuit to that described above, the electronic
switches are operated in such a manner as to perform synchronous rectification of the 20
kHz source and thus to synthesize a lower frequency, i.e. 400 Hz, output. Proper sequencing
of the switch pairs will also allow reverse power flow by chopping a lower frequency (including
DC) into the 20 kHz source, thus allowing for induction motor braking, etc. to supply power
to the distribution system.
A. Overall Inverter Characterizations
Before analyzing and modelling specific converters, some specification as to frequencies,
voltage/current is required. One must speculate as to the nature of the initial generator
on an aircraft system. Under typical conditions the sychronous generators driven by
fanjet engines provide 440V, 1200Hz, three-phase power. The voltage and frequency
vary as the engine speed varies, but the voltage is regulated by controlling the excitation.
Since this type of regulation responds slowly, rapid regulation will be provided by con-
trolling the relationship between the three converter phases. It is anticipated that this
type of regulation can be made to respond within one cycle of the converter frequency,
or approximately 50 millisecs. The frequency of the converter is controlled by its resonant
circuit and is therefore independent of the input frequency. The result is a constant
frequency (20 kHz), constant voltage (440 V), single phase output to the distribution
bus. Because the power to the loads is synthesized by a load receiver, some latitude in
the bus voltage and frequency can be allowed. So the first circuit considered is a 1600
Hz to 20kHz resonant converter.
In most instances 20kHz and 440V power cannot be used directly by the loads. Load
receivers -- AC/AC or AC/DC converters -- are used to synthesize the output required
by the load. Even though the bus is single phase, a three phase motor can be driven from
the receiver by using a simple set of electrical switches to produce a c_uasi-square wave
by switching in each of three phases with time phase shift between pnases. The power
flow from the main distribution bus is managed in half cycle increments by the load
converter switches. The pulses generate a sinusoidal energy pattern when the proper
switching sequence is used. General Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) converters are
considered next.
B. Inverter Perfomance Parameters
The output of practical inverters contain certain harmonics and the quality of an inverter
is normally evaluated in terms of the following performance parameters.
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1. nth harmonic factor, HF n
The harmonic factor (of"n th'' harmonic), which is a measure of individual harmonic
contribution, is defined as
v. (5E)
HFn=_
where V1 is the rms value of the fundamental component and V n is the rms value of
the nth Karmonic contribution.
2. Total harmonic distortion, THD
The total harmonic distortion, which is a measure of closeness in shape between a
waveform and its fundamental component, is defined as
.  11'27_ vTHD=_ n-2.3...
(6E)
3. Distortion factor, DF
The THD gives the total harmonic content, but it does not indicate the level of each
harmonic component. If a filter is used at the output of inverters, the higher order
harmonics would be attenuated more effectively. Therefore, knowledge of both the
frequency and magnitude of each harmonic is important. The distortion factor
indicates the amount of harmonic distortion that remains in a particular waveform
after the harmonics of _,hat waveform have been subjected to a second order atten-
uation (i.e., divided by n z) Thus DF is a measure ofeffectivene.ss in reduc!ng unwanted
harmonics without having to specify the values of a secondorder loaa nicer ana is
defined as
D F = _ n. ,.. 'fi (7E)
The distortion factor of an individual (or n th) harmonic component is defined as
v. (8E)
DF_ = v,.2
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4. Lowest'order harmonic, LOH.
The lowest order harmonic is that harmonic component whose frequency is closest
to the fundamental one, and its amplitude is greater than or equal to 3% of the
fundamental component.
These characteristics must eventually be used in evaluating the performance of any
resonant inverter model. With the preliminary investigation performed here, how-
ever, they are only guidelines in the utilization of the software package. All the sundry
components ofthese evaluation parameters shouldbe present in any software package
selected for modelling.
C. Theoretical Operation of a Simple Series Resonant Inverter with Unidi-
rectional Switches (SCRS)
The series resonant inverters are based on resonant current oscillation. The commu-
tating components and switching device are placed in series with the load to form an
underdamped circuit. The current through the switching devices falls to zero due to the
natural characteristics of the circuit. If the switching element is a th_Fristor, it is said to
be self-commutated. This type of inverter produces an approximately sinusoidal wave-
form which may be at a high output frequency, ranging from 200 Hz to 100 kHz, and is
commonly used in relatively fixed output applications (e.g., induction heating, sonar
transmitter, fluorescent lighting, or ultrasonic generators). Due to the high switching
frequency, the sizes of commutating components are small. •
There are various configurations of series inverters, depending on the connections of the
switching devices and loads. The series inverters may be classified into two categories:
I. Series resonant inverters with unidirectional switches
2. Series resonant inverters with bidirectional switches
A simple inverter was modelled using the MICROCAP simulation program. The circuit,
as shown in Figure 5E on the following page, has an effective gain of 12.37 and the output
waveform is identical to that of the input.
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Figure 5E: DC to 20 kHz inverter model
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FINAL REPORT -- 20 KHZ
SECONDARY POWER
BTI
D. PWM Converter Characteristics
1. Single Pulse Width Modulation
In single pulsewidth modulation control, there is only one pulse per half cycle and
the width of the pulse is varied to control the inverter output voltage. The gating
signals are generated by comparing a rectangular reference signal of amplitude, Ar,
with a triangular carrier wave of amplitude, Ac. The frequency of the carrier wave
etermines the fundamental frequency of output voltage. By varying Ar from 0 to
c, the pulse width can be varied from 0 to 180 degrees. The ratio ofA r to Ac is the
control variable and is defined as the modulation index.
2. Multiple Pulse Width Modulation
The harmonic content can be reduced by using several pulses in each half-cycle of
output voltage. The generation of gating signals for turning transistors on and off
can be accomplished by comparing a reference signal with a triangular carrier wave.
The frequency of the reference signal sets the output frequency, fo. and the carrier
frequency, fc, determines the number of pulses per half-cycle,p. The modulation index
controls the output voltage. This type of modulation is also known as uniform pul-
sewidth modulation (UPWM).
f
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Initial results of the cable modelling and inverter circuit modelling show that it indeed is
feasible to develop software for the converter, cable, pulse density modulated (PDM) driver
and inductive motor load in a single personal computer (PC) package.
Based on the preliminary studies of this task, the following are recommendations for further
development of the secondary power model:
[1] Continue model development for the nominal pi representation of shielded two-wire,
transmission/distribution lines.
[2] Continue modelling of resonant inverters, complete with evaluation of the defined
performance parameters. _-
[3] Model pulse density modulated (PDM) drivers (three-phase) loaded by induction
motors.
[4] Combine models for converters, cable, drivers and motors into a single circuit model
for "desktop" evaluation of fault loading analysis.
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APPENDIX I-E: Characteristic impedance of shielded two-wire -- as shown in
figure 3E in the text -- compared to unshielded. Varying wire
diameter, d in centimeters, while holding wire separation,
s also in centimeters, and shielding insidediameter, D in centimeters,
constant. The dimensionless variables, p and q are defined in equation E5 and
below. The subscripted variables are designated by a 'sub i'.
:= 3.1416 i :=i ..8
377 d := .1 •i
:= -- impedance of dielectric i
o 2.2
D := 2 s := 1
s s
p :=- q :=-
i d D
i
77
o /'---
zi T ac°sh[Pi]
"arc cosh"
Note: These impedances, Z and Zs are
characteristic impedances as defined in
them footnote in the text.
O
ZS := --"
i [ 2]1 -in [2"Pi ] • q2 -
1 + q
2
i+ 4"p
i[14q2]
4
16. p
i
200
Characteristic Zs ,Z
Impedance i i
Note: Lower trace
is Zs
0
.i d
i
Wire Diameter in cm
p_
.8
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APPENDIX I-E (cont): Characteristic impedance of shielded two-wire -- as
shown in figure 3E in the text -- compared to unshielded. Varying shielding
diameter, D in centimeters, while holding wire separation, s also in
centimeters, and wire diameter, d in centimeters, constant. The dimensionless
variables, p and q are defined in equation E5 and below. The subscripted
variables are designated by a 'sub i'
:= 3. 1416 i := 1 ..15
377
:=
o 2.2
impednace of dielectric
d := .2
D := I+ .2. i
i
S
p :=-
d
s := i
S
q := --
i D
i
O
Z :=
i
/.-----"arc cosh"
--.acosh(p) Note: These impedances, Z and Zs are
characteristic impedances, in ohms, as defined
in the footnote in the text.
Zs
i
O
:= in (2. p)- --
.
1 - q
i
2
1 + q
i
[ 2[ qi]]1 + 4"p 2- 1 - 4-4
16"p
Characteristic Zs ,Z
Impedance i
Note: Lower trace
is Zs
200
J
/
/
/
f
f b
0
1 D
i
Shielding Diameter in cm
4
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APPENDIX I-E (cont): Characteristic impedance of shielded two-wire -- as
shown in figure 3E in the text -- compared to unshielded. Varying
wire separation, s in centimeters, while holding shielding diameter, D also
in centimeters, and wire diameter, d in centimeters, constant. The
dimensionless variables, p and q are defined in equation E5 and below. The
subscripted variables are designated by a 'sub i'.
:= 3. 1416 i := 1 ..i0
377
:=
o 2.2
impednace of dielectric
D := 3
d := .2 s := 1 + .i oi
i
s s
i i
p := q :=--
i d i D
./_-- "arc cosh"
Fo
Z i := _. acosh[Pi] Note: These impedances, Z and Zs arecharacteristic impedances, •in ohms, as defined
in the footnote in the text.
o
Zs := • In
i 2. Pi]
.
1 - q
i
2
1 +q
i
2
i+ 4.p
i- 4"q
4
16-p
i
Characteristic Zs ,Z
Impedance i
Note: Lower trace
is Zs
200
/
/
/
f
J
J
J
i00
s
i
Wire Separation in cm
2
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APPENDIX F
WEIGHT DATA BASE
AND SPREADSHEET

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS AND HEADINGS
The abbreviated column headings starting on page F-6 are explained in the following text.
A name and an alpha code for each component are derived from the baseline weight data. The data
under the column HP (horsepower) were used to determine the phase current (PH_I) requirements.
The RPM (revolutions per minute) and LB_FT (pound-feet) data columns were used to determine
the torque requirements for each electric motor. The LTH (length) column displays the approxi-
mate cable feeder length. The GAGE column is the wire gauge determined by phase current (PH_I)
for each feeder and selected from Table F- 1. The FACTOR column is the constant used to calculate
cable feeder weights (lb/1,000 ft) from Table F-2. The FACTOR column also provides a LB/HP
value for each electric motor actuator, controller or combination, and its associated hydraulic
pump. The AS IS, TO BE, and DELTA columns provide the weights of each specific component
on the existing aircraft, the new (all-electric) aircraft, and the difference in weights.
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TABLE F-1
WIRE GAGES AND CIRCUIT PROTECTORS
WIRE
CIRCUIT
AI-GAGE AN-GAGE BREAKERS
ALUMINUM COPPER MAX RATING (s)
26
24
22
2O
18
16
14
12
10
5
7.5
10
15
20
25
30
40
6
4
2
0
00
000
0000
8 50
6 75
4 80
2 100
0
00
000
0000
FUSE LIMITERS
MAX(3) MAX(3X4XS)
5
5
10 10
15 10
15 15
2O 15
2O 2O
3O 3O
4O
5O
80
CONTINUOUS-DUTY
CURRENT-- AMPERES
SINGLE WIRE WIRES IN CONDUIT
IN FREE AIR OR BUNDLES
n
11
16
22
32
41
55
73
101
135
181
245
283
328
380
2
5
7.5
10
13
17
23
33
46
6O
80
100
150
175
200
225
The above is based on circuit protectors at room ambient temperature; wire in bundles at 135°F ambient; 3 wires or
20 percent of the wires, whichever is greater, carrying bundle rating current.
NOTES: (1) Circuit breakers may give nuisance trips under excessive vibration and elevated temperature when
carrying over 80 percent of their rated current
(2) AN-26 and AN-24 wires are copper alloy (cadmium-bronze) wire
(3) Use of circuit breakers is preferred
(4) Before selecting, verify the wire smoke curves with the current rating and the installed environment,
i.e., temperature vibration, etc. The Burndy limiters, FQL series, are available 10 through
125 amperes. Use MS24000-1, -2, or F3H3MG3 limiter bases as required
(5) Suitable for AC operation only
(6) If remote control circuit breakers are selected, smoke curve verification must be made
F-2
GAGE
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
00
TABLE F-2
SINGLE-CONDUCTOR DATA
DAC TYPE 7891145
DIAMETER (INCHES) WEIGHT (LB/1,000 FT)
MIN NOM MAX
0,043
0.048
0.056
0.067
0.074
0.091
0,108
0.130
0.191
0.237
0.297
0.369
0.467
0.524
NOM MAX
0.045 0.047
0.051 0.054
0.059 0.062
0.070 0.072
0.078 0.082
0.095 0.099
0.112 0.116
0.136 0.142
0.201 0.211
0.249 0.261
0.309 0.321
0.384 0.399
0.482 0.497
0.542 0.560
2.1
3.0
4.6
6.8
8.7
13.4
20.1
31.3
58.3
90.7
144
224
354
460
2.2
3.2
4.7
7.0
9.0
13.7
20,4
31.8
60.1
93.1
149
231
365
483
F-3
LBASELINE TRI-JET WEIGHTS
f
%_
A = WING
B = TAIL
C = BODY
D = LANDING GEARS &
E = SURFACE CONTROLS
F = NACELLE & PYLON
H = ENGINE & ACCESSO
J = FUEL SYSTEM
K = INSTRUMENTS & WA
L = POWER SYSTEMS
N = ELECT UGHTING S
P = COMMUNICATION &
Q = FURNISHINGS.
R = AIR CONDmONING
S = ICE PROTECTION
V = AUXlUAFIY GEAR
W = WIRE-ACCESSORIES
BBBBm
mB_mBBBBBBBmlmWBmBI
IIBBNBIBIBII_BIBI124864
5926
BBIIJ_IBIBNBlllBNMWIBIfJllWm[amm 40742
|1_,8
_NNI_BI110182
2124
_ _2e9
3678
417
_85
727
i I i
0 20,000 40,000
LBS
BIIBBBBBmlBIilIB_I16299;,
_n_p 54952
I r
60,000 80,000
J
• i
/
07116/91
ALL'ELECTRIC TRI-JET NEIGHT SUMMARY
CATEGORY AS IS DELTA
1 A = UING 62997 O
2 B = TAIL 14298 0
3 C = BOOY 54952 0
4 D = LANDING GEARS & TAIL BUMPR 24864 142
5 E = SURFACE CONTROLS 5445 -2037
6 F = NACELLE & PYLON 5926 0
7 H = ENGINE & ACCESSORY STYSTEHS 40742 0
8 J = FUEL SYSTEM 4640 0
9 K = INSTRUMENTS & WARNING SYS 1538 0
10 L = POWER SYSTEMS 10182 -1348
11N = ELECT LIGHTING SYSTEMS 940 0
12 P = COMMUNICATION & NAVIGATION SYS 2124 0
13 O = FURNISHINGS 35289 0
14 R = AIR CONDITIONING 3678 847
15 S = ICE PROTECTION 417 91
16 V = AUXILIARY GEAR 85 0
17 W = NXRE-ACCESSORIES AND NO TITLE 727 0
TOTALS 268843 -2304
TO BE
62997
14298
54952
25006
3408
5926
40742
4640
1538
8834
940
2124
35289
4525
508
85
727
266539
X REDUCTION
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
"37.4X
0.0%
0.0%
0.OX
O.OX
- 13.2_
0.0_
0.0_
O.O_
23.0_
21.9_
0.0_
O.OX
-0.gX
07116191
NOTE: THE UEIGHTS IN THIS SUMMARY REPRESENT ONLY NEW OR CHANGED MEIGHTS
AND SHOULD NOT BE MISSTAKEN AS TOTAL EIEIGHT FOR EACH CATEGORY,
WEIGHT SUMMARY AS IS TO BE DELTA
1 DA* = MAIN LANDING GEAR 0 130 130
2 DB* : NOSE LANDING GEAR 63 7'5 12
3 EE* = MISC NEW EQUIP 0 34 34
4 EF* = AILERON 584 382 "202
5 EH* = ELEVATOR 816 719 -96
6 EJ* = RUDDER 378 322 "56
7 EL* = FLAPS 575 274 -301
8 EN* = SPOILERS 639 433 -206
9 EP* : HORIZ STAB 692 597 "95
10 ET* = GENERAL PLUMBING-SURFACE CTRL 81 0 -81
11 EVt = SLATS 1700 667 -1033
12 LA* = AC POldER SYSTEM 5534 82?6 2824
13 LH* = HYD POUER SYSTEM 22T'/' 0 -22TT
14 LP* = PNEUMATIC POWER SYSTEM 1932 3? -1896
15 RN* = COOLING AIR SYSTEM 1263 2110 847
16 SA* = UING ICE PROTECTION 183 243 60
17 SB* = TAIL ICE PROTECTION 111 141 31
TOTAL 16826 14440 -2304
07116191 I
LN N TYPE
1DA-01
2 DA-02
3 DBJB
4 DBJF
5 DEKE
6 DBKF
7 DB-01
8 I)8-02
9 EEGC1
10 EEGC2
11EEGC3
12 EEGC4
13 EEGC4
14 EFA
15 EFA01
16 EFAO2
17 EFB
---I 18 EFC01
19 EFC01A
20 EFC02
21EFC02A
22 EFC03
23 EFC03A
24 EFC04
25 EFC04A
26 EFC05
27 EFC00
28 EFC07
29EFC08
30 EFC09
31EFC10
32 EFC11
33 EFC12
34 EFD
NAME
ELECT SERVO PUMP ACTUATOR-HAIN
ELECT SERVO PUMP ACTUATOR-HA1N
PLUMBING-RETRACT
FLUlD'RETARACT
VALVES-STEERING
FLUID'STEERING
ELECT SERVO PUMP ACTUATOR'NOSE
ELECT SERVO PUMP ACTUATOR'NOSE
PRIMARY FLT CTRL CHPTR-1
PRIMARY FLT CTRL CMPTR'2
PRIMARY FLT CTRL CMPTR-3
PRIMARY FLT CTRL CMPTR-6
COCKPIT DISPLAY PANEL ADDITIONS
MECH CONTROLS-AILERON
ELECT CTRL'AILERON TRANS
ELECT CTRL'AILERON RCVR
TRIM CONTROLS'AILERON
ELECTRICAL CABLE 1"LEFT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2"LEFT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 1"LEFT INBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2-LEFT INBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 1"RIGHT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2"RIGHT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 1"RIGHT INBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2"RIGHT INBD
ELECTRICAL 1"LEFT OUTBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2"LEFT OUTBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 1-LEFT INBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2"LEFT INBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 1"RIGHT OUTBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2"RIGHT OLITBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 1"RIGHT INBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2"RIGHT INBD RPC
HYD PLUNBING-AIL CONT
HP
20.0
20.0
7.3
7.3
RPM LB FT PHI
2.4 8.1
2.4 8.1
16.2 54.8
16.2 54.8
2.4 8.1
2.4 8.1
16.2 54.8
16.2 54.8
LTH GAGE FACTOR AS IS TO BE DELTA
3.25 0.0 65.0 65.0
3.25 0.0 65.0 65.0
18.8 2.7 -16.0
17.8 5.7 -12.1
18.0 11.1 -6.8
8.7 8.3 -0.4
3.25 0.0 23.8 23.8
3.25 0.0 23.8 23.8
0.0 7.5 7.5
0.0 7.5 7.5
0.0 7.5 7.5
0.0 7.5 7.5
0.0 4.0 4.0
137.0 0.8 - 130.2
0.0 4.0 4.0
0.0 4.0 4.0
24.5 0.0 -24.5
70 20 4.6 0.0 1.3 1,3
70 20 4.6 0.0 1.3 1.3
40 8 58,3 0.0 9.3 9.3
40 8 58.3 0.0 9.3 9.3
70 20 4.6 0.0 1.3 1.3
70 20 4.6 0.0 1.3 1.3
40 8 58.3 0.0 9.3 9.3
40 8 58.3 0.0 9.3 9.3
0.0 2.0 2.0
0'.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2,0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
12.7 0.0 -12.7
NOTES
NOTE: ADD WT FOR AILERON/FLAT LOCKOUT MECHANISIM (.8 LB)
NOTE: 4 REQD AT 1LB EACH
NOTE: 4 REQD AT 1LB EACH
H3V3BqL1VQO]H 9 :]1ON
31Vld HSVMS/dHrld A8 Q33_r'ld3a 3AIV^ 10_1N03 Nl_fiq :310N
31Vld HSVMS/dHTld AB Q3OVqd3a 3A1V^ 10_11N03 N]VH :310N
31Yqd HSVMS/dI¢ld A8 Q33Vqd3_ 3ALVA 10_1N03 NIVN :310N
31¥1d HSVMS/dHfld AB Q33Vqd3H 3ALVA 10_1N03 NIVN :]1ON
$310N
0"9 0"9 0"0
g'9LL- 0"0 g'9LL
P'gg- 0"0 _'9g
£'Z- 0"0 £'Z
0"0 O'g O'g
O'Og- O'OZ O'OOt
O'Z£" O'OL O'Z*/
0"08- O'OZ O'OOL
O'Z£- O'Ot O't9
0"0 0"0 0"0 _'t
0"0 0"0 0"0 S't.
0"0 0"0 0"0 S'I.
0"0 0"0 0"0 cJ't
0"0 0"0 0"0 _'L
0"0 0"0 0"0 S'L
0"0 0"0 0"0 S'I,
0"0 0"0 0"0 (_'1,
S'9£ _'9£ 0"0 c;Z'Z
_'¢; 9"S 0"0 _;Z'Z
_'9£ S'9£ 0"0 c;Z'Z
c;-9£ Cj'9£ 0"0 _'Z
9"_ 9"_ 0"0 _'Z
_'9£ _'9£ 0"0 c;Z'Z
9"S 9"S 0"0 _'Z
Z'9L _'9t 0"0 L
9"Z 9"Z 0"0 I.
Z'9L Z'9L 0"0 L
9"Z 9"Z 0"0 L
Z'9L Z'9t 0"0 t
9"? */'Z 0"0 L
Z'9L Z'9L 0"0 L
+;'_ 9"Z 0"0 L
_'9L - 6"*; 9"61,
VJ.13Q 38-01 Si-SV IJOlOV.-I 39V9 HI]
Z'91,
9"Z
?'91,
9"Z
Z'9L
9"Z
Z'9L
9"Z
g'9L
P'Z
Z'91.
9"6 O00_L Z'9L
9"t O00?t 9"Z
9"6 O00ZL _'9L
9"t O00ZL 9"Z
9"6 O007L ?'9L
_'L O00Zt 9"Z
9"6 O00?t ?'9L
9"t O00ZL _'_
l-Hd 13-83 Hd_ dH
SNVUL IJOLV^313-qgL3 13313 LOYH3 89
_101V^313-1_13 H331,I VH3 Z9
1_0 _u31[v-szao_ns _ 99
NOII331V-339NI'IB q33d Hd3 _9
_lf'iOH 3SIN lI01VA333-110LVI"IJ.3V 3-3d3
QENI 1HOl_-goLvnl_¥ O-dd3 E9
0811"10 1HOl_-iJOlYnL3¥ _-J]3 Z9
OBN| ld31-iJOIV_13¥ 8-dd3 [9
OglffO lJ]q-_lO1VffL3¥ V-dJ3 09
OBN! LHOI_-Z 1_13 I101¥n13¥ PZJd3 6_
QBNi /HOI_-[ 3_13 _IOLVI'I.L3V EZJd] g_
081130 IHOI_-Z 3_13 _OLVI'U.3V ZZJd3 Z_
OgLflO IHOI_-L 1_13 ZlOIVfLL3V LZJJ3 9_
OBN[ Ld_q-_ 3g13 _lOL¥flLOV O_d3_ _
QeN! ZJ]q-t qH13 aolvnlov 6LJd3P_
oglno LJ31-Z 1H13 ElOIVfllOV gtdd3 £_
OelflO LJ31-i 1_13 _01VflL3V ltdd3 Z_ oo
QBNI LHOl_-_. dHI'Id_OIVI_I.OV 9tdd3 L_
aBNI LHOla-t dHfld _101VfllOV _LdJ3 O_
0811"10 1HOI_-Z dHfld _lOLVfl.l.OV 9LJd] 6_
OgLf10 1HOI_-L dlCld UoLvn13v £tdd3 g_
OBNI lJ33-Z diCld _01vn13v ZtJd] lP
0111ti Ld3l-t dkl'ld _K)lVflI3V ttdd3 9P
0811"10 Ld3q-_ dWId _lOLVflL3V OLJJ3 _
081110 Ld_q-| dNfld _IOLVI'I.L3V 6Odd3 Y_
QBN[ LHDIU-Z HOION IlOLVflL3V gOdd3 [_
QBNI LHOI_-L ZlOLOHaOLVflLOV ZOJJ] _P
OgLflO 1HOI_-Z _O/ON IJOLVflZ3V 9Odd3 t_
QBLflO LHOIg-L _IOLON _101Vfl13V _OJ3] O_
QBNI LJ3q-Z _JOlON _OLVflL3V *?OJJ]6£
OBNI Zd3q-I _JOLOH_lOLVflL3V _OJd3 g_
0811'10 LJ31-Z _IOLOH IlOLVflLOV ZOJJ] l£
QSLfIO Ld3q-L _IOLON _101¥_13V tOdd3 9£
NO_]qlV-alflqd GAg dJ3 _[
_qVIq 3dXL N-Nq
t619tllO
07116191
LN_N TYPE
69 EHA02
70 EHA03
71EHB
72 EHC
73 EHC01
74 EHCO1A
75 EHC02
76 EHCO2A
7'7' EHC03
78 EHCO3A
79 EHC04
80 EHCO4A
81EHC05
82 EHC06
8] EHC07
84 EHC08
B5 EHC09
B6 EHCIO
87 EHC11
88 EHC12
89 EHE
90 EHF01
91EHF02
92 EHF03
93 EHF04
94 EHF05
95 EHF06
96 EHF07
97 EHFO8
98 EHF09
99 EHFIO
100 EHF11
101ENF12
102 EHF13
NAME
ELECT CTRL-ELEVATOR RCVR
ELECT CTRL-WIRE
TRIM CTRL-ELEVATOR
ELECT DISTRIBUTION-ELEVATOR
ELECTR|CAL CABLE 1-LEFT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2-LEFT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE l-LEFT INBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2-LEFT INBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 1-RIGHT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2-RIGHT OUTBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 1-RIGHT INBD
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2-RIGHT INBD
ELECTRICAL 1-LEFT OUTBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2-LEFT OUTBD RPC
ELECTRICAL l-LEFT INBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2-LEFT ]NBD RPC
ELECTRICAL l-RIGHT OUTBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2-RIGHT OUTBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 1-RIGHT ]NBD RPC
ELECTRICAL 2-RIGHT INBD RPC
HYDRAULIC PLUMBING-ELEVATOR
ACTUATOR MOTOR l-LEFT OUTBD
ACTUATOR MOTOR 2-LEFT OUTBD
ACTUATOR HOTOR 1-LEFT XNBD
ACTUATOR MOTOR 2-LEFT INBD
ACTUATOR MOTOR 1-RIGHT OUTBD
ACTUATOR MOTOR 2-RIGHT OUTBD
ACTUATOR MOTOR 1-RIGHT [NBD
ACTUATOR MOTOR 2-RIGHT INBD
ACTUATOR PUMP 1-LEFT OUTBD
ACTUATOR PUI4P 2-LEFT OUTBD
ACTUATOR PUMP 1"LEFT INBD
ACTUATOR PUMP 2-LEFT INBD
ACTUATOR PUMP 1-RIGHT OUTBD
HP RPM LB FT PH]
5.4 18.2
5.4 18.2
8.0 27.0
8.0 27.0
5.4 18.2
5.4 18.2
8.0 27.0
8.0 27.0
5.4 12000 3.2
5.4 12000 3.2
8.0 12000 4.7
8.0 12000 4.7
5.4 12000 3.2
5.4 12000 3.2
8.0 12000 4.7
8.0 120O0 4.7
5.4
5.4
8.0
8.0
5.4
LTH GAGE FACTOR AS IS TO_BE DELTA
0.0 4.0 4.0
150 20 4.6 0.0 13.8 13.8
0.1 0.0 -0.1
14.3 14.3 -0.0
30 16 8.7 0.0 1.0 1.0
30 16 8.7 0.0 1.0 1.0
30 12 20.1 0.0 2.4 2.4
30 12 20.1 0.0 2.4 2.4
30 16 8.7 0.0 1.0 1.0
30 16 8.7 0.0 1.0 1.0
30 12 20.1 0.0 2.4 2.4
30 12 20.1 0.0 2.4 2.4
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
50.0 0.0 -50.0
1 0.0 5.4 5.4
1 0.0 5.4 5.4
1 0.0 8.0 8.O
1 0.0 8.0 8.0
1 0.0 5.4 5.4
1 0.0 5.4 5.4
1 0.0 8.0 8.0
1 0.0 8.0 8.0
2.25 0.0 12.2 12.2
2.25 0.0 12.2 12.2
2.25 0.0 18.0 18.0
2.25 0.0 18.0 18.0
2.25 0.0 12.2 12.2
NOTE: 4 REQD AT 1LB EACH
NOTE: LOAD FEEL ACTUATOR
NOTES
NI4"IIOO NO 1N:liiLSflPQV OAll3S XB (333V'Id]_l::llON
HOV3 811. lV (10311 Z :310N
H3V3 61L iV O03tl Z :310N
3SON'I"I.4-1VLSN[ "li113 8"16"i_L LOHB-IVLSN! illii 8"19"6L li311:310N
31Vld HSYMS/cM(Id AB Q3"lVld3tl 3^'IVA *IOilIN03 NIVii :3ION
31Vld HSPPtS/dlil'ld A8 Q3OV'ld3il 3AlV^ 10i11N03 N]Vtt :310N
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07116191
LN_N TYPE
137 EJDA
138 EJDB
139 EJDC
140 EJF
141EJH
142 EJJ01
143 EJJ02
144 EJJ03
145 EJJ04
146 EJJ05
147 EJJ06
148 EJJO7
149 EJJ08
150 EJJ'A
151EJJ'B
152 EJN
,_ 153 ELA
"_ 154 ELA-01
155 ELA-O2
156 ELA-03
157 ELA-04
158 ELA-05
159 ELA-06
160 ELA-07
161ELA-08
162 ELA-09
163 ELA-IO
164 ELA-11
165 ELA-12
166 ELA-13
167 ELA-14
168 ELA-15
169ELA-16
170 ELA-1Z
NAME HP RPM LB FT PHI
HYDRAULICCTRL'STANDBYPt,_
HYDRAULICFLUID-STANDBYPt_R
HYDRAULICPLUMBING'STANDBYP_R
HYDRAULICFLUID-RUDDERCTRL (UP+LNR)
HYDRAULICPLLIHBING-RUDDERCTRL
ACTUATORHOTOR-LONERRUDDER 12.4
ACTUATORMOTOR-UPPER UDDER 9.5
ACTUATORPUHP-LOWER UDDER 12.4
ACTUATORPUMP-UPPERRUDDER 9.5
TRANSFERRELAY'LONERRUDDER 12.4
TRANSFERRELAY-UPPERRUDDER 9.5
ACTUATORCTRL-LO_ERRUDDER 0.0
ACTUATORCTRL-UPPERRUDDER 0.0
ACTUATOR-Lk'R UDDER 12.4
ACTUATOR-UPPERUDDER 9.5
SUPPORTS-RUDDERCTRL
.NECHCTRLS-FLAP
ELECT MOTOR1-LEFT O/B FLAP Z.O 12000 1.2
ELECT MOTOR2-LEFT O/B FLAP Z.O 12000 1.2
ELECT MOTOR1-LEFT ]/B FLAP 1.3 12000 0.7
ELECT MOTORZ-LEFT lIB FLAP 1.3 12000 0.7
ELECT MOTOR1-RIGHT O/B FLAP Z.O 12000 1.2
ELECT MOTOR2"RIGHT O/B FLAP Z.O 12000 1.2
ELECT MOTOR1-RIGHT I/B FLAP 1.3 12000 0.?
ELECT MOTORZ-RIGHT lIB FLAP 1.3 12000 0.7
ELECT CNTL MOTOR1-LEFT 0/8 FLAP 2.0
ELECT CNTL MOTORZ-LEFT OIB FLAP Z.O
ELECT CNTL MOTOR1-LEFT liB FLAP 1.3
ELECT ENTL MOTORZ-LEFT lIB FLAP 1.3
ELECT CNTL MOTOR1-RIGHT O/B FLAP Z.O
ELECT CNTL MOTOR2-RIGHT O/B FLAP Z,O
ELECT CNTL MOTOR1-RIGHT I/B FLAP 1.3
ELECT CNTL MOTORZ-RIGHT I/B FLAP 1.3
ELECT CABLE MOTOR1-LEFT O/B FLAP Z.O
LTH GAGEFACTOR
1
1
2.25
2.25
41.8
31.9
1.5
1.5
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
6.8 40 20 4.6
AS IS
35.5
8.3
8.0
15.0
20.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
83.5
81.5
20.2
214.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O.O
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O.O
TO BE
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.5
0.0
12.4
9.5
2Z.8
21.3
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
83.5
81.5
0.0
0.0
2.0
2.0
1.3
1.3
2.0
2.0
1.3
1.3
3.0
3.0
1.9
1.9
3.0
3.0
1.9
1.9
0.7'
DELTA
-35.5
-8.3
-8.0
-10.5
-20.0
12.4
9.5
27.8
21.3
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-20.Z
-214.8
2.0
2.0
1.3
1.3
2.0
2.0
1.3
1.3
3.0
3.0
1.9
1.9
3.0
3.0
1.9
1.9
O.T
NOTES
%07116191
LN_N TYPE
171ELA-18
172 ELA-19
17"3 ELA'20
174 ELA-21
175 ELA'22
176 ELA-23
177 ELA-24
178 ELA'25
179 ELA-25
180 ELA-26
181ELA-26
182 ELA-27
183 ELA-27
i84 ELA-28
185 ELA-28
186 ELA-29
,_ 187 ELA-30
tJ 188 ELA-31
1S9 ELA-32
_90 ELB
191ELC
192 ELD
193 ELF
194 ELH
195 ENA
196 ENA-01
197 ENA-02
198 ENA-03
199 ENA-04
200 ENA-05
201ENA-06
202 ENA-O7
203 ENA-08
204 ENA-09
NAHE
ELECT CABLE MOTOR 2-LEFT O/B FLAP
ELECT CABLE MOTOR 1-LEFT [/B FLAP
ELECT CABLE HOTOR 2-LEFT ]IB FLAP
ELECT CABLE MOTOR 1-RIGHT 01B FLAP
ELECT CABLE MOTOR 2-RIGHT 01B FLAP
ELECT CABLE MOTOR 1-RIGHT [/B FLAP
ELECT CABLE MOTOR 2-RIGHT ]/B FLAP
ELECT RPC MOTOR 1-LEFT O/B FLAP
FLAP CTRL PANEL
ELECT CONTROL WIRE
ELECT RPC MOTOR 2-LEFT O/B FLAP
ELECT RPC MOTOR 1-LEFT lib FLAP
POWER BUS XFR RELAY-LEFT WING SLATS
POWER BUS XFR RELAY'RIGHT WING SLATS
ELECT RPC MOTOR 2"LEFT I/B FLAP
ELECT RPC MOTOR I-RIGHT O/B FLAP
ELECT RPC MOTOR 2-RIGHT OIB FLAP
ELECT RPC MOTOR I-RIGHT I/B FLAP
ELECT RPC MOTOR 2-RIGHT [/B FLAP
HYDRAULIC CTRLS-FLAP
HYDRAULIC PLUNGING-FLAP CTRL
ACTUATORS-FLAP CTRL
HYDRALUC FLUID-FLAP CTRL
SUPPORTS-FLAP CTRL
NECH CTRLS-SPOILER
SPOILER CONTROL PANEL
ELECT CONTROL WIRE
ELECT MOTOR-SPOILER LI
ELECT MOTOR-SPOILER L2
ELECT MOTOR'SPOILER L3
ELECT MOTOR'SPOILER L4
ELECT NOTDR-SPOILER L5
ELECT MOTOR-SPOILER RI
ELECT MOTOR-SPOILER R2
HP RPN LB FT PH]
2.0 6.8
1.3 4.2
1.3 4.2
2.0 6.8
2.0 6.8
1.3 4.2
1.3 4.2
4.5 9.7
4.5 9.7
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 12000 5.0
LTH GAGE FACTOR AS_IS
40 20 4.6 0.0
80 20 4.6 0.0
80 20 4.6 0.0
40 20 4.6 0.0
40 20 4.6 0.0
80 20 4.6 0.0
80 20 4.6 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
31.6
39.9
210.4
24.7
53.4
149.3
1 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
1 0.0
1 0,0
1 0.0
TO BE
0.7
1.5
1.5
0.7
0.7
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
210.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
DELTA
0.7
1.5
1.5
0.7
0.7
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
-31.6
-_.9
0.0
-_.7
-53.4
-1_.3
0.0
0.0
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
NOTES
NOTE:FLAP/SLAT/SPOILER CONTROLS COMBINE INTO NEW PANEL
NOTE:FLAP/SLAT/SPOILER CONTROLS CONBINE INTO NEW PANEL
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT FLAP REDESIGNED-JACKSCN/OVRD CLUTCH-EQ NT
NOTE:SEE FLAPS-PART OF NEW PANEL
NOTE:SEE FLAPS-PART OF NEW PANEL
• " •_• !_i ¸¸¸• k •
07116191
LN N TYPE
205 ENA-IO
206 ENA-11
207 ENA-12
208 ENA-13
209 ENA-14
210 ENA-15
211ENA-16
212 ENA-17
213 ENA-18
214 ENA-19
215 ENA-20
216 ENA-21
217 ENA-22
218 ENA-23
219 ENA-24
220 ENA-25
221ENA-26
_*_ 222 ENA-27
223 ENA-28
224 ENA-29
225 ENA-30
226 ENA-31
227 ENA-32
228 ENA-33
229 ENA-34
230 ENA-35
231ENA-36
232 ENA-37
233 ENA-38
234 ENA-39
235 ENA-60
236 ENA-41
237 ENA-42
238 ENA-43
NAME
ELECT MOTOR-SPOILER R3
ELECT MOTOR-SPOILER R4
ELECT MOTOR-SPOILER RS
ELECT CABLE'SPOILER L1
ELECT CABLE-SPOILER L2
ELECT CABLE'SPOILER L3
ELECT CABLE'SPOILER L4
ELECT CABLE-SPOILER L5
ELECT CABLE-SPOILER R1
ELECT CABLE-SPOILER R2
ELECT CABLE-SPOILER R3
ELECT CABLE'SPOILER R4
ELECT CABLE'SPOILER R5
MOTOR CTRL-SPOiLER Ll
MOTOR CTRL'SPOILER L2
MOTOR CTRL-SPOILER L3
MOTOR CTRL-SPOILER L4
MOTOR CTRL-SPOILER L5
MOTOR CTRL-SPOILER R1
MOTOR CTRL-SPOILER R2
MOTOR CTRL-SPOILER R3
MOTOR CTRL-SPOILER R4
MOTOR CTRL-SPO]LER R5
ELECT RPC-SPOILER L1
ELECT RPC-SPOILER L2
ELECT RPC-SPOILER L3
ELECT RPC-SPOILER L4
ELECT RPC-SPOILER L5
ELECT RPC-SPOILER R1
ELECT RPC-SPOILER R2
ELECT RPC-SPOILER R3
ELECT RPC-SPOILER R4
ELECT RPC-SPOILER R5
ACTUATOR-SPOILER L1
HP RPM LB FT PH[
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 120O0 5.0
8.4 12000 5.0
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28.4
8.4 28[4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
LTH GAGE FACTOR AS iS TO BE DELTA
1 0.0 8.6 8.4
1 0.0 8.4 8.4
1 0.0 8.4 8.4
40 12 20.1 0.0 3.2 3.2
55 12 20.1 0.0 4.4 4.4
65 12 20.1 0.0 5.2 5.2
75 12 20.1 0.0 6.0 6.0
80 12 20.1 0.0 6.4 6.4
40 12 20.1 0.0 3.2 3.2
55 12 20.1 0.0 4.4 4.4
65 12 20.1 0.0 5.2 5.2
75 12 20.1 0.0 6.0 6.0
80 12 20.1 0.0 6.4 6.4
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
1.5 0.0 12.6 12.6
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0
0.0 2.0
0.0 2.0
0.0 2.0
0.0 2.0
15.3 15.3
NOTES
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
0.0 NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREW-EQUIV I_l'.
07116191
LN N TYPE
239 ENA-44
240 ENA"45
241 ENA- 46
242 ENA- 47
243 ENA- 48
244 ENA- 49
245 ENA-50
246 ENA- 51
247 ENA- 52
248 ENC
249 END
250 ENF
251 ENJ
252 ENL
253 ENP
254 EPA
255 EPA01
"_, 256 EPA02
257 EPA05 •
258 EPA06
259 EPA07
260 EPAO8
261 EPA09
262 EPAIO
263 EPA11
264 EPA12
265 EPA13
266 EPC
267 EPD
268 EPE
269 EPEA01
270 EPEA02
271 EPF
272 EPH
NAME
ACTUATOR-SPOILER L2
ACTUATOR- SPOILER L3
ACTUATOR-SPOILER L4
ACTUATOR-SPOILER L5
ACTUATOR-SPOILER R1
ACTUATOR-SPOl LER R2
ACTUATOR- SPOl LER R3
ACTUATOR- SPOl LER R4
ACTUATOR- SPOl LER R5
ELECT- SPOILER
HYDRAULIC PLUMBING- SPO! LER
HYDRAULIC FLUIT-SPOILER CTRL
RESERVIOR- SPOI LER CTRL
ACTUATOR-SPOILER CONT
SUPPORTS-SPOILER CTRL
NECH CONTROLS- ADJ STAB
ACTUATOR MOTOR 1- ADJ STAB CORT
ACTUATOR MOTOR 2- ADJ STAB CONT
ELECTRICAL CABLE 1-ADJ STAB CONT
ELECTRICAL CABLE 2-ADJ STAB CONT
ELECTRICAL CABLE 3-ADJ STAB CONT
ELECTRICAL 1-ADJ STAB CONT RPC
ELECTRICAL 2"ADJ STAB CONT RPC
ELECTRICAL 3-ADJ STAB CONT RPC
TRANSFER RELAY-ADJ STAB CONT
ELECT CTRL RELAY 1-ADJ STAB CONT
ELECT CTRL RELAY 2-ADJ STAB CONT
HYD CONTROLS-ADJ STAB
HYD PLUMBING ADJ STAB CONT
ACTUATOR-ADJ STAB CONT
ELECTRIC BRAKE I"ADJ STAB CONT
ELECTRIC BRAKE 2-ADJ STAB CONT
HYD FLUID-ADJ STAB CONT
NECHANISM-ADJ STAB CORT
HP RI_4
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
21.5
LB FT PH ]
72.7
72.7
72.7
LTH GAGE FACTOR
1
1
30 6 90.7
30 6 90.7
30 6 90.7
AS IS
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15,3
15.3
0.8
24.6
19.1
0.0
192.1
100.8
80.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
52.0
62.0
301.4
5.9
5.9
21.1
42.9
TO BE
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
15.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
61.4
21.5
21.5
10.9
10.9
10.9
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
266.6
6.9
6.9
0.0
42.9
BELTA
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.8
-_.6
-19.1
-0.0
-1_.1
-1_.8
-18.8
21.5
21.5
10.9
10.9
10.9
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
4.0
-52.0
-_.0
-5.9
1.0
1.0
-21.1
0.0
NOTES
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESI(;NED TO JACKSCREW-EQUI V WT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREW-EOUIV WT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREW-EQUIV WT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT- SPO]LER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREW-EQUIV WT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREM-EQUIV kiT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREW-EQUIV WT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREiJ-EQU]V WT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT-SPOILER REDESIGNED TO JACKSCREW-EQUIV WT.
NOTE:PRESENT HYD ACT- SPO[ LER REDES]GNED TO JACKSCREW-EQUI V WT.
NOTE: KEPT AFT BODY CONTROL(GEAR BOX)
NOTE: REMOVED (2) HYD BRAKES-11.88, (2) HYD MOTORS-23.
NOTE: ELECTRIC BRAKE ADDED 1LB TO NECH EQUIV FOR MAGNETICS.
NOTE: FLUID FOR MOTORS
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LN N TYPE
307 EVA32
308 EVA33
309 EVA34
310 EVA35
311 EVA36
312 EVA37
313 EVA38
314 EVA39
315 EVA40
316 EVA41
317 EVA42
318 EVA43
319 EVA44
320 EVA45
321 EVA46
322 EVA47
323 EVA48
o_ 324 EVA49
325 EVASO
326 EVA51
327 EVA52
328 EVA53
329 EVA54
330 EVA55
331 EVA56
332 EVA57
333 EVA58
334 EVA59
335 EVA60
336 EVA61
337 EVA62
338 EVA63
339 EVA64
340 EVA65
NAHE
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT L4
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT L5
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT L6
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT L7
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT L8
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R1
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R2
ELECTRICAL CABLE-RIGHT DLE
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R3
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R4
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R5
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R6
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R7
ELECTRICAL CABLE-SLAT R8
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L1
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L2
MOTOR CONTROL-LEFT DLE
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L3
I,IOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L4
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L5
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L6
NOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L7
MOTOR CONTROL-SLAT L8
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT R1
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT R2
MOTOR CONTROL-RIGHT DLE
HOTOR CONTROL-SLAT R3
MOTOR CONTROL-SLAT R4
MOTOR CONTROL-SLAT R5
ROTOR CONTROL-SLAT R6
MOTOR CONTROL-SLAT R7
MOTOR CONTROL-SLAT R8
ELECT RPC-SLAT L1
ELECT RPC-SLAT L2
HP
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
RPN LB FT PHI LTH GAGE FACTOR
6.8 3 20 4.6
6.8 3 20 4.6
6.8 3 20 4.6
6.8 3 20 4.6
6.8 3 20
6.8 3 20
6.8 3 20
6.8 3 20
6.8 3 20
6.8 .3 20
6.8 3 20
6.8 3 20
6.8 3 20
6.8 3 20
AS IS TO BE
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
46 o.o o.o
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
1.5 0.0 3.0
0.0 2.0
0.0 2.0
DELTA
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.0
• 3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3_0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
:_.0
2.0
NOTES
07116191
...I
LN N, TYPE
341 EVA67
342 EVA68
343 EVA69
344 EVATO
345 EVA71
346 EVA72
347 EVA73
348 EVA74
349 EVA75
350 EVA76
351 EVA77
352 EVA78
353 EVA79
354 EVASO
355 EVA81
356 EVAS2
357 EVA83
358 EVA84
359 EVA85
360 EVA85.1
361 EVA86
362 EVA86.1
363 EVAB7
364 EVA87.1
365 EVA88
366 EVA88.1
367 EVA89
368 EVA90
3£)9 EVA91
370 EVA92
371 EVA93
372 EVA94
373EVA95
374 EVA96
NAME HP RPM LB_FT PH_I
ELECT RPC'SLAT L6
ELECT RPC-SLATL7
ELECT RPC'SLAT L8
ELECT RPC-SLATR1
ELECT RPC-SLATR2
ELECT RPC'RIGHT DLE
ELECT RPC-SLATR3
ELECT RPC'SLAT R6
ELECT RPC-SLATR5
ELECT RPC'SLAT R6
ELECT RPC-SLATR7
ELECT RPC-SLATR8
POWERBUS XFR RELAY 1-LEFT WING SLATS 33.5
PO_JERBUS XFR RELAY 1-RIGHT WINGSLATS 33.5
POWERBUS XFR RELAY 2-LEFT UING SLATS 40.2
POWERBUS XFR RELAY 2-RIGHT WINGSLATS 40.2
POWERBUS XFR RELAY3-LEFT WING SLATS 40.2
P(A4ERBUS XFR RELAY3-RIGHT WINGSLATS 40.2
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATL1 13.4
ELECT RPC-LEFT DLE
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATL2 6.7
ELECT RPC-SLATL3
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-LEFT DLE 13.4
ELECT RPC-SLATL4
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY'SLAT L3 13.6
ELECT RPC-SLATL5
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATL4 13.4
ANTi-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATL5 13.4
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POllERXFR RELAY-SLATL6 13.4
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATL7 13.4
ANTi-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATL8 13.4
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATR1 13.4
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWERXFR RELAY-SLATR2 13.4
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POi,/ERXFR RELAY-RIGHTDLE 6.7
1
72.5
72.5
87.0
87.0
87.0
87.0
29.0
14.5
29.0
29.0
29.0
29.0
29.0
29.0
29.0
29.0
29.0
14.5
LTH GAGEFACT_ AS IS
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
TO BE
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
DELTA
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
NOTES
07116/91
LN N TYPE
375 EVA97
376 EVA98
377 EVA99
378 EVA99.1
379 EVA99.2
380 EVA99.3
581 EVB
582 EVC
583 EVD
384 EVF
585 EVG
386 EV- AWA1
587 EV-AWA1
388 EV-AWA1
589 EV-ANA1
390 EV- AWA1
391 EV- AMA1
392 EV- Ak_l
393 EV-AWA1
394 LAAE
395 I..AAJ
396 LAB
397 LABC
398 LABD
399 LABH
400 LAC
401 LACA
402 LACB
403 LACC
4O4 LACD
405 LACG
406 LAE
407 LAEB
408 LAHF
NAHE
ANTI-ICE/SLAT PONER XFR RELAY-SLAT R3
ANTI-ICE/SLAT PO_ER XFR RELAY-SLAT R4
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POWER XFR RELAY-SLAT R5
ANTI-ICE/SLAT POkiER XFR RELAY-SLAT R6
ANTI-ICE/SLAT PONER XFR RELAY-SLAT R?
ANTI-ICE/SLAT PONER XFR RELAY-SLAT R8
HYDRAULIC CTRL-LE SLATS
HYDRAULIC PLUHBING-LE SLATS
ACTUATDRS-LE SLAT CTRL
HYDRAULIC FLUID-LE SLATS
SUPPORTS- SLAT CTRL
TRACK 1
TRACK 9
TRACK 11
TRACK 2
TRACK 4
TRACK 7
TRACK 13
TRACK 15
DRIVE LUBE-AC PWR SUPPLY
ELECT HDW-AC PUR SUPPLY
AC PNR CONVERSION SYS
TR RECTIFIER-AC PNR CONV
ELECT IM)-AC PWR CONVERSION
FREQ CONVERTER-AC I_R CONV
AC PNR DIST SYS
CONT BCO(-AC M DIST
VOLTAGE REG-AC PWR DIST
ELECT HDN-AC Pl_ DIST
JUNCT BOX-AC PNR DIST
t/IRE "AC PNR SYS
EXTERNAL AC PNR SUPPLY
ELECT HDN-EXTERNAL Pl_
NO TITLE
HP RPH LB FT PH l
13.4 29.0
13.4 29.0
13.4 29.0
13.4 29.0
13.4 29.0
13.4 29.0
LTH GAGE FACTOR AS IS
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
15.4
37.9
166.6
43.3
182.1
33.5
35.3
30.1
32.4
29.8
35.0
21.8
21.1
5.9
5.1
35.7
110.2
28.3
9.9
455.0
93.2
7.9
190.5
152.4
90.8
10.6
101.6
0.5
TO BE
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33.5
35.3
30.1
32.4
29.8
35.0
21.8
21.1
5.9
5.1
35.7
110.2
28.3
9.9
455.0
141.2
7.9
190.5
152.4
90.8
10.6
101.6
0.5
DELTA
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
-15.4
-37.9
-164.6
-43.3
-182.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
47 ..9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
NOTES
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE: SLAT TRACK REDESIGN TO INCLUDE JACK SCREW
NOTE:DEL APU CTRL UNIT, ADDED GEM RELAYS, 3 PSTR, 4 X-TIE
07/16/91
LNN TYPE NAHE
409 LA+I RESONANT CONVERTER
410 LA+2 PDM SYNTHESIZER TO 400HZ
411LA+3 RESONANT CONVERTER
412 LA+4 PDH SYNTHESIZER TO 400HZ
413 LA+5 RESONANT CONVERTER
414 LA+6 PDM SYNTHESIZER TO 400HZ
415 LA+LACA CONT BOX-AC PWR DIST
416 LA+LACB VOLTAGE REG-AC PWR DIST
417 LA+LACC ELECT HDU-AC PMR DIST
418 LA+LACD JUNCT BOX'AC PUR DIST
419 LA+LACG WIRE -AC PMR SYS
420 LA+LAC'IAC PWR DIST SYS
421LA+LAC'2AC PMR DIST SYS
422 LA+LA'O1QUICK ATTACH DET
423 LA+LA-O2STARTER/GENERATDR
424 LA+LA-O3QUICK ATTACH DET
425 LA+LA-O4STARTER/GENERATOR
426 LA+LA-05STARTER/GENERATOR
427 LA+LA-A A C POlaR SYSTEM- R & C CTR FUS
428 LA+LA- B
429 LA+LA- C
430 LA-A
431 LA-B
432 LA-C
433 LA-HA
434 LA-HA
435 LA-HA
436 LA- HA
437 LA- HA
438
439
440
442
A C PO_R SYSTEM" R & C AFT FUS
A C POWER SYSTEM- DIST WIRING
A C POWER SYSTEH- R & C CTR FUS
A C POWER SYSTEM" R & C AFT FUS
A C POWER SYSTEM" DIST WIRING
]NT DRIVE GlEN
QUICK ATTACH DET
INT DRIVE GEN
]NT DRIVE GEN
QUICK ATTACH DET
LA+LAC-3AC PMR DIST SYS-NOGE
LA+LAC-4AC PMR DIST SYS-TAIL
LA-LAEB ELECT HDN-EXTERNAL PWR
LDAR BATTERY CHARGER
LDAC BATTERY CONTAINER & SUPPORTS
1
HP RPN LB FT PHi LTH GAGE FACTOR AS IS TO BE DELTA
0.0 86.4 86.4
0.0 54.0 54.0
0.0 86.4 86.4
0.0 54.0 54.0
0.0 86.4 86.4
0.0 54.0 54.0
0.0 93.2 93.2
0.0 7.9 7.9
0.0 11.1 93.2
0.0 84.3 84.3
0.0 307.2 307.2
540 210 525 0.0 283.5 283.5
1233 4/0 296 0.0 365.0 365.0
0.0 6.2 6.2
0.0 120.0 120.0
0.0 12.4 12.4
0.0 120.0 120.0
0.0 120.0 120.0
0.0 7.2 7.2
0.0 5.3 5.3
0.0 178.0 178.0
145.0 145.0 0.0
105.2 105.2 0.0
3559.1 3559.1 0.0
136.1 136.1 0.0
12.4 12.4 " 0.0
136.1 136.1 0.0
136.1 136.1 0.0
6.2 6.2 0.0
900 4/0 296 266.4 266.4
720 4/0 296 213.1 213.1
0.0 72.5 72.5
17.6 17.6 0.0
9.2 9.2 0.0
NOTES
NOTE:.48LB/KVA (4(Th CONVENTIONAL)
NOTE:.3LB/KVA (25% CONVENTIONAL)
NOTE:.48LB/KVA (40g CONVENTIONAL)
NOTE:.3LB/KVA (25X CONVENTIONAL)
NOTE:.48LB/KVA (40% CONVENTIONAL)
NOTE:.3LB/KVA (25_ CONVENTIONAL)
NOTE:3 GEN CTRL UNITS,ELECT PWR CTRL UNIT,PMR RELAYS
NOTE:CT'S,HISC HDWR,
NOTE:POWER ISOLATION & PROTECTION-CONTACTORS
NOTE:NEW EPC STRUCTURE
NOTE:EPC MIRE ASSY ADJUSTED FOR 180KVA + ADDED X-TIE BUS
NOTE:USED AN WIRE
NOTE:USED AN MIRE
NOTE:ALL NEW HISC MIRING/ATTACH IS ESTIMATED AT 5X OF THE BASE.
NOTE:ALL NEW MISC MIRING/ATTACH IS ESTIHATED AT 5X OF THE BASE.
NOTE:ALL NEM NISC MIRING/ATTACH IS ESTIHATED AT 5_ OF THE BASE.
NOTE:USED AL MIRE
NOTE:USED AL WIRE & FAILURE CASE INCLUOED
NOTE:SANE AS EXISTING LESS GALLEY CTRL & ALD( HYD RELAY
0_1_91
LNN TYPE
443LDBA
444LDBB
445LDCC
446LDDA
447LEAB
448LEBA
449LEBB
450LEC
451LEDF
452LEDH
453LEDK
454LHA
455LHAA
456LHAAH
457LHAB
458LHAC
'_J459LHADi.o
c, 460 LHAF
461 LHAJ
462 LHAK
463 LHAL
464 LHAM
465 LHBA
466 LHBD
467 LHBF
468 LHBH
469 LHBJ
470 LHBK
471 LHBL
472 LHBH
473 LHFD
474 LHFF
475 LHFH
476 LHFJ
NAME
DC TO AC-DC P,JR CONV
XFMR-DC PWR CONV
ELECT HDW-DC PWR CONV
BATTERY
ELECT HDW-ADG
DOORS-ADG
SUPTS & ATTACH-ADG
HECH CNTL SYS-ADG
FLUID-ADG
VALVES-ADG
PLUMBING-ADG
HYDRAULIC UTILITY POWER SYSTEH
PUMPS-HYDRAULIC UTILITY
VALVES-HYD UTILITY
RESERVOIRS'HYD UTILITY
ACCUHULATOR-HYD UTILITY
FILTER-HYD UTILITY
FLUIDS-HYD UTILITY
CONTROLS-HYD UTILITY
PLUNBING-HYD UTILITY
SUPPORT-HYD UTILITY
ELECTRICAL HARDWARE-HYD UTILITY
PUHPS-HYD AUX
FILTERS-HYD AUX
FLUID-NYD AUX
VLAVES-HYD AUX
CONTROLS-HYD AUX
PLUI4BI NG- HYD AUX
SUPPORTS- HYD AUX
E/E HARDWARE-HYD ALl)(
FILTERS-FAULT ISOLATION
FLUID-FAULT ISOLATION
VALVES-FAULT ISOLATION
CONTROLS-FAULT ISOLATION
HP RPH LB FT PH[ LTH GAGE FACTOR AS IS
32.0
1.4
51.3
126.0
100.4
8.7
3.1
14.6
0.4
2.2
0.9
64.5
11.6
37.0
201.1
37.4
7.7
524.5
57.3
316.7
77.8
2.1
179.2
6.5
30.6
18.7
6.4
61.4
11.3
0.1
0.8
8.7
1.4
0.4
TO BE
32.0
1.4
51.3
126.0
100.4
8.7
3.1
14.6
0.4
2.2
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
• 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
DELTA
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-64.5
-11.6
-37.0
-201.1
-37.4
-7.7
-524.5
-57.3
-316.7
-77.8
-2.1
-179.2
-6.5
-30.6
- 18.7
-6.4
-61.4
-11.3
-0.1
-0.8
-8.7
-1.4
-0.4
NOTES
07116191
LN N TYPE
47'7 LHFK
478 LNFM
479 LHKF
480 LHKK
481LHKN
482 LH-NA01
483 LH-HA02
LH-HA03
485 LH-HA04
486 LH'HA05
487 LH-HA06
LH-HA07
489 LH-HA08
490 LH-HA09
491LH-HAIO
492 LH-HA11
,_ 493 LH-HA12
t_
" 494 LH-HA17
495 LH-KDCC
496 LPA
497 LPAC
498 LPAD
499 LPAE
500 LPAF
501LPAG
502 LPo
503 LP-
504 LP-HA13
505 LP-HA14
506 LP-NA15
507 LP-HA16
508 RNC
509 RNC1
510 RNC2
NAME
PLUMBING-FAULT ISOLATION
SUPPORTS'FAULT ISOLATION
FLUID-HEAT CONTROLS SYS
PLUMBING-HEAT CONTROLS SYSTEM
SUPPORTS'HEAT CONTROLS SYSTEM
HYDRAULIC PUMP ASSY
HYDRAULIC PUMP ASSY
HYDRAULIC PUMP ASSY
HYDRAULIC PUMP ASSY
SPC-ADJ
VALVE'CHECK
VALVE CONTROL HI PRESSURE
HYDRAULIC PUMP ASSY
HYDRAULIC PUMP ASSY
SPC-ADJ
VALVE-CHECK
VALVE CONTROL HI PRESSURE
HYD SYS PER GE
HYD SYSTEM CONTROLLER
PNEU UTILITY POWER SYS
VALVES-PNEU UTILITY
CTRL & RELAYS-PNEU UTILITY
DUCTS & SHROUDS-PNEU UTILITY
DUCT SUPPORT-PNEU UTILITES
WIRING-PNEU UTILITIES
VALVE REG PNTU
VALVE REG PNTU
VALVE-CHECK
VALVE- CNTL HP
VALVE-REG PNUE
STARTER SYSTEM PER GE
COOLING AIR SYSTEM
CARGO COMP FAN/HEATERS (8]
CARGO COMP FAN/HEATERS-WIRING (8)
HP RPM LB FT PHI
32.2
4.0
LTH GAGE FACTOR
1
8.7 400 20 31.3
AS IS
13.3
1.5
8.5
16.7
0.7
28.5
28.5
28.5
28.5
19.0
15.0
32.8
28.5
28.5
9.0
7.5
16.4
277.0
25.4
548.2
65.2
6.5
882.6
137.3
0.0
24.5
49.0
22.5
49.2
73.5
74.0
172.0
32.2
0.0
TO BE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
36.8
0.0
172.0
0.0
37.6
DELTA
-13.3
-1.5
-8.5
-16.7
-0.7
-_.5
-_.5
-_.5
-28.5
-19.0
-15.0
-32.8
-28.5
-28.5
-9.0
-7.5
-16.4
-2_.0
-25.4
-5_.2
-_.2
-6.5
-882.6
-137.3
-0.0
-24.5
-_.0
-22.5
-49.2
-_.8
-_.0
0.0
-32.2
37.6
NOTES
NOTE:9OLB PER WING ENG + 97 LBS TAlL ENG OF PLUMB/FILTER PACKS
NOTE:NOT REQUIRED
NOTE:NOT REQUIRED
NOTE:REDUCED BY 50X SINCE ONLY THRUST REV/COML ANTI" ICE SOURCE
NOTE:74 LBS INCLUDES STARTER, VALVE AND ASSOCIATED DUCTING
07116191
LNN TYPE
511RNH
512 RNK
513 RNN
514 RNN
515 RNN
516 RNP
517 RNS
518 RNT
519 RNV
520 SAB
521SAB01
522 SAB02
523 SAB03
524 SAB04
525 SAB05
526 _B06
527 SAB07
528 SAB08
529 SAB09
530SAB10
531SAB11
532 SAB12
533 SAB13
534 SAB14
535 SAB15
536 SAB16
537 SAB17
538 SAB18
539 8AB19
540 SAB20
541 SAB21
542 SAB22
543 SAB23
544 SAB24
NAME
CONTROLS
FAN CONTROL & CIRCUITRY
TURBI NE- COMPRESSOR-1
TURBI NE- COMPRESSOR-2
TURB [ NE- COMPRESSOR- 3
MATER SEPERATORS
UNITS SUPPORTS
PIPING
RAM AIR
DUCTING-M[NG ICE PROTECTION
ELECT ANTI- ICE-SLAT L1
ELECT ANTI'ICE-SLAT L2
ELECT ANTI-ICE-LEFT DLE
ELECT ANTI'ICE-SLAT L3
ELECT ANTI'ICE-SLAT L4
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT L5
ELECT ANTI-ICE'SLAT L6
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT L7
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT L8
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R1
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R2
ELECT ANTI-ICE-RIGHT DLE
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R3
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R4
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R5
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R6
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R7
ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R8
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT L1
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT L2
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-LEFT DLE
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT L3
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT L4
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT L5
HP
13.4
13.4
6.7
13.4
13.4
13.4
RPN LB FT PH I
29.0
29.0
14.5
29.0
29.0
29.0
LTH GAGE FACTOR AS IS TO BE DELTA
76.6 57.3 " 19.2
2.2 2.2 0.0
178.6 0.0 -178.6
178.6 0.0 -178.6
178.6 0.0 -178.6
54.7 0.0 -54.7
36.5 36.5 0.0
91.4 0.0 -91.4
261.2 261.2 0.0
173.0 0.0 -I_.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 6.0 6.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12..0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 6.0 6.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0 12.0
0.0 12.0
0.0 12.0
0.0 12.0
3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2
3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2
3 16 8.7 0.0 0.1
3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2
3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2
3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2
NOTES
NOTE:REMOVED TURBINE BY PASS VALVE
NOTE:MATER SEPERATION MILL BE DONE BY NEM PACK.
NOTE:ASSUMED SUPPORTS FOR VAPOR CYCLE INSTALLATIONS IS EQUIV
NOTE:TO BE PART OF VAPOR CYCLE PACK
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
12.0 NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
12.0 NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
12.0 NOTE: ONE HEATER BLANKET PER SLAT
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
, . • i •
07116191
LN N TYPE
545 SAB25
546 GAB26
547 SAB27
548 SAB28
549 SAB29
550 SAB30
551 SAB31
552 SAg32
553 SAB33
554 SAB34
555 SAB35
556 SAB36
557 SAB37
558 GAB38
559 SAB39
SAB40
561 SAB41
:562 SAB42
563 SAB43
564 SAB44
565 SAB45
566 _B46
567 _847
568 SA848
569 S_W49
570 SAB5O
571 $AB51
572 SAB52
573 SAB53
574 _54
575 SAF
576 SBA
577 SBA01
578 SBAO2
NAME
ELECT CABLEANTI-ICE-SLAT L6
ELECT CABLE ANTI- ICE-SLAT L7
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT L8
ELECT CABLEANTI-ICE-SLAT R1
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT R2
ELECT CABLE ANTI- ICE-RIGHT DLE
ELECT CABLEANTI-ICE-SLAT R3
ELECT CABLE ANTI- ICE'SLAT R4
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT R5
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT R6
ELECT CABLE ANTI-ICE-SLAT R7
ELECT CABLE ANTI- ICE-SLAT R8
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L1
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L2
ELECT RPC ANTI- ICE-LEFT DLE
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L3
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L4
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L5
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L6
ELECT RPC ANTI- ICE-SLAT L7
ELECT RPC ANT]-ICE-SLAT L8
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R1
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R2
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-RIGHT DLE
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT P.3
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R4
ELECT RPC ANTI- ICE-SLAT R5
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R6
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R7
ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R8
SUPPQRTS-MINGICE PROTECTION
DUCTING-TAIL ICE PROTECTION
ELECT ANT]*ICE-L & R INBD, LOMER
ELECT POMERUIRE-L & R INBD, LQMER
HP
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
6.7
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
13.4
RPM
40.2
LB FT PH I LTH GAGEFACTOR AS IS TO BE DELTA
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
14.5 3 16 8.7 0.0 0.1 0.1
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
29.0 3 12 20.1 0.0 0.2 0.2
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2,0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2,0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2,0 2.0
0,0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0,0 2.0 2.0
0.0 2.0 2.0
0,0 2.0 2.0
9.6 0.0 -9.6
78.7 0.0 -78.7
0.0 36.0 36.0
87,0 45 110 122 0.0 22.0 22.0 NOTE: AL UIRE USED
NOTES
07/16/91
LNN TYPE
579 SBA83
58O SBA04
581 SOB
582 SSC
583 SBD
584 UE
585 SBH
586 SCA
587 SCF
588 SEA
589 SEC
59O RNN-04
591 RNN-05
592 RNN-06
593 RNN-01
594 RNN-02
595 RNN-03
NAMIE
ELECT ANTI-ICE-L & R OTBD, UPPER
ELECT POWERMIRE-L & R OTBD, UPPER
VALVES-TAlL ICE PROTECTION
ELECT HARDIJARE& MIRE TAIL ICE PROT
TAIL SUPPORTS-TAILICE PROTECTION
FUSE SUPPORTS-TAlLICE PROTECTTION
HEATSHIELD-TAIL ICE PROTECTION
DUCTING-AIR IND ICE PROTECTION
NACELLESUPPONT-AIRIND ICE PROT
DUCTING-NACICE PROT
ELECTRICALHARDMABE-NACICE PROT
HEATER-FMDCABIN
HEATER-NIDCABIN
HEATER-AFTCABIN
COHPRESSOR-PRESSURE& VAPORCYCLE-1
CONPRESSOR-PRESSURE& VAPORCYCLE-2
COMPRESSOR-PRESSURE& VAPORCYCLE-3
HP
40.2
27
27
27
220
220
22O
RPN LB FT PH 1 LTH GAGEFACTOR
m
87.0 90 110 122
58.0
58.0
58.0
475.4
475.4
475.4
TOTALS
AS_IS
O.O
0.0
9.4
3.5
6,7
2.7
9.6
30.5
3.4
2.9
0.3
0
O
O
O
0
0
32076
TO BE
36.0
43.9
O.O
3.5
O.O
0.0
O.O
30.5
3.4
2.9
0.3
20.0
20.0
20.0
494.3
494.3
494.3
12541
DELTA
36.0
43.9
-9.4
O.O
-6.7
-2.7
-9.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
20.0
20.0
20.0
494.3
494.3
494.3
-2304
NOTE: AL MIRE USED
NOTES
APPENDIX G
ELECTRICAL LOAD
DATA BASE

G.1 BASELINE TRIJET AIR TRANSPORT MD-11 DATA BASE ELOAD,
ELECTRICAL POWER LOAD ANALYSIS
NOTE: Included by reference only (ELOAD is Douglas proprietary data) see Reference 5.
G.2 ALL-ELECTRIC TRIJET DATA
COMMONLY USED ELECTRICAL FORMULAS
To Find Single-Phase Three-Phase D.C.
Ampere-, when KVA x 1000 KVA x 1000 not applicable
KVA is known V : V x 1.73
Amperes when HP x 746 HP x 746
horsepower is known V x eft. x p.f. V x 1.73 x eft. x p.f.
HP x 746
Vxeff.
Amperes when KW x 1000 KW x 1000 KW x 1000
kilowatts are known V x p.f. V x 1.73 x p.f. V
IxVxp.f. Ix V x 1.73 x p.l. IxV
Kilowatts
1000 1000 1000
I x V I x V x 1.73 not applicable
Kilovolt Amperes 1000 1000
Horsepower I x V x eft. x p.f. I x V x 1.73 x eft. x p.f. I x V x eft.
746 746 746
Watts Vxlx p.f. Vxlx 1.73 x p.f. Vxl
I = amperes
V : volts
KW = kilOwattS
KVA = kilovolt-amperes
HP = horsepower
eft, : percent efficiency/100
p.l. : power lector
G-1
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS AND HEADINGS
The abbreviated column headings in the following tables are explained below.
The columns shown as REF (reference number) and REFD NO. are codes used for data manipula-
tion. UTS (number of units), PER (percent of operation time), and ENM (essential/nonessential/
monitored load) are requirements of baseline load analysis computer program ELOAD. These were
included in anticipation of integrating the new all-electric loads with the existing baseline loads.
The columns BUS and PH, which describe power bus and phase identifications, are also ELOAD
requirements and are used in this analysis for determining load and phase balancing throughout the
distribution system. Horsepower ratings are included in the load analysis primarily for hydraulic,
mechanical, and pneumatic requirements. These horsepower ratings allow for conversion to elec-
trical requirements using the mathematical formulas shown earlier.
To remain consistent throughout the anlaysis, horsepower ratings are included for nonhydraulic,
nonmechanical, and nonpneumatic devices (e.g., flight computers or relays).
VAC (the voltage column) denotes the voltage requirement at the terminals of the load. For
single-phase power_ it represents the voltage from any one of the line phases, A, B, or C, to neutral.
For three-phase power, it is the voltage between any two of the three line phases, A, B, or C. In the
analysis, this is described as line-to-line voltage. The kilowatt (KW), kilovolt-amperes (KVA), and
phase current (I_PH) columns are calculated using the formulas shown earlier. The power factor
(PF) and efficiency (EFF) values were derived from similar state-of-the-art equipment.
Other column headings were coded to indicate the phase of fight (e.g., LD1 or ST1) and the time-
interval headings - 5S (5 seconds), 5M (5 minutes), and 15M (15 minutes). These are identified
sequentially (i.e., LDI_5S, LD2_5M, and LD3_15M) in order to accommodate computer data
manipulation.
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H1A- 14 ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R1 1 100 54 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
H1A- 15 ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R2 1 100 44 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
H1A- 16 ELECT ANTI-ICE*RiGHT DLE 1 100 44 D 6.705 5.000 5.000
H1A- 17 ELECT ANTI-iCE-SLAT R3 1 100 54 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
H1A- 18 ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R4 1 100 64 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
H1A- 19 ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R5 1 100 64 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
H1A- 20 ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R6 1 100 64 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
H1A- 21 ELECT ANTI-ICE-SLAT R7 1 100 54 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
H1A- 22 ELECT ANTi-ICE-SLAT R8 1 100 44 D 13.410 10.000 10.000
B1A- 60 ELECT RPC ANTI-iCE-SLAT L1 1 100 54 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 61 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L2 1 100 44 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 62 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-LEFT DLE 1 100 44 0 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 63 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L3 1 100 54 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 64 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L4 1 100 64 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 65 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L5 1 100 64 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 66 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L6 1 100 64. D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 67 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L7 1 100 54 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 68 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT L8 1 100 44 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 69 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R1 1 100 54 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 70 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R2 1 100 44 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 71 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-RIGHT DLE 1 100 44 0 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 72 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R3 1 100 54 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 73 ELECT RPC ANTi-ICE-SLAT R4 1 100 64 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 74 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R5 1 100 64 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 75 ELECT RPC ANTi-ICE-SLAT R6 1 100 64 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 76 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R7 1 100 54 0 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 77 ELECT RPC ANTI-ICE-SLAT R8 1 100 44 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
H1A- 23 ELECT ANTI-ICE-L & R iNBD,LOWER 1 100 62 D 40.231 30.000 30.000
H1A- 24 ELECT ANTI-ICE-L & R OTBD,UPPER 1 100 62 0 40.231 30.000 30.000
B1A- 81 ELECT ANTI-ICE-L & R iNBD, LOWER 1 100 42 D 0.001 0.001 0.001
B1A- 82 ELECT ANTI-iCE-L & R OTBD,UPPER 1 100 62 0 0.001 0.001 0.001
1489.63 1162.39 1440.97
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 14.493 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.500 5.0000 5.000 0.0000
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 28.986 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000 10.0000 10.000 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.001 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.001 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0,004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0,90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0,000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0,90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 0.004 0.85 0.90 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000
199 86.957 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 30.000 30.000 30.0000 30.000 30.0000
199 86,957 1 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 30.000 30.000 30.0000 30.000 30.0000
199 0.003 0.85 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.0012 0.0012 0.0012
199 0.003 0.85 1.00 E 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.0012 0,0012 0.0012
169.19 169.19 160.82 333.83 422.19 575.61 469.75 1095.95
iTO/CLIMB CRUISE COLD CRUISE HOT DESCENT/LAND EMERGENCY GND SERVICE
TC25M TC3_15M CC1_55 CC2_5M CC3_30H CHI_SS CH2_SH CH3_30M DLI_5S DL2_SM DL]_15M E1_55 E2_SM E3_15M GSI_SS GS2_SM GS315N NOTES
1 0.7018 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 23.3945 0.7018 0.0000 23.3945 0.7018 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 FULL TRAVEL=IOSEC
2 0.7018 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 23.3945 0.7018 0.0000 23.3945 0.7018 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 FULL TRAVEL=IOSEC
3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.001] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 0.2565 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 8.5507 0.2565 0.0000 8.5507 0.2565 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 FULL TRAVEL=IOSEC
6 0.2565 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 8.5507 0.2565 0.0000 8.5507 0.2565 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 FULL TRAVEL=IOSEC
7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.001] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
9 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1452 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
11 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.001] 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.001] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
12 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0,0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
13 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
14 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0,1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
15 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.1432 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
16 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
17 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
18 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
19 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.001] 0.0013 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
20 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.001] 0.0013 0.001] 0.001] 0.0013 0.001] 0.001] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
21 0.001] 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.001] 0.001] 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.001] 0.0013 0.0013 0.001] 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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APPENDIX H
RELIABILITY ANALYSES

TABLE H-1
RELIABILITY PARAMETERS
COMPONENT
BUS
RPC
TFR RELAY
FEEDER
MOTOR
PUMP
MTBF
(HR)
REUABIUTY
0.999
0.90
0.90
0.95
0.98
0.99
1,000,000
10,000
10,000
20,000
50,000
100,000
0.999999
0.99990
0.99990
0.99995
0.99998
0.99999
1 HR 1,000 HR
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
EXAMPLE SHOWING ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS
TRIPLE ELECTRICAL; DUAL FEED AND DUAL (BACKUP) ELECT/HYDRAULIC
1 2 3
NOTE:LATER CHANGED TO TRIPLE
ELECTRICAL SOURCES; USES A
DUAL-FEED EMA/BRAKE ASSEMBLY.
THE BRAKE IS A SIMPLE ELECTRICAL
SOLENOID ASSEMBLY WITH 100,000 HR
MTBF AND GIVES THE SAME
RELIABILITY VALUES AS A
HYDRAULIC PUMP UNIT.
RELIABILITY OF POWER FROM PUMPS
Rl,ooo = 0.98939 FOR 1,000-HR BASE
OR R1 = 0.9999894 FOR 1-HR BASE
OR MTBFsYsTEM = 94,339 HR
FIGURE H-I. EXAMPLE FOR HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
I-I-1
RELIABILITY COMPUTATION
Left channels from BUS 1 and BUS 2:
0.90 x 0.95 x 0.90 = 0.7695
0.90 x 0.95 = 0.855
1 - [(1 - 0.7695) (1 - 0,855)] =
1 - (0.2305 x 0,145) = 1 - 0.03342 = 0.96658
0.96658 x 0.98 x 0.99 = 0.93778
Right channel from BUS 3:
0.90 x 0.95 x 0,98 x 0.99 = 0.82952
Combined reliability:
1 - [(1 - 0.93778) (1 - 0.82952)] =
1 - (0.0622 x 0.17048) =
1 -0.0100607 = 0.98939 on 1,000-hr basis
= 0.9999894 on 1-hr basis
These give 94,339 hours MTBF
H-2
APPENDIX I
FLY-BY-WIRE AND
FLY-BY-LIGHT STUDY
(PRELIMINARY DATA)
J

FBW and FBL Systems Configurations
for POWER-BY-WIRE Study
FBW and FBL Config 1
(1W = FBW Config 1; 1L = FBL Config 1)
FBW and FBL Config 2
(2W = FBW Config 2; 2L = FBL Config 2)
• Direct and Dedicated Data Links for
Control Command Signalling
and Feedback / Loop Closure
e No additional use of data buses
beyond those already used on
the MD-11
• All control surfaces are converted
to FBW / FBL
• MD-11 FBW engine controls are
not changed
• Replacement of MD-11 hydraulic
actuation is not included in this
part of the study
Bidirectional Data Buses for
Control Command Signalling
and Feedback / Loop Closure
All new data busses are bidirectional
Arinc 629. The existing ARINC 429
data buses were left as is
(not replaced by ARINC 629 or converted
to fiber optics)
• All control surfaces are converted
to FBW / FBL
• MD-11 FBW engine controls are
not changed
• Replacement of MD-11 hydraulic
actuation is not included in this
part of the study
FBW and FBL Systems Configurations
for POWER-BY-WIRE Study
CONFIG 1W CONFIG 2W
CONFIG 1L
"_--__ ' ' _,';_
.,.,, _.,..,.-.-... .
CONFIG 2L
FLIGHT CONTROLS MD-11 CONVERISION TO FBW and FBL
WEIGHT ANALYSIS (all weights in Ibs)
ITEM CODE EXISTING CONFIG 1W CONFIG 1L CONFIG 2W CONFIG 2L
EA = COCKPIT CONTROLS 44.54
EB = RUDDER PEDALS 42.63
EC = GUST LOCK 22.74
EE - AUTOMATIC FLT CONTROLS 227.78
SYSTEM & FBW
EF -- AILERON CONTROLS 602.07
EH = ELEVATOR CONTROLS 810.62
EJ = RUDDER CONTROLS 362.68
EL - FLAP CONTROLS 561.40
EN -- SPOILER CONTROLS 476.95
EP = ADJUST HORIZ STAB 658.03
ER -- UTIL MECH CONTROLS 4.17
ET = GENERL PLUMB 130.30
EV = SLAT CONTROLS 1453.57
EZ = UNDISTRIBUTED ITEMS 60.06
E = SURFACE CONTROLS 5457.49
(TOTALS)
37 34 37 33
38 35 38 34
22.74 19 22.74 19
300 275 300 260
500 450 450 410
700 620 625 590
300 260 240 210
500 470 470 460
400 320 350 285
600 560 560 530
4.17 4 4.17 4
130.30 130 130.30 130
1350 1300 1325 1290
20 20 17 17
4902.21 4497 4569.21 4272
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RISK ASSESSMENT /TRADEOFFS - ASPECTS
,'7"
o CERTIFICATION
- DEFINED CRITERIA vs SPECIAL CONDITIONS
o SAFETY
- RELIABILITY
- EME
o WEIGHT
NARROWBODY
- WIDEBODY
o COST
- DESIGN / PRODUCTION
- LIFE CYCLE
OPTICS - BARRIERS TO COMMERCIAL INTRODUCTION
CERTIFICATION ISSUES FOR OPTICAL SYSTEMS ARE LARGELY
UNADDRESSED AT THIS TIME
o_
INSTALLATION AND LONG - TERM MAINTENANCE ISSUES HAVE
NOT BEEN FULLY EXAMINED
MANY PROMISING OPTICAL TECItNOLOGIES REQUIRE SUBSTANTIAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
AREAS REQUIRING FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
FOR FIBER OPTICS ON AIRCRAFT
AREA
FIBERS
CONNECTORS
PASSIVE COUPLERS
LEDs
LASER DIODES
WDM
TDM.
DIGITAL SENSORS
ANALOG SENSORS
ASSEMBLY, INSTALLATION,
AND REPAIR
DIFFICULTIES
MICROCRACKING, MICROBEND LOSSES, STABILITY OVER LARGE
TEMPERATURE RANGE
VIBRATION-SENSITIVE, TEMPERATURE-INDUCED PISTONING,
REPEATABILITY, BACK REFLECTIONS (INCLUDING DIFFERENTIAL
WAVELENGTH), HIGH LOSS, CONTAMINATION, POT AND POLISH
TERMINATIONS, INDEX MATCHING GELS, COHERENCE LENGTH
INTERFERENCE
HIGH LOSS, BACK REFLECTIONS, EXPENSIVE
LOW POWER OUTPUT, BANDWIDTH DRIFr WITH TEMPERATURE
SHORT LIFE, REQUIRES TEMPERATURE STABILIZATION, SAFETY
CONCERNS, EXPENSIVE
HIGH LOSS, INSUFFICIENT CHANNELS, BANDPASS DRIFT WITH
TEMPERATURE, EXPENSIVE
HIGH LOSS, INTENSITY BASED (VARIATION WITH TEMPERATURE),
SYSTEM SPECIFIC (ASSOCIATEDELECTRONICS), DIFFICULT
TO REPAIR, EXPENSIVE
ELECTRONICALLY AND MECHANICALLY COMPLEX, SINGLE-BIT LOSS
CAN CAUSE MAJOR LOSS OF ACCURACY, REQUIRES LARGE
POWER BUDGET
REQUIRES REFERENCE SIGNAL TO COMPENSATE FOR TEMPERATURE
VARIATIONS, SENSITIVE TO CONNECTOR LOSS, ETC.
COMPLICATED, SPECIALIZED, INCOMPATIBLE WITH CURRENT
AIRCRAFT TECHNIQUES
FLY- BY- LIGHT CONTROL SUITE ASPECTS
o CONTROL
INTEGRATION
O SURFACE
ACTUATION
• FLIGHT
CONTROLS
• ACTUATION
POWER
,,p
O0
BACKUP FLIGItT
CONTROLS
• COMPUTERS
• SELF REPAIRING
• FIELD
MAINTAINABILITY
• ENGINE
CONTROLS
Typical Nire and Fiber Optic Cable 14eights
GAUGE
24
22
20
2,4
22
20
24
22
20
FIBER OPTIC
1001140 MICRON
HBER OPTIC
200/240 MICRON
1
FIBER OPTIC
100/140 MICRON
(RIBBON CABLE)
NO. CONDUCTORS
WEIGItT WEIGHT
UNSItlELDED SHIELDED
(LBII000FT) (LB/IO00FT)
3 7.3 14.4
3 10.4 18.7
3 15.2 24.9
2 4.8 11.2
2 6.9 14.1
2 10.0 18.4
1 2.4 6.4
1 3.4 8.0
I 5.0 10.2
1 1.6 STANDARD JACKET m
1 4.0 REINFORCED JACKET
1 2.0 STANDARD JACKET
1 4.4 REINFORCED JACKET
18 1.0
Widebody Weight Comparison
Direct (signal to signal) Conversion of Flight Control
Signal Wires to Fiber Optics for a MD-11 Type Aircraft
Flight Control Aircraft
Total Signal Path Length
Signal Wire Weight
Signal Fiber Optic Weight
130,500 ft 303,200 ft
1,330 Ibs 3,100 Ibs
210 Ibs 485 Ibs
Approx. Weight Savings 1,120 Ibs 2,615 Ibs
* wire 20 gauge shielded/jacketed
* fiber 100/140 micron jacketed
* wire groundreturnloopseliminatedfor fiber optics
* new electro-optics(Tx & Rx) added
_ : i_, •_"i_
Widebody Flight Controls Development and Production Cost Comparison
Engineering and
Development
Recurring Per Aircraft
Material Cost
Avionics Assembly Co
Equipement Cost
Handling/Installation
TOTAL
Mechanical
Baseline
$14,000,000
$90,000
$70,000
$950,000
$250,000
$1,370,000
Fly-By-Wir0
$38,000,000
$55,000
$43,000
$1,000,000
$210,000
$1,308,000
Projected
Fly-By-Light (ROM)
$60,000,000
$63,000
$35,000
$1,030,000
$220,000
$1,348,000
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Widebody Flight Controls Life Cycle Cost Comparison per Aircraft
Mechanical
Baseline
Non-ReoJrring
Recurring
Maintenance (Labor)
Equivalent Revenue
(relative to baseline)
TOTAL
DIRECT OPERATING COST
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Fly-By-Wire Fly-By-Light
$30,000 $57,50O
($62,000) ($22,000)
($240,000) ($426,000)
($3,409,000) nt ($7,146,000) nt
4.5% reduction
($3,681,000)
5.1% improvement
($7,536,500)
7.4% reduction
10.2% improvement
* utilization 8 hrs/day
* 800 aircraft production run
* ave. life = 20 yrs.
* 60,000 flight hrs
* "0" additional profits above
the mechanical baseline aircraft
* all types include flight guidance systems
* ave speed = 320 mi/hr
* ave yield = $0.10/passenger mi.
* load factor = 0.7
* "nt" = near term weight savings
* costs estimated in 1989 dollars
* ave for FBW and FBL configurations
* mechanical baseline includes flight engineer
J/eAVIONICS SUSCEPTIBIIII"Y TO
---TRAOITIONAL SHIELDING IS _ //
BEING COMPROMISED
--COMPOSITE VS METALLIC I
STRUCTURE I
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EME Threat Trends
1-14
iBIDIRECTIONAL AND
UNDIRECTIONAL
DATA BUSES DATA LINKS
LINEAR SIMPLEX
STAR HALF-DUPLEX
TOKEN FULL-DUPLEX
PASSING
RING
T&F._
i
FIBER OPTICS
ON AIRCRAFT
PASSIVE •
PASSIVE
INTENSITY
WAVELENGTH
PHASE
POLARIZATION
[
REMOTE SENSING
OPTICALLY POWERED
OPTICALLY POWERED
MECHNICALLY ACTUATED
(RESISTIVE, CAPACITIVE)
ELECTRONIC
(LSI. VLSl)
MODAL L
i i
DISCRETE
PROXIMITY
LIMIT
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
LIQUID LEVEL
LINEAR POSITION
ROTARY POSITION
FORCE._TRAIN
CONTINUOUS
PRESSURE
LINEAR POSWION
ROTARYPOSITION
TEMPERATURE
TACHOMETER
LIOUIDLEVEL
CURRENT
ACCELERATION
VELOCITY
GYRO
FORCEISTRAIN
VIBRATION
SIGNAL MULTIPLEXING
(OPTICAL)
==r
TDM
WDM
COHERENCE
FDM (PHASE. CHIRP)
NUMERICAL APERTURE
POLARIZATION
AUDIO
(MICROPHONE.
EARPHONE)
DIRECT LIGHT
MODULATION
OPTICALLY
POWERED
BAI'rlERY
POWERED
ANTENNAS
(RECEIVE)
DIRECT LIGHT
MODULATION
OPTICALLY
POWERED
BATTERY
POWERED
Aircraft Applications for Fiber Optics
. - • / •i I •
Fiber Optic Developments for Aircraft
FIBER
COMPONENT
i
CONNECTORS
COUPLERS
EMiHERS/DErECTORS
SENSORS AND SWITCHES
OTHER
DEVELOPMENT
HIGH-TEMPERATURE GLASS AND PLASTIC
IMPROVED BEND RADIUS
RADIATION-HARDENED
POLARIZATION PRESERVING
PARAMETER-SENSITIVE
RIBBON
VIBRATION- AND SHOCK-RESISTANT
REPEATABLE TERMINATIONS
CRIMP AND CLEAVE
ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED
TEMPERATURE-INSENSITIVE
RIBBON
MULTIPIN
MILITARY STANDARD
AUTOMATED TERMINATION
REDUCED LOSS
TEMPERATURE. AND SHOCK-RESISTANT
ETCHED GLASS
TE MPERATURE-INSENSITIVE
MULTICHANNEL WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXERS
IMPROVED PACKAGING
REDUCED LOSS
IMPROVED LAUNCH POWER/SENSITIVITY
REDUCED ELECTRICAL POWER CONSUMPTION
REDUCED TEMPERATURE DRIFT
VIABLE OPTICAL POWERING
DIGITAL AND ANALOG TECHNIQUES
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
INTEGRATED OPTICS
SMART SKINS
OPTICAL COMPUTING
"4 •
Potential Savings of lO0-Percent Signal Path
.Conversion to Fiber
-,.J
WEIGHT
CONDUCTOR
CABLE INSTALLATION
DESIGN
WIRE DESIGN
EMC DESIGN/TEST
MFG LABOR
1,000-1,500 LBIACFT
$20,0001ACFT
35 PERCENT
45,000 HR
35 PERCENT
$45,0001ACFT
$25,0001ACFT
50 PERCENT FEWER RUNS
5 HRISEGMENT
$51SEGMENT
500 HRIACFT " $50
Impact of Signal Path Conversion to Fiber
1985
ALL
COPPER
SIGNAL PATHS 3,900
CONDUCTOR LENGTH (MILES) 52
CONDUCTOR SEGMENTS (WIRES) 18,000
ROUTING PATHS 13
NOTES:
.
2.
1995 2000
2_PERCENT 5_PERCENT
FIBER FIBER
3,510 2,92S
47' 39
16,200 13,500
13 ?
DATA BASED ON MD-80. OC-10. AND C-17 AVERAGED
ANALYSIS BASED ON 60 PERCENT OF PATHS BEING FOR SIGNALS
2010
100-PERCENT
FIBER
i
1.950
26
9,000
4
Potential Savings of 100-Percent Signal Path
Conversion to Fiber
Benefits of Fiber Optics on Aircraft
SIMPLIFICATION BENEFITS
WEIGHT
LESS CABLE
LIGHTER CABLE
NO CABLE SHIELDING
FEWER CONNECTORS
RELIABILITY
FEWER TERMINATIONS
CORROSION-RESISTANT CABLES
INSTALLATION COSTS
FEWER RUNS
FEWER CLAMPS
PERFORMANCE BENEFITS
° ELECTRICAL ISOLATION
• NO SPARK OR FIRE HAZARDS
• NO SHORT CIRCUITS
• NO GROUND LOOPS
• NO CROSS TALK BETWEEN CABLES
• IMMUNITY TO EMI
• IMMUNITY TO LIGHTNING SURGE CURRENT
• WIOE BANDWIDTH
• GREATER TRANSMISSION SECURITY
MATERIAL COSTS
LESS CABLE
FEWER CONTACTS
DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION
FEWER SIGNAL PATHS
SIMPLER WIRING DIAGRAMS
BASELINE FBW VS FBL ACTUATOR INTERFACE
CMD
FCC
SWITCHING
AMP
_.,I_C PWR FOR MTR
BLOC_.DBACK
RAM
CV
b9
FCC
F 0 SIGNALS
BACKGROUND
EME THREAT TRENDS
,7'
tO
Q EME INCREASING ON GLOBAL SCALE
- RADIO FREQUENCIES/HIGH ENERGY
RF (HERF)
RADIO, TV, RADAR, MICROWAVE
- AmCRAFT POWER SYSTEMS
- AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS
- LIGHTNING
- MILrrARY /
DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS
ECM
e AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS ARE
INCREASINGLY DEPENDENT
ON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
- FLY-BY-WIRE/FLY-BY-LIGHT
FLIGHT CONTROLS
- FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL
ENGINE CONTROLS
- INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT
CONTROL SYSTEMS
• AVIONICS SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
EME IS INCREASING
- TRADITIONAL SttlELDING IS
BEING COMPROMISED
- COMPOSITE VS. METALLIC
STRUCTURE
- ENERGY TO INDUCE UPSET
IS DECREASING
t_
SOURCE
MILITARY
MILITARY
GOVERNMENT
COMMERCIAL
SUPPLIERS
Driving Forces for Fiber Optics on Aircraft
NEED
HIGH DATA TRANSMISSION RATES
EMIIRFI IMMUNITY
• INCREASED USE OF COMPOSITES
• NUCLEAR BLAST PROXIMITY EMP
* ELECTRONIC WARFARE
• FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEMS (SAFETY)
TECHNOLOGY COMPETITIVENESS
EMIIRFI IMMUNITY
• INCREASED USE OF COMPOSITES
• FLY-BY-WIRE SYSTEMS (SAFETY)
• HIGHER FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS
FUTURE PROFITS
FIBER OPTICS SOLUTION
HIGH BANDWIDTH, LIGHTWEIGHT
INHERENT EMIIRFI IMMUNITY
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
INHERENT EMIIRFI IMMUNITY
EXPANDING MARKET
FIBER OPTIC TRADEOFFS
,,.p
to
EMI AND
LIGHTNING
IMMUNITY
. IMPROVED SIGNAL TO NOISE
+ COMPOSITE COMPATIBILITY
+ ROUTLNG FLEXIBILITY
÷ REDUCED F_MI "IT..STING &
TROUBLE SHOOTING
+ NO CROSSTAL.K
+ ELECTRICAL ISOLATION
CERTIFICATION
RELIABILITY
- POOR CONNECTORS
• RUGGED COMPONENTS
• FRAGILE COMPONEN'TS
+ FEWER TERMINATIONS
+ CORROSION RESISTANCE
SIMPLIFIED
HARNESSES
+ SPACE SAVINGS
+ IP-_S DOCUMENTATION
+ LESS CABLE
NEW TERRITORY
MATERIAL COSTS
- COlvll_Nm¢l_
+ LESS CABLE
. FEWER CO_I_
COST
EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTAINABILITY
- DIFFICULT TO
WORK WITH
- TRAINING
Rr_umr_
INCREASED
BANDWIDTH
, WEIGHT SAVINGS
+ SPACE SAVINGS
PRODUC I BILITY
- LABOR [NTENSIVE
TERMINATIONS .
- TRAIlq_O
L=_.Otn_-a>
P
R
I
M
A
R
Y
R
E
S
0
N
A
N
C
E
F
,_ R
t_
Q
U
E
N
C
Y
fR
(MHz)
10 4
10s
10 =
101
10°_=_
6
6m
4=
3m
2_
lOo
7
I I I I !11
= = 4 • e_llO
Median
f. _' 11.53-4.8 x 10 _ d
(20 < d < 300)
f. = Pn.'mary Resonance Frequency
d = Aircraft Wire Hamess Length
%
in MHz
in feet
02 10s 10 4
AIRCRAFT WIRE HARNESS LENGTH, d (ft)
GENER/_L RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTROMAGNETIC PRIMARY
RESONANCE
10 s
FREQUENCY AND AIRCRAFT WIRE HARNESS LENGTH (LOG-LOG scale)
MEDIUM OUTPUT SIGNAL QUALITY OUTPUT WAVEFORM
Single Conductor
(above conductive plane)
VERY POOR
Twisted Shielded Pair
(shielding not properly
terminated)
Twisted Unshielded Pair
Co-Axial Cable
POOR
FAIR
FAIR
Twisted Shielded Pair
(shielding properly
terminated)
GOOD
Fiber Optic Cable EXCELLENT
GENERALIZED RESULTS OF CONDUCTED SUSCEPTIBILITY FOR 80Kbps TO 2Mbps
100 v/m RTCA DO 160C DEFINED 100 v/m INTERFERENCE LEVELS FROM 10 HZ TO
400 MHz
1-25 070991

APPENDIX J
ENGINE-STARTING DATA
FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC
CF6-80C2 ENGINES

STARTER TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS
CF6-80C2 ENGINE
LDGS
ENGINE DRAG
DRAG TORQUE
TORQUE (LB-IN.
(LB/FT G) G' x 12)
63O 130
620 450
610 625
575 1,000
540 925
518 875
410 625
310 600
220 515
170 515
P = (G + G')w = (G + G')
SPEED
(RPM)
I0
100
200
5OO
8O0
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
4,500
x RPM x 2 pV60
KVA at HP rotor = P x 0.746/550,000
POWER
p_
(LB-FPS)
671
6,882
13,860
34,453
51,670
61,849
96,729
113,040
110,074
100,284
KVA AT
HP ROTOR PAD
0.910 0.952
9.334 9.763
18.799 19.662
46.730 48.876
70.084 73.302
83.890
131.200
153.323
149.301
136.021
KVA AT
STARTER
87.742
137.224
160.363
156.156
142.267
HORSEPOWER
AT
STARTER
PAD
1.276
13.087
26.356
65.518
98.260
117.617
163.947
214.964
209.325
190.706
Starter (KVA) = KVA at high-pressure rotor/0.956
NOTES:
1
2.
3.
CF6-80C2 FADEC Instl Manual, 35-sec start requirement at 59°F
IDGS drag torque from Sundstrand curve for a 120-KVA unit at --40°F
0 ft-lb used as margin
Recommended starter size:
Starter size = max torque required + no margin.
Starter size = ((370 x 600112) x 3,000 x 2 pi)/6
= F38 x 0.746/550,000/0.956 = 150.363 KVA
4. 70 ft-lb used as margin
Recommended starter size
Starter size = max torque required + 70 Ib-ft margin
Starter size = ((310 + 600112) x 3,000 x 2 pi)/6
= F38 x 0.746/550,00010.956 = 191.545 KVA
5. 45 ft-lb used as margin
Recommended starter size:
Starter size = max torque required + 45 Ib-ft margin
Starter size = ((310 + 600/12) x 3,000 x 2 pi)/6
= F38 x 0.746/550,00010.956 = 180.409 KVA
6. Assumes that starter and generator efficiency are equal at 88 percent
,1-1
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APPENDIX K
COST ANALYSES DATA
.,.-L
RDT&E
ENGINEERING
TEST AND DEVELOPMENT
INITIAL TOOLING
SUPPLIER NONRECURRING
FSD ILS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
TOTAL RDT&E
PRODUCTION
TOTAL (800 AIRCRAFT)
UNIT AVERAGE
PRODUCTSUPPORT
NONRECURRING
RECURRING
TOTALPRODUCTSUPPORT
ALL ELECTRIC TRIJET AIRCRAFT
COST COMPARISONS
($ MILLION 1990)
TRIJETBASELINE
$
1,198.702
671.480
817.983
906.657
57.550
118.352
3770.725
68,662.278
85.828
308.980
2,972.219
3,281.199
ALL ELECTRIC TRIJET
NONRESIZED
$
1,124.352
654.305
822.931
956.240
54.969
115.165
3,727.963
67,030.819
83.789
301.639
2,901.596
3,203.235
ALL ELECTRIC TRIJET
RESIZED
1,116.189
650.521
816.316
942.064
54.594
114.338
3,694.023
66,474.957
83.094
299.137
2,877.535
3,176.672
EACH AIRCRAFT ASSUMED TO BE ALL NEW, NONDERIVATIVE IN DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION.
K-!
OPERATING COST COMPARISON - DOLLARS
1990 ESTIMATES
3000 N MILES
PER TRIP
BASE ALL-ELEC ALL-ELEC
RESIZED
t_
Seats
Passengers
Revenue Cargo (Lb)
Study Payload (Lb)
Study Price ($M)
MTOW (Lb)
Fuel Capacity (Lb)
OEW (Lb)
Block Time (Hr)
Utilization: (B.Hr/Yr)
323 323 323
323 323 323
0 0 0
67,830 67,830 67,830
0.00 0.00 0.00
602,500 596,500 591,500
258,966 258,966 258,966
278,400 276,100 273,000
6.775 6.776 6.779
4,234 4,235 4,237
Trip Costs
Flight Crew
Cabin Crew
Maintenance
Navigation
Landing Fee
Fuel @ 0.60 $/gal
(S/Trip)
5,056 5,036 5,020
6,674 6,675 6,678
8,608 8,386 8,391
1,227 1,221 1,216
2,350 2,326 2,307
8,211 8,112 8,037
Total Cash Cost (S/Trip) 32,126 31,756 31,649
(S/Seat) 99.46 98.32 97.98
(%) 0.00 -1.15 -1.48
Yearly Savings ($) Base 231,250 298,125
Cost Assumptions
Flight Crew
Two Crew
Three Crew
Cabin Crew
Maintenance
Labor Rate
Labor Burden
Fuel
Fuel Density
Navigation
Landing Fees
$/BH
$/BH
$/BH/Seat
$/MMH
%
$/U.S.GaI.
Lb/U.S.GaI.
$/N Mi
S/Trip
COST ASSUMPTIONS IN 1990 DOLLARS
Performance Assumptions
430. + 0.525 MTOW/1000
538. + 0.656 MTOW/1000
3.05
Range
Ground Maneuver Time
Fuel Burn Markup
OEW Markup
Study Payload Assumptions
30.00
350.
Weight per Passenger
Weight per Passenger Bags
Baggage and Freight Density
0.60
6.70
0.100 " SQRT OF MTOW/1000 *
500. N Mi
Passenger Load Factor
Freight Load Factor
3.90 " MTOW/1000 Equiv. Rev. Seats per Ton Freight
N Mi
Minutes
%
%
Lbs
Lbs
Lb/Cu Ft
%
%
3000
14
0.0
0.0
165.0
45.0
10.0
100.
.
4.0
OR_G_At- PAC_ IS
poor QuAu'rv
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
COPIES:
AVOID VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
AVI-C 1- RWS-91-197
R. Schmid
All - Electric Tri-jet Study
R. S. Bird, D. Kosmal, G. S. Page, C. J. Turner, File.
31 July 1991
This AVI summarizes the performance data requested for three versions of the tri-jet
aircraft studied. The results are tabulated below for the baseline aircraft, an unresized
aircraft (with an operating empty weight reduction of 2304 pounds and a SFC
improvement of 0.67%), and a resized aircraft including the improvements mentioned.
ALL-ELECTRIC ALL-ELECTRIC
BASELINE UNRESIZED RESIZED
ENGINE GE GE GE
MTOGW (Ibs) 602,500 596,500 591,500
OEW (Ibs) 278,400 276,100 273,000
Passengers 323 323 323
Payload (Ibs) 67,830 67,830 67,830
Thrust/Engine (Ibs) 61,500 61,500 60,225
Wing Area (sq. ft) 3647.5 3647.5 3588.7
Range (n. mi.) 6,600 6,600 6,600
Approach Speed (KEAS) 138.8 137.8 138.8
TOFL (ft) 10,550 10,200 10,550
3000 N MI Mission
Block Fuel (Ibs) 91,692 90,586 89,750
Block Time (hrs) 6.8 6.8 6.8 ._
The methodology for resizing the aircraft was to keep the landing approach speed,
takeoff field length, and range all constant.
Roland Schmid
Aerodynamics
Advanced Design Engineering
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_ARAMETRICOSTSUMMARY $1
(cYgo MS) TRIJET BASELINE 02-Aup-91
.5 .5_ .5 .5 .---.--..5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5--.--..5--..5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 = .5 .5 .5 .5.5 .5 .5 .-.."--.5 .5 .5 .5-5-.5 .5 .5 .55.= .5---.5 = .5 = .5 = .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5- ." = .5 .5 .5 .5----.5 =- .5 .5 = .5 .5 .5 .5-" = .5 .5 .5.5..5.5..5.5.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 =--.5
:WORKELEMENT:NOMENCLATURE ] CONTRACTOR: ] COST : UNIT : REF :
: [ : COST _ FEE e :(CYgOMr) : COST :
:I00 :AIRCRAFTRDT&E : I : : : :
I 110 _ ENSINEERING : 1198.702: : 1198.702: I $2 :
: 120 I MOCKUP,TEST& DEVELOPMENT: 671.480 : I 671.480 ] I $2 :
130 : INITIALTOOLING _ 817.983_ : 817.983: ] 82 :
J 140 I SUPPLIERNON-RECURRING _ 906.657I _ 906.657: I 52 I
: 150 _ FSD ILS : 57.550_ _ 57,550_ : $2
160 : PROJECTMANAGEMENT : 118.352: : 118.352I _ $2
: ] AIRCRAFTRDT&ETOTAL _ 3770.725 : : 3770.725 : :
:200 :PRODUCTION I : : 1 : :
210 _ PRODUCTIONLOT I - 200 AIC : 20892.376_ :20892.376: 104.462: S3A :
220 _ PRODUCTIONLOT2 - 200 A/C I 16711.332 I :16711,332 : 83.557 : S3B ]
230 : PRODUCTIONLOT3 - 200 A/C I 15773.158 : :15773.158 _ 78.866 : 83C :
240 : PRODUCTIONLOT4 - 200 A/C I 15285.412 : :15285.412 I 76.427 : S3D
......................................................................................................
: PRODUCTIONTOTAL I 68662.278 _ 168662.278 I 85.82B : :
......................................................................................................
:300 :PRODUCTSUPPORT(AIRFRAMERFURNISHED) I _ : :
300 R&D _ PRODUCTSUPPORT N. R. _ 308.980: _ $4
310 _ PECULIARGROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENT : 146.766: : $4 :
320 : TRAININGSERVICES& EQUIPMENT : 326,146: : $4 :
330 : ENGINEERING& SUPPORTDATA : 514.967: ] $4 :
340 : INITIAL SPARES : 1922.544 _ _ 84 :
350 _ SITE ACTIVATION/FIELDSERVICES _ 61.796_ : $4
TRIJETBASELINE
PRODUCTIONSUMMARY
AIRCRAFTUNITFLYAWAYCOST
ENGINESWITHPODS/TR
BFE SEATS& GALLEYS
BFE AVIONICS
AIRFRAME_ FIXEDEQUIPMENT
: AIRFRAMERFURNISHEDPRODUCTSUPPORTTOTAL ] 3281.199: _
......................................................................................................
:COMMERCIALPROGRAMCOSTTOTAL :75714.201: : :
:UNITPRODUCTIONFLYAWAYCOST 800 UNITS : 85.828 : _ :
:AMORTISEDN.R.COSTPER UNIT 100 UNITS : 37.707: _ :
;_.5_.5.5.5=.5.5.5=====.5===.5=.5=.5.5.5.5_.5.5.5==.5=.5=.5========_=.5.5.5=.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5===.5.5.5.5.5=.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5=.5=.5.5.5_.5.5.5.5.5.5.5_
LOT I LOT 2 LOT 3 LOT 4 AVERAGE
104.462 83.557 78.86_ 76.427 85.82JL]
21.556 21.556 21.556 21.556 21.556:
1.711 1.492 1.418 1.372 1.498:
2.273 2.190 2,139 2.101 2.176
78.921 58.319 53.753 51.398 60.598
======.5==.5=_==.5=.5.5.5.5===.5.5.5.5.5===.5=.5=.5=_.5.5===.5.5.5.5.5_.5.5.5.5=_.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5.5=.5.5==.5.5.5=.5.5.5.5.5.5.5=.5.5.5_.5==.5.5.5.5.5.5.5_.5.5.5.5.5.5.5
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RDT&ECOST SUMMARY 52
(CYgOMS) TRIJETBASELINE 02-Aug-91
WE COST ELEMENT INPUT MARKUP COST REF
I ...........................................................................................
110 : ENGINEERING _ 12853056I 89.68 I 1152.598 LI
ENGR _8.04 ODC $ I 42.297I 1.09 I 46,104
: 110 TOTALENGINEERING i : I 1198.702
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ 5.315: 1.05 I 5.581 L5B120
MOCKUP
TEST&
DEVEL
10,04
I
MATERIAL(MFB)$
ENGINEERINGTEST
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERINGLIAISON
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITY_SSURANCE
TOOLINGM & R
8DC $
120 TOTALMCKUPTEST& DEV
71.752_ 1.05 I 75.315 L5B
1807125I 86.51 : 156.334 L2
3634917I 50.64: 184.072 L2
: 89.68 : L7A
3307148I 50.64 I 167.474 L4A
69421I 54.86_ 3.808 L7A
784453 _ 56,97 I 44.690 L7A
152725I 54.8bi 8.379 L7A
23.694_ 1.09 I 25.82_
_ 671.480
: 130
_INITIAL
ITOOLING
10,04
]
MATERIAL(MFG)$ _ 60,906i 1.05 I 63.931
TOOLING ] I1937_72I 54.8.6i 654.901
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT I 596884I 54.86I 32.745
QUALITYASSURANCE l 656572I 5&,97_ 37,405
ODC $ I 2&.607I 1,09 ] 29.002
130 TOTALINITIALTOOLINO i _" i 817.983
L5B
L3
L7A
L7A
140
_SUPPLIER:
NR
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
OUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
0.04 DDC $
140 TOTALSUPPLIERN.R,
25,347
805.191
31.992
1.05
1.05
89,68
82.29
50,M
54.86
56.97
54.86
1,09
2b.615
845.171
34.B71
906.657
ASB
ASB
A7A
A7A
A4A
A7A
A7A
A7A
........ I .................................................................................
150 MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ ', 10.015I 1.05 I 10.5i6 L6
ILS MATERIAL(MFG)$ _ 2.003 i 1.05 I 2,102 Lfi
ILS ] 519116 I 82.29 _ 42,718 L6
',0.04ODC $ ', 2.031 i 1.09 _ 2.213
i 150 TOTALILS l I : 57.550
160 I PROJECTMANAGEMENT I 1198530I 94.95 : 113.800 L8
PROJECT',0,04ODC $ _ 4.176 _ 1,09 I 4,552
MGT i : i i
' 160 TBTALPRBJECTMGMT : i I IIB.352
..................... . .....................................................................
TOTALRDT&ECOST (CYgOMS) : 3770,725
PRODUCTIONCOSTSUMMARYLOT1 S3A
(CYQOMS) TRI3ETBASELINE 02-Aug-91
=============================================================================================
I = _ ] :PRODUCTION: I
NE ] COSTELEMENT : INPUT _ MARKUP: COST I REF l
210 : MATERIAL(MFG)$ : 8.177 : 1.05 : 8.583 ] M5B
I RATE _ TOOLING : 1635461 I 54.86 : 89.721 _ L3
ITOOLIN6: MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT I 81773 I 54.86 : 4.486 I L7A
I : QUALITYASSURANCE _ 89950 : 56.97 _ 5.124 : L7A
: ]0,04 ODC$ : 3.960 : 1.09 I 4,317 _ :
: 210 TOTALRATETOOLING : l : 112.232 : :
i .... I ................................... t
I .... I ............................................... I
PRO-
DUCTION
220
: MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ I 5374.323 I 1.05 : 5643.039 : MSC
MATERIAL(MFG)$ l 4640.600 I 1.05 _ 4871.019 I M5C
: ENGINEERING ] 8810464 ] 89.68 : 790.078 : L7A :
: TESTENGINEERING : 83858 I 86.51 : 7.255 i L2 :
: ILS : 2202616I 82.29 I I81.253 : L7A :
1 MANUFACTURING ; 110130796; 50.64 : 5577.024 : L4D :
1 MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT : 13215696 : 54.86 : 725.013 : L7A 1
] OUALITYASSURANCE : 16519619 I 56.97 I 941.123 ] L7A I
TOOLINGM&R : 13215696 : 54.86 I 725.013 : LTA ]
10.04 ODC$ : 714.158 : 1.09 I 778.433 : I
1 220A TOTALPRODUCTION ; [ :20239.248 ] ]
230 : PROJECTMANAGEMENT ; 5477536 : 94.95 :. 520.092 I LB :
_PROJECT10,04 ODC$ _ 19.086 _ 1.09 I 20.804 I I
MGMT _ : : 1 I :
: 230 TOTALPRO_ECTM6MT : : _ 540.896 : :
...........................................................................................
TOTALLOT1 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $20892.376 1
I
UNIT PRODUCTIONCOST $ 104.462 :
=============================================================================================
I_-7'
PRODUCTIONCOSTSUMMARYLOT2 S3B
(cYgo MS) TRIJETBASELINE 02-Aug-91
.............................................................................................
: I I IPRODUCTIONI
WE I COSTELEMENT I INPUT I MARKUP I COST I REF
210
RATE
:TOOLING
:0.04
MATERIAL(MFG)$
TOOLING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT I
QUALITYASSURANCE
ODC $
210 TOTALRATETOOLING :
1.05 ',
54.86',
54.86
56.97:
1.09
MSD
L3
L7B
L7B
PRO-
IDUCTION
220
10.04
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ I 5312.569I 1.05
MATERIAL(MFG)$ I 4045.591I 1.05
ENGINEERING I 5812097I 89.68
TESTENGINEERING : 83858 I 86.51
ILS I 1453024I 82.29
MANUFACTURING I 72651208I 50.64
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT I 8718145I 54.86
QUALITYASSURANCE I 10897681I 56.97
TOOLINGM&R I 8718145I 54.86
ODC $ I 577.216I 1.09
220ATOTALPRODUCTION I
5578.197I MSD
4246.465I MSD
521.200I L7B
7.255 I L2
119.569_ L7B
3679.057i L4C
478.277I L7B
620.841I L7B
478.277I L7B
629.166l
116358.305I
i_ ..........................................................................................
230 I PROJECTMANAGEMENT _ 3575027 94.95 339.449I L8
IPROJECTi0.04 ODC $ I 12.457 1.09 13.578l
MGMT I I I
I 230 TOTALPROJECTMGMT I 353.027I
...........................................................................................
TOTALLOT 2 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $16711.332
UNIT PRODUCTIONCOST $ 83.557
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PRODUCTIONOSTUMMARYLOT3 $3C
(cYgoMS) TRIJETBASELINE 02-Aug-91
I I I I IPRODUCTIONI
I WE I COSTELEMENT : INPUTI MARKUPI COST: REF
I ...........................................................................................
210
RATE
ITOOLING
10.04
MATERIAL(MFG)$ _ I 1.05 I
TOOLING I I 54.86I I
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT I I 54.86 _
QUALITYASSURANCE : I 56.97 I
ODC $ I I 1.09 I
210 TOTALRATETOOLING I I I I
MSD
L3
L7B
L7B
PRO-
IDUCTION
220
0,04
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFB)$
ENGINEERING
TEST ENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC $
220ATOTALPRODUCTION
5286.014I 1.05 I 5550.315I MSD
3845.265I 1.05 : 4036.193I MSD
5193334I 89.68 I 465.712I L7B
83858 _ 86.51 I 7.255I L2
1298334; 82.29 _ 106.840_ L7B
64916680I 50.64 I 3287.381I L4C
7790002I 54.86 I 427.359I L7B
9737502I 56.97I 554.745I L7B
7790002I 54.86 I 427.359: L7B
545.437I 1.09 I 594.526
: 115457.686I
230 I PROJECTMANAGEMENT 3194720i 94.95 I 303.339: L8
PROJECT10.04 ODC $ 11,132 I 1,09 I 12.134 I
MGMT I I l I
I 230 TOTALPROJECTMGMT I I 315.472:
TOTALLOT3 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $15773,158
UNITPRODUCTIONCOST $ 78.866
IKI-9
: 210
, RATE
ITOOLING
=0.04
MATERIAL(MFG)$
TOOLING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
ODC $
210 TOTALRATETOOLING
1.05
54.86
54.86
56.97
1.09
MSD
L3
L7B
L7B
I
PRO-
',DUCTION
220
i ..........................................................................................
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ 5267.049', 1.05 I 5530.401 MSD
I0.04
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERING
TESTENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC $
220ATOTALPRODUCTION
3720.627I 1.05_ 3905.366
4896741= 89,68I 439.115
83858I 86,51I 7.255
1224185: 82.29 I 100.738
61209264I 50.64# 3099.637
7345112I 54.8b_ 402.953
9181390I 56.97I 523.064
7345112% 54.86_ 402.953
528.862I 1.09 I 576.459
_14987.941
MSD
L7B
L2
L7B
L4C
L7B
L7B
L7B
: 230 PROJECTMANAGEMENT 3012427 94,95 ; 286.030 L8
IPROJECTI0.04 ODC $ 10.497 1.09 I 11,441
MGMT , I
,_0 TOTALPROJECTMGMT , 297.471
...........................................................................................
TOTALLOT 4 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $15285.412
UNIT PRODUCTIONCOST $ 76,427
K-IO
SUPPORTINVESTMENT $4
(CYgOMS) TRIJETBASELINE 02-Aug-91
..................................................................................
: PRODUCTIONAUTHORIZATION 800 EACH I
I A/C PRODUCTIONCOST (FLYAWAY) 6B662,278
: UNIT FLYAWAYCOST B5.B2B :
IWORKELEMENT ILS INVESTMENTELEMENT f(FLYAWAY ILS
COST) INVEST :
................................................................................
310 :PECULIARGROUNDSUPPORTEQUIP I 0.015 I 1029.934_ I
320 ITRAININGEQUIP/SERVICES : 0.025 _ 1716.557_ I
330 _SUPPORTDATA I 0.010 I 6B6.623: I
340 :INITIALSPARES I 0.040 : 2746.491_
................................................................................
I SUBTOTALILS INVESTMENT: _ I I
LESSBITEACTIVATION I _ 6179.605I
.................................................................................
: : F(ILS I :
: I SUBTOT) : I
350 ISITEACTIVATION/FIELDSERVICE_ 0.050 : 30B.980I
................................................................................
I TOTALILS INVESTMENT _6488.585
I ................................................................................
I
_PRODUCTSUPPORTINVESTMENTALLOCATION AIRFRAMER AIRLINE AIRFRAMER
I(cYgoMS) TRIJETBASELINE PRODUCT RECURRING FURNISHED
SUPPORT PRODUCT PRODUCT
RDT&E SUPPORT SUPPORT
PECULIARGROUNDSUPPORTEQUIP
TRAININGEQUIP/SERVICES
SUPPORTDATA
INITIALSPARES
SITE ACTIVATION/FIELDSERVICE
51,497 978.437 146,766
85,828 1630.729 326,146
171.656 514,967 514,967
,2746.491 1922.544
308.9B0 61.796
TOTALAIRFRAMERNONRECURRING 308.980
TOTALAIRLINESUPPORTINVESTMENT 6179.605
TOTALA!RFRAMERSUPPORTINVESTMENT 2972.218 '
K-ll
LPARAMETRICCOSTSUMMARY SI
(CYO0MS) TRIJETALL ELECT.A/C (notresized) 02-Au9"91
IWORKELEMENTINOMENCLATURE I CONTRACTORI I COST I UNIT I REF
= I COST I FEE@ :(CY90 MS) = COST I
......................................................................................................
i00
110
120
130
140
150
160
AIRCRAFTRDT&E I
ENGINEERING I 1124.352
MOCKUP,TEST & DEVELOPMENTI 654.305
INITIALTOOLING I 822.931
SUPPLIERNON-RECURRING I 956.240
FSD ILS I 54.969
PROJECTMANAGEMENT : 115.165
1124.352
654.305
822,931
956.240:
54,969
115.165
52
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2
210
22O
72,,0
240
1200 IPRODUCTION I
PRODUCTIONLOT I - 200 AIC I
PRODUCTIONLOT 2 - 200 AIC I
PRODUCTIONLOT 3 - 200 A/C I
PRODUCTIONLOT 4 - 200 AIC I
I I i I
20378.233I 120378.233I 101,891I S3A
16315,796I I16315.796I 81.579I S3B
15404.982I 115404.982I 77,025I $3C
14931.808I 114931.908I 74,659I S3D
,3C0 IPRODUCTSUPPORT(AIRFRAMERFURNISHED)
300 R&D PRODUCTSUPPORT N, R.
310
320
330
340
350
PECULIARGROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENT
TRAININGSERVICES& EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERING& SUPPORTDATA
INITIALSPARES
SITEACTIVATION/FIELDSERVICES
301,639
143,278
318.396
502.731
1876.863
60.328
I
I $4
I
I $4
I $4
I 84
I $4
I $4
TRIVETALL ELECT.A/C (notresized)
PRODUCTIONSUMMARY
AIRCRAFTUNITFLYAWAYCOST
ENGINESWITHPODS/TR
BFE SEATS& GALLEYS
BFE AVIONICS
AIRFRAME& FIXEDEQUIPMENT
i ......................................................................................................
I AIRFRAMERFURNISHEDPRODUCTSUPPORTTOTAL I 3203.235I I"
......................................................................................................
ICOMMERCIALPROGRAMCOST_TOTAL 173962.017 I
IUNITPRODUCTIONFLYAWAYCOST 800 UNITS I 83.789 I
I I I
IAMORTISEDN,R.COSTPER UNIT I00 UNITS I 37,280 I
LOT i LOT 2 LOT 3 LOT 4 AVERAGE I
I
101.891 BI.579 77.025 74.659 83.789,,I-
I
21.556 21.556 21.556 21.556 21.556I
I
1.711 1.492 1.418 1.372 1.498
2._7_ 2.190 2.139 101 =.176 I
I
76.351 56.341 51,912 49.630 58,558I
K-12
RDT&ECOSTSUMMARY $2
(CY90MS) TRIJETALL ELECT.A/C (notresized) 02-Aug-91
WE COSTELEMENT INPUT MARKUP COST REF
110 I ENGINEERING I 12055842I 89.68I 1081.108 LI
ENGR :0.04 ODC $ I 39.674I 1.09 I 43.244
I ii0 TOTALENGINEERING I I I 1124.352
I MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ 5,315 I 1.05 I 5.581 ESB120
MOCKUP
TEST &
DEVEL
iO.O4
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERINGTEST
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERINGLIAISON
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM & R
ODC $
120 TOTALMCKUPTEST & DEV
69.113I 1.05 I 72.545
1757635I 86.51 I 152.053
3532628I 50.64 I 178.B92
I 89.68 1
3248595I 50.64 I 164.509
67812I 54.86 I 3.720
766278I 56.97 I 43.655
149187I 54.861 8.184
23.088I 1.09 I 25.166
I I 654.305
LSB
L2
L2
L7A
L4A
L7A
L7A
L7A
130
IINITIAL
ITOOLINO
I0.04
I
MATERIAL(MFG)$
TOOLING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
ODC $
130 TOTALINITIALTOOLING
61.275I 1.05 I 64.317
12009880I 54.86I 658.862
600494I 54.86 I 32,943
660543I 56.97I 37.631
26.768I 1.09 I 29.177
I I 822.931
L5B
L3
L7A
L7A
I0,04
140 I
ISUPPLIERI
NR
150
ILS
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC $
140 TOTALSUPPLIERN,R.
25.347
850.611
3_,o.742
• 1.05 I 26.615
1.05 I 892.846
89.68 I
82.29 I
50.64 I
54.86I
56.97I
54,86I
1.09 I 36.778
I 956.240
ASB
A5B
A7A
A7A
A4A
A7A
A7A
A7A
, ........ -. ........................................................................
I0.04
I
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ItS
ODC $
150 TOTALILS
9.812 I 1.05 I 10.303
1.963I 1.05 I 2.060
492066I 82.29 I 40.492
1.940I 1.09 I 2.114
I I 54.969
L6
L6
L6
160 I PROJECTMANAGEMENT I 1166252 I 94.95 I 110.736 L8
IPROJECT10,04 ODC $ I 4,064 I 1.09 I 4,429
I MGT I I I I
I I 160 TOTALPROJECTMGMT I I I 115.165
I ........................................ L ..................................................
I TOTALRDTAECOST (cYgoMS) I 3727.963I
K-13
PRODUCTIONCOSTSUMMARYLOT I S3A
(CYgOMS) TRIJETALL ELECT.A/C (notresized) 02-Aug-91
l : ] IPRODUCTIONI
WE l COST ELEMENT = INPUT I MARKUP I COST I REF
...........................................................................................
210
RATE
ITOOLING
MATERIAL(MFG)$ l 8.047
l TOOLING l 1609324
l MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT l 80466
QUALITYASSURANCE l 88513
I0.04 ODC $ l 3,897
210 TOTALRATETOOLING l
1.05 I 8.446
54.86I 88.288
54.86_ 4.414
56.97_ 5.043
1.09 I 4.248
110.438
MSD
L3
L7A
L7A
........ I ..................................................................................
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ 5374.323I 1.05 5643.039I M5C
MATERIAL(MFG)$
l ENGINEERING
1 TESTENGINEERING
IL8
I MANUFACTURING
I MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
' QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGMIR
10.04 ODC$
' 220ATOTALPRODUCTION
PRO-
DUCTION
220
4437.015I 1.05
8550578I 89.68
83858 _ 86.51
2137645I 82.29
I%8B2227 I 50.64
12825867: 54.B6
16032334I 56.97
12825867I 54.86
696.640 I 1.09
4657.324I M5C
766.773: L7A
7.255 I L2
175.907 I L7A
5412.516I L4B
703.627I L7A
913.362I L7A
703.627I L7A
759.337
119742.767
230 , PROJECTMANAGEMENT I 5316850 94.95 1504.835 L8
IPROJECT10.04 ODC $ I 18.526 1.09 I 20.193
MGMT ; I I
l 230 TOTALPROJECTMGMT ' I 525.02B
...........................................................................................
TOTALLOT I PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $20378,233
UNITPRODUCTIONCOST $ 101.891
K-14
210 : MATERIAL(MFG)$
RATE ] TOOLING
:TOOLINGI MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
: QUALITYASSURANCE
:0.04 ODC $
210 TOTALRATETOOLING
1.05 :
54.86 ]
54.86 :
56.97 ]
1.09
]
M5D
L3
L7B
L7B
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ 5312.569I 1.05 : 5578.197: M5D
PRO-
:DUCTION
220
:0,04
I
MATERIAL(MFS)$
ENGINEERING
TESTENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC $
220ATOTALPRODUCTION
3868,108_ 1,05 : 4060.170: M5D
5631270I , 89.68 I 504.984_ L7B
B3858I Bb.51 _ 7.255 : L2
1407818: 82.29 : 115.849I L7B
70390879_ 50.64 I 3564.594 : L4C
8446906 : 54.86 I 463.397 _ L7B
10558632: 56.97I 601,525_ L7B
8446906 : 54.86 I 463.397: L7B
563.647] 1.09 : 614.375;
:15973,744_
230 _ PROJECTMANAGEMENT I 3463887 : 94.95 _ 328.896 _ LB
PROJECT_0.04 ODC $ : 12.070_ 1,09 _ 13.156
MGNT _ I _ _
230 TOTALPROJECTMSMT I I I 342.052
...........................................................................................
TOTALLOT 2 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $16315.7%
UNITPRODUCTIONCOST $ 81.579
................................. _ ...........................................................
K-15
210 I MATERIAL(MFB)$
RATE I TOOLING
ITOOLINGI MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
I QUALITYASSURANCE
10.04 ODC $
210 TOTALRATETOOLING
1.05
54.86
54.86
56.97
1.09
MSD
L3
L7B
L7B
.......................................................................... m ...............
PRO-
DUCTION
220
10.04
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERING
TEST ENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
%UALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC $
5286.014
3676.571
5028428
83858
1257107
62855344
7542641
9428302
7542641
532.799
1.05 ] 5550.315i M5D
1.05 I 3859.123I MSD
89.68 : 450.924I L7B
86,51 I 7.255 I L2
82.29 I 103.447I L7B
50.64 I 3182.995I L4C
54.86I 413.789I L7B
56.97 I 537.130I L7B
54.86 I 413.789I C7B
1.09 I 5B0.751I
I 220ATOTALPRODUCTION 115099.518I
...........................................................................................
230 I PROJECTMANAGEMENT 3093365 94.95 293.715 L8
IPROJECT10.04 ODC $ 10.779 1,09 11.749
MGMT I
I 230 TOTALPROJECTMGMT 305.464
.................... _ ....................................... L ..............................
TOTALLOT 3 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $15404.982
UNIT PRODUCTIONCOST $ 77.025
K-16
210 1 MATERIAL(MFG)$ : : 1.05 : I
RATE I TOOLING ; _ 54.B6I
]TOOLINGI MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT : l 54.86: :
: QUALITYASSURANCE ] : 56,97 I :
:0.04 ODC $ I : 1.09 I
210 TOTALRATE TOOLING : ] : :
MSD
L.X
L7B
L7B
PRO-
IDUCTION
220
_0.04
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$ : 5267,049: 1,05 : 5530.401_ MSD
MATERIAL(MFG)$ : 3557.401: 1.05 : 3734.035: NSD
ENGINEERING : 4739544I 8%68 _ 425.019_ L7B
TESTENGINEERING _ 83858 ; B6,51 _ 7.255 I L2
ILS I 1184886: 82.29 I 97.504: L7B
MANUFACTURING : 59244306: 50.64 : 3000.132: L4C
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT _ 7109317I 54.86 & 390.017I L7B
QUALITYASSURANCE 1 8886646: 56.97 : 506.272: L7B
TOOLINGM&R I 7109317 I 54.86 I 390.017 I L7B
ODC $ _ 516.721 I 1.09 I 563.226
220ATOTALPRODUCTION I : 114643.B78L
230 _ PROJECTMANAGEMENT _ 29158101 94.95: 276.856t L8
_PROJECT10.04 ODC $ I 10.160: 1.09 : 11.074I
MGMT I _ _ _ :
i 230 TOTALPROJECTMGMT i I I 287.930:
...........................................................................................
TOTALLOT 4 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $14931.808
UNITPRODUCTIDNCOST $ 74.659
K-17
SUPPORTINVESTMENT $4
(CYgOMS) TRIVETALL ELECT.A/C (notresized) 02-Aug-91
........................... --.- .....................................................
PRODUCTIONAUTHORIZATION BOO EACH
A!C PRODUCTIONCOST (FLYAWAY) 67030,B19
UNIT FLYAWAYCOST 83.789
................................................................................
:WORKELEMENT ILS INVESTMENTELEMENT f(FLYAWAY ILS
COST) INVEST
................................................................................
310 _PECULIAR@ROUNDSUPPORTEQUIP I 0.015 I 1005.462:
320 ITRAININ@EQUIP/SERVICES _ 0.025 I 1675,770
330 :SUPPORTDATA I 0.010 _ 670.30BI
340 IINITIALSPARES I 0.040 : 2&BI.233
................................................................................
SUBTOTALILS INVESTMENTI : :
I LESSSITEACTIVATION : _ 6032.774
................................................................................
: _ SUBTOT) : _
350 _SITEACTIVATION/FIELDSERVICE_ 0,050 I 301,639I
................................................................................
: TOTALILS INVESTMENT I 6334.412
IPRODUCTSUPPORTINVESTMENTALLOCATION AIRFRAMER AIRLINE AIRFRAMER
I(CYgOMS) TRIVETALL ELECT.A/C (notresi PRODUCT RECURRIN6 FURNISHED
: SUPPORT PRODUCT PRODUCT
I RDT_E SUPPORT SUPPORT
PECULIAR@ROUNDSUPPORTEQUIP
TRAININGEQUIP/SERVICES
SUPPORTDATA
INITIALSPARES
SITEACTIVATION/FIELDSERVICE
50.273 955.189 143.278
B3.789 1591.982 318.3%
167.577 502.731 502,731
2681.233 1876.863
301.639 60.32B
TOTAL_IRFRAMERNONRECURRINB 301.639
TOTALAIRLINESUPPORTINVESTMENT 6032.774
TOTALAIRFRAMERSUPPORTINVESTMENT 2901.597
K-18
_ARAMETRICOSTSUMMARY SI
(cYgoMS) TRIJETALL ELECT.A/C (resized) 02-Auo-91
IWORKELEMENT INOMENCLATURE I C0NTRACTORI I COST I UNIT I REF
I I COST I FEE @ I(CY90MS) I COST I
......................................................................................................
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
IAIRCRAFTRDT&E
ENGINEERING
MOCKUP,TEST& DEVELOPMENT
INITIALTOOLING
SUPPLIERNON-RECURRING
FSD ILS
PRO_ECTMANAGEMENT
I I
1116,189I I 1116.189
650.521I I 650,521
816,316I I 816.316
942.064I I 942.064
54.594I I 54.594
114.338I I 114.330
I
: S2
I $2
I S2
I S2
I 52
I S2
1200
210
240
:PRODUCTION I
PRODUCTIONLOT I - 200 A/C I
PRODUCTIONLOT 2 - 200 AIC I
PRODUCTIONLOT 3 - 200 AIC I
PRODUCTIONLOT 4 - 200 A/C I
I I I
20214.604I I20214.604I
16179.915I I16179.915I
15275.230I 115275.230
14805.208I I14805.208I
101.073I S3A
80.900I S3B
76.376I $3C
74.026I G3D
IPRODUCTSUPPORT(AIRFRAMERFURNISHED)
300 R&D I PRODUCTSUPPORT N. R.
I
310 I PECULIARGROUNDSUPPORTEQUIPMENT
320 I TRAININGSERVICES& EOU!PMENT
330 I ENGINEERING& SUPPORTDATA
340 I INITIALSPARES
350 I SITE ACTIVATION/FIELDSERVICES
1300
299.137
142.090
315.756
498.562
1861.299
59.827
$4
54
S4
S4
S4
$4
TRIJETALL ELECT.A!C (resized)
PRODUCTIONSUMMARY
AIRCRAFTUNITFLYAWAYCOST
ENGINESWITHPODSITR
BFE SEATS& GALLEYS
BFE AVIONICS
AIRFRAME& FIXEDEQUIPMENT
I AIRFRAMERFURNISHEDPRODUCTSUPPORTTOTAL I 3176,672I I
ICOMMERCIALPROGRAMCOSTTOTAL 173345.652 I
IUNITPRODUCTIONFLYAWAYCOST 800 UNITS 83.094 I
I I
IAMORTISEDN.R.COST PER UNIT I00 UNITS 36.940 I
...................................................................................................... i
LOT I LOT 2 LOT 3 LOT 4 AVERAGE I
I
101.073 80.900 76,376 74.026 83.09A--I
I
21.269 21.269 21.269 21.269 21,2691
I
1,711 1.492 1.418 1.372 1.498 I
I
2.273 2.190 2.139 2.101 2.176 I
75.820 55.949 _ _A.J_O 49.284 58.151 I
K-19
RDT&ECOST SUMMARY $2
(CY90MS) TRIJETALL ELECT.A/C (resized) 02-Aug-91
WE COSTELEMENT INPUT MARKUP COST REF
...........................................................................................
ii0 I ENGINEERING I 11968319I 89.68 I 1073.259 LI
E_GR 10.04 ODC $ I 39,386I 1.09 I 42,930
I 110 TOTALENGINEERING I I I 1116.189
........ I .................................................................................
120
MOCKUP
TEST&
DEVEL
I0.04
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERINGTEST
DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERINGLIAISON
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM & R
ODC $
120 TOTALMCKUPTEST& DEV
5.o15
68,651
1750550
3512995
3225033
67380
761397
1482o7
22.954
1.05
1.05
86.51
50.64
89.68
50.64
54.86
56.97
54.86
1.09
5.581
72,060
151.440
177,898
163.316
3.696
4_._7
8.132
25,020
650.521
L5B
LSB
L2
L7A
L4A
L7A
L7A
L7A
130
IINITIAL
ITOOLING
10,04
MATERIAL(MFG)$ I 60,782I 1.05 I 63.800
TOOLING I 11913346I 54.86I 653,566
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT I 595667I 54.86i 32.67B
QUALITYASSURANCE I 655234I 56.97I 37.329
ODC $ I 26.553I 1.09 I 28.943
130 TOTALINITIALTOOLING I I 1 816.316
LSB
L3
L7A
L7A
140
',SUPPLIER
NR
I0.04
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
_UALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC$
140 TOTALSUPPLIERN.R.
,5,a4_
837,626
1.05
1.05
89.68
82.29
50.64
54.86
56.97
54.86
1.09
26.615
879.216
_6.23_
942.064
ASS
ASS
A7A
A7A
A4A
A7A
A7A
A7A
K-20
PRODUCTIONCOSTSUMMARYLOT i SSA
(CY90MS) TRIJETALL ELECT.AIC (resized) 02-Aug-91
, , , 1 IPRODUCTIONI
l WE i COSTELEMENT I INPUT I MARKUP I COST 1 REF
I ................................................................................
i 210 I MATERIAL(MFG)$ I 7,982 I 1.05 I 8,378 i M5B
i RATE : TOOLING I 1596388_ 54.86i 87,578I L3
ITOOLINGI MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT : 79819 I 54.B6I 4,379 : L7A
QUALITYASSURANCE I 87801 I 56.97I 5,002I L7A
10.04 ODC $ i 3.866 I 1.09 I 4.2131
I 210 TOTALRATE TOOLING I I I i09.551I
........ _ .................................................................
i MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
i MATERIAL(MFG)$
I ENGINEERING
i TEST ENGINEERING
i ILS
, MANUFACTURING
i MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
I QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM_R
_0.04 ODC $
220A T._L PRODUCTION
PRO-
_Ut_,IUN
5316.904
4404.936
8492353
83858
2123088
106154410
12738529
12738529
691.023
1.05 I 5582.749I MSC
!.05 I 4623.652I M5C
89.68 : 761.552i L7A
86.51I 7.255 i L2
82.29 I 174.709I L7A
50.64I 5375.659I L4B
54.86I 698.836I L7A
56.97i 907.143: L7A
54.86: 698.836I L7A
. 75o._16
,1%MJ.606 ,
28(1 i pnn_r_T =_ , O, u_ MANAGEMENT i j,8<159_I 94.95 : J01._92 L8
..............,, nnr $ ' 18.4(I(11 1,09 i 2(1.056
MGMT i i I i
i 230 TOTALPROJECT_GMT I I i 521.448
........................................................... T ...............................
TOTAL=0_ I PRODUCTIONC_,oT 200 EACH $20214.604
UNIT o ...... ',RODU_ON COST $ I(11.073
K-21
il¸
PRODUCTIONCOSTSUMMARYLOT 2 S3B
(CY90MS} TRIJETALL ELECT.A/C (resized) 02-Aug-91
I : : I IPRODUCTIONI
I WE I COST ELEMENT I INPUT I MARKUP I COST I REF
I ...........................................................................................
I 210
I RATE
ITOOLING
10.04
I
MATERIAL(MFG)$
TOOLING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
ODC $
210 TOTALRATE TOOLING
1.05 I I
54.86I i
54.86I i
56.97I I
1.09 I
I I
M5D
L3
L7B
L7B
PRO-
IDUCTION
220
I0.04
I
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERING
TESTENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC $
220A TOTALPRODUCTION
5255.151
3840.143
5593049
83858
1398262
69913118
8389574
i0486968
8389574
55S.934
1.05
1.05
89.68
86.5!
82.29
50.64
54.86
56.97
54.86
1.09
5517.908I MSD
4%0.816 I M5D
.01.o_7I L7B
7.255 I L2
115.063I LTB
oo4v.4u£,I L4C
460.252I L7B
597.443 I L7B
460.252I L7B
609.238 1
15840.183
230 I PROJECTMANAGEMENT 3440395I 94.95 326.666 L8
IPROJECT_.04 ODC $ 11.98BI 1.09 13.067
MGMT ' I
_ . _o9.7.,.too TOTALPROJECTMGMT I "" ._
........................................................................................... ,
TOTALLOT 2 PRODUCTIONCOST 200 EACH $16179.915
UNIT PRODUCTIONCOST $ BO.900
K-22
I0.04 I
I I
, 210
,'RATE
,TOO_ING
)
)
PRO-
)DUCTION
22O
MATERIAL(MFB)$
TOOLING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
ODC $
2i0 TOTALRATE TOOLING
, g_.t
54.86
54.86
56.97
1.09
i MSD
', L3
I L7B
', L7B
I
10.04
MATERIAL(HIGHVALUE)$
MATERIAL(MFG)$
ENGINEERING
TESTENGINEERING
ILS
MANUFACTURING
MANUFACTURINGSUPPORT
QUALITYASSURANCE
TOOLINGM&R
ODC
220A TOTALPRODUCTION
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